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HOMOSEXUAL DESIRE IN REVOLUTIONARY RUSSIA: 
PUBLIC ,AND HIDDEN TRAMSCRIPTS, 1917-194 1 

Doctor of Philosophy, 1998, Dan Kealey, Graciuate Depzrtment of 
Histcïy, University of Toronto 

This thesis is the first history of the early Soviet regime8s 

legal, administrative and medical approaches to homosexuality, 

using psychiatric archiva1 and criminal records. Treating the 

period from 1917 to 1941, it uncovers the subcultures of male 

and female homosexuals in social context. The totalitarian 

school's interpretation of Soviet Conununism% handling of the 

issue is challenged on several grounds. The regime did not 

espouse a monolithic, hostile view of same-sex relations, but 

allowed multivalent approaches to coexist until the end of the 

First Five Year Plan and Hitler's accession to power. At that 

juncture, it adopted a gendered strategy on homosexuality, 

criminalizing male acts and indirectly compelling women toward 

heterosexual noms. Recriminalization was based on security 

concerns, but emerged in a context of urban deportations of 

socially dangerous elements. In contrast to assumptions that the 

antisodomy statute was uniformly enforced, the study suggests 

that judges and male homosexuals resisted its implementation 

with some success. Sodomy recriniinalization and the Great Terror 

did not destroy a subaltern culture of urban homosewal 

relations. 

The study also contributes to queer historiography, by 



questioning Foucaultian theses on the history of sexuality, and 

by exemining the leftls hist~rical relationship with gender 

dissidents. Russia did not follcv the Western liberal path, and 

the nominative effect on homosexi~als clairnt3 by Foucault for 

medicine was weaker in tsarist and Soviet conditions. Homosexual 

self-awareness preceded medical nomination in Russia. Medical 

models enjoyed prestige immediately after 1917, coinciding with 

support for the sexual revolution. Some Russian experts promoted 

biological and emancipationist theories of the Igintermediate 

sexn. The dominant Bolshevik paradigm for human llanomaliesw was 

nurturist, and justifications of the 1934 sodomy 

recriminalization relied on environmentalist models of 

homosexuality to counter fascist propaganda. Like many European 

socialists, the Bolsheviks had long refused to consider 

biological models of homosexuality for politically disloyal 

groupe (Orthodox clergy, Islamic or so-called Itprimitivelg 

peoples, and after 1934, the former bourgeoisie). A Russian 

homosexual culture survived Stalints repressions, indicating 

that more research into Europe's queer cultures during the 

turbulent 1930s through 1950s is needed. 
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The world has changed a great deal since the days when community 
activiste and private scholars laboured outside the academy to lay 
the foundations for a lesbian and gay historiography. Yet there is 
still a danger that the new support for studies in sewalities 
could contract as funding declines in Canadian education. This 
project received generous support from the Province of Ontario (in 
the form of an Ontario Graduate Scholarship, and a Queen Elizabeth 
II Scholarship) and from the Social Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council of Canada (with a three-year Doctoral Fellowship). 
In Canada's academy, the study of new topics in the humanities 
cannot exist without arms-length government subsidy. It is 
disturbing to contemplate how these subsidies were degraded (by the 
University of Toronto and governments) even during the few years 
when 1 was receiving them. The cost of tuition at the University of 
Toronto for an entering PhD candidate earning the same series of 
scholarships would now consume half of their value. What were once 
valued stipends to attract and sustain young scholars will soon be 
little more than tuition waivers. 

1 want to acknowledge with gratitude the financial assistance 
with travel expenses and a research assistantship from the Stalin 
Era Research in the Archives Project (SERAP) . The institutional 
base for SERAP, the Centre for Russian and East European Studies of 
the University of Toronto, was a congenial home for me during the 
development of this project. In a similar fashion, 1 received much 
encouragement from the Department of History, and especially from 
the enthusiasm and comradeship of the Lesbian and Gay History 
Discussion Group. Both of my institutional tthomesw at the 
University of Toronto wholeheartedly embraced this uncoeventional 
project. That acceptance helped to fuel my enthusiasm for it. In my 
final, "writing-up" , year, I was welcomed into the lively community 
of historians at the University of Dundee, and am grateful for the 
hospitality 1 received there. 

In various ways over the last eight years 1 have been the 
beneficiary of the financial indulgence of Graham Thomas, Adrian 
Mills, and my parents, Rita Grave and Edward Healey. Their support 
made this thesis possible and assured its completion. 

The obscurity of my subject has meant that this research project 
oves a great deal to the many people who led me to sources and 
shared their understanding and experience with me. 1 pay tribute in 
particular to the Russian women and men, of al1 sexual 
orientations, who welcomed a foreigner to their country and 
generously offered him assistance with obtaining articles, books, 
archiva1 documents and informal publications on the outrageously 
unscholarly topic of *hornosexuali~m~~. Among these individuals 1 



want to mention Daniil' Aleksandrov, Elena Chernykh, Masha Gessen, 
~ikhail Gladkykh, Elena Gusiatinskaia, Viktor Gulshinskii, Natal'ia 
Ismailova, Sergei Ivashkin, Roman Kalinin, Oleg Khlevnie, Igor 
Kon, Dnitrii Kuznetsov, Natallia Lebina, Eduard Lushin, Viadimir 
~hakhidzhanian, Irina Sirotkina, Vitalii Startsev, Elena Tiurina, 
Leonid Veintraub, and O1 'ga Zhuk. Aleksei Kilin, Moscow f latmate 
and a fine historian, avidly pouced on my sources as 1 brought 
then home, devouring them and offering his own interpretations. 
Among the Western scholars who also passed me material they came 
upon, or supplied me with valuable contacts, 1 am especially 
grateful to Fran Bernstein, Jonathan Bone, Richard Davies, Laurie 
Essig, Julie Hessler, David Hoffman, Amy Randall, Josh Sanborn, 
David Shearer, Stephen Smith, Peter Solomon Jr, Christie Story, and 
Ellen Wimberg. 

1 have also benef ited enormously from the guidance, advice and 
criticism of numerous scholars of Russia during the development of 
this project. Among them 1 mention with gratitude Jeffrey Burds, 
Diana Lewis Burgin, William Butler, Linda Edmondson, Laura 
Engelstein, Don Filtzer, Sheila Fitzpatrick, Olga Glagoleva, Jane 
Grayson, David Higgs, Moshe Lewin, Kevin Moss, Barbara Norton, Mark 
Von Hagen, and Doug Weiner. My supervisors, Lynne Viola, Susan 
Gross Solomon, and Robert Johnson, were generous with their time 
and questions; they taught me much about pedagogy by example. 
Audiences in ~ussia and the West who heard talks derived from my 
research gave me invaluable, often highly critical, commentary on 
my efforts. Professor Simon Karlinsky, by generously answering an 
enquiry from a Toronto undergraduate in 1979, sowed the seeds of 
this project. George Chauncey, Ralf Dose, James Steakley and 
Jeffrey Weeks kindly answered queries and offered encouragement. 
Friends at the Toronto Centre for Lesbian and Gay Studies, and the 
Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives proved to me time and again that 
Toronto's gay liberation heritage remains powerful. Over the past 
two decades, 1 have learned much about postmodernism, and Oscar 
Wilde, thanks to my friends Brian Pronger and Jim Bartley. 
Naturally, 1 alone am responsible for the defects of the work at 
hand . 

Since my f irst visit to Moscow and Leningrad/St Petersburg (in 
1974 ) ,  1 have gained insight and new perspectives on ~ussia from 
many individuals, both ex-patriates and Russians, who were 
Intourist guides, fellow-travellers, sympathetic ears, linguistic 
advisers, bania-buddies, or in a f ew cases fully paid-up members of 
the Homintern. Among them 1 mention with thanks David Geer, Debbie 
King, Bill Bowring, Tim Ross, Kate Griffith, Dick Hoagland, Xevin 
Gardner, David Tuller, Peter Falatyn, Richard Schimpf , Marjorie 
Farquharson, Paul Legendre, Gerry Oxford, Antony Louis and my 
wonderful Russian, American, and British colleagues at The Moscow 
Tribune, and my pet fish. could not have survived the shock of 
actually Jivinq in Moscow (as opposed to being a tourist in it) 
without the insight and support of Tracy McDonald. Life there was 
also enlivened by the community of North American scholars, who 
shared advice, cof f ee cake and (less helpfully) vodka, al1 of which 
cemented aipong us a version of zemliachestvo. And 1 cannot repay 



the debt I owe Mark Cornwall for seeing me through the writing of 
this thesis with humour and love. 

I r ?  the spring of 1979 1 met Tom Suddon and David Sanders, two young 
men who taught me much aheut scholarship, plaasure and friendship. 
In the years that followed, in different ways they became landmarks 
of my mental universe. They died from AIDS-related complications in 
the early 1990s. The m e m o r y  of their intelligence, the joy tkay 
brought me, and their lives cut short too soon, sustained me &en 
my spirits flagged. This work is my inadequate memorial to their 
lives . 
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Jntroduct ion 

If Russian history is famously littered with I1blank spotsw then 

the story of the understanding and treatment of homosexuality in 

this society must surely be one of the most obscure. Sexuality in 

general has been accorded little attention by serious scholars in 

this field. Intimate aspects of persona1 life have long been 

regarded as trivial and unilluminating when contrasted with the 

epoch-making events which shook Russia in this century. Russian 

and non-Russian historians have generally concentrated their gaze 

on the 'triumph and tragedy' of the Russian nation in war, 

revolution and modernization. In doing so they have followed 

historiographical traditions in the field which, until recently, 

confined issues of sexuality to polemical, journalistic or 

medicalized discourses. 

This dissertation is an attempt to distill the story of 

homosexuality in Russia from legal, medical and popular sources, 

in order to situate same-sex love and its manifold 

interpretations within the narrative of the Russian people's 

experience in the formative years of the Soviet system. It is 

also an attempt to incorporate the previously overlooked history 

of Russian sexual and gender dissidence within the emerging field 

of histories of sexualities. In seeking to speak to both 

historiographical traditions, I have adopted language from each 

one. The purposes of this introduction are to acquaint the reader 

with the conceptual frameworks borrowed from these 

historiographies, to situate the dissertation within these two 
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traditions, and to present its structure, and its terminological 

and source bases. 

(i) listorioara~hies and A~~roaches 

Twenty years of scholarship in the history of what we in the 

developed West cal1 ~lhomosexuality~, have led to the virtual 

consensus that same-sex love is historically contingent rather 

than an essential sexual orientation manifesting itself in 

similar forms in every time and place. Sexuality, far from being 

IgnaturallI and immutable, is now widely understood as a product of 

Our cultures and societies.' Even avowed essentialists are 

forced to concede the need to consider cultural specificities in 

their "gayw historiesm2 As a way of thinking about our bodies 

and experiences, %exualityUQ itself has been historicized, with 

Michel Foucaultls argument that sexuality has only existed as a 

construct since the Enlightenment and the rise in medical and 

1 See e.g.  Edward Stein, ed. F o n s  of Desire: Sexual 
orientation and the social constructionist controversv. 
(New York: Routledge, 1990) ; John D Emilio, piakinq 
Trouble : Essavs on erav historv. ~olitics. and the 
universitv. (New York & London: Routledge, 1992); Jeffrey 

alitv and its Discontents Weeks, S e n  : Meaninas, Mvths & 
piodern Sexualities. (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1985). 

2 John Boswell, nRevolutions, Universals, and Sexual 
4 Categoriesml@ In Hidden From Historv: Recla~minu the Gav 

and Lesbian Past, eds Martin Duberman, Martha Vicinus, 
and George Chauncey (New York: Penguin, 1989) ; Rictor 
Norton, The M v t h  of the Modern Homosexual: Oueer Historv 
and the Search for Cultural Unitv (London & Washington: 
Cassell, 1997) , 12-13 . 



official interest in channelling and regulating human 

resources. 3 

The result of the wave of scholarship employing the 

methodologies of social constructionism has been a very nuanced 

picture of historical same-sex eros in Western Europe, North 

America and related cultures. Cultures outside the developed 

world have not been so thoroughly explored, although there are 

significant exceptions which suggest that our map of 

homosexualities requires revision.' The "geography of 

perversionw, to borrow the title from a recent work on 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Western views of non-European 

sodomy, has been calibrated, until recently, with a Western 

template which obscures as much as it reveals, and says more 

about our preoccupations than those of the cultures under our 

gaze.' Work on non-Western forms of same-sex eroticism has begun 

3 Michel Foucault, The Historv of Sexualitv: Vol 1. An 
Introduction. Trançlated by Robert Hurley. London: 
Penguin, 1978. 

4 Gilbert Herdt, Vntroduction: Third Sexes and Third 
ird Sex. Third Gend Genders." In Th er: Bevond sexual 

glimor~hism in culture and historv, ed. Go Herdt. (New 
York: Zone Books, 1993); Stephen 0. Murray, and Will 
Roscoe, eds ~slamic ~omosexualit~es: Culture. Histarv and 
Literature. (New York L London: New York University 
Press, 1997) ; Peter A. Jackson, "Thai Research on Male 
Homosexuality and Transgenderism and the Cultural Limits 
of Foucaultian Analysis." Journal of the Ristorv of 
Sexualitv (1 1997) : 52-85 .  

s Rudi C. Bleys, The Geoara~hv of Perversion: Male-to-Male 
Behavior Outs ide the West and the Ethnoura~hic 
Jmaaination. 1750-1918. (New York: New York University 
Press, 1995) ; for a similar understanding of European 
encounters with other culturesg same-sex eros, Richard C. 
Trexler, Sex and Concruest: Gendered Violence. Political 



- but the peculiar position of Russia as neither European nor 
Asian, but both, has tended to mean that this nation has been 

ignored by scholars of sexualities for both continentd Survey 

histories of szae-sex love have relied on a handful of 

authorities when treating Russia or the Soviet Union; less 

satisfactory has been the decision by one recent popular author 

to ignore this vast, variegated region completely. 7 

A significant aspect of the social constructionist modal, 

one which has perhaps restricted its application beyond regimes 

of liberal democracy, has been its analysis of power relations in 

society and how they are expressed through sexualities. Foucault 

invited a generation to examine the micro-environments of the 

Order, and the Euro~ean Conauest of the Americas. 
(Ithaca: Corne11 University Press, 1995) . For an example 
of the traditional history of non-Western 
homosexualities, see Bret Hinsch, passions of the Cut 
Sleeve. (Berkeley: University of Calif ornia Press, 1990) . 

6 Thus, for example the polyglot Rudi Bleys avoids the 
region entirely despite his exhaustive coverage of 
ethnographie literature for A s i a ,  Africa and the 
Amer kas, "BibliographyW , m e  Geo-hv of Perversion, 
273-319; the bachi (boy prostitutes) of Central Asian 
Islamic societies are confined to a single reference in 

* a 

Murray, ad. Zslamic Homosexu~rtles,  208-11. 
7 Modest source bases for Russia characterized the 

following studies, which in most respects were 
exhaustive: Arno Karlen, Sexual i tvq l~d  Homosexualitv: A 
New View. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1971); David 
Greenberg, The Construction of Homosexuality. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1988). More recent popular 
surveys have relied on Simon Karlinskyls work, in the 
case of Neil Miller, Out of the Past: Gay and Lesbian 
Historv from 1869 to the Present. (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1 9 9 4 ) ,  or they have ignored Russia completely; a 
bestselling example is Colin Spencer, Jlomosenialit~: A 
Historv. (London: Fourth Estate, 1995) . 



clinic, the schoolroom, the boüdoir, ta uncover the construction 

of sexuality in the negotiations htween husband and wife, adult 

and child, doctor and patient. By deploying discourses of 

sexuality, societies crossing the "threshold of modernitygg 

achieved greater control over the individual's body, and the 

population as a whole.' The discourse of sexuality has widely 

been interpreted by recent historians of European homosexuality 

as an attribute of modernity. 9 

The potential for discourse analysis as a methodological 

tool in Russian historical research has been demonstrated in 

Laura Engelsteints studies of the ideologies of sexuality and 

gender in tsarist societyetO Her The Kevs to Hao~iness: Sax and 

e ea t e  s iq has also shown 

historians of Russia that it is possible to integrate material 

about same-sex relations into professional scholarly writing, 

through the lens of gender, in intellectually fresh and 

Foucault, Historv of Sexuality. Vol. 1, 97, 143-45.  

9 Greenberg, The Construction of Homosexualitv, 14; Martin 
Duberman, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey Jr, 
tgIntroductionll In Hidden From Historv, M. Duberman, M. 
Vicinus, G. Châuncey, eds, 9. 

'O Laura Engelstein, "Lesbian Vignettes: A Russian Triptych 
from the 1 8 9 0 ~ . ~  15 (4 1990): 813-31; The Kevs to 
~ ~ i n e s s  : Sex and the Search for Modernitv in Fin-de- 

SiGcle Russig. (Ithaca & London: Corne11 University 
Press, 1992); @@Thare is Sex in Russia - and Always Was: 
Some Recent Contributions to Russian Erotica." Slavic 
Review 51 (4 1992) : 786-90; l1Soviet Policy Toward Male 
Homosermality: Its Origins and Bistorical RootsmV1 In Egy 

Men and the Sexual Historv of the Political Left, eds G ,  
Hekma, H. Oosterhuis, and J. Steakley. (Binghamton: 
Harrington Park Press, 1995) . 
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praductive ways." Engelstein has argued persuasively that 

disciplinary power in liberal democracies - what Foucault calleo 
wpower/knowledgea, or regimes of knowledge and metnods of 

scientific practice as deployed on specific populations - never 
had the chance to flourish in Russian conditions. Tsarism I'was as 

unwilling to allow alternative sources of cuetodial influence as 

it was jealous of the intrinsic power of the law.1w12 Tsarist 

absolutism was replaced by a Bolshevik polizeistaat rejecting 

rule of law liberalism; Bolshevism "harnessed professional 

disciplines to its own repressive ends.@@13 The chronological 

vector inherent in Foucault's analysis of modernity, frorn 

absolutism to enlightened despotism to liberalism, did not apply 

in Russia. Engelstein revised Trotskiils concept of "combined 

developmentn (calling it instead @@combined underde~elopment~~) to 

describe the nsuperimpositionw of three forms of power 

simultaneously in the Leninist-Stalinist polity. "The regime of 

lpower/knowledget never came into its own in the Russian contextff 

since there was no legal basis, no rule of law state, to frame 

Another recent work which integrates gender and discourse 
analysis in this innovative way is Jane T. Costlow, 
Stephanie Sandler, and Judith Vowles, eds Sexualitv and 
the Body in Russian Culture. (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1993). 

l2 Laura Engelstein , @'Combined Underdevelopment : ~iscipïine 
and the Law in Imperia1 and Soviet Russiabut American 
Historia1 Review 98 (2 1993) : 348. 

13 Ibid., 344. 



its authority. IC  

Yet, as Engelatein aàmits in ber application of Foucault's 

ideas to the Russian case, elites there did absorb Western ideas, 

and scientific djsciplines took up the "new disciplinary 

mechanisms@@ albeit harnessed to an authoritarian regime. How 

these disciplinary mechanisms were adapted to authoritarian 

power, or more precisely, how homosexuality as a diagnosis was 

deployed by scientists (psychiatrists, endocrinologists, and 

others) under Bolshevik rule, is one of the central questions of 

this study. The specifically local character of this disciplinary 

category of homosexuality is also a focus. The vresumption that 

Soviet Russian elites endotsed a single, coherent concept of 

homosexuality is a feature of existing commentaries on the issue 

from both leftist and totalitarian points of  vie^.'^ This thesis 

presents new evidence to dispell this presumption and move 

14 Ibid., 344, 351. 

l5 The left-wing assertion that early Bolshevism supported 
homosexual emancipationism was influentially propounded 
by Wilhelm Reich, "The Struggle for a 'New Lifel in the 
Soviet Unionw, first published in 1936, reprinted in his 
The Sexual Revolutioi\. (New York: 1969), and repeated in 
John Lauritsen and David Thorstad. The Earlv Homosemial 
piuhts Hovernent f 1864-1934) . (New York: Times Change, 
1974) , 62-75.  From a totalitarian perspective, the 
pioneering work of Simon Karlinsky has argued that 
Bolshevism was hostile toward homosexuals and 
emancipationism; see his ~Russia's Gay Literature and 
History . Çav Sunsune (29/30 1976): 1-7; idem., 
wRussia's Gay Literature and Culture: The Impact of the 
October Revolution." In Hidden From Historv, eds M. 
Duberman, M. Vicinus, and G. Chauncey; idem. 
"Introduction: Russians Gay Literature and History.l1 In 
Out of the Blue: Russials Hidden Gav Literature, ed. 
Kevin Moss. (San Francisco: Gay Sunshine Press, 1996). 



forward to the more intriguing question regarding the differences 

of approach espoused by practitioners in various aisciplines and 

their political implications. 

Similarly, the geographic and ethnic limits of modern 

"homosexualityw as disciplinary category are queried in this 

study. Same-sex love was not viewed as a uniformly medical 

condition throughout the entire tsarist or Soviet empires. Russia 

provides an excellent (and heretofore neglected) example of a 

European society's discordant, fragmented views of same-sex eros 

across national and ethnic boundaries.16 ~lHomosexualityw in non- 

christian peoples on the periphery of empire was read 

differently, and inconsistently, from the ways it was interpreted 

among Great Russians at the centre. Gender-transgressive shamans 

in Far Eastern indigenous societies were deemed to suffer from 

"perversion of the sexual instinct" by turn-of-the-century 

anthropologists, following the medical model; yet Islamic males 

who exploited boy prostitutes were judged by Russian doctors to 

be debauched, not diseased.17 The history of the Western idea of 

l6 Bleys, The Geoara~hv of Perversion, 270. 

l7 On Siberian shamans, see excerpts from anthropological 
literature in Stephen O. Murray, ed. Oceanic 
Homosexualities. (New York: Garland, 1992) , 314, 324,  
332-36; on the revival of Siberian shamanistic cultures 
and concomitant androgyny, see Marjorie M. Balzer, 
Wacred Genders in Siberia." In Eender Reversals and 
Gender Cultures, ed. Sabrina P. Ramet. (London & New 
York: Routledge, 1996); on Muslim males, see V. Mo 
Tarnovskii, Izvra 

e .  
shchenle ~olovoao chuvstva. Sudebno- 

psikhiatrichesku ocherk. (St Petersburg: 1885) , 50-51; 
and A. Shvarts, "K voprosu O priznakakh privychnoi 
passivnoi pederastii (Iz nabliudenii v aziatskoi chasti 
g. Tashkenta) . Vestnik obshchestvennoi cricrienv, sudebnoi 
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homosexuality in Russia has to be understood not only in relation 

to the structures of political powet in which the model was 

deployed, but in relation to the ways the model was reworked or 

rejected to account for sex and gender dissidence among 

Qancivilized' peoples beyond the European heartland. There was a 

differentiated *geography of perversionm in operation in 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russia, and this thesis, while 

primarily confined to the study of European Russia heartland, 

attempts to set out some of the contours of that geography in the 

Russian imagination, 

Partially from the potential difficulties inherent in 

applying Foucaultian analysis to a non-liberal society, and from 

the complexities of examining a 'semal minority' (to use the 

phrase currently employed by Russians themselves) in a context 

where that minorityls voice has been al1 but silenced, 1 have 

structured the thesis around the useful division of 'publict 

versus Ihidden1 transcripts as elaborated by James ~cott.'* 

Public transcripts consist of the discourses which are deployed 

by social elites to maintain their control over the societies 

they dominate. These transcripts are hegemonic, structuring ways 

in which people understand their social positions and even their 

persona1 identities. By contrast, hidden transcripts are formed 

by subaltern groups as a means of understanding their status and 

i ~rakticheskoi meditsiny (6 1906): 816-18. 

18 James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: 
Hidden Transcri~ts. (New Haven & London: Yale University 
Press, 1990) . 
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of structuring their responses and especially their resistance to 

power. In Part 1 of the study (chapters one through five), the 

public transcripts of the Imperia1 Russian and then Soviet 

regimes regarding manifestations of gender and sexual dissidence 

are examined. Chapters one to three examine how the public 

transcript was fashioned in the codification of Bolshevik law, in 

juridical commentary, and in administrative and judicial 

practice. The fourth and fifth chapters turn to examine the 

significant, but frequently less dominant role, played by medical 

versions of the public transcript. In Part II, chapterç six and 

seven discuss soma of the hidden transcripts employed by gender 

and sema1 dissidents in modern Russia. 

If historians of homosexuality have neglected the Russian 

area, it can also be said that political and social historians of 

Russia have tended to treat homosexuality in an inconsequential 

fashion. Few sustained, systematic discussions of the issue exist 

in this literature, and fewer still have made a serious impact on 

the political and social historiography. The earliest treatments 

of homosexuality in twentieth-century Russia were limited to 

tendentious interventions in the ideologies of sex reford9 

Scholarly attention to this history began with the ground- 

breaking literary and cultural studies of Simon ~arlinsky.~~ In 

19 Reich, The Sexual Revolution; Lauritsen and Thorstad, The 
garlv Homosexual Riahts Movement (1864-1934).  

Karlinsky , 'Russia @ s Gay Literature and History. ; "Death 
and Resurrection of Mikhail ~uzmin. IV Slavic Review 38 (1 
1979) : 92-96; "Gay Lif e before the Soviets: Revisionism 
Revised." The Advocate 339 (1 April 1982) : 31-34; 
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his most recent survey articles, Karlinsky has consolidated hie 

material within a totalitarian interpretation of the Soviet 1920s 

and 1930s. The totalitarian analysis has proven very popular in 

post-communist Russia, where various versions of Karlinskyls work 

have appeared in both gay and mainstream publications. 21 

The principle features of farlinskyts discussions of Soviet 

homosexuality which are scrutinized in this study are his account 

of the absence of sodomy as a prohibited act in the RSFSR 

criminal codes of 1922 and 1926, and his explanations for 

political and medical attitudes toward same-sex love in the 

interval of Soviet Russian sodomy decriminalization (1922-1933). 

Karlinsky argues that Bolshevik leaders had no intention of 

legalizing homosexuality when they abrogated tsarist criminal 

statutes in 1917; he implies that subsequent sodomy 

"Russia ' s Gay Literature and Culture1' ; t81ntroduction: 
Russia's Gay Literature and Historym. 

*' Karlinskyîs Russian publications have offered much needed 
antihomophobic historical perspectives for queer 
communities and for a wider intellectual audience. See 
for example h i s  wGomoseksualizm v russkoi istorii i 
kul ' ture1' Tema (1 1991) : 4-5; idem. lt Wvezen iz-za 
granitsy ...' ? Gomoseksualizm v russkoi kul'ture i . . literature. lt In motika v russkoi literature. Ot Barkova 
do nashikh dnei. Literaturnoe obozrenie. S~etsial'nvi 
w u s k ,  eds 1. D. Prokhorovaia, S. fu. Mazur, and G. v. 
Zykovaia. (~oscow: Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1992). 
Karlinskygs analysis of Soviet history and its impact on 
Russian homosexuality is dominant in Iaroslav Mogutin and 
Sonia Franeta. wGomoseksualizm v sovetskikh tiurlmakh i 
lageriakh." Novoe vremia (35-36 1993); and in David 
Tullex, Cracks in the Iron Closet: Travels in Gav & 
Lesbian Russia. (Boston: Faber & Faber, 1996). 
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decriminalization was the result of neglect or oversighte2' 1 

have challenged rhese interpretations on the basis tnat 

~olsheviks deliberately did choose to m a k e  adult sodomy legal, 

within specific medical, legal and social contexts which 

Karlinskygs account passes over or presents in an incomplete 

mariner? With a review of little used tsarist legal 

commentaries and newly available archival sources, chapter one 

supplements these arguments with clearer evidence of the 

principled decision to decrirninalize sodomy in revolutionary law. 

Karlinskyls representation of Soviet medical views of same- 

sex love from the era of sodomy legalization as uniformly 

%orbidi~ing@~ and therefore hostile, offers only a limited 

picture of medical opinion and the range of its infl~ence.'~ In 

chapter two the varieties of opinion expressed on sex and gender 

dissent during the era of decriminalization are reviewed. The 

Soviet regime permitted a multiplicity of views on the issue to 

coexist and develop until Stalinls recriminalization of male 

sodomy in 1933. Jurists, doctors and marxist commentators 

expressed tolerance of some forms of ~hom~sexuality~~ and 

** Karlinsky , llRussia l s Gay Literature and Cultureu , 3 5 7 .  

* Daniel Healey, Social History of Homosexuality in 
Soviet Russia, 1917-1934," MA thesis, School of Slavonic 
and East European Studies, University of London, 1991; 
published as "The Russian Revolution and the 
DecriminalisationofHomosexuality.~pevolutionarvRussia 
6 (1 1993):  26-54. See also Engelstein, "Soviet Policy 
Toward Male Homosexualitygg. 

24 Karlinsky s view of Soviet medicine is based on just two 
sources, glRussiats Gay Literature and Culturew, 358. 



apprehension about others. Certain social groups (for example, 

Orthodox clerics and Central Asians) were singled out by 

Bolsheviks for the backwardness of thêir customs or daily life 

(pyt) which lad them into undesireable homosexual relations. 

Meanwhile, certain Russian medical experts and some llhomosexuals~l 

interpreted the rhetoric of the sexual revolution in an 

emancipationist fashion. 2s 

Perceptions amonq historians of Soviet Russia about 

heterosexuality, especially in the formative 19208, have been 

greatly influenced by revisionists Richard Stites and Sheila 

~ i t z ~ a t r i c k . ~ ~  By reintegrating material ignored by an earlier 

generation of historians, they began the process of querying how 

sexuality between men and women was a force in revolutionary and 

New Economic Policy (NEP) politics. More recent contributions by 

Eric Naiman (on Leningrad's Chubarov Ailey group rape scandal) 

and Elizabeth Waters., Natallia Lebina and Mikhail Shkarovskii (on 

revolutionary polices to deal with female prostitution) have al1 

25 This study dispells the impression that Soviet gender and 
sexual dissidents were victims without historical agency. 
Karlinsky admits ItSoviet persecution of gay men was 
neither continuous nor totaln under Stalin, ibid., 362. 
Left-wing, antistalinist accounts imply resistance was 
non-existent or futile. See Reich, The Sexual Revolutioa, 
252-56; Lauritsen and Thorstad, me E a r l ~  Homosexua& . iahts Movement (1864-19341, 62-75. 

26 Richard Stites, The Women8s Uberat ion  Mo . . vernent iq 
Jtussia : Feminism. Nihilism, and Bolshevism. 1860-1930. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978); Sheila 
Fitzpatrick, %ex and Revolution: An Examination of 
Literary and Statistical Data on the Mores of Soviet 
Students in the 1 9 2 0 ~ . ~ ~  Journal of Modern Historv 50 
(1978) : 252-78. 
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confirmed that confusion and dissatisfaction dogged the %ex 

question@u (polovoi vo~ros )  during the 1920s." ~evolutionary 

utopian optimism that relations between the sexes would be 

transformed, that male brutality would be restrained, and that 

the economic exploitation of female prostitution would cease, was 

swiftly deflated. The strategic retreats of NEP were blamed, and 

the sex question became a prism for numerous wider 

disappointments. 

Recent literature on revolutionazy Russian approaches to the 

gender roles and the family in legislation and policy has also 

underscored the revisionist interpretation that NEP was a timo of 

perceived crisis in matters of gender and sexuality. This reading 

has undermined the received opinion that the Soviet 1920s were a 

time of emancipatory measures, such as abortion on demand, and 

the liberation of women. The civil war decision to legalize 

abortion was officially predicated not on liberal principles of 

individual choice, but on emergency conditions which compelled 

Bolsheviks to assign a custodial role over womenls reproductive 

27 Eric Naiman, nThe Case of Chubarov Alley: Collective 
Rape, Utopian Desire and the Mentality of NEP." Russian 

istoire R )fistory /H usse 17 (1 1990) : 1-30; idem. Sex in 
Public: The Incarnation of Earlv Soviet Ideoloav. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). Elizabeth 
Waters, Wictim or villain: Prostitution in .post- 
revolutionary Russia." In Women and Societv in Russian 
and the Soviet Unioq, ed. Linda Edmondson. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992); W. B. Lebina, and M. 
B. Shkarovskii. Prostitutsiia v Peterburae. (Moscow: 
Progress-Akademiia, 1994) . 
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function to medicinemm (Nevertheless it is interesting to note 

that in the deliberations over abortion legalization i n  1920, 

women - Inessa Armand, Nadezhda Krupskaia - appeared to emphasize 
a woman's right to control fertility, vhile their male 

counterparts were keen to erect gatekeeping mechanisms to limit 

access to the pro~edure.)~ In the failure to satisfy early 

revolutionary expectations that burdens of housework and 

childcare would be assumed by the socialist state, Bolshevik 

social policy in the 1920s disappointed those who hoped to free 

women from traditional unpaid labour. Radical divorce, marriage 

and alimony legislation left women vulnerable to abandonment and 

single motherhood in a period of high female unernpl~yment.~~ 

Wendy Goldman, "Women, Abortion and the State, 19 17-36. 
f n ussia ' s Women : Accommodation. Resistance, 
TransfeEmation, eds Barbara Evans Clements, Barbara 
Alpern Engel, and Christine Dm Worobec. (Berkeley & Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1991); Susan 
Gross Solomon, l'The Demographic Argument in Soviet 
Debates over the Legalization of Abortion in the 19201s.gt 
Cahiers du Monde russe et sovi6time 33 (1 1992) : 59-82. 

Elizabeth A. Wood, The Baba and The Comrade: Gender and 
politics 

. in ~evolutionarv Russia. (Bloomington & 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1997), 107-108. 
Wood does not account for this conspicuous gender divide 
in the discussion over abortion decrirninalization. 

Beatrice Brodsky Farnsworth, "Bolshevik Alternatives and 
the Soviet Family: The 1926 Marriage Law Debate.It In 
Women i n  Russiq, eds Dorothy Atkinson, Alexander Dallin, 
and Gai1 Warshofsky Lapidus. (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1977); Barbara Evans Clements, "The 
Effects of the Civil War on Women and Family Rp1ations.I' 

* In partv. State and Societv in the R u a n  Cwil War, eds 
D. P. Koenker, W. G. Rosenberg, and R. G. Suny. 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1989); Wendy 2 .  
Goldman , Wo the State 
policv and Social Lite. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993). 



Women found their paths toward advancement in politics and 

industry blocked by a male Party and managerial elite whict had 

not examined its gender prej~dices.~' Fuzzermore, the family as 

institution was in flux, with traditional patriarchal extended 

families being replaced by the nuclear tamily of industrialized, 

urban nationsm3* Awareness of these circumstances has 

contributed to an understanding of NEP as a time of considerable 

concern and conservatism in matters of sexuality and the persona1 

life, but the place of same-sex relations in this cluster of 

anxieties has remained unexamined. 

Less has been written so far about attitudes toward sex and 

gender roles in the Soviet 1930s. but the present dissertation 

will not be alone in contributing to a literature which is 

beginning to develop. David Hoffmanls research on concepts of 

communist morality during this period, and Sarah Davies' recent 

book on popular opinion in response to a range of political 

issues (including the 1936 abortion ban, womenls roles in work 

and at home, and divorce legislation) are just two of a number of 

3 t Barbara Evans Clements, B~lshevik Womeq. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997) ; Wood, The Baba and The 
Comrade. 

32 Robert Johnson, "Family Life in Moscow during NEP. In 
Russia in the Era of NEP, eds S. Fitzpatrick, A. 
Rabinowitch, and R. Stites. (Bloomington and 
Indianapolis : Indiana University Press, 1991) ; on the 
devastating effects of war and revolution on families, 
see Alan M o  Ball, And Now Mv Sou1 1s Hardened: Abandoned 
Children in Soviet Russia. 1918-1930. (Berkeley & London: 
University of California Press, 1994). 



new studies which are now appearing on related topicd3 Daviesl 

work has suggested that opposition to the abortion ban, curbs on 

access to divorce, an2 the regimels revival of temininity was 

more widely voiced than had previously been imagined. Peter 

Solomonmo history of stalinist judicial institutions suggests 

that similar opposition to legislation regarded as harsh was 

displayed discreetly by judges and procurators.Y The present 

dissertation, in chapter three, looks at popular and expert 

responses to the revived antisodomy statute of 1933-1934 to 

ascertain how this aspect of the 'Great Retreatl was received by 

whomosexualw men and their prosecutors. 

Still within the broader range of literature on Russials 

political and social history, the institutional and intellectual 

history of Soviet medicine has only recently begun to attract 

scholarly attention, and a number of new works on social hygiene, 

psychology, psychiatry and psychoanalysis are starting to 

a p ~ e a r . ~ ~  With its discussions of Russian forensic medicine and 

33 At the time of writing, David Hoffman . has . not published 
his findingo. Sarah Davies, po~ular O ~ u l o n  in Stalinls 
pussia: Terror. Pro~affanda and Dissent. 1934-194L. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). On 
stalinist "hybridizati~n@~ of old and new in womenls 
roles, and on the lWrevival of the familym in the 1930s, 
see Goldman, Women. the State, and Revolution. 

34 viet Crim+bal . J Peter H. Solomon Jr, So ustice under 
Stalin. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 199 6) . 
Solomon ignores the matter of the 1933-1934 sodomy law 
enactment and enforcement, yet many aspects of this issue 
reinforce his theses. 

3s On social hygiene and the politics of public health, see 
Susan Gross Solomon, and John Hutchinson, eds Health and 
Societv in Revolutionarv Russia. (Bloomington & 



forensic psychiatry, and their unoerstandifiys of same-sex 

relations, this dissertation contributes new material to these 

studies. A central issue in the literature on the history of 

Soviet sciences is the question of intellectual exchange between 

Soviet and European science." What concepts and practices was 

it possible for the Russians to adopt, and which did they discard 

or ignore? In what direction did the vector of influence run? How 

was legal medicine organized in tsarist and Soviet Russia, and 

how did its relationship with the police and courts influence 

scientific understandings of the sex and gender dissident? In 

chapters four and five, these issues are examined with regard to 

the forensic medical and psychiatrie professionst reception of 

the Western medical models of homosexuality and "semal 

perversion" in general. The degree to which these disciplines 

contributed to the construction of modern public transcripts of 

same-sex relations in Soviet Russia is assessed. 

Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1990); and 
Frances L. Bernstein, ttEnvisioning Health in 
Revolutionary Russia: The Politics of Gender in Sexual- 
Enlightenment Posters of the 1920~.~l Bussian Review (57 
1998): 191-217. On psychology, psychiatry and neurology, 
David Joravsky, Russian Psvcholoqy: A Critical Historv. 
(Oxford & Cambridge, MA: Basil Blackwell, 1989). On 
psychoanalysis, Aleksandr Etkind, B o s  nevozmozhnoao: 
Istoriia ~sikhoanaliza v Rossii .  (St Petersburg: Meduza, 
199 3 ) ; and Martin Miller, "Freudian Theory under 
Bolshevik Rule: The Theoretical Contrwersy during the 
1920s. Slavic Review 44 (4 1985) : 625-46. 

" See for example Mark B. Adams, ed. The Wallborn Science: 
Eucrenics in Germanv. France. Brazil and Russia. (New York 
& Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990) ; and Susan Gross 
Solomon, "The Soviet-German Syphilis Expedition to Buriat 
Mongolia, 1928." Slavic Review 52 (2 1993): 204-32. 



The dissertation turns in Part II to examine tiidden 

transcripts. In chapters six and seven, the social contexts of 

homosexual ment$ and women's lives and subcultures are exarniiiad. 

These chapters contribute to an emerging literature on historical 

forms of deviance and social exclusion (homelessness, 

prostitution, criminality) in tsarist and Soviet ~ociety.~' The 

material under discussion in both chapters is primarily urban, 

since sources for rural same-sex eros are scarce. Nevertheless, 

in chapter six on men's patterns of same-sex relations, 

traditional rural-urban ties (for example, in affiliation by 

region, zemliachestvo, or by work team, artelt) were significant 

in the formation of a male homosexual subcultuxe in Russians two 

capitals where migrant labour patterns were influential. 

Traditional patterns of mutual male sexual relations coexisted in 

the city with a more modern subculture of men who identified 

themselves as primarily oriented toward their own sex. 

Rather diffetently, an urban female homosexual social 

stratum, discussed in chapter seven, appeared later and less 

distinctly among women. This gendered difference, reflecting the 

diverse source bases for males and females in the present study, 

also mirrors an existing divide in the literature on the social 

37 Ball, And Now Mv Sou1 1s Hardened; G .  A. Bordiugov, 
%otsial0nyi parazitizm ili sotsialtnye anomalii? (Iz 
istorii bor ' by s alkogolizmom, nishchestvom, 
prostitutsiei i brodiazhestvom v 20-30e gody." Istoriia 
SSSR (1 1989) : 6 0 - 7 3 ;  Lebina and Shkarovskii, 
Prostitutsiia v Peterburae. 



origins and mentalities of Russiats city populations.~ Gender 

variations in the social forms of same-sex relations confirm 

existing impressions that the experience of the heterosexual 

usenal revolutionH differed enormously for men and women.39 

Little historical writing on Soviet female same-sex love exists; 

a brief article about lesbians in recent Soviet history by St 

Petersburg cultural critic and activist Ol'ga Zhuk is one of the 

few attempts to consolidate a narrativeO4O The best documented 

record of a lesbian life in the Soviet period, that of poet 

Sofiia Parnok (1885-1933), has been described with increasing 

detail and subtlety by both Sofiia Poliakova and Diana Lewis 

Burgin. The latter has also traced the literary and social 

significance of lesbian love in late tsarist Russia in a fine 

arti~le.~' These important works have revealed much about an 

38 Cf. Robert Johnson, Peasant and Proletarian: The Workinq 
Class of Moscow in the Late Nineteenth Centurv. (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1979) , 53-66; 
and Barbara Alpern Engel, Between the fields and the 
citv: Women. work and familv in Russia. 1861-1914. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 9 9 4 ) ,  67. 

Expressed in Fitzpatrick, W e x  and Rev~lution~~ ; and 
Bernstein, nEnvisioning Health in Revolutionary Russialto 

Olga Zhuk, "The Lesbian Subculture: The Historical Roots 
of Lesbianism in the Former USSR.'fi In Women in Russia: 
9 new era in Russian feminisiq, ed. Anastasia Posadskaya. 
(London: Verso, 1994). Russian versions of this article 
appeared in Tema (1 1991) and Gav Slaviane! (1 1993) : 16- 
20. 

Sofiia Poliakova, "Poeziia ~ofii Parnok.IW In Sofiia . . 
p ~ ç o b r a n i e k h i k v o r e n i ~ ,  ad. S. Poliakova. (Ann 
Arbor: Ardis, 1979). republished in Russia as Sofiia 
Parnok, ~ofiia. Parnok: Sobranie stikhotvorenii. (St 
Petersburg: Inapress, 1998); S. ~oliakova, Zakatnve ony 
dni: Tsvetaeva i Parnok. ( A m  Arbor: Ardis, 1983) ; Diana 



aspect of Russian women's experience which has remained hidden, 

despite the considerable new writing on women which has emerged 

in the last two decades. This dissertation's chapter seven 

represents a still modest effort to survey the social history of 

early Soviet female homosexuals, a survey which has not 

previously been attempted. 

The study of @@homosexuality@~ and of ~@homosexuals~~ in history 

inherently calls upon a diverse selection of often isolated 

sources. Historians of sexualities have highlighted how 

definitional questions and the study of sources are key problems 

for the development of this hi~toriography.~~ Working with the 

Russian and Soviet case, the normally quite challenging problems 

of terminology and source materials for this topic are magnified, 

and require elucidation. 

(ii) 

A great deal of academic writing about sexuality in history and 

Lewis Burgin, "Laid Out in Lavender: Perceptions of 
Lesbian Love in Russian Literature and Criticism of the 
Silver Age, 1893-1917.n In Sexualitv and the Bodv in 
pussian Culture, eds J. T. Costlow, S. Sandler, J. 
Vowles; idem., So~hia Parnok: The Life and Work of 
pussia's S a ~ ~ h o .  (New York & London: New York University 
Press, 1994). 

'* ~ecent discussions include Jeffrey Weeks, &zainst Nature: 
essavs on historv. sexualitv and identitv. (London: 
Rivers Oram Press, 1991) ; D' Emilio, pakincr Trouble; Scott 
Bravmann, Queer fictions of the ~ast: Historv. culture 
and difference. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997) 



critical theory is burdened by dense jargon. In certain fields 

there are plausible justificâtions for employing specialized 

terminology, but a cornmitment to inclusive and accessible 

scholarship implies the use of language which remains open to a 

wide readership. Much ink has been spilled in the past two 

decades over the question of how to conceive of the homosexual in 

history, and linguistic practices are at the heart of this 

debate. In this dissertation 1 have endeavoured ta avoid the most 

egregious anachronisms by working from the following assumptions 

and conventions. 

I have sought to distinguish in rny prose between 

t~homosexuality~~, a specific psychosexual condition defined by 

Western medicine beginning in the last third of the nineteenth 

century, and tlsame-sex lovetf (or eros, or relations, cr sexual 

acts), which has been observed in most societies in history. 1 

have employed variations on the latter terms when requiring a 

temporally and/or culturally neutral designation for relations 

between members of the same sex. The distinction is significant 

for, as Foucault and others have pointed out, once the medical 

concept of tthomosemialitytt received wide publicity, it ceased to 

be an exclusive term of medical discourse. It was exploited and 

manipulated by educated European and American men, and later (in 

the twentieth century) women, who experienced same-sex d e ~ i r e . ~ ~  

43 It is also important to distinguish between the term 
g~hornosexuall~, invented in 1869 by the homosexual 
layman, Karl Maria Kertbeny, and the psychiatrie re- 
casting of the concept, during the 1870s through 1890s by 
Westphal, Krafft-Ebing and numerous other psychiatrists 
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A ~ohomosexualn intelligentsia in Western societies began to speak 

back to doctors and political authorities in the discourse 
. . 

originally applied to thex by these elites? 

The assumption behind these distinctions is that prior to 

modern Western medical nomination and the subsequent 

dissemination of medical concepts, same-sex relations were 

traditionally thought of as discrete acts (Q@sodomym, "pederastyl1, 

Q8tribadism10) which any wicked or morally defective person might 

indulge in. No *homosexual identity" supposedly obtainede4' 

There have been lively disputes over the precise temporal 

watershed for this development, with some arguing for dates as 

early as the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the case of 

well organized male sodomitical subcultures in Paris, Holland and 

and physicians. See Foucault, Historv of sexualitv. Vol. 
; Weeks, Sexualitv and i t s  Discontents. For a 
contrasting point of view, which collapses these 
distinctions, see Norton, The Mvth of the Modern 
Homosema 1. 

44 This dialogue between perverts and science deserves 
further scrutiny, especially beyond the Anglo-American 
world. For a French account, see Vernon A. Rosario, The 
Erotic Intaaination: French Histories of Perversitv. (New 
York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997). 

45 A convincing argument that homosexual sex was integral to 
early modern Florentine masculine culture and experience 

orbidden Fr is made in Michael Rocke, iendshi~s : 
pomosexualitv and Male Culture in Renaissance Florence. 
(New York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996) ; 1 
have adapted this interpretation to Russian conditions in 
Dan Healey, Woscow, 1600-1991.v In Queer Sites: Gav 
Urban Histories since 1600, ed. David Higgs. (London: 
Routledge , f orthcoming) , 
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I,ondonmL6 The emergence of a male homosexual identity or social 

role is widely accepted in the historiography as a marker of a 

given Western societyns modernity." Lesbianism as an identity 

in this literature is generally conceived of as a later, purely 

modern construct dating from the 1920s." In late nineteenth- 

and early twentieth-century Russia, the terms "lesbian love11 and 

nlesbiann (as a noun) were confined to an intellectual elite, and 

carried literary connotations which meant their use was avoided 

by psychiatrists.s9 1 have therefore also avoided the 

indiscriminate use of these terms. 

In this study 1 have attempted to listen carefully to the 

sources, and to adhere as nearly as possible to the medical, 

legal and popular terminologies their authors employed. By doing 

Arend H. Huussen Jr, IwSodomy in the Dutch Republic During 
the Eighteenth Century . l1 and Randolph Trumbach, l'The 
Birth of the Queen: Sodoiny and the Emergence of Gender 
Equality in Modern Culture, 1660-1750. Iw, both in Hidden 
From Historv, eds M. Duberman, M. Vicinus, and G. 
Chauncey; Michael Rey "Parisian Homosexuals Create a 
Lifestyle, 1700-1750: The Police Archiveseww In T i s  
naturels fault: Unauthorized Sema1 Behavior Durina the 
Enliahtenment, ed. Robert P. Maccubbin. (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985). 

Greenberg, The Construction of Homosexualitv; Weeks, 
Sexualitv and i t s  Discontents; D8Emilio, Hakina Trouble. 

. . 
Lillian Faderman, #uht Lovers : 4 - Pistory of Lesbian L i f  e in Twentieth Centurv America. 
(New York: Penguin, 1991) ; Lesbian History Group, eds pot 
a Passinq Phase: Reclaimina Lesbians in Historv 1840- 
J985. (London: Womenns Press, 1989). 

Burgin, "Laid Out in LavenderNn ; Dan Healey, I1Unruly 
Identities: Soviet psychiatry confronts the 'female 
homosexual~ of the 1920smW In Çender in Russian Historv - 
and Culture, 1800-1990, ed. Linda Edmondson. (London: 
Macmillan, f orthcoming) . 



so 1 have sought to allow non-Russian spesking readers to obtain 

the flavour of the  speech and prose used by tsarist and Soviet 

psychiatrists, physicians, jurists, and the men and women who 

engaged in same-sex eros. At times this threatens to produce a 

confusion of terms and concepts, which 1 have tried to minimize 

and explicate: but that conceptual confusion is part of the 

story. Russians did not speak with a single voice about this 

issue, and their linguistic and conceptual differences illuminate 

more profound divisions in their worlds. 

In accordance with these general principles, 1 have tended 

to refer to historical individuals as Mhomosexualsll only when it 

seemed plausible that they operated within a relatively modern 

sense of the term. Ordinary educated Russians apparently did not 

begin to use this word, which had only entered the language in 

1895, until after 19 0 5 . ~ ~  Of course, many persons having same- 

s0 Late nineteenth century Russian medicine used the words 
18pederasty11, wwpederasttt, (pederastil a a a, pederast),to refer 
to males who engaged in anal intercourse, usually with 
other males, of any age. The f irst use of ~homosexualo8 
(gomoseksual'nv&) in Russian vas by 1. M. Tarnovskii, 
zvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva u zhenshchin (St 

Petersburg, 1895), see Engelstein, @@Lesbian Vignettesw; 
after 1905, relaxations of censorship permitted 
publications such as  the following to disseminate the 
term beyond a scientif ic audience: P. V. Ushakovskii, 
Liudi sredniaao ~ola. (St Petersburg: 1908) ; V. P. 
Ruadze, sudu! .. Gomoseksua18nvi Peterburq. (St 
Petersburg: 1908); 1. B. Fuks, Gomoseksualizm kak 
prestu~lenie. Iruidich. i ucro1.-~olitich. ocherk. (St 
Petersburg: I10bshchestvennaia Pol@zaw, 1914). Note also 
use of term 8ghomosexua1 crimes with soldiersIB used 
repeatedly by al1 protagonists in file on the 1909 
dismissal of staff-captain A. 1. Belinskii from the 
imperial army, GARF f. 117, op. 1, d. 300. 1 am very 
grateful to Josh Sanborn for directing me to this source. 
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sex relations after this date were not obviously Nhomosexualt*, 

and 1 have sought to retain more neutral designations ("person 

who experienced same-sex desiren or @@person who had sex with 

members of their own sexw) where it seemed clear to me that this 

was the case. 1 have included among such persons those whose 

same-sex relations took place in coercive or extraordinary 

contexts (for example, in prison), or who did not apparently 

identify with nonets own peoplew (pvoi liudi) or "our circlegt 

(nash kruq), as some individuals were said to describe their 

affiliation to groups engaged in same-sex love. 1 have employed 

the inclusive formula "gender and sexual dissidenttt to refer to 

categories of individuals who were frequently associated with 

tthomosexualsw in the language and thinking of early twentieth- 

century Russians. People who wore clothing appropriate to the 

opposite sex,  people who presented themselves in public (by 

cross-dressing, the use of specific manners, or the forging of 

identity documents) as a member of the opposite sex ,  intersex 

(hermaphroditic) individuals, those who wished to change their 

sex by surgical means, and people whose public gender performance 

veered toward the margins of respectability (effeminate men and 

mannish women), are the chief examples of those who may be 

understood under this term. 

(iii) Sources 

The chief source materials for this thesis are the published 
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Imperia1 Russian and Soviet medical and legâl literature about 

sexual aeviance, and court cases of individuals charged with 

committing sexual crimes (sodomy, sexual abuse of minors, and 

same-sex rape). This base has been supplemented with archival 

materials from the RSFSR People's Commissariats of Health and 

Justice. 

The medical literature can be divided into a few chief 

disciplines, beginning with forensic medicine (sudebnaia 

meditsina) and continuing with psychiatry and forensic psychiatry 

(sudebnaia ~sikhiatriia). Endocrinology and to a much lesser 

extent, social hygeine, also took up the issue of homosexuality, 

from very different standpoints, during the 1920s. A popular- 

scientific literature of sexual deviance and morality was 

instrumental in spreading a modernizing discourse of sexuality 

beyond a specialist audience in the years between 1905 and 1930. 

For a variety of reasons treated in chapter three, Soviet 

professional discussions of homosexuality were drastically 

curtailed by the mid-1930s, and only brief mentions in forensic 

medical and psychiatrie literature persisted into the 1940s-50s. 

In all, the medical case histories of ~homosexualw individuals 

derived from this literature describe over one hundred persons, 

with the earliest cases dating from the 1860s and the latest 

employed in this dissertation from the 1960s. 

The court cases gathered for this dissertation date from 

1862 to 1959. The majority of these are from Moscow city courts 

and were obtained from Tsentralanyi closudarstvennvi istoricheskii 
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arkhiv croroda Moskw (Central State Historical Archive of Moscow, 

TsGIAgM) and Tsentrallnvi munits~allnvi arkhiv Moskw (Central 

Municipz1 Archive of Moscow, Ta-), although a s-al1 number of 

cases from other cities and regions were obtained from pre- 

revolutionary forensic literature. Another source of tsarist 

criminal cases was the persona1 Sond of the jurist A. F e  Koni, in 

the Gosudarstvennvi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federgfsii (State Atchive 

of the Russian Federation, GARF), where copies of investigation 

and trial documents Koni found interesting are held, including 

seven cases of same-sex rape, abuse or consensual sex. The cases 

from the tsarist era holdings of TsGIAgM are heavily skewed 

towards male rapes as opposed to consensual sodomy (eight out of 

ten cases). An extremely informative court case heard during the 

Civil War, the trial in Moscow of a Bishop Palladii for 

llunnatural actsw with his 14-year-old novice, is found in GARF 

holdings for the RSFSR Commissariat of Justice. Materials from 

the Rossisskii crosudarstvennvi arkhiv ekonomiki (Russian State 

Archive of the Economy, RGAE) from the Central Statistical 

Administration's Department of Moral Statistics wete perused for 

evidence of interest in same-sex crimes, with little concrete 

result. 1 vas not permitted to scrutinize Moscow province 

(oblast ' ) criminal court inventories at Tsentral  nvi 

crosudarstvennvi arkhiv moskovskoi oblasti (Central State Archive 

of Moscow Province, TsGAMO), where records for the capital's 

court cases are held for the years between 1917 and 1930. I 

therefore treat the 1920s - a period when sodomy between 
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consenting men was nominally legalized - using sources from 
forensic literature. Few persons would have been formally 

prosecuted for sodomy between consenting adults during this 

period, although the sources make it clear that homosexuals, male 

and female, did corne under legal scrutiny for displaying their 

sexual desire in public, or directing their desire towards 

children and youth. 

TsMAM yielded a total of sixteen cases of sodomy, or same- 

sex abuse of minors, for the years between 1935 and 1959. Of 

these cases, eight involving adult males are concentrated in the 

years 1935 to 1941, naming and describing a total of 36 

individuals charged chiefly with consensual sodomy. Of these 

cases, seven survive in the form of sentencing documents and 

appeal records, which summarize the cases in considerable 

valuable detail, including age, occupation, education and marital 

and party status of most defendants. One trial (dated 1941) 

exists in full as criminal investigation documents, interrogation 

transcripts, and trial documentation, and supplies a vivid record 

of homosexual practice in the late 1930s, as well as an example 

of police and courtroom procedure deployed against homosexuals. A 

single case dated 1940 records in sentencing and 

a sexual relationship between a woman in her 30s 

girl, aged 16-to-18 during their a f f a i ~ ~ '  

appeal documents 

and a teenaged 

To preserve the anonymity of the indi1 
TsMAM trial and sentencing documents, 
pseudonyms to named defendants. 

riduals in these 
1 have assigned 
For ease of 

identification in the text, 1 have given each trial a 
short name based on the type of document it was found in 
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Eight full case files from the late 1940s and into the 1950s 

were viewed at TsMAM, including one 1959 sodomy trial of an 

instructor at the Moscow Conservatory not listed in the public 

inventories. Two cases were extrsmely interesthg trials (1950, 

1955) of pairs of individuals for consensual sodomy; except for 

the Conservatory case, the remainder involved forced sodomitical 

acts by adults on minors ranging in age from s i x  to 16 years. 

TsMAM conservation protocols apparently provide for the 

destruction of al1 but 2% of the "most representativew of these 

postwar, generally 1945 to 1960, city court case files, and there 

are no other records of the other 98% found in inventorieseS2 In 

this archive, the record of postwar sodomy prosecutions is 

perhaps less complete than those for the late 1930s. 

Also employed in this study are documents from the archives 

of the RSFSR Justice and Health Commissariats. Draft versions of 

Russians first revolutionary criminal code (1918, 1920) proved 

very helpful although there is very little in the accompanying 

commentaries and records of discussions relating to crimes 

against the person. Commissariat, and later Ministry, of Justice 

holdings were scrutinized for what they could reveal about the 

recriminalization of sodomy in 1933-1934, and statistics on the 

enforcement of this law following these years, but what material 

(Pr igovor 
f ollowed 
the case. 

, meaning "sentence doc~ment~~, or Trial), 
by the chief defendant1s name and the year of 
Full citations are listed in the Bibliography. 

Inventory folders for the city courts generally open with 
a statement of this protocol, but nowhere are the 
criteria of wrepresentativenessw revealed. 



exists is fragmentary and generally suggestive rather than 

conclusive. More detailed statistics are probably h ~ i d  in the 

archives of the Ministry of Interna1 Affaire (MVD), of the 

Federal Security Service (FSB!, or of the Presidency (APRF), al1 

of which remain institutions with very restrictive access 

policie~.~~ Holdings for the Health Commissariat include an 

extremely illuminating discussion in the Expert medical council 

(uchenyi meditsinskii sovet) in 1929, on the problem of the 

"intermediate sex" and how to regulate it. Also of use are 

revisions to instructions for detecting the signs of sexual crime 

(including sodomy) on the bodies of victims, and material on the 

role of forensic psychiatry in the judicial system of the 1930s. 

The chapters devoted to the hidden transcripts of male and 

fernale homosexuals are derived from the court records and 

psychiatrie literature already mentioned. These materials are 

primarily external to the subjects in question, and therefore 

must be interpreted with considerable caution. To overcome this 

unfavorable filtering, these sources have been supplemented with 

reference to biographical literature on a few notable individuals 

and especially by a reading of the 1920s portion of the diaries 

held at Rossiiskii aosudarstvennvi arkhiv literaturv i iskusstva 

(Russian State Archive of Literature and Art, RGALI), of Mikhail 

Kuzmin, symbolist poet and the author of the worldts first 

s3 Through a reliable intermediary, 1 inquired if MM 
archives held any Soviet-era studies of the stalinist 
antisodomy statute (for instance, on rates of 
convictions, or about types of off enses) , but I obtained 
a negative response. 



coming-out novel, Krvlmia (Winas, [St Petersburg: 19061). The 

diaries provide a window on everyday life in a homosexual 

household af Leïiingrad i n  the 1920s; their confiscation by the 

secret police in the 1930s apparently facilitated the round-up of 

Leningrad homosemals during the Great ~error." The excellent 

biographical accounts of poet Sophia Parnok, by Sofiia Poliakova 

and Diana Lewis Burgin, serve in part as an analogous "controlm@ 

source for same-sex relations between elite w o ~ n e n . ~ ~  

It is consistent with the historiography of homosexualities 

in other European nations that the preponderance of legal and 

medical sources should speak about men's rather than woments 

experience. Male same-sex relations were more efficiently policed 

and measured by medical science, often because male relations 

were criminalized while woments usually were not. Men performed a 

wider range of social roles on the public stage, creating records 

SC S. V. Shumikhin, ImDnevnik Mikhaila Kuzmina: Arkhivnaia 
predystoriiaOm1 In Mikhail Kuzmin i russkaia kulvtura XX 
veka: tezisv i materialv konferentsii 15-17 maia 1990a.! 
ed. Go A. Morev. (Leningrad: Sovet po istorii mirovoi 
kul tury AN SSSR, 1990) . Dr Shumikhin generously provided 
me with materials and advice at RGALI. An annotated 
version of Kuzminls diary for 1921 has been published; N a  
Bogomolov, and S. Shumikhin. g@Mikhail Kuzmin . Dnevnik 
1921 godawm8 Binuvshee. Istoricheskii . . allmanakh (12/13 
1993) : 423-94 & 457-524. 1 examined microfilmed copies of 
the diaries for 1922 to 1928; Kuzmints diary notebooks 
for 1929-1931 were not available a t  the tirne of my visit. 
1 was the first researcher to examine the diary for its 
relevance to the history of homosexuality. Only a handful 
of researchers have tackled it all, given. the 
difficulties of handwriting and Kuzminls arcane voice, 
yet it represents a wonderful source for domestic life in 
NEP Petrograd/Leningrad. 

Poliakova, "Poeziia Sof ii Parnokml; Burgin, So~hia Parnok. 
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and attracting scrutiny. In this sense, the imbalance between the 

historical record of male and female same-sex love evidmt in 

this thesis is a reflection of the sources which have been 

canvassed. Nevertheless 1 would argue that this problem, which 

scholars have encountered time and again in the study of female 

homosexuality in Western societie~,~~ should stimulate us to 

record and circulate the documentary evidence of womenls mutual 

relations which we encounter, rather than sidelining each 

isolated story as "e~ceptional~~, ~gabnormalm or "irrelevantl'. 

Note for example Lm Crampton, "The Myth of Lesbian 
Impunity : Capital Laws f rom 1270-1791. Journal of 
Homosexualitv (1980/81) : 11-25; and J. Brown, "Lesbian 
Sexuality in Medieval and Early Modern Europe. In Hidden 
From Historv, eds M. Duberman, M. Vicinus, and G. 
Chauncey . 





PART 1 

PüBLIC TRANSCRIPTS 



~ntroduction to Part 1 

1s it possible to ivagine the early Soviet Russian regime's 

public transcript on homosexuality? The very posing of the 

question suggests the unlikeliness of an affirmative response. 

For Russia's social democrats poised to take power in 1917, same- 

sex love in its varied manifestations, and al1 the associated 

problems of gender and sexual non-conformity, were not important 

matters. They constituted an unanticipated set of problems. 5 7 

Nevertheless, as they set out to govern the Soviet Union, 

Bolsheviks and administrators acting for them found they had to 

fashion a public transcript on these (as so many other) 

unexpected issues. The apparent gap was filled by enthusiastic 

jurists, visionary men of medicine, petty administrators, and 

experts educated under the old regime who perhaps lacked faith in 

the new one. As they confronted the whomosexual't, the 

lltransvestitelt, or a member of the "intermediate sexN, they 

sought to make sense of him and (increasingly after 1917), of 

her, according to their own interpretations of what was 

revolutionary. A fragmented, potentially disputatious public 

transcript evolved, reflecting various principles and practices. 

57 Vladimir Lenin, political and ideological leader of the 
Bolsheviks, made no statements which have been recorded 
on the sub j ect ; see Siegfried Tornow , llHomosexuality and 
Politics in Soviet Russia." In Sexual Minorities and 
Society: the Chancrina Attitudes toward Homosexualitv in 
the rsicl 20th Centurv Euro~e, eds Udo Parikas and Teet 
Veispak. (Tallinn: Institute of History, 1991). 
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Tsarist precedent, socialist aspirations, and medical discourse 

motivated a range of approaches to the nhomosexuall'. 

Medical discourse, so sionifkant in Western Europe in 

shaping notions of same-sex love and its control, was in a 

special position in both the Russian Empire and later the Soviet 

Union. Subordinate to state authority, medicine was not a 

substitute for that authority in its own areas of cornpetence, as 

in liberal regimes. Under both old and new regimes, most branches 

of medicine had accommodated and resisted the onerous weight of 

state imperatives. Russia in the early twentieth century was a 

vast and poor nation, with some 350 psychiatrists in 1916 and 

only 538 in 1932, at the end of the first Five Year Plan. The 

important problems for this tiny corporation serving a population 

of some 160,000,000 were @'derangement and neuropathyw, not semial 

disorders which scarcely impeded one's fitness for ~ork.'~ 

Soviet medicine would hardly have the resources to devote to the 

question of f'homosexualitylf; yet there was interest among 

psychiatrists and other scientists in the early years of the new 

regime, and medicine did contribute a plurality of approaches to 

'further fragment the public transcript. 

The fragmented public transcript produces a series of 

narratives which are difficult to unify without losing sight of 

their discrete trajectories. The first three chapters in Part 1 

examine political, legal and administrative encounters with same- 

David Joravsky, Russian Psvcholocw: A Critical Historv. 
(Oxford & Cambridge, MA: Basil Blackwell, 1989), 420. 
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sex love, and gender and sexual dissent, in late  tsarist and then 

Soviet Russia, in order to trace chronologiically the influence of 

the tsarist heritage, of socialist doctrine, and of stalinist 

transformations, on approaches to the issues. To examine the 

special position of medical discourse within the public 

transcript, chapters four and five treat first forensic medicine, 

then psychiatry, separately and thematically. The story of the 

evolution of Soviet versions of these disciplines1 views on 

sexual and gender diversity illuminates their relationship with 

the state, and the contribution they made to public transctipts 

of homosexuality. 



Chanter 1: Constructina Bolshevik homosexualities in law, 1900- 

19S2 

When the Bolsheviks came to power in 1917, the ragulation of 

sexuality was apparently not a concern of the first order. Yet 

very soon revolutionary intentions regarding the relationships 

between the state, science and church, on the one hand, and the 

equality of men and women envisioned in the socialist programme 

on the other, determined that the problem of sexuality would 

figure significantly in the regime's agenda. Russian 

revolutionaries would draw from a number of sources to fashion a 

new public transcript for the sexual order they sought to 

produce. 

The place assigned to homosexuality in that new order was 

ambiguous, not surprisingly for the existing socialist view of 

same-sex love was fragmented. Bolsheviks inherited from the 

Geman social democratic movement a range of opinion between two 

conflicting poles, one emancipatory, anticipating a degree of 

tolerance for the congenital homosexual, the other aspiring to 

the withering away of environmentally induced perversions through 

education and medical intervention. Russiais new rulers also 

inherited local traditions of law and enforcement regarding same- 

sex offenses which would influence their reconstruction of the 

public transcript significantly. 

Tsarist conventions regarding the regulation of same-sex 

desire became the focus of sharp criticism from liberal and 

radical observers who found their practice hypocritical and 



inequitable. Legal renovators hoped to eliminate the ban on 

consensual male sodomy, but this was not accomplished formally 

until the Bolsheviks enacted their first Russian criminal code in 

1922. By examining the regulation of male homosexuality prior to 

1917 in practice, it is possible to understand the influences on 

the Bolsheviks which led them to introduce a modernized and 

simplified code dealing with sexual crime. The decision to 

eliminate consensual sodomy from this list of offenses can be 

reconstructed using new archiva1 evidence. Finally the 

interpretations of the new code offered by early Soviet jurists 

convey how they perceived the absence of explicit legislation on 

sodomy, and how the modernization of this section of the criminal 

code reflected expectations that science and rationality would 

govern the regulation of sexuality. 

Tsarist eu~hemisms and the case for reform 

On the face of it, tsarist Russia had a clear policy against male 

same-sex relations. Criminal sanctions for sodomy between 

consenting adults were relatively harsh until 1900, and sti l l  

severe after this date.' The public transcript of tsarism gave 

1 Simple sodomy netted exile to Siberia and religious 
penance for Christians, llMuzhelozhstvo~l Brokgauz i Ef ron, 
eds Entsiklo~edicheskii slovare t. 39 (St Petersburg: 
1897), 110; in 1900 exile was amended to 4-5 years 
imprisonment, V. D o  Nabokoff, l'Die Homosexualitat in 
Russischen Strafgesetzb~ch.~~ Jahrbuch f ür sexuelle 
Zwischenstuf en (3 1903) : 1161; for amendment, Svod 
zakonov rossiiskoi imperii t. 15 (St Petersburg: 1911), 
col. 3679. Article 995 of the Imperia1 criminal code 
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no quarter to male practitioners of same-sex love, even as it 

ignored female same-sex etos as  a possibility. Yet beneath "the 

smooth surface of euphemized powerV1, there lay a swarm of 

contradictions in the administration of the antisodomy statute." 

Prosecutions appeared to be dwindling, and trials seemed to 

affect the less privileged members of sociefy. Jurists clashed 

over the need for the l a w  and the type of political order its 

existence implied. The concealed but notorious indulgence by the 

last two tsars of homosemial men both within the royal family and 

among the government's servitors completed the circle of 

contradictions w h i c h  surrounded the issue of homosexuality. 

Unlike other powers with substantial penalties for male 

same-sex relations, in the decades before the Great War Russia 

did not produce its own Oscar Wilde, Philipp Prince zu Eulenberg 

prohibited consensual sodomy; aggravated forms with a 
minor or accompanied by coercion w e r e  punished by article 
996. In England, "buggeryUt (anal intercourse) was 
punishable by death until 1861, then 10 years to life 
until 1967. In Germany, paragraph 175 of the criminal 
code between 1871 and 1935 punished I1unnatural vice1' with 
a five-yeat prison term. Austrian law punished male ana 
f emale Wnnatural vicen. See V. D. Nabokov, "Plotskiia 
prestupleniia po proektu ugolovnago ulozheniiaUv-Vestnik 
prava, 9-10 (1902), rpt. in V. D. Nabokov, Sbornik statek 
po uaolovnomu nravu,. (St Petersburg: 1 9 0 4 ) ,  112-13; and 

H~pgosexual Politics in Jeffrey Weeks, Comrna Out: 
Britain from the Nineteenth Centurv to the Present 
(London: Quartet Books, 1990) , 14. 

2 James C m  Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: 
Hidden Transcri~ts (New Haven & London: Yale University 
Press, 1990) , 57. 
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nor Colonel Alfred ~edl.' There were plenty of potential 

candidates available, yet Russian society was habituated to the 

observance of a system of discretion and concealment in these 

mat ter^.^ When that discretion was breached, the miscreant used 

his connections to suppress scandale before they came to trial. 

The autocratic state itself vas inclined to apply administrative 

punishments which would obviate any courtroom sessi~n.~ In 

practice, the demands on elite homosexuals of maintaining the 

minimum of discretion, and of husbanding connections, dictated 

that the autocracy needed only very small investments in judicial 

or administrative coercion to maintain the euphemism that 

3 On Wilde, see Weeks, cornina Out, 2 1-22 and passim. ; on 
Eulenberg, James D m  Steakley, @'Iconography of a Scandal: 
Political Cartoons and the Eulenburg Affair in Wilhelmin 
Germanyt@ In H l f n o m  the Gav h 
Lesbian Past, eds Martin Duberman, Martha Vicinus, and 
George Chauncey. (New York: Penguin, 1989) ; on Austro- 
Hungaryls Redl, Istvan Deak, Bevond Nationalism: A Social 
& Political Historv of the Habsbura Officer CorDs. 1848- 
1918 (New York 61 Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 
144-45. 

4 Alexander Poznansky, P A  
Documentarv Studv (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 2-3. 
Engelstein notes the absence of symbolic politicization 
of homosewality and suggests Prince Meshcherskii as the 
most likely WRussian Eulenbergtw , Laura Engelstein, The 
Kevs to Ha~~iness: Sex and the Search for Modernitv in 
F i n - d e - S i k l e  Russia (fthaca & London: Corne11 University 
Press, 1992), 58. 

s An example appeared in an influential guide to forensic 
psychiatrists on sex perversion: IfAt the beginning of the 
1870s, one of Petersburg's highest administrative figures 
was found guilty of pederasty, and was swiftly removed 
from his post and exiled abroad without a court hearing 
or publicity." V. M. Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovoao 
chuvstva . Sudebno-~sikhiatricheskii ocherk. (St 
Petersburg: 1885), 7 2 ,  



%odomites' did not exist in elite society and government. 

Informa1 püblic pressures need not even involve the tegime. 

Composer Pater Tchaikovsky learned the vrlue of such discretiori 

after being linked in journalistic accounts during his student 

days to a group of 'pederasts' said to frequent St Petersburg's 

Chaumont restauranL6 The ultra-conservative editor of 

~razhdaniq, prince Vladimir Meshcherskii, taxed his connections 

to tsars Alexander III and Nicholas II to the limit, obtaining 

not only subsidies for his publication, but advancement for a 

host of young military men he fancied and sponsored. Because of 

his "peccadilloesN, Meshcherskii was not received at court, but 

the tsars met and corresponded with him privately, and were aware 

that the prince "discreetly advertisedw this relationship to 

obtain favours in government for his friends and journaL7 

Alexander III ordered the suppression of proceedings against the 

prince in an 1887 scandal involving a youth in the Imperial 

Guard, despite the opprobium of the princels own family and the 

active pursuit launched by chief ptocurator of the Holy Synod 

Konstantin Pobedonostsev. A further sexual scandal, implicating 

some 2 0 0  men including Meshcherskii and members of the Imperial 

6 Later, a newspaper allegation of improper sexual 
relations at the Moscow Conservatory weighed heavily on 
the composer, who taught there, despite the fact that his 
name was not mentioned; Poznansky, !Jchaikovskv% Last 
Davs, 10, 18. 

t W. E. Mosse, "Imperia1 Favorite: V. P. Meshchersky and 
the ~razhdanin." Slavonic and East Euro~ean Review 59 
(1981) : 529-47. 



family, vas similarly quashed? "There were at least seven gay 

Grand Dukes at the time (uncles, nephews or cousins of the last 

two tsars)@@, according to Simon Karlinsky; of these, the brother 

of Alexander II, Grand Duke Sergei Aleksandrovich stood "at the 

top of the 8homosexual pyramidWm of Russia8s social lifem9 

Accompanying these contradictions of the formal prohibition 

of sodomy at the highest level was a system of unequal and 

declining enforcement. Critics agreed that "one of the worst 

evils18 of the statute was "the actual disuse of the law, the 

random and unjust character of repression, ruinous to some but 

sparing others, those strong in position, influence, 

Euphemism - the concealment of the elite8s dirty 
linen - operated most tellingly in the courts, where only a tiny 
percentage of cases involved privileged persons, or so it 

Favoritet8, 533-34; Poznansky, 8 Mosse, "Imperia] 
~chaikovskv s Last Davs, 4. On his accession, Nicholas II 
expressed some initial distaste, but ha soon subsidized 
~razhdanin and corresponded privately with Meshcherskii, 
who by this tirne was well connected with the government 
and military, Mosse, op. cit., 542-47. 

9 Diarists indicate that these facts were notorious in 
elite society; see Simon Karlinsky, wRussia@s Gay 
Literature and Culture: The Impact of the October 
Revolutionw in pidden From Historv: Reclaimina the Gay 
and Lesbian Past, eds Martin Duberman, Martha Vicinus, 
and George Chauncey (New York: Penguin, 1989) , 351 ; 
Poznansky , Tchaikovsky s Last Davs, 5 ; Konstantin 
Rotikov, "Epizod iz zhizni 8golubogo8 Peterburga." . . 
pevskiiarkhiv: istoriko-kraevedcheskli sbornik (3 1997): 
449-66; see diary entries of Grand Duke Konstantin 
Romanov, cousin of Nicholas II, in Andrei Maylunas and 
Sergei Mironenko. A Lifelona Passion: Nicholas and 
Alexandra. Their Own Storv. (London: Phoenix, 1997). 

1 O Nabokov, 8@Plotskiia prestupleniiaw, 124. 



appeated. A statistical study of the 440 convictions for sodomy 

from 1574 through 1904 in Imperia1 Russia contradicted this 

perception, claiming 52 of 'pederastsg were from the upper 

classes, yet these saine classes were oniy responsible for 2.8% of 

criminal convictions for al1 offenses in these year~.~' When 

examined by occupation, the same sample showed however that a 

disproportionately small number of state servitors were convicted 

for sodomy. Members of the Vree professionsgg (artists, 

physicians, men of letters, teachers, the clergy), and servants 

and craftsmen, were among those more likely to be c~nvicted.'~ A 

similarly large proportion of convictions for sodomy, compared to 

their shares of convictions for al1 crime, were borne by non- 

Russians, and in particular by Igeastern peoples characterized by 

11 B. 1. Piatnitskii, Polowe izvrashcheniia i uaolovnoe 
pravo (Mogilev: 1910) , 13. Pi atnitskii l s survey, using 
data from successive Svodv statisticheskikh svedenii DO 
delam usolovnvmn, which he said counted consensual sodomy 
(art. 9 9 5 ) ,  aggravated sodomy (art. 996) and bestiality 
(art. 997) as one category. Be argued, plausibly, that 
bestiality convictions were so insignificant that the 
numbers could be taken to indicate both types of sodomy 
convictions alone. Of these, consensual sodomy accounted 
for about 20% of convictions; he based this conjecture on 
the proportion of cases of single individuals (78%) 
versus cases where more than one person was convicted 
(22%), Piatniskii, op. cit., 11, 31. 

12 Ibid.  , 14. The ratio of sodomy convictions versus al1 
convictions for each occupational category was: state 
servitors ( 0 . 6 8 : 3 . 2 2 % ) ,  free professions (5 .23:1 .04%) ,  
craftsmen (11.59:5.919) and servants (2.45:1.26%). Those 
in agriculture were underrepresented (31.59:47.77%), 
while factory workers were as l f i e l y  to be convicted of 
sodomy as of al1 other crimes (34.32: 34.66%) . City- 
dwellers, accounting for some 12.8% of the population, 
and responsible for 27% of al1 crime in this period, took 
45% of al1 sodomy convictions, showing that enforcement 
was also more prevalent in t o m s .  



the most passionate temperamentsn, although in strictly numerical 

terms, 72% of sodomy convictions f e l l  to European Slavs 

(Russians, Ukrainians and Belor~ssians).~' 

Other forms of inequity were alleged by critics of the 

sodomy law. The justice system prosecuted these cases much less 

successfully than the average crime, with only about 41% of 

sodomy indictments leading to conviction (compared to a 

conviction rate of 66% for al1 crime).14 Juries were 

increasingly inclined to acquit persons accused of the offense in 

the late imperial era, and those they did pronounce guilty 

frequently received moderated or reduced penaltie~.'~ The actual 

number of cases prosecuted per year was very modest, and a 

gradua1 falling trend in the 31 years up to 1904 in the 

proportion of sodomy to al1 criminal indictments was observed.16 

Procurators, in St Petersburg if not elsewhere, appear to have 

Ibid., 16. 

14 Ibid., 88; 1. B. Fuks, Gornoseksualizm kak prestu~lenie. 
Jruidich. i uso1.-~olitich. ocherk (St Petersburg: 
@@Obshchestvennaia Pol*zaw, 1914), 75. 

15 Piatnitskii, Polovyia XZVT: . . .  ashchenua, 11; Fuks, 
Çomoseksualizm, 75-76. Fuks claimed of 30 convictions in 
Russia for sodomy in 1908, 25 received reduced sentences 
from juries; he gave no sources for his statistics. 

16 Piatnitskii, Polowia izvrashcheniia, 11. This source 
says 1066 men (and 4 women) were indicted for sodomy 
(arts. 995 and 996) from 1874 to 1904; of these, 440 men 
and no women w e r e  convicted. An 1895 census of 7068 male 
inmates at the Sakhalin prison colony showed only 6 had 
been convicted and exiled to this island for tlsodomym, - - 
Sakhalinskii kalendarg i materialv k izucheniiu ostrova 
Sakhalina (n.p.: 1895). 110. 1 am grateful to Serqei 
Ivashkin for this source. 
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read a political message into the suppression of the scandals of 

the late 1880s involving prince Meshcherskii and the Grand Dukes, 

a d  abcindoned prosecutions for consensual sodomy altogether. 17 

Given that "the intimate character of homosezttal actions makes 

these relations practically ~ndetectable@~, the only offenses 

which landed in court were those where individuals neglected or 

were unable to observe the usual minimums of discretion." Cases 

under article 996, where coercion had been used against a younger 

or weaker male, and where forensic evidence was usually less 

ambiguous, appear to have been more vigorously prosecuted and 

probably constituted the vast majority of lsodomyv convictions. 

Article 995 was virtually unenforced by the end of the imperial 

era. 

These conditions underlay the debate over retention of the 

antisodomy statute in the revised criminal code. Discussion 

unfolded over two decades from the 1880s until the partial 

enactment of a new code in 1903. The decision of the editorial 

commission to retain a ban on consensual sodomy was based on what 

Laura Engelstein termed "the refusa1 of the privatenN, a 

17 . . 
Piatnitskii, Polowia izvrashcheniia, 33, cites an 
article claiming no prosecutions under article 995 were 
pursued in St Petersburg between 1890 and 1903 (ImPreniia 
v SPb Iurid. Obshchestve po dokladu NabokovaN Pravo 
[ 1903 ] , 122) . Cf. Fuks, G o m o s s k s u a ~ ,  83. Holdings for 
the Moscow circuit court ((f 142) in TsGIAgM support a 
similar conclusion for Moscow, with the last example of 
a trial for consensual sodomy held in 1888 (f. 142, op. 
2 ,  d. 142). Subsequent sodomy trials heard up to 1917 in 
this court were for male I1rapen@ under article 996. 

18 Fuks, Gomoseksualizm, 83. 
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conservative resistance ts the notion of persona1 sexual autonomy 

exercised in private space. Jurists approached the i r  

justifications for retention from different aspects of this 

refusal. Archangel procurator ~ichard Kraus expressed most 

clearly the belief that sexual perversions were characteristic of 

the t o m ,  and of educated society; he denied the right to control 

one's body when it led to the violation of Vaws of naturem or 

V h e  basic principles of hwnan existence and community~. 

Commenting on the sodomy ban, jurist Leonid Vladimirov argued 

that it had an educative value, offering guidance and discipline 

for the morally weak. St Petersburg procurator A. F. Koni, who 

disapproved of European efforts to strike down antisodomy 

statutes, argued that homosexuals, like the Skoptsy religious 

sect, threatened the social order by promoting non-procreative 

sexuality; the sodomy ban must therefore remain, just  as the 

castratesa sect was ~utlawed.'~ 

The most articulate defender of decriminalization was 

Vladimir D. Nabokov, whose liberal defense of privacy in this 

matter brought him very close to the positions promoted by 

homosexual emancipationists led by Germanyts Dr Magnus 

l9 Engelstein, The Kevs to Ha~~iness, 57-71; Koni referred 
to the "çupposed scientific defenders and apologists of 
Prof essor Aletrino l s typeu who propagandized for "the 
unnatural vicevî in A. F. Koni Fa zuznennom ~ u t i .  Iz 
za~isok sudebnaao deiatelia. Zhiteiskiia vstrechi t, 1 
(St Petersburg: 1912) , 153. Aletrino, a physician, 
defended sodomy decriminalization in 1901 in Amsterdam, 
at the Fifth International Congress of Criminal 
Anthropology. 
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~irschfeld." Legislation should not be used to impose morality 

or even a medical wnormn, nor was it consistent or necessa~r for 

the educative effect of law to be brought to k a r  on this single 

exampie of supposed immorality. Nabokov acknowledged, if he did 

not completely accept, the medical arguments circulating in 

Germany and elsewhere in Europe that some proportion of 

homosexuals were congenital, sa that the contention expressad in 

Russials criminal statute that sodomy was a vice (and therefore a 

willful act) was mistaken in many cases. A glsecular law, based on 

abstract and universal principlesU1 should not punish sodomy 

committed in private between consenting adultse2' The liberal 

view of the issue was endorsed by the St Petersburg Juridical 

Society, and members of the Samara circuit court; nine out of 23 

members of the Moscow Juridical Society also supported 

decriminalization during deliberations over the 1903 draft 

20 On Hirschfeld, Manfred Herzer, Maanus Hirschfeld: Leben 
und Werk eines iiidischen, schwulen und sozialisticshen 
Sexoloqen (Frankfurt & New York: Campus, 1992) ; idem., 
Vommunists, Social Democrats, and the Homosexual 
Movement in the Weimar Republic. In Gav 
Sexu 5 a 

Men and the 
al Historv of the Polltical Left, eds G. Hekma, H. 

Oosterhuis, and J. Steakley (Binghamton NY: Harrington 
Park Press, 1995). 

2 1 Engelstein, The Kevs to Ha~~iness, 67-70. Engelstein 
notes the influence on Nabokov of P. von Feuerbach's 1813 
Bavarian criminal reform (deleting sodomy); Nabokov's 
brief mention of the lack of a sodomy ban in the 
"Romancew nations led by France suggests he was also 
aware of, if less impressed by, the secularization of 
criminal codes during the French revolution and 
Napoleonic conquest, Nabokov, "Plotskiia prestupleniiagl, 
112. 



statute." Well after the 1903 code had been partially enacted, 

jurisCs continued to question the wisdom of keeping the sodomy 

ban. a 

Liberal lawyers, arguing from principles of secularization, 

the right to privacy, and persona1 autonomy, were apparently the 

most articulate defenders of homosemal emancipation in Imperia1 

Russia, and yet they did so not from the subject position of 

homosexuals themselves, but from that of jurists striving to 

create a liberal, rule-of-law regime. The absence of a self- 

identified movement of homosexuals calling for a lifting of the 

ban in Russia was not unusual, since only Germany could boast 

such a unique enterpri~e.~~ As in France and elsewhere in 

Europe, the most influential Russian apologetics for 

homosexuality emerged from literary works and cultural criticism, 

the products of individual rather than collective effort.'' 

22 Engelstein, The Kevs to Hap~iness, 62. 

23 Piatnitskii, Polovve izvrashcheniia; Fuks, 
Gomoseksualizm. 

24 Gert Hekma, Harry Oosterhuis, and James Steakley I1Leftist 
Sexual Politics and Homosexuality: AHistorical Overvieww 
in Gav Men and the Sexual Historv of the Political Left 
eds G. Hekma, H. Oosterhuis, J. Steakley. (Binghamton, 
NY: Harrington Park Press, 1995), 2 0 ,  23. 

25 Russia s Mikhail Kuzmin produced Europe s f irst "coming- 
outw novel with a positive ending, Krvltia (St 
Petersburg: 1906) ; see Simon Karlinsky, I1Death and 
Resurrection of Mikhail Ku~rnin.~' Slavic Review 38 (1 
1979): 92-96; idem., 18Russia1s Gay Literature and 
CultureN, 354-55. Lesbian self-awareness was the subject 
of Lidiia Zinovieva-Annibal's Tridtsatl tri uroda, 
translated as I1Thirty-three Freakstl pussian Literature 
Triuuarterlv 9 (1974) ; see Diana Lewis Burgin, "Laid Out 
in Lavender : Perceptions of Lesbian Love in Russiatl 



These were complemented $y translations of Western 

emancipationist texte, and at least one anonymous, domestically 

penned defense of the "intermediate sexu." In tsarist Russia, 

voices calling for the end of criminal sanctions for same-sex 

love used liberal arguments defending the individual's right to 

privacy and autonomy. 

Radicals on the left would have had little time for 

arguments proceeding solely from unfettered inc!ividualism or the 

rule of law. Bolsheviks made no specific contributions to the 

question of homosexual ernancipati~n.~~ Russian marxists were 

however linked to a German Social Democratic tradition of support 

for sodomy decriminalization by their enthusiastic embrace of 

Literature and Criticism of the Silver Age, 1893-1917.'1 
In Sexualitv and the Bodv in  Russian Culture eds Jane T. 
Costlow, Stephanie Sandler, and Judith Vowles (Stanford: 
Stanf ord University Press, 1993) , 182-83. As both 
Karlinsky and Burgin note, these were but two of the most 
notorious examples of Russian self-conscious homosexual 
writing of the late tsarist era; their output was made 
more notorious by critics such as G. S. Novopolin, 
pornoaraficheskii element v russkoi literature (St 
Petersburg: 1909), and Vasilii Rozanov, Liudi lunnoao 
sveta (St Petersburg: 1913.). 

26 Magnus Hirschfeld, Tretg ii no1 Berlina. Transl. V. N. 
Pirogov, (St Petersburg: 1908) ; Edward Carpenter , 
Promezhutochnvi r>ol . (Petrograd: M. V. Pirozhkov, 1916) . 
P. V. Ushakovskii (pseud.) Ciudi sredniaao ~ o l a .  (St 
Petersburg: 1908). 

27 Recent revisionist studies of the %exual revolutionw in 
Soviet Russia have demonstrated this point by their 
silence on the issue of homosexual emancipation. See 
Wendy 2 .  Goldman, Women. the State. and Revolution: 
Soviet Familv Policv and Social Life (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993) ; Richard Stites, The 

iberation M Wonen's L w ovement in Russia: Feminism. 
Nihilism. and Bolshevism, 1860-1930 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1978) . 



August Bebel's theories on sexual politics in his popular Women 

and Socialism (1879). Although early versions of Bebel's book 

repeated negative opinions on same-sex relations, he nonetheless 

was later among the first signatories to Magnus Hirschfeldvs 

petition to repeal paragraph 175 of the German criminal code 

against male same-sex acts, and the first politician to speak in 

the Reichstag in favour of this campaign, as leader of the Social 

Democrats in 1898.** Bebel's conversion on this matter 

represented the logical extension of the principle of persona1 

choice in private sexual matters, from heterosexual relations to 

homosexual ones. It was based on Hirschfeldls persuasive 

biologistic arguments that homosexuality was an inborn condition, 

and that for the Vhird sexlv, love for one's own sex was as 

natural and aesthetically noble as vlnormalva relations. This 

foregrounding of private choice as a political principle became 

'la powerful libertarian motif in nineteenth century socialist 

ideologyw, more of a motive force than has usually been 

recogni~ed.~~ Popular expressions of homosexual emancipation 

from post-1917 Soviet sources suggest that self-identified 

homosexuals in Russia believed the revolution had ended the 

state's Vefusal of the private" for same-sex relations, 

licensing their right to love. 

28 Hekma et al. , "Leftist Sexual Politics and Homosexuality: 
A Historical OverviewW, 14-15, 21. 

a ~uotation, Goldman, Women. the State and Revolution, 35; 
cf. Stites, The Woments Liberation Movement in Russia, 



Europe's left-wing parties brought much more than sexual 

libertarianism to bear on their thinking about persona1 life. 

Highly signiiicant was the fact that marxists claimed an 

'objective', 'scientific' viewpoint, and expected science to 

contribute to the reconstruction of society once socialism was 

proclaimed. European marxists (like liberals and others) were 

influenced by Darvinism, theories of individual and racial 

degeneracy and eugenics, al1 of which put sexual hygiene at the 

heart of strategies for social engineering. Sexuality, understood 

as part of untamed nature, was to be channelled toward tnatural', 

procreative heterosexuality with education, self-discipline and 

responsibility in persona1 relations.30 The biologistic 

conception of homosexuality promoted by Hirschfeld was not 

universally accepted. Many - and not only socialists - worried 
that greater liberty would lead to an increase in the number of 

cases of 'acquired' (environmentally induced) perversion. Even 

those on the left who expressed tolerance of private same-sex 

relations among adults felt that open displays, or culturally 

transmitted forms of such intimacies, would lead to an 

undesirable spread of non-procreative practices.3' The 

30 Hekma et al. , " L e f  tist Sexual Politics and Homosexuality : 
A Historical O~erview~~, 17-19, 22; Dan Healey, 
"Evgeniia/Evgenii: Queer Case Histories in the first 
years of Soviet power. Gender & Historv (1 1997) : 93-94. 

3 1 Hekma et al., "Leftist Sexual Politics and Homosexuality: 
A Historical Over~iew'~, 22; for a Russian example, 
contrast the views of psychiatrist and supporter of the 
Bolsheviks V. M. Bekhterev, "0 polovom ozdorovleniP 
Vestnik znaniia (9/10 1910) : 924-37 & 1-19, in which he 
argues against tolerance of homosexuality on sexual 
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Bolsheviks inherited varied l iberal  and l e f t i s t  attitudes toward 

the comparatively unanticipated issue of homosexuality, dnd not 

surprisingly their responses to same-sex relations as a legal and 

administrative question reflected these multiple perspectives. 

(ii) m s t o r v  knows no miracles": codifvina Bolshevik sexual 

In 1915, the tsarist regime briefly considered the full 

implementation of the 1903 draft criminal code, under which 

sodomy would have remained an offense; no further revisions were 

contemplated to it and the project was abandoned. Following the 

February 1917 revolution, the Provisional Government established 

"a commission to review and implement the [1903] Criminal Code1@, 

and as it had Nabokov among its members, it appears that the 

liberal position on sodomy decriminalization would have found its 

most influential spokesman on this body. Neither Nabokov nor 

Nikolai S. Timashev refer to any substantive work completed by 

the commission, which existed during the last four months of the 

Provisional ~overnment . 32 

hygiene grounds , and idem. I1O polovom izvrashchenii , kak 
osoboi ustanovke polovykh refleksov." In Polovoi voDros 
v ~ ,  ed. 1. S. Simonov (Leningrad: 
Brokgauz-Efron, 1927), in which he asserts a private 
gathering of homosexuals poses no harm to the general 
public. 

32 V. D. Nabokov, The Provisional Government ed. Andrew 
Field (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1970), 
95-96; N. S. Timasheff, l'The Impact of the Penal Law of 
Imperia1 Russia on Soviet Penal Law." American Slavic and 
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The trail of evidence leading from the potentialities of 

1917 to the first Soviet Russian criminal code of 1922, which 

decriminalized sodomy, is rather unclear. There are no records of 

substantive debate among the framers of the criminal code over 

the section on crimes against the person, whfch is where sexual 

crime was located in the new codems3 (Chapter five of the 1922 

redaction was entitled tlCrimes against the life, health, freedom 

and dignity of the individual".) Historians have sought to 

explain the removal of the antisodomy statute with reference to 

contextual factors. Simon Karlinsky regards the decriminalization 

of sodomy as at best a benign oversight, the result of the 

elimination of al1 tsarist law during the Bolshevik revolution. 

In his surveys he has discounted whatever deliberate reforming 

intention lay behind the legalization as a "misreading of the 

Bolshevik leaders' position on gay liberationm said to be common 

to observers in England and Germany in the 1920s, and on the left 

East Euro~ean Review 12 (4 1953): 443-44. A. Shreider, in 
early 1918 the first deputy commissar of justice, noted 
that the provisional Governmentls law commission had 
generated a new draft code, but the statute had not been 
fundamentally revised, GARF, f. A353, op. 2, dm 164, 1. 
36. No proposed dratt appears in Robert Browder, and 
Alexander Fm Kerensky, eds The Russian Provisional 
Goverment 1917: Documents (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1961) . 

33 Based on a review of GARF, f. A353, (Narodnvi 
kommissariat iustitsii RSFSR, 1917-1946 sa.) o~isi 1-12 
and 16s, and in particular on the protocols of 
Narkomiustps collegium for the period. 



in the West generally since the 1970s. 34 

Atfempts to recover the origins of a "principled decision" 

(in Laura Engelstein's words) to remove sodomy from the code have 

sought to place the decision within a wtmodernist consensus1 in 

scientific, juridical and cultural c i r c l e ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  or within the 

evolution of modern criminal sanctions in Russia, beginning with 

the draft code of 1903." These mutually compatible replies to 

Karlinsky were based on published sources available in the West. 

They can be reinforced with reference to evidence from the 

archives of the RSFSR People's Commissariat of Justice 

(Narkomiust). While these documents do not discuss the sodomy 

statute in great detail, they do demonstrate a sustained intent 

to decriminalize the act between consenting adults. This 

principled intention coincided with prosecutions for "unnatural 

vice (pederasty)'' and "crime[s] against naturew conducted by the 

Bolsheviks at considerable cost in the heat of the civil war, or 

soon thereafter. The outcome of the prosecution of such crimes 

vas to modernize the language of criminal sexual deviance, but 

" Karlinsky , I1Russia s Gay Literature and Culturew, 3 57 ; 
idem. ltIntroduction: Russia's Gay Literature and 
History. " In Out of the Blue: Russiats Hidden Gav 
Literature, ed. Kevin MOSS. (San Francisco: Gay Sunshine 
Press, 1996), 24. 

35 Daniel Healey, "The Russian Revolution and the 
Decriminalisation of Homosexualityn~ Jtevolutionarv Russia 
6 (1 1993): 34. 

36 Laura Engelstein , lnSoviet Policy Toward Male 
Homosexuality : f ts Origins and Historical Roots. In Gay 
Men and the Sexual Historv of the Political Left, eds G. 
Hekma, H. Oosterhuis, and J. Steakley (Binghamton, NY: 
Harrington Park Press, 1995), 165. 



also, as with al1 law i n  the ~olshevik state, to leave 

opportunities for arbitrary application of legal noms available 

to procurators and policy makers. 

Within weeks of the October 1917 revolutlon, Narkomiust, 

headed by Left Socialist Revolutionary Isaak Shteinberg, drafted 

a IfCriminal statute" as part of an ambitious IWode of Laws of the 

Russian ~ e v o l u t i o n ~ . ~ ~  The LSRs made no secret of their 

admiration for the 1903 draft criminal code, and the deputy 

commissar of justice and editor of Narkomiustls "codification 

department" A. Shreider noted in his commentary that the LSRsl 

1918 version relied on that draft, "reworked and revised in depth 

from the point of view of the new revolutionary legal 

consciousnessN.* The table of contents to Shreiderbs code 

further emphasized the reliance on the 1903 draft, presenting a 

concordance table of 19 O3 and 1918 articles. 39 

In the debates over the 1903 draft code the'rprohibition 

against consensual sodomy had been criticized by liberals, yet 

they had not been successful in removing the offense. Shreiderfs 

1918 variant, however, stripped away the clause against 

consensual acts while retaining the painstaking language 

describing acts imposed against the weak or with the use of 

37 GARF, f a  A353, op. 2, d. 164 (psoekt VJaolovnogo 
Ulozheniiaw i obfliasnitel lnaia zaaiska k nemu. 1918 a. ) , 
1. 29; on LSR control of this commissariat, see Ga V. 
Shvekov, Pervyi sovetskii uaolovnvi kodeks (Moscow: -12-vo 
IaVysshaia shkolagl, 1970) , 105. 

3û GARF, f. A353, op. 2, d a  164, 11. 36-37. 



force. The relevant article was entitled %~dorny~~ 

(gwüzhelozhstvo), and as in 1903 fell within a chapter 

specifically devoted to sexual offenses headed "on depravity" (Q 

~e~otrebstve).~~ The resulting sodomy law was a balance between 

principles of consent, capacity to understand "the character and 

significanceI1 of the act, and protection for the weak as argued 

by Nabokov some sixteen years earlier.'' Not only would simple 

40 The text of this article 
"215. [One is] guilty of 
If sodomy is committed: 
1/ with a minor from 14 
consent or although with 
of his innocence, 

reads : 
sodomy : 

to 16 years, without his [eqo] 
his consent, but through abuse 

2/ knowingly with someone incapable of understanding the 
character and significance of that which is being 
committed on him or of governing h i s  acts for teason of 
pathological disorder of mental activity, or unconscious 
condition, or mental retardation, as a result of bodily 
defect or illness, 
3 /  with someone incapable of expressing his refusa1 to 
the perpetrator, without his consent to sodomy, then the 
guilty person [male gender] is punished: by deprivation 
of ireedom for a term not less than three years. 
If sodomy is committed: 
1/ with a child under 14 years, 
2 /  with a person under the power [pod vlastliu] or 
guardianship of the guilty' person, 
3 /  with a person coerced into it by means of force on the 
individual or threats of murder, with grievous bodily 
harm to the threatened person or a member of his family, 
if such a threat could cause the threatened person to 
fear it would be implernented, 
4 /  with a person placed in an unconscious condition for 
that [purpose] by the perpetrator himself or with his 
participation, then the guilty person is punished: by 
deprivation of freedom for a term not greater than eight 
years.If G A R F ,  f. A353,  op. 2, dm 164, 11. 115-16; except 
for the legalizing of adult consensual sodomy, the 
article is virtually identical to legislation in the 1903 
code, N. S. Tagantsev, and P. N. Iakobi, eds Uaolovnoa 
ulozhenie 22 marta 1903 a. (Riga: Leta, 1922), 1064-67. 

4 1 Nabokov, Vlotskiia prestupleniia", 108-109. 



sodomy between adults, defined as persons 16 and over, be 

legalized, but by doing sot and by keeping the remaining language 

of the 1903 draft legislation, knowledgeable consent from 14- and 

15-year-olds would have exonarated sodomy with certain yoüths as 

well. In this respect the first occupants of Narkomiust were 

heeding Nabokov's argument that young "catamites~' who operated as 

prostitutes in urban Russia could not be regarded by the law in 

the same way as youths whose "innocencew was de~aonstrable.~~ 

Nowhere in the commentary which accompanies the 1918 version 

does Shreider offer more than declarative reasoning as a clue to 

this modification to the 1903 draft. This code had represented "a 

powerful step forward from the archaic, unwieldy and 

contradictoryw 1845 statute in effect until Soviet rule. 

Referring to the evolution of '~democratict' legal systems out of 

the tyrannies of the "ancient satrapm1 and Louis X I V s  "llétat, 

c'est moiw, Shreider argued tha t  a state must resort to coercion 

to curb nanarchyut, but that this was an ueunfortunate necessity". 

A criminal code was needed to regulate the noms of a state's 

legal resort to force. The statute he was proposing would compel 

the state to serve the law and not vice versa, Noms evolved with 

the legal consciousness of a society; what was required was "net 

the minimum of individual rights which the collective should not 

infringe, but rather the maximum of demande put to the collective 

by the individual.'@ The criteria upon which his revisions to the 

42 Ib id . ,  110. Tsar i s t  jurists were aware of the existence 
of male prostitution, Tagantsev, Uaolovnoe ulozhenie, 
1065-66, 



1903 code was based were "the welfare of the genuine human 

hdividual and the interests of international labour 

solidarityu ." Shreider @ s insistence on maximiz ing individual 

rights within a state constrained by something approaching the 

rule of law would seem to be consistent with the elimination of 

the antisodomy statute. 

The March 1918 resignation of the LSRs From Sovnarkom over 

the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk entailed a Bolshevik takeover at 

Narkomiust, with P. 1. Stuchka then appointed people's commissar, 

to be supplanted in 1919 by D. 1. Kurskii. Shreider was dismissed 

as deputy commissar, M. Iu. Kozlovskii was assigned to review 

criminal legislation, and the LSR draft statute was criticized by 

Stuchka for defending bourgeois interests and insufficient 

revolutionary consciou~ness.~ In the subsequent two years, 

Narkomiust made little substantive progtess toward a Bolshevik 

criminal code, as a result of the intense pressure on personnel 

during the civil war, and the relatively low priority accorded by 

Sovnarkom to the commissariat in its allocation of resources. 45 

Nevertheless, top jurists monitored the experience of Soviet 

courts without explicitly codified criminal law, and proposals 

44 GARP, f. A353,  op. 2, d. 3, 1. 3; Shvekov, P e r w i  
sovetskii uuolovnvi kodeks, 114-16. 

45 A Narkomiust collegium letter to Sovnarkom of 15 January 
1920 said progress toward codification had been slow 
because Narkomiust @@was deemed a commissariat of 
secondary importan~e~~ during "the period of intensive 
mobilizationw , Shvekov, perwi sovetskii uuolovnvi 
kodeks, 126. 
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for a code did periodically surface for discussion in 

Narkomiustes collegium. NGuiding ijrinciples of criminal law of 

the RSFSR" were drafted by Kurskii in the course of 1919 and 

published in December of that yesr, serving as the basis for the 

general part of the 1922 criminal code. By 1920 the collegium was 

convinced that explicit, centralized n o m s  which reflected 

Moscowes view of revolutionary consciousness would be more 

reliable than the inconsistencies and anachronisms of local legal 

officials, and it turned to the drafting of the special part of 

the code. 46 

Prior to this renewed exercise in codification, during the 

interlude without written criminal law, a centrally directed 

trial for "pederastyl' suggested how officials in the Justice 

Commisariat viewed issues raised by homosemal offenses. In late 

1919, Narkomiust8s Eighth department, charged with implementing 

the separation of the Orthodox church from the state, devoted 

considerable resources to the prosecution of a bishop Palladii of 

Zvenigorod for I1corruption of a boy and for unnatural vice 

(pedera~ty)".'~ Palladii was a trusted friend of Patriarch 

Tikhon, who had sent the bishop to defend the New Jerusalem 

Monastery from nationalization in early 1919. When Bolsheviks 

46 Ibid., 119-25; Peter H. Solomon Jr, soviet Criminal 
Justice under Stalin (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996) , 24-25.  

47 GARF, f. A353, op. 3 ,  d. 745, (Dokument~ O 

kontrrevo1iutsionnoiaaitatsiimonaWlovNovoirusa1imskoao 
rnonastvria i DO obvineniiu e~iskoaa Palladiia v rastlenii 
maltchika. 1919 a.). 



finally seized the monastery they uncovered allegations about 

~alladii's relationship with Ivan Volkov, a 14-year-old "lay 

~rother" ( k e l e ï n j k ) .  Militant atheist jurists in the Eighth 

department launched a vide-tanging investigation into the 

bishop's sexual career; the bishop was tried in Moscow in October 

1919, sentenced to five years' imprisonment, and later released 

in a general amnesty in January 1920. 

For Bolshevik jurists, the political significance of 

Palladiils case resided in both the bishop's damaging connection 

to the Patriarch, and in the timing of its revelations. As 

Palladii came under investigation, Patriarch Tikhon was seeking 

to establish a workable modus vivendi with the Soviet regime. 

Tikhonts 1918 anathematization of the Bolsheviks had generated 

disastrous results for the Church; he now made a series of 

declarations enunciating a new policy of ecclesiastical 

neutrality in p o l i t i ~ s . ~ ~  Narkomiustns atheist jurists intended 

to tarnish Tikhonts retreat from worldly matters to a moral high 

ground by exploiting this episode of clerical depravity." Their 

48 John S. Curtiss, The Russian Church and the Soviet State 
1917-1940m (Gloucester MA: Peter Smith, 1965) , 93 ; 
Dimitry Pospielovsky , The Russian Church under the Soviet 
pecrime 1917-1982 vol. 1 (Crestwood NY: St Vladimir's 
Seminary Press, 1984) , 39. 

49 GARF, f. A353,  op. 3, d. 745: Eighth department 
dispatched secret police operative to seek witnesses 
against Palladii in Belev and Saratov 16 September 1919 
(1. 24, albeit the protocols of these were not obtained 
until 20 and 24 October); interrogated Palladiigs 
Wictimgl Volkov, on 25 September (1. 28 ff .) and 
consigned him to Institute for Defective Child for 
forensic tests (26 or 27 September, 1. 29 ob. ) ; obtained 
full testimony from Palladii and several Zvenigorod and 



activity was supervised by People's Commissar of Justice ~urskii 

and the Narkomiust collegium, including Eight department chief P. 

A. Krasikov, and collegium member N. A. Chetlunchakevich. These 

same men would eventually be responsible for the drafting of the 

first Bolshevik criminal legislati~n.~~ 

The Palladii trial demonstrated some of the assumptions 

underlying early Bolshevik juridical thinking about same-sex 

offenses. Most significant was the willingness to prosecute an 

adult for "unnatural vice (pederasty)", where political factors 

warranted. Wartime propaganda needs outweighed any consideration 

that clergy were entitled to the sexual autonomy promised by the 

revolution. The sema1 revolution would have a class basis, and 

the enemies of the victorious class would not be entitled to the 

sexual autonomy accorded to full citizens. Later clerical sex 

trials would demonstrate an equally flexible, instrumental 

approach to the application of laws on sexual crimea5' 

Moscow witnesses by 13 October (11. 30-31, 32 f f. ) . 
le collegium appointed Krasikov himself to serve as 
public accusert1 in the case, ibid., 1. 13; Palladii 
~ted the frequent presence of jurist N. A. 
lerlunchakevich during his interrogations, and the 
%tercessions he made on his behalf, ibid., 11. 55, 58 
D., 61 ob..; after the trial, on 4 November, the 
~llegium rejected a request for an immediate appeal of 
l e  verdict from Palladii, GARF, f. A353,  op. 3, d m  4, 1. 
3 . 

s 1 N. P. îaMonakhi pred sudom v roli razvratitlei maloletnikh 
i nesovershennoletnikh.~ Ezhenede18nik sovetskoi 
iustitsii (42 1922): 13-15; S. N. "Monastyri - pritony 
razvrata - pri svete sovetskogo suda (Protsess 
arkhimandrita Sergiia, nastoiatelia Sretenskogo 
monastyria v Moskve)." Ezhenedellnik sovetskoi iustitsii 
(19-20 1922): 19; M. Sheinman, Reliaioznost i 



Of equal importance for the codification to corne was the 

decision to present Volkov as In innocent Wictimm8 of clerical 

depravity. At 14, Volkov was on the threshhold of 81knowledoeablew 

sexual self-determination as defined in the 1903 and 1918 draft 

codes, with their allowance that certain youths (urban 

'commercial catamites') could give informed consent to sodomy. 

Volkovls complex relationship to the bishop included the receipt 

of benefits (education, lodging, payment and a career) in 

apparent exchange for domestic and sexual servicesmS2 Yet 

Bolshevik jurists elected to extend previous definitions of 

sexual childhood or minority to encompass this worldly 14-year- 

old. Eventually, in the 1922 criminal code, Bolsheviks would 

arrive at a medicalized benchmark for sexual autonomy defined not 

by age but by 88sexual maturityw, to be defined by physicians in 

cases of sema1 crime. 

Bolshevik intentions to medicalize sema1 deviance are 

further evident in the Palladii case from the juristsv turn ta 

psychiatrists for forensic expertise and for assurances that the 

bishop would not commit new crimes after his amnesty. Volkov was 

sent to the newly established fnstitute of the Defective Child 

for observation during the investigation; the Eighth department 

hoped to cal1 upon psychiatrists at Palladiils trial to testify 

prestu~nost'. (Moscow: Bezbozhnik, 19271, 55-56. 

52 Dan Healey , 18Bolshevik Science and Morality : The 
Revolutionary Trial of Bishop Palladii, Moscow l9IY8, 
unpublished paper, 1998. 



to the harm done to the boy.53 In early 1920, when Palladii was 

amnestied, he spent three months in a psychiatric hospital "for 

isolation and therapy in a speciai medical establisnmentn. 

Kirasikov and his team apparently expected medical science to 

explain and interpret the signs of sexual disorder, and believed 

that "therapym for *unnatural vicew could be had from psychiatric 

hospitalization. 

In 1920, the Justice Commisariat collegium took up the task 

of codifying criminal law with renewed interest, delegating to M. 

Iu. Kozlovskii (formerly a legal @nihilistl, now an advocate of 

standardized penal noms) the task of working up a g%chemem of 

chapter headings for a code.55 The jurist produced a draft code 

and commentary by June of that year, and the evolution of the 

provisions he made regarding sexual crime may be traced from 

archiva1 documents.55 These documents represent the earliest 

The Eighth department used the paraphernalia of science 
in its antireligious propaganda work, calling on doctors 
to examine exhumed relics and m a k e  pronouncements before 
cine-cameras about their inauthenticity. In the Palladii 
case, psychiatrists at the Institute of the Defective 
Child found nothing wrong with Volkov, and their report 
was suppressed. Prosecutor Krasikov offered an 
improvisatory scientific analysis of Palladiils 
m9unnaturalm sexual tastes: GARF, f. A353, op. 3, d m  745, 
1. 45. 

" GARE', f. A 3 5 3 ,  op. 3 ,  dm 4, 1. 94; op. 4, d. 301, 11. 4-4 
2. 

ob. ; Shvekov, pervvi sovetskii uaolovnvi kodeks, 126; on 
Kozlovskiils volte-face, see Solomon, Soviet Criminal 
Justice under Stalin, 24-25. 

s5 The following discussion is based on documentation in 
GARF , f . A353, op. 4, d. 30 1 (pokumentv DO ~odatotovke 
Uaolovnoao kodeksa RSFSR. 1920 9 . ) .  The various chapter 
heading schemes found in this file are undated; 1 have 
imposed a chronological order upon them, based on my 



surviving Bolshevik proposals for such legislation. Kozlovskii*~ 

original primitive conception of sex offenses acquired refinement 

w i t h  reference to the 1903 draft criminal code, and possibly to 

the Palladii case, and French revolutionary legislation as well. 

In a first handwritten scheme, under the chapter heading 

i C r i m e s  against persona1 rightsn, Kozlovskii listed only a single 

off ense with sexual content: Vnsult to f eminine honour1I. Only 

apparently female victims of sex crimes were imaginable to this 

jurist, and only in the archaic framework of reputation and 

honour; his second version restated the offense in this manner. 

Yet here another hand had crossed out the typescript of this 

phrase, and replaced it with "Crimes against morality 

[nravstvennosti] (infringements of female honour, sodomy 

[~uzhelozhstvo], etc.)". The sphere of potential offenses was 

widened and the reference to ~ i n s u l t ~  was dropped; as well, the 

offenses fell under a more elaborate chapter heading, 'Crimes 

against the life, health and property [dostoianie] of the 

individualW. (The reference to Iproperty1 was swiftly corrected 

to read dignity . ) 57 

In Kozlovskiils clean copy of his June 1920 draft of this 

interpretation of textual changes toward Kozlovskiils 
full draft of his Chapter V "Crimes against the life, 
health and dignity of the individual" (11. 10-12 ob.). 

56 Ibid, 1. 9. 

57 Ibid. , 11. 6-6 ob. "PropertyV1 in this chapter heading was 
an obvious error, which the collegium corrected to xead 
wdiginityil (dostoinstvo) . The final variant was thus 
arrived at, cf. 1 5-5 ob. 



67 

chapter, sexual crimes had been considerably developed from these 

early schemes, and the influence of the 1903 and 1918 drafts was 

evident. From the 1903 code the names of four of the five sex 

offenses were borrowed, although the overall language of each 

article was simplif ied. Sodomy (puzhelozhstvo) was to be one of 

these five crimes, but only when imposed on children or with the 

use of force. Simple sodomy between consenting persons of 14 or 

over was not to be a crime.58 This was a clear reduction in the 

age of consent over the 1903 draft. The threshold ages of 14 and 

15 years in that version, and Shreider's 1918 redaction, had been 

subject to a test of the younger person's character (sodomy "with 

his consent, but through abuse of h i s  innocencew would be 

punished); now, in this draft, the age of consent for a l 1  sexual 

acts was 14. There is no evidence linking Kozlovskii to the 

Palladii episode, but the clarification of the age of consent in 

sodomy cases, evident in the draft he proposed, could reflect the 

collegium~s experience with this awkward case. 

Kozlovskii understood that his criminal code, like early 

Ibid, 1. 11 ob. The text of this article read: 
t*SODOMY. Sodomy is punishable when it is committed: 1/ 
with the mentally ill, 2 /  with a person incapable of 
expressing resistance to the guilty person, 3 /  with a 
child under 14 years, 4 /  with a person coerced to it by 
means of force or threats of murder or grievous bodily 
harm to the threatened person [Le., the victim] or h i s  
family. The punishment is increased if such action is 
committed with the rendering in an unconscious condition 
for that [purpose] of the corresponding individual by the 
perpetrator himself or with h i s  participationelm This 
draft code did not specify punishments for the offenses 
it enumerated. 



French revolutionary penal law, was t8transitionalt1, and that only 

when the gains of revolution were consolidated woulci new norms 

acquire stability. His commentary indicated his familiarity with 

the course of French codification after 1789 and viewed that 

history as the prime teacher for Narkomiustls legal draft~rnen.'~ 

The degree to which this understanding influenced his view of the 

sodomy statute cannot be determined from h i s  explicit statements. 

French revolutionary secularization and rationalization of 

statutes had (perhaps unintentionally at the outset) included the 

decriminalization of sodomy in 1791, later deliberately confirmed 

by Napoleonic fiat in 1805 and in the penal code of 1810.~~ It 

is arguable that Kozlovskii knew of this aspect of the French 

codes he cited in this commentary, although his comments did not 

dwell on specific offenses. Kozlovskii did think that many crimes 

59 "AS the experience of history teaches us, al1 signif icant 
legislative works were developed and took effect not at 
the moment of intense revolutionary struggle, but rather 
in the epoch when the results of revolutionary upheavals 
had become apparent, when revolutionary battles took on 
a clear and conclusive character. Thus the great 
codifications incorporating in legal norms the battles of 
the French Revolution (code ~enaà, code civil, code de 
commerce, code d'instruction criminelle, code 
d l instruction chi& [sic] ) appeared in the f irst decade of 
the 19th century, when the achievements of the third 
estate seemed clear and irreversible, when civil peace 
reigned in France, and the new ideas together w i t h  
Napoleon's anny completed a triumphant march across the 
continent of Europe. ta GARF, f . A3 53, op. 4, d . 3 01, 11. 
25-25 ob. 

* Michael Sibalis, "The Regulation of Male Homosexuality in 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic France, 1789-1815." In 
~omosexualit~ in Modern France eds Jeffrey Merrick and 
Bryant Ragan. (New York & Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, l996), 82-83, 89-92. 



prohibited under the old regime would remain illegal, but he 

singled out "religious crimesw as a specific category of offenses 

which would "drap away* under the revolutionary order?' 

Secularization was the fundamental principle of hie penal 

renovation. But crimes against the person (including what he 

archaically called "crimes ayainst ... female honourtl) he believed 
would undergo less change than any other section of the criminal 

code : 

Human ncture with its good and evil passions 
is more stubborn and conservative than 
political institutions and social slogans. 
The latter may and do have a great influence 
on the direction of the statistical curve of 
criminality, but of themselves they are 
powerless to recreate human nature rapidly. 
Histor knows no miracles nor sudden 
leaps . à; 

For this reason he counselled the creative adaptation of the 1903 

draft statute, "with the elimination and alteration of those 

specific offenses on which traces of the capitalist relations of 

the previous era remaintt. In the absence of a direct statement 

endorsing the legalization of sodomy, what these documents 

demonstrate is the actual, sustained intention to remove the act 

from Bolshevik criminal law, This intention follows from a clear 

commitment to the secularization and modernization of legal 

noms, and from a prevailing but less articulated conviction that 

a medical interpretation of sexual disorder accorded with 

Bolshevik visions. 

- 

61 GARF, f. A353, op, 4, d. 301, 1. 26 ob. 

62 Ibid, 1. 27 ob. 



Unfortunately, the path from these proposals to the final 

language of the 1922 RSFSR criminal code on crimes against the 

individual (adopted by the Justice Commissariatls collegium on 21 

Decembar 192 1) ", remains obscure. Collegium protocole suggest 
that in the eighteen-month interval between Kozlovskii's draft 

and the approval of the eventual wording, "a special commission 

of experts of the General consultation department of Narkomiust" 

led by P. A. Krasikov and L. A. Savrasov were chiefly responsible 

for the considerable revisions in language that resulted." 

Consultation between the collegium and the Institute of Soviet 

Law late in 1921 resulted in the Institute putting forward its 

own draft code, which was rejected by the commissariat for its 

wbourgeoisll orientati~n.~~ At the December 1921 collegium 

session approving the final wording of the chapter on crimes 

against the individual, among those present were Krasikov and 

Cherlunchakevich, who had presided over the Palladii case, and N a  

V. Krylenko, who as People's Commissar of Justice would later 

GARF, f. A353, op. 4, d. 1, 1. 131. 

64 Shvekov, P e r w i  sovetskii uaolovnvi kadeks, 130, 132; 

GARF, f. A353, op. 4, dm 1, 1. 63; this commissionls 
papers do not appear in RSFSR Narkomiust archiva1 
holdings. Savrasov, the Commissariat% representative to 
the Cheka (secret police) since June 1920, had 
participated in revising the chapter on crimes against 
the person over the previous two years. 

6s Shvekov, Perwi sovetskii ucrolovnvi kodeks, 136-37; GARF, 
f. A353,  op. 4, dm 1, 1. 117. It has not been possible to 
locate this draft in the archives. 



publicly justify the 1934 recriminalization of s ~ d o m y . ~ ~  The 

entire criminal code was assembled in its final form by January 

1922, when Narkomiust published it for circulation to justice 

officiais, the Council of People's Conmissars (Sovnarkom), and 

the Central Executive Committee of the All-Russian Congress of 

Soviets (VTsIK). A f t e r  discussion in Sovnarkom (February 1922) 

and in a committee and plenary sessions at VTsIK in May, the 

criminal code became law on 1  une.^^ 

(iii) The lanuuacre of modernity 

In its final form, the 1922 Russian criminal code radically 

modernized the archaic language of Kozlovskii's 1920 proposals. 

Its minimalist formulas enshrined the general conception of 

sexual crime as a violation of the individualls right to "life, 

health, freedom and dignityw." The Kozlovskii draft had 

employed tsarist legal terms for various forms of sexual 

misconduct; al1 of these were di~carded.~~ Sodomy and incest 

GARF, f. A353, op. 4, d. 1, 1. 131; NikolaiKrylenko, IlOb 
izmeneniiakh i dopolneniiakh kodeksov RSFSR.I1 Sovetskaia 
iustitsiia 15 (7 1936) : 1-5. 

67 Shvekov, Perwi sovetskii uqolovnvi kodeks, 146, 152-59. 

on the llminimalismll pursued by Soviet lawmakers, see 
Engelstein, llSoviet Policy Toward Male Homosexualityl~, 
165. 

69 Thetsaristterminology included liubostrastnve deistviia 
(non-penetrative semial assault) , liubodeianie 
(heterosexual ra~e), ~uzhelozhstvo (sodom~) t 

krovosmeshenie (incest) . GARF, f. A353, op. 4, d. 301, 
11. 11 ob.912; cf. Uaolovnvi kodeks RSFSR (1922). 
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were not named at al1 in the new code. Archaic labels for sexual 

misconduct were refonaulated with terminology drawn from fsrensic 

medical and even police-blotter languaqeœm Thresholds for 

consent (the age at which sexüal autonomy was granted by the 

state) were especially medicalized as explicit age limits were 

abandoned, and the concept of %exual maturitymm (polovaia 

grelostm), to be determinsd by medical opinion in each case, was 

introduced instead. A person having achieved semial maturity 

could consent to semial intercourse, to defloration, or to 

"perverted formsw of sema1 behavio~r.~' The effect was to 

deprive sexual crime statutes of any pretense of safeguarding 

religious or transcendent morality, and to thrust such offenses 

squarely into the remit of the guardians of public health and 

order. When in 1926 a revised RSFSR Criminal Code was issued, the 

i iazhenii rabocheao Sobranie uzakonenii r a s ~ o r  1 
krest~ianskouo ~ravitel'stva. (1922), no. 15, item 153; 
see Special section, Chapter V(4) Wrimes in the field o f  
sexual relationsmm , articles 166-171. Later revised as 
Uuolovnvi kodeks RSFSR (19261 . Sobranie zakonov i 
ras~oriazheniiraboche-krest~ianskoao~ravitel~stvaSSSR. 
(1926)  , no. 80, item 600; Special section, Chapter VI, 
(no sub-title) , articles 150-155. 

70 E . g : ,  Jiubodeianie was treated in three different 
artrcles, with @@sexual intercourse with persons not 
having reached sexual maturityM punished under article 
166 of 1922 RSFSR Criminal Code; aggravated forms of 
liubodeianie became 18sexual intercourse ... accompanied by 
defloration or with the satisfaction of sexual lust in 
perverted [izvrashchennve] formsmm (article 167), while 
the article 169 dealt with ordinary Vapew. 
Liubostrastnve deistviia became %orruption of children 
or minors accomplished by depraved [razvratnve] acts in 
relation to themwg (article 168). 

7' According to articles 166 and 167 of the 1922 code, and 
article 151 in the 1926 code. 



same language and principles were reaffirmed, including the 

absence of a ban on consensual same-sex relations. 72 

In their exegesis of 'u'.e 1922 and 1926 Russian criminal 

codes, jurists noted instances when certain homosexual acts cozld 

be prosecuted. The innovative principle of gender-blindness in 

the formuation of most sex offense articles suggested that 

victims and perpetrators might be of either sexmn A new 

tendency to consider the possibility of female same-sex offenses 

appeared in juridical commentaries as a result. The articles 

which gave rise to jurists' speculation regarding homosexual acts 

were numbers 167 and 168 in the 1922 code (articles 151 and 152 

in 1926). The first prohibited (in addition to defloration) the 

"satisfaction of sexual lust in perverted forms" with sexually 

immature persond4 It was generally agreed that "perverted 

The 1926 criminal code rationalized the organization of 
certain articles (by combining articles 166 and 167 of 
the 1922 code on sexual offenses against young persons in 
the new article 151; prostitution crimes were similarly 
treated). It elevated a 1923 amendment to article 169, 
outlawing sexual harassment of women, to a discrete 
article 154, and set maximum sentences where previously 
minimums were listed. 

TJ In the 1922 code, only article 171 (procuring women for 
prostitution) was gender-specific; in the 1926 edition, 
articles 154 (semial harassment) and 155 (procuring) used 
language specifying female victims. Article 153 of the 
1926 code (against rape) acquired a subsection, on rapes 
by groups of perpetrators, whose victims were specified 
as female, yet the main definition of rape continued to 
be gender neutral. 

74 Punishable with a minimum five years under the 1922 code; 
the penalty was raised to a maximum of eight years in 
1926, probably in response to the numerous cases of 
defloration of the sexually immature which were the 
subject of medical examinations. 



formsIt included I1unnatural sexual intercourse whether between 

men, Le. sodomy or pederasty, or between women, i.e. lesbian 

love or tribadism, and also anal copulation. ..regardlees of the 

sex of the victim or accused person"." The second article 

(number 168/152) punished "depraved acts" with children or minors 

(defined for purposes of punishment in the 1922 code as under 14 

in the case of children [maloletnie], and 14 to 18 years as 

minors [nesovershennoletnie]). Definitions of Iodepravityl1 evoked 

less certainty in jurists; one included homosexual anal 

intercourse and I1lesbian lovew, ef f ectively introducing a 

redundancy since he had already comprehended such acts under the 

preceeding article." Others adopted heterocentric and 

phallocentric views. Liublinskii asserted that "depraved actsI1 

could include Ilthose forms of same-sex contacts which cannot be 

compared to [hetero- ] sexual intercourseI1. I1Lesbian loveIf, not 

explained in anatomical tenns, except to note that genital 

contact I1without the aim of copulationo1 was intended, could be 

75 . @ A. A. Zhizhilenko, Polowe ~restu~lenaia Ist. st 166-172 
Ucrolovnoso Kodeksal (Moscow: olPravo i zhizno *', 1924) , 15; 
cf. B. Zmiev, Uaolovnoe Dravo. Chasto osobennaia. V n u s k  
1 P 

0 .  restu~leniia ~ r o t i v  lichnostx 1 imushchestvennve 
(Kazan1 : Izd. NKIust. Avtomnoi Tatarskoi SSR, 1923) , 2 6 ;  . . P. 1. Liublinskii , Prestu~leniia v oblasti nolowkh 
otnoshenii (Moscow-Leningrad: Iz-vo L. D. Frenkell, 
1925), 122; E. P. Prenkell, Polowe ~restu~leniia 
(Odessa: Svetoch, 1927) , 11. 

Poznyshev, Ocherk osnovnvkh nachal nauki uqolovnoqo 
prava, 61. 

Liublinskii , prestu~leni ia v oblasti ~ o l o w k h  otnoshenii,, 
122-23; see also Zmiev, Uerolovnoe ~ravo. Chastl 
osobennaia, 26. 



understood as a 

The article was 

non-penetrative 
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depraved act when non-adults were the objecten 

apparently an inarticulate attempt to criminalize 

and non-procreative sexual acts which were 

believed to contribute to the '%orruption of children and 

minorsn. Among these acts, male ana female homosexuality were 

included, doubtless because of the socialist belief that 

'acquired' as opposed to 'congenitall homosexuality could and 

should be prevented in an ideal society. 

Curiously, anal intercourse inflicted violently on an adult 

was not enumerated as specific offense in the code. Soma 

commentators believed that the gender neutral article 169/153 on 

rape included this offense, whether homosexual or heterosexual; 

others disagreed, citing a tradition of reserving the terms 

@'rapeîf and Ifsexual intercourseft used in the article to 

heterosexual acts? From a purely legalistic viewpoint, rape 

between men could readily have been prosecuted under either the 

78 Zmiev, U~olovnoe Dravo. Chastl osobennaia, 26; Frenkel', 
Polowe ~restu~leniia, 11. 

79 Jurists who thought homosexual rape was understood by the 
article: Zhizhilenko, polowe arestualeniia Ist.st. 166- 
171 Uuolovnoao Kodeksa), 19; Liublinskii, prestu~leniia 
v oblasti ~ o l o w k h  otnoshenig, 122; Frenkel ' , polowe 
prestu~leniia, 14. Those who reserved rape for 
heterosexual acts: Zmiev, olovnoe ~ravo. Chastl 
osobennaia, 27; Poznyshev, Ocherk osnovnvkh nachal nauki 
M, 58; De A. Karnitskii, Iu. Trivus 
Vo~rosv ucrolovno-sudebnoi 1 sledstvennoi ~raktiki . 
(Moscow: Iuridicheskoe iz-vo NKIu RSFSR, 1927) , 61-62 ; De 
A. Karnitskii, G. K. Roginskii, M. S. Strogovich 
Uuolovnvi kodeks RSFSR. Postateinvi kommentarii (Woscow: 
Iuridicheskoe iz-vo NKIu RSFSR, 1928) , 265-71. Tsarist 
court documents routinely used the word I1rape" 
(iznasilovanie) to refer to sodomitical assaults between 
males prosecuted under the old tegimefs article 996. 



gender blind rape statute alone, or by application of the 

principle of analogymw In 1928, in reply to an enquiry about 

the treatment of homosexuals in Russia from Magnus Hirschfeldgs 

~cientific-Humanitarian Committee, the People's Commissariat of 

Justice wrote from Moscow that the first section of article 153 

did indeed prohibit mlhomosexual acts accompanied by physical or 

mental Central legal and forensic medical 

publications of the interval of sodomy decriminalization (1922- 

1933) are devoid of references to contemporary prosecutions of 

male rape, which may indicate that the crime went unpunished, or 

if it was, then unpublicized. Legislators, determined to 

modernize the language of criminal law on sexual crime, may have 

opted to eradicate a specific reference to wsodomy...by means of 

force", reasoning that a gender-blind definition of rape would 

serve the same purpose, while upholding principles of sex 

equality. The law8s drafters could thereby r id  the code of the 

word nsodomy~~, a term with religious and moralistic associations. 

8o The implications of gender neutral language did not 
escape the gaze of deputy OGPU chief G. Iagoda in 1933 
when he drafted the decree adopted by the Presidium of 
TsIK USSR, to recriminalize sodomy. It explicitly 
reaffirmed the continued enforcement of other sex 
offenses, including "criminal responsibility ... for the 
rape of persons of both sexesg@, "12 istorii Ugolovnogo 
kodeksa: 'Primerno NAKAZAT' etikhMerza~tsev~.~~ Istochnik 
(5 -6  1993): 165, c i t i n g  APRF, f .  3, op. 57, da 37, 11. 
25-26. The enactment of the new sodomy law with its 
second clause prohibiting coercive acts was thus a 
significant redundancy, making explicit what had 
previously been implicit to but a few observers. 

8 1 F. Pfafflin, ed. Mitteilunsen des Wissenschaftlich- 
humanitaren Komitees 1926-1933. (Hamburg: Faksimile- 
Nachdr., l985), 147. 



They could also sidestep the dilemma of how to name homosexual 

rape, posed by having chosen to define al1 other sex crimes in 

forensic medical or criminological terminology. An associated 

benefit of this textual strategy would have been the code's total 

silence on same-sex offenses, a silence which some rulers have 

believed deprived homosexuality of publicity and imitation by 

example. u2 

The tsarist legacy in the regulation of male homosexuality was a 

mass of contradictory and inequitable practices. The ban on 

sodomy was upheld in the partially enacted 1903 draft criminal 

legislation, yet enforcement remained selective, and iiotorious 

violations of this law were ignored by elites. Men of means 

flouted the sodomy ban with impunity while the law was used 

against those unfortunate enough to have been caught without the 

necessary connections to extract themselves frorn proceedings. In 

'Y In1805,to s e t t l e a c a s e t u r n i n g o n s o d o m y ~ s  statusin 
criminal law, Napoleon wrote l8We are not in a country 
where the law should concern itself with these offenses, 
Nature has seen to it that they are not frequent. The 
scanda1 of legal proceedings would only tend to multiply 
them. It would be better to give the proceedings another 
direction." Police were told to impose administrative 
penalties; Sibalis, "The Regulation of Male Homosexuality 
in Revolutionary and Napoleonic France, 1789-1815In, 89- 
92. Ln 1921 the British House of Commons voted to extend 
the Labouchere Amendment (the law against gross indecency 
between men, used against Oscar Wilde) to acts between 
women; the Lords rejected extension, arguing that giving 
publicity to the offense would increase it, Weeks, Cominq 
Out 106-107, I 
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addition to these abuses, youthful males flowed into the capitals 

and prostituted themselves in the streets and bathhouses, forming 

a very visible manifestation of mals homosexuality accompanied by 

apparent econozic exploitation. Would-be renovators of the 1845 

tsarist statute on sodomy confronted these numerous social and 

ethical complexities. 

Liberals proposed to eliminate that lawQs moralizing focus 

on a single repugnant act, which they believed like other forms 

of imniorality might best be confined to the private sphere and 

eliminated by education. Social democrats were the bearers of a 

dualistic tradition from Germany counselling both tolerance 

toward congenital homosexuals, and a medical approach toward 

sexual questions in general. While briefly in office in the 

commissariat of Justice, Left Socialist Revolutionary jurists 

deliberately eliminated consensual sodomy in their proposed 

revision of the 1903 cr iminal  code. Two years later, when 

Bolshevik legal experts returned to the issue of codification, 

they too made the same deliberate decision. They appear to have 

been influenced in this matter by their experience of handling 

the Palladii case of 1919. The legislation which they finally 

approved secularized and modernized the language of offenses 

against the sexual autonomy and inviolability of the person. 

Religious terminology for physical acts was replaced by forensic 

medical and criminological discourse, and the range of offenses 

was simplified. The status of same-sex love in this new 

dispensation was apparently clarified by the absence of a ban on 
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male sodomy. The medicalization of sexual offenses nevertheless 

offered police, jurists and medical off ic ials  opportunities for 

the continued regulation of sexual and gender dissidence. 



Chanter 2: Reuulatina sermal and aender dissent, 1922-1933 

In early nineteenth century France, secularization of penal law 

had led to the eliminaticn of the ancien ïègime's antisodomy 

statute, and police measures were judged sufficient to preserve 

public moral order. Medicine had not yet developed the discourse 

of sexual perversion as psychopathie illness. By the early 

twentieth century, when the Bolsheviks removed religious language 

and values from criminal law, medical discourse was available as 

an element of the modernizing project of science. Jurists 

expected medicine to assist in the regulation of sexual 

perversion. In Soviet Russia, however, medicine on its own was 

not powerful enough, nor always inclined, to assume full custody 

of sex and gender variations. Some psychiatrists could doubt the 

supposed pathology of the @The intermediate sexlV, and others 

preferred to work j o i n t l y  with police or juriste to regulate the 

issues of daily life (bvt) which such persons raised by their 

gender and sexual non-conformity. 

The result was a fragmented strategy in the early Soviet 

years on matters pertaining to same-sex love. Official policy was 

not solely, nor perhaps chiefly, %orbidizingW as has been 

suggested by Simon Karlinsky, but was pulled in a number of 

directions.' certain groups (the Orthodox clergy, Central 

Asians) within the Soviet Union were refused access to the 

1 Simon Karlinsky, ~Russia@s Gay Literature and Culture: 
The Impact of the October Rev~lution.~~ In Hidden From 
Historv: Reclaimina the Gav and Lesbian Past, eds Martin 
Dubenan, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey . (New York: 
Penguin, 1989), 358-61. 
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biomedical interpretation of homosexuality, on the grounds of 

Bolshevik analysis of their lifestyle or customs. By examining 

Soviet approaches to bvt in relation to these groups, a more 

nuanced reading of Bolshevik intentions in this matter is 

possible. Medical models of homosexuality, including the benign 

versions promoted by homosexual emancipationists, were reserved 

for the community of 'civilized' European Soviet citizens. 

Elements of homosexual emancipationism appeared in the regime's 

limited and politically strategic declarations on the semial 

revolution. Emancipationist reasoning is evident from a small but 

important cluster of sources dealing with Soviet medical contacts 

with Germany, and with its foremost advocate of sex reform, Dr 

Magnus Hirschfeld. Expressions of liberatory sentiment from 

homosexuals themselves offer clues to popular notions of 

revolutionary sexual autonomy. A Health Commissariat discussion 

on ~transvestitesw and "the intermediate sexm, conducted in 1929, 

offers a glimpse at the fragmented public transcript on gender 

and sexual dissent then in circulation among the nation's top 

medical experts. These diverse and contradictory historical 

sources do not yield a single policy line on the lghomosexuall~ 

during the ara of sodomy decrirninalization (1922-1933). They do 

nevertheless illustrate the degree to which Bolshevik policy on 

the issue was fragmented by priorities of class, nationality, and 

gender politics. 



(i) "Trials of homosexualsw~ 

A cluster of articles about a pair of criminal cases involving 

wwhomosexualsw demonstrates how fragmented the public transcript 

became during the era of sodomy decriminalization. Three months 

after the enactment of the 1922 RSFSR criminal code, the weekly 

journal of the Commissariat of Justice published "Trials of 

homosexualsw, describing t w o  cases, and explaining how homosexual 

behaviour, in the absence of a sodomy statute, might be 

criminalized under the new code.' The article dealt with one 

trial, apparently completed, against a large number of men 

arrested in a Petrograd "pederastsg clubg in a private flat, 

where several males were apprehended in women's clothing. This 

party had been one of a series of gatherings organized in and 

around Petrograd as masquerades, with dancing, matchmaking 

rituals, and mock-wedding ceremonies. The other case, still under 

investigation at the time, was that of a woman, Evgeniia 

Fedorovna M., w h o  had impersonated a man to marry her female 

friend in a registry office (ZAGS). The two women had 

successfully argued against local pro sec ut ors^ efforts t o  

invalidate the marriage. With some certainty, it can be claimed 

that both cases were the subject of contemporaneous and later 

2 G. R. wmProtsessy gomoseksualistov. J i $ ' $  
sovetskai iustitsii (33 1922): 16-13. The author may 
have been Grigorii Ryndziunskii, w h o  in 1922 wrote in 
this journal on a variety of bvtowe (everyday) subjects: 
family law (five separate items), inharitance, bills of 
exchange, and municipal land use. 



articles produced for professional psychiatrie and pedagogic 

 audience^.^ The woman's case was also discussed in 1929, in 

unpublished sessions of the Expert medical ceuncil of the 

Commissariat of ~ealth.' 

"Trials of homosexualsw, appearing in the Justice 

Commissariat's central organ, has been cited on this provenance 

by historians as evidence of early Bolshevik disapproval of 

homosexual emancipation and even of al1 same-sex erotic 

relation~hi~s.~ As Laura Engelstein has noted, none of the 

3 These events are described in fuller detail in Chapters 
six (men ' s case) and seven (Evgeniia ' s case) . Evidence 
for the claim that various articles dealt with the same 
two cases is confined to footnotes, below. The key 
articles are: for the raid on the Petrograd club, V. P. 
Protopopov, "Sovremennoe sostoianievoprosa O sushchnosti 
i proiskhozhdenii gomo~eksualizma.~ pauchnaia meditsina 
(10 1922): 49-62; V. M. Bekhterev, lvPolovye ukloneniia i 
izvrashcheniiav svete reflek~ologii.~ ypprosv izucheniia 
vos~itaniia lichnosti (4-5 1922) : 644-746, esp. 720-21, 

740; ibid., "0 polovom izvrashchenii, kak osoboi 
ustanovke polovykh ref leksoveW1 In Polovoi voDros v shkole 
i v z h i z n i ,  ed. 1. S. Simonov. (Leningrad: Brokgauz- 
Efron, 1927) , 167-71. 1 am grateful to Fran Bernstein for 
providing me with a copy of this exceptional source on 
the raid. For @lEvgeniiaîsl@ marriage to a woman: A. O. 

stu~nik i Ede1 ' shtein, "K klini ke transvestitizma. pre 
prestuiinostl. Sbornik XI (1927): 273-82. 1 have discussed 
the Narkomiust version in Dan Healey *Evgeniia/Evgenii: 
Queer Case Histories in the f irst years of Soviet power. l' 
Gender & Historv (1 1997): 83-106. 

4 GARF, f. A482, op. 25, d. 478, 11. 80-80 ob., 85-87; d. 
479, 11. 18-18 ob. 

5 N. S. Timasheft, "The Impact of the Penal Law of Imperia1 
Russia on Soviet Penal Law. Werican Slavic and East 
mronean Review 12 (4 1953) : 458; for a similar 
interpretation of the article as a clear indication of 
Soviet policy see also Simon Karlinsky,  introduction: 
Russials Gay Literature and History." In Out of the Blue: 
Russia's Hidden Gay Literature, ad. Kevin MOSS. (San 
Francisco: Gay Sunshine Press, 1996) , 24 ; Daniel Healey , 
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defendants nhad been detected in the commission of sexual acts 

which in any case were not illegalm, yet to argue for convictions 

'@Go R.- otfered wide interpretations of statutes against 

hooliganism and running brothels ("densW of vice), and suggested 

the use of forensic psychiatric expertisee6 The author relied on 

a medical justification for prosecution of homosexuals, citing 

testimony he claimed had been given by Russials leading 

psychiatrist, academician V. M. Bekheterev, during the trial of 

the Petrograd men, which warned of the influence of perversion on 

lgnormalll persons.7 Despite his resort to specific proscribed 

acts in the criminal code as a legal point of departure, "Go R." 

appeared to be arguing for the criminalization of an identity 

(hence the ~hom~sexuals~~ of his title) as much as specific 

"The Russian Revolution and the Decriminalisation of 
Homosexuality. pevolutionarv Russia 6 (1 1993) : 34 ; a 
recent nuanced reading of " G o  R. 'SI' article still assigns 
it great importance as an indicator of Bolshevik views, 
see Laura Engelstein, 'Soviet Policy Toward Male 
Homosexuality: 1 ts Origins and Historical Roots. In Gay 
plen and the Sema1 Historv of the Political Left, eds G o  
Hekma, H. Oosterhuis, and J O  Steakley. (Binghamton NY: 
Harrington Park Press, 1995), 168. 

6 Engelstein, "Soviet Policy toward Male Homo~exuality@~, 
168. 

7 "In his expert testimony Academician Bekhterev explained 
that although the deviation of these abnormal people 
could not be criminally punished [ne moaut bvt ' uuolovno- 
nakazuemrmi], nevertheless the public display of their 
desires, the involvement of other unstable persons in the 
circle of perverted interests, in a word the 
pronoundation to a wide public of homosexual tastes and 
acts is harmful from the public point of view and must 
not be permitted, and the establishment of clubs or dens 
for such purposes should be criminally punishable." G. 
R., "Protsessy gomoseksualistovn, 16. 



behaviours . 
It is doubtful that this author's intervention necessarily 

reflected the attitude of al1 justice off icials ,  or that 

officials beyond Narkomiu~t's central agencies closely read and 

obeyed the commissariat's journaL9 "G. R.W states in his 

introduction that the higher judiciary have not been moved to 

produce guiding determinations "on this subject'@. H i s  concluding 

sentence, on the application of various statutes to the cases a t  

hand, is couched in the cautious language of a jurist offering an 

opinion rather than the confident tones of a bureaucrat relaying 

a fiat from the desk of the people's commi~sar.'~ Legal 

commentaries on the new criminal code ignored " G .  R.W' 

suggestions at least as often as they agreed with them, but in no 

8 In both cases the supposed clue to these defendants' 
g~homosemiality~l was in f act cross-dressing , not sexual 
behaviour; Engelstein, "Soviet Policy toward Male 
Homosexualityn, 167-68. 

9 This presumption lies behind Karlinsky's description of 
the cases as "show trials staged right after the 
appearance of the 1922 [criminal] codew, '@Introduction: 
Russia's Gay Literature and Historytt , 2 1 ,  Tbere is no 
indication whether the trial of Petrograd men took place 
in either open or closed sessions; no trial of the women, 
whose case was still under investigation, had yet taken 
place, Gw R. 'gProtsessy gomoseksualistov~l, 16-17. On the 
receptivity (or lack of it) to directives from the centre 
by local justice operatives at this tirne, see Peter H. 
Solomon Sr, Soviet Criminal Justice under Stalin. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) 51-60. 

t O lm.. .it would seem that acts of this type.. .should be 
punishable, even if [khotia bv] by application of art. 
176 [Le., against hooliganism] of the Criminal Code. G. 
R. , @'Protsessy gomoseksualistov~~ , 17. 



case vas his opinion cited by latet authorities." Further 

evidence that his proposais represented but one jurist's opinion 

comes from other articles describing the same cases dealt with in 

'@Trials of homo~exuals~~ . 
In a 1927 case history of %ransvestismt' and 

Hhomosexualityw, Moscow psychiatrist A. O. Edel'shtein presented 

a woman, Evgeniia Fedorovna M., whose actions closely resembled 

those of "EvgeniiaVt in the 1922 Narkomiust item.'* The 

" Commentaries ignoring advice of "Trials of homosexualsw: 
S. V. Poznyshev, Ocherk osnovnvkh nachal nauki uaolovnoao 
prava. I I  Osobennaia chastg (Moscow: Iuridicheskoe 
izdatellstvo NKIust, 1923); Uaolovnvi kodeks. S 
predisloviem 0. 1. Kurskocro (Moscow: Izd. moskovskogo 
gubernskogo suda, 1924) ; E. P. Frenkell, polowe 
prestwleni ia  (Odessa : Svetoch, 1927) ; D. Karnitskii, and 
Iu. Trivus Vo~rosy uaolovno-sudebnoi i sledstvennoi 
praktiki (Moscow: Iuridicheskoe iz-vo NKIu RSFSR, 1927) ; 
D o  A. Karnitskii, Go K. Roginskii, and M. S. Strogovich. 
Uaolovnvi kodeks RSFSR. Postateinvi kommentarii (Moscow: 
Iuridicheskoe iz-vo NKIu RSFSR, 1928) . Commentaries 
advising use of hooliganism statute against public 
consensual sodomy: Bo Zmiev, Uaolovnoe eravo. Chastt 
osobennaia. Vmusk 1 Prestu~leniia ~rotiv lichnosti i 
imushchestvennve (Kazan': Izd. NKIust. Avtomnoi Tatarskoi 
SSR, 1923) ; A. A. Zhizhilenko, polowe ~restueleniia I s t .  
st. 166-71 Waolovnoao KodeksaL (Moscow: t'Pravo i 
zhizn' ", 1924) ; P. 1. Liublinskii, prestu~leniia v 
oblasti ~ o l o w k h  otnoshenii (Moscow-Leningrad: Iz-vo Lm 
D. Frenkelt, 1925). 

12 Ede1 ' shtein, "K klinike transvestitizmaIw (1927) . Both "G. 
R. 'su Evgeniia and Edel'shteinls Evgeniia Fedorovna M. 
presented themselves in public as men, altering their 
identity papers using the masculine form of their name, 
Evgenii; both had managed to marry their female partner 
at a ZAGS office in 1922. "G. R.'sW Evgeniia was said to 
be an insistent defender of her right to the privacy of 
her l'intimate lifew 
strategist against 
lgcomplicated [the 

(intimnaia zhizn' ) , and a 
the court investigators, 
case] with various col 

clever 
having 

.lateral 
circumstances and complaints, raised by the accused as a 
result of her clear mental imbalancetg. The woman 
described by Edel'shtein robustly defended the rights of 



psychiatrist drily noted as fact the information that Narkomiust 

had conceded the legality of his patientas 1922 marriage to 

another woma?r on the grounds of *mutual c o n ~ e n t ~ . ~ ~  The two 

texts may well describe the sase Evgeniia/Evgenii. Yet even if 

they do not, Edelwshteinls article indicates Narkomiust did 

recognize subjectws same-sex marriage in 1922. The legal 

strategies promoted in "Trials of homosexualsM were certainly not 

heeded by those jurists investigating the woman who eventually 

became Edellshteinls patient.'4 

Medical articles relating to the other case in the 1922 

Narkomiust item cal1 into question W. R.W8 rapportage of expert 

testimony, and his adherence to the facts of the trial. As with 

Evgeniia, the available texts do not allow for an indisputible 

connection between "Ge R.'sH Petrograd raid by the Cheka on a 

what she called the tlintermediate sexw in a long text she 
was said to have written for the doctor. This "History of 
my illnessw with its lucid homosexual emancipationist 
arguments, was reproduced by Edellshtein as evidence of 
Evgeniia's compulsive lying and fantasizing. 

13 Edeltshtein, I1K klinike transvestitizma", 274: "It should 
be noted that Narkomiust recognized the marriage as 
legal, for having been concluded by mutual consent." 
Edellshtein specifically represented this observation as 
a fact from EWgeniials anamnesis, not a product of her 
tcompulsive lying8. His treatment of the detail thus 
suggests he had independent confirmation of it. In IaG. 
Re sga article, the possibility of just such an outcome in 
the analogous case was not ruled out. He noted the 
unnamed provincial investigatoras tactics were 
inadequate, and the case against Evgeniia/Evgenii might 
be lost by Narkomiust, t~Protsessy gomoseksualistov~, 16, 

l4 GARF s Narkomiust collegium records for the 1920s make no 
mention of the decision to recognize Evgeniia Fedorovna 
M. ' s marriage, which was presumably a lover court ruling. 



private party where sailors and other men staged a masquerade 

wedding, and the similar incident described by the psychiatrist 

~ekheterev.'' But the ceinciding circumstances of the cases are 

so similar and unusual to suggest strongly that they are the 

same. Even if they were not, the credibility of "Go R. WV "Trials 

of homosexuals~ as conclusive evidence of a supposed prevail ing 

Soviet approach toward same-sex relations is underminad when 

these two accounts are compared, 

"G. R.@@ used evasive textual manoeuvres to imply the raid on 

the mlpederastsl clubw - or at least the subsequent trial - had 
taken place after the 1 June 1922 enactment of the new criminal 

code.16 The jurist presented the timing of the case this way to 

strengthen his argument that homosexuality should be criminalized 

as disorderly behaviour. The timing of the publication of "Trials 

of homosexualsw has moreover been crucial to interpretations that 

the new legal code as not intended to license sexual autonomy for 

~mhomoçexuals~~ . 17 

15 Bekhterev, "Polovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete 
ref leksologiiol 720-21, 740; ibid., "0 polovom 
izvrashchenii, kak osoboi ustanovke polovykh refleksovIq 
167-71; for interviews with ten men arrested in the same 
raid described by Bekhterev, see Protopopov, "Sovremennoe 
sostoianie voprosa O sushchnosti i proiskhozhdenii 
gornoseksualizmamQ . 

16 He said the case arose "a short time agoV1 and he reported 
that Bekhterev testified that "these abnormal people's 
deviation cannot be criminallv ~rosecuted', suggesting 
the new code was in effect at the time of the trial; G. 
Re , llProtsessy gomoseksualistovml , 16. 

'' Timasheff, "The Impact of the Penal Law of Imperia1 
Russiam* , 458 ; Karlinsky , "Introduction: Russia ' s Gay 
Literature and Historyml, 24 ; Healey, g@Russian Revolution 



Yet Bekhterev's accoünts of hi= activities during the 

investigation following a Petrograd raid on a lgpederasts' club" 

undermine this timing, and suggest that h i s  professional opinions 

had been distorted in laGe R.'sn text. In the same year a s  

Narkomiust's article, the psychiatrist published an account of 

the arrest in Petrograd of 'an entire club of homosexuals, about 

98 individuals altogether, during their festive wedding 

partyttmt8 This article was addressed to a professional audience 

of psychiatrists and physicians. Bekhterev said police telephoned 

to invite him to examine the men for research, not forensic, 

purposes on the night of the raid, and a footnote indicates his 

investigations must have taken place before 28 February 1921 

(fifteen months before the new criminal code came into 

effect).19 He reported nothing here about being required to 

furnish forensic medical opinions or to attend a trial. 

In a chapter dated December 1924 ,  addressed to an audience 

of professional educators and included in a twice-published, 

respected volume on semial education, Bekhterev described the 

same police investigation, raid and his interviews with the men 

and the Decriminalisation of Homosermalitytl, 34; 
Engelstein, "Soviet Policy toward Male Homosemialityl' 
follows Timasheff et al. in accepting the trials occured 
after the 1922 code was enacted, but notes %. R. 'sgt 1922 
article failed to influence the 1926 criminal code 
revision, 166-68. 

18 Bekhterev, "Polovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete 
ref leksologiil~, 7 2 0 .  

l9 He presented a paper describing the men he examined after 
this raid to a conference of the Petrograd Institute For 
the Study of the Brain on this date, ibide 
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who were arre~teii.~~ In this version, the psychiatriot sought to 

undermine %. R. @dg account without specifically mentioning it. 

Bekhterev claimed to have studied the police investisation files, 

and gave the date of the raid as 15 January 1921. He noted that 

the police surveillance of similar gatherings in a succession of 

private flats had begun in late 1920." Bekhterev made no 

comment about this surveillance, but hie terse observation about 

his own official role in the aftermath of the raid is a distinct 

contradiction of @@Ga R. @ s a  representation of the academician in 

court: nI was required to give an opinion on the case and 

naturally it was for the quashing of the case, for neither 

seduction nor propaganda for homosexuality were possible to 

establish in this instance. lg2' 

There are several ways Bekhterevfs deliberate insistance 

that he called for the case to be thrown out could be 

interpreted. The truth about any expert opinion he provided 

cannot be established from the available evidence. What is 

apparent is the rift in the public transcript between Bekhterev 

and IfG. RaM, between psychiatrist and jurist. The thesis that 

Narkorniust s "Trials of homosexualsaa furnishes us with a guiding 

pronouncement of early Soviet policy on same-sex relations is 

dismpted by the many textual contradictions and inconsistencies 

20 Bekhterev, "0 polovorn izvrashchenii, kak osoboiustanovke 
polovykh ref lek~ov@~ (1927, f irst ed. 1925) , 166-71. 

21 Ibid., 169. 

22 Ibid. , 171. Cf. %. R. sw version of Bekhterevl s supposed 
statement in court, note 7 above. 



which associated articles raise about its authority and 

influence. This cluster of publications about two early Soviet 

legal cases of l'homosemialitym demonstrates the public 

transcript's fragmentation over the issue. 

Soviet legal experts' understanding of the status of same- 

sex love vas also not uniform. Most jurists writing commentaries 

on the 1922 and 1926 RSFSR criminal codes understood the absence 

of an antisodomy statute as a progressive measure, however 

qualified their notions of progress appear from late-twentieth- 

century viewpoints. Sodomy had been decriminalized, n o t e  one 

expert, because 

science, and much legislation following from it... had 
taken the view that the commission of the act of sodomy 
with adults infringed no rights whatsoever, and that 
[adults] were free to express their saxual feeling in 
any forms, and that the intrusion of the law into this 
field is a holdover of church teachings and the 
ideology of sinfulness. 23 

Legal scholars were aware of the various medical theories about 

same-sex love, although few went to the trouble to describe them 

in the detail provided by Professor P. 1. Liublinskii. Unusually 

for this literature, Liublinskii explained the basis for medical 

theories first in psychopathology, and more recently in the 

influential biological hypotheses of Iwan Bloch, Magnus 

Hirschfeld, aiid Eugen ~teinach.~~ Conflicting scientific 

theories on homosexuality@s origins had the effect, the professor 

23 Frenkel*, Polowe ~restu~leniia, 12. 

24 Liublinskii, Prestu~leniia v oblasti ~ o l o w k h  otnoshenii 
124-27; medical reasons for decriminalization were also 
given by Zmiev, Uaolovnoe mavo. Chastl osobennaia, 27. 



noted, of contributing to the legislatot's nuncertainty of point 

of view on the question". Since many considered homosexuality to 

be 'either inborn or an illnessl@, and that ''nature made [them] 

sol@, it was cruel acd inappropriate to criminalize it.25 Another 

explanatory device was the resort to a perceived history of 

retreating criminal sanctions against homosexual acts; the same 

scholars noted a "more humanitarian point of view" was 

responsible for the gradua1 easing of penalties in European 

legislation. 26 

Endorsements of Western homosexual emancipationist arguments 

for Soviet law's decriminalization of sodomy were present, if 

often muted, in this literature. Liublinskii's expansive 

rehearsal of these arguments was ptobably based on apologetics 

repeated in the works he cited of liberal pre-revolutionary 

jurists F'uks and Piatnitskii. Sexual desire might have "varied 

functions in human lifeu, including not only reproduction but the 

pursuit of pleasure; moreover, homosexual love could have an 

maesthetic" value similar to heterosexual romance. It was not 

merely @qcynical" or llshameless@fi. States which suppressed 

homosexuality out of fears that the military would iose its 

manliness were unfounded, since "the most courageous 

2s Liublinskii, prestu~leniia v oblasti~olowkh otnoshenii, 
132. 

26 Ibid., 117-20; Frenke19, Polowe~restiapleniia, 11-12; S. 
V. Poznyshev, 
prava. II. Osobennaia chastl, 60; A. A. Zhizhilenko, 
I@Polovye prestupleniia . Iuridicheskie ocherkn in P m  
prestu~leniia eds A. A. Zhizhilenko, L. G. Orshanskii 
(Leningrad-Moscow: Iz-vo Rabochii sud, 1927), 10. 



[muzh-nve] peoples have shown an inclination to 

homosexualityn. Suppressing sodomy did not encourage the 

birthrate, since few homosexuals were exclusively so, and in any 

case economcic measures had more effect on births that moralizing. 

Finally, moral objections were based on the narrowest readings of 

inherited traditions, which were relative to specific classes and 

nationalities. Liublinskii noted that apologists argued against 

the statels intervention in moral issues.27 On al1 but the last 

point, ~iublinskii was content to agree with Nabokov, Piatnitskii 

and Hirschfeldls homosexual emancipationist Scientific- 

Humanitarian Cornittee. The commission of sodomy publicly lain 

conditions displaying disrespect for society or individual 

citizensw should he argued merit prosecution as ho~liganism.~~ A 

similar anxiety accompanied the emancipationist rhetoric of 

Odessa jurist E. P. Frenkell. The purpose of Soviet penal law on 

sexual offenses was to guarantee the individual's right to Vree 

self-determination in the matter of sexual relationsgt while 

assuring persona1 in~iolability.~~ Frenkelf blended 

emancipationist reasoning with the socialist tradition of a 

transtormative, heteronormative future for sexuality. Soviet 

legislation ensured the young would be protected from semial 

assaults and influences which migni prevent the %ormal 

27 Liublinskii, Prestunleniia v oblasti nolowkh otnoshenii, 
127-28. 

28 Xbid., 123; Liublinskii did not cite G .  R e g s  "Trials of 
homo~exua1s~. 

29 Frenkel ' ,  Polowe ~restu~leniia, 3 .  
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developmenttt of their sexuality, toward different-sex relations. 

Still other legal commentators found various strategies for 

interpreting the legalizativn of consensual adult sodomy 

nartowly. Professor S. V. Poznyshev of the Moscow State 

Psychoneurological Institute adopted the liberal argument that 

the law had been inconsistently enforced and therefore deserved 

abrogati~n.~ Leningrad professor A. A. Zhizhilenko (of the 

Criminology Bureau of the Leningrad provincial court) declined to 

speculate on the reason for decriminalization but explicitly 

highlighted the ~hift.~' Both authorities suggested by 

implication that the end of the sodomy ban was linked to the 

chief intentions of the reformed sex crime legislation: the 

individual% lYreedom to order his sexual sphere at his own 

dis~retion".~~ Yet neither were prepared to extend such freedom 

explicitly to homosexuals despite the logic of their arguments, 

and Zhizhilenko like Liublinskii invoked I1public moralitytt to 

justify the use of hooliganism charges against sodomy committed 

in public. n 

Poznyshev, Ocherk osnovnvldi nachal nauki uaolovnoao 
prava. If. Osobennaia chastl, 60. 

3 1 Zhizhilenko, I1Polovye prestupleniia. Iuridicheskii 
ocherkIt, 10; cf. idem. Polowe ~restu~leniia kt. st. 
166-171 Uaolovnoao Kodeksai , 8, where the sentence noting 
the legalization of sodomy is given typographie emphasis. 

32 Zhizhilenko, Polowe ~r e s t u ~ 1 e ~ i a  . ( st. st. 166-17L 

Uqolovnouo Kodeksal, 3; Poznyshev, Ocherk o s n o v n v ~  
nachal nauki uaolovnoao Drava. I L  Osobennaia chastt, 5 7 .  

33 Zhizhilenko, llPolovye prestupleniia. Iuridicheskii 
ocherkl* , 74. Like Liublinskii, he too did not cite %. 
R." for this opinion. 
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The decriminalization of sodomy, at least within the Russian 

republic, thus created ambiguities which some legal scholars were 

celuctant to interpret harshly. Central control over these 

interpretations was far from monolithic. The appearance of a 

Justice ~ommissariat article on llhomosexualsl~ and their supposed 

cupability could be contradicted by the psychiatrist who 

reportedly testified on behalf of the state, and disregarded 

later into the 1920s by legal experts who wrote about the issue 

in emancipationist or even liberal tones. 

(ii) Varieties of reaulation 

In the early years of the regime, Bolshevik attitudes toward 

particular social groups and patterns determined the official 

view of (usually) male homosexuality observed within them. 

Essentialist, biomedical etiologies for this behaviour were 

rejected, and the Dolshevik view was that certain I*depravedt1 

remnants of the old regime (the Orthodox clergy) or llprimitivell 

nationalities within the Soviet Union (southern and eastern 

ethnic groups) were prone to display 'acquiredl, socially 

constructed forms of homosexuality. With a determination and 

consistency not always apparent elsewhere in ~olshevik handling 

of gender and sexual dissent, policies were pursued which sought 

to eliminate the social conditions producing such homosexual 

relations. 

One such category of sexual disorder was clerical sexual 
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misdemeanours. Evidentiary and procedural standards in trials of 

Orthodox clergy an sex charges (as in the case cf Bishop 

Palladii) took second place to the production of public 

demonstrations to impress na population not liberated from 

religious prejudicesu.s Trials of clerics for sexual 

improprieties usually dealt with heterosexual relations, and as 

such expressed an obvious tension between the regimets stated 

support for sexual autonomy among adults, and the same regimels 

determination to undermine the moral authority of the Church. 

Some element of coercion or abuse of minors normally had to be 

produced to give such cases the pretense of a legal basis, but 

moral "hypocrisyW and counterrevolution were the underlying 

crimes prosecutors believed they were p~rsuing.~' Trials of 

priests and monks fox same-sex offenses took place during the 

1920s after the decriminalization of sodomy, and it appears that 

the effect of these was to establish, at least in the minds of 

34 No P. "Monalchi pred sudom v roli razvratitlei maloletnikh 
i neso~ershennoletnikh.~~ Ezhenedel'nik sovetskoi 
iustitsii (42 1922) : 14. 

35 S. N. mtMonastyri - pritony razvrata - p r i  svete 
sovetskogo suda (Protsess arkhirnandrita Sergiia, 
nastoiatelia Sretenskogo monastyria v Moskve)." 
Ezhenedel ' nik sovetskoi iustitsii (19-20 1922) : 19. In 
this case, staged as a show trial in a workers' club in 
Moscow in late May 1922, (on the eve of the new criminal 
code), archimandrite Sergii was officially only charged 
with @9ninor as~aults@~, "because Kurtasova [ his victim] is 
an adult womanog who entered voluntarily into a sexual 
liaison with him. Despite this weakness of the 
prosecution ' s case, the trial lasted two days and exposed 
the almonstrous ref inementsml of Sergii ' s sexual tastes 
with women. For the preponderance of heterosewal cases, 
M o  Sheinman, Relisioznostt i ~restui?nost' (Moscow: 
Bezbozhnik, 1927), 52-55, 



activist atheists, the stereotype of the unmarried cleric, 

starved of a @9xaturalw senial outlet, preying on ~~goodlooking', 

silent and obedient novices and even children from church 

choirsw." The clerical abuser of young males vas easily 

convicted under statutes protecting the sexually immature, 

children and minors. One such trial, heard in open court in 

Vologda on 21 October 1922, sentenced monastic priest Vasilii to 

five years' imprisonment for depraved acts with 'lboysll (malvshi) 

of 13 and 14 (under the new RSFSR criminal code's article 168). 

In this case, medical testimony was marshalled by the defendant, 

presenting sophisticated arguments that "the guilty monk was a 

sick man with a perverted sexual psychew, deserving of pardon or 

therapy not impris~nxnent.~~ The Commissariat of Justice's 

anonymous review of this case poured scorn on biomedical models 

of homosexuality, here deployed as a defense strategy. Just weeks 

before, the same journal had printed %. R m 1 s W  argument for the 

utility of scientific testimony to confirm the danger to 

suggestible persons of environmentally induced homosexuality, 

when applied by the prosecution. Where Orthodox clergy were 

concerned, Bolshevik legal tactics dealing with homosexual 

36 . .  E. M. Iaroslavskii, protiv relialia i tserkvi 5 vols 
(Moscow: OGIZ, 1932-1933). See in this collection "Ne 
pora li proverit monastyri", v. 1 (reprint from pravda 
177, 4 Auqust 1929) ; I1V zashchitu biblii protiv 
sodomlianw, v. 5 (reprint from Bezbozhnik 20, 9 May 
1923 ) ; llSodomitskie greshniki i sodomitskie pravednikil' , 
v. 5, 40611, for the quotation on novices. 

37 N. P. VIonakhi pred sudom v roli razvratitlei maloletnikh 
i nes~vershennoletnikh.~~, 14. 



offenses used markers of "depravitymt (supposedly generated by the 

peculiarities of ecclesiastical bvt) to brand the clergy as 

morally bankrupt. Militant atheist sourcss on these trials rere 

vague about the legal mechanisms used to secure convictions. 38 

If the Bolsheviks blocked Orthodox clergy from exploithg 

medical interpretations of homosexuality in their own defense, 

certain nationalities in Transcaucasia and Central Asia were also 

believed to be unsuited to the biologistic model. Male same-sex 

relations, held to be widespread in these regions, were deemed to 

be socially generated and therefore susceptible to policy 

interventions. Russians, whether marxist or not, had long viewed 

the inhabitants of the east and south of the empire as inclined 

in their social practices toward forms of Iacquiredl 

homo~exualit~.~~ There was some difference between the perceived 

38 Two 1927 cases of llpederastylm, apparently between male 
adult clerics, were tried in Novgorod and Vladikavkaz, 
while a case involving among others, a convent of 30 nuns 
who Igmarried each otherIg in Maikop, North Caucasus, was . . heard in 1926, Sheinman, peliuioznostg i ~ r e s t u ~ n o s t ~ ,  
55-56. Such cases which involved private consensual adult 
acts, might have employed the statutes against 
hooliganism or vice dens as suggested by " G .  R. in 1922, 
but the very fact that Sheinman classifies them as 
"sexual crimesg1 suggests some element of corruption of 
youth or coercion was involved which he does not 
introduce into his account. 

39 For example, E. V. Erikson, "0 polovom razvrate i 
neestestvennykh polovykh snosheniiakh v korennom 

bshchestven I . . naselenii Kavkaza. Vestnik O no1 uicrienv, 
sudebnoi i ~rakticheskoi meditsiny (12 1906) : 1868-93; A. 
Shvarts, IgK voprosu O priznakakh privychnoi passivnoi 
pederastii (Iz nabliudenii v aziatskoi chasti .g: 
Ta~hkenta).~~ Vestnik obshchestvennoi aiaienv. sudebnor 
prakticheskoi meditsinv (6 1906) : 816-18. On the context 
for this tradition see Stephen O. Murray, and Will 
Roscoe, eds Islamic Homosexualities: Culture. Histoxv an4 



sexual practices in Transcaucasia and Central Asia, and these 

were reflected in early Bolshevi~ antisodomy legislation which 

was included in the criminal codes of the region's =nion 

republics. Existing literature on the issue of sodomy law in non- 

Russian Soviet republics is very uneven.&O An examination of the 

asymmetries of regulation introduced in these republics suggests 

how Bolsheviksl perceptions of local social conditions informed 

their policy on the question outside the European heartland. 

The Transcaucasian republics of Azerbaidzhan and Georgia 

(but not Armenia) had antisodomy articles in their first Soviet- 

era criminal codes by the nid-to-late 1920s. These articles, for 

which more exact data remains obscure, apparently prohibited 

consensual and aggravated foms of sodomy between adults. 41 

hiterature (New York & London: New York University Press, 
1997), esp.  32, 208-211. 

40 The following discussion is based primarily on Soviet 
sources available in Western libraries. Published sources 
of non-Russian union republic criminal law of the 1920s- 
1930s are rarities. Authorities on the regulation of 
sexuality in the Soviet Union have focused on the RSFSR, 
and have not discussed variations or timing of other 
republicst legislation; see Karlinsky, "Russia's Gay 
Literature and Culture81, 357-58;  Valerii Chalidze, 
Uaolovnaia Rossiia. (New York: 1977), 227; John Hazard, 
Communists and Their Law. (~hicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1968) , 457-58. 

61 Evidence that "an article on sodomy [muzhelozhstvo]~~ 
existed in Soviet Georgia by 1928, Iu. Kratter, 
wRukovodstvo sudebnoi meditsiny. Dlia vrachei i 
studentov. Ch. IV. Sudebnaia seksologiia. 
Avtorizovannyi perev. so 2-go nemetsk. izd. pod rad. i s 
dopolneniiami ia. Leibovicha (Prodol~henie).~~ Sudebno - 
meditsinskaia eksaertiza (10 1928): 58. That Azerbaidzhan 
had such an article in its criminal code as early as 
1925, see Liublinskii, Prestunleniia v oblasti ~ o l o w k h  
otnoshenii, 123; Frenkell and Zhizhilenko also mentioned 



Their comparatively simple prohibitions (using the word %odomyW, 

muzhelozhstvc; perhaps fomed a bridge of linguistic continuity 

ietween the old regimegs legislation and the 1933-1934 article 

adopted at the all-union level. Russian Imperia1 rule in this 

ethnically complex region, with its mixture of Christian 

Georgians, Armenians, Slavs, mingling with Islamic Azeris, and 

diverse mountain peoples, included experience of administering 

the Empire's antisodomy s t a t ~ t e . ~ ~  In 1906 the physician Erikson 

described how gvpederastyml (meaning male same-sex relations) was 

prevalent in the region, especially l'the larger the city and the 

greater the number of Moslemsog it held. The vice, while chiefly 

blamed on Islamic traditions of female seclusion, was in this 

region also supposedly urban, the result of male mobility and the 

opportunities created by commodified private spaces. Baku and 

Tiflis inns, "Persian bazaarsN, and bathhouses were known as 

places where males, reportedly usually "Persians or 

Tatars...offer their passive services to act ive pederastsl'. Male 

migrants from Nagorno-Karabakh to the oil industries of Baku 

returned having grown accustomed to tgpassive pederasty8I to earn 

'@a piece of breadtg." In this region, the Bolsheviks apparently 

this republicgs antisodomy statuts. 

42 . . Liublinskii, Prestu~leniia v obiast&~olowkh otnoshenii, 
133, notes that in the 1850s the Russian governor of the 
Caucasus instructed local courts to enforce the tsarist 
sodomy law "accordhg to local traditions" and to limit 
sentences for "pederastyW to the minimum. 

43 Erikson, "0 polovom razvrate i neestestvennykh polovykh 
snosheniiakh v korennom naselenii Kavkazaul, 1886-88; the 
reputation of the Caucasian region's hotels and 
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continued to perceive a high degree of mutual male sexual 

activity, and they thus retained the essentially pre- 

revolutionary antisodomy article to suppress it. 

In Central Asia, policy makers confronted traditions of 

entertainment and commercial sexuality which differed 

significantly from Russian amusements, and from patterns of sanie- 

sex relations observed in Transcaucasia. Uzbek and Turkmen young 

male prostitutes, bachi,  were organized into brothels or dancing 

troupes by procurers who recruited boys with the collusion of 

parents and g~ardians.~ Bolshevik legislators were determined 

to eradicate this form of prostitution as one of the region1s 

@'crimes constituting survivais of primitive customw, analogous to 

bride price and p~lygarny.~~ in these measures the socialist 

mission to rescue the exploited (normally female) prostitute was 

combined with marxist dogma establishing historical hierarchies 

of civilized versus primitive societies. The bachi and their 

patrons were not to be included among the various categories of 

lcongenital@ sexual deviants supposedly found most frequently in 

bathhouses reached Austria, see Bernhard Stern, 
Geschichte der ~ffentlichen Sittlichkeit in RusslanQ. 
(Vienna: n.d.  [1907]), 570. 

44 Shvarts , I1K voprosu O priznakakh privychnoi passivnoi 
pederastii (Iz nabliudenii v aziatskoi chasti g . 
Tashkenta) ", 816-18; Magnus Hirschfeld, Die 
Homosexualitat des Mannes und des Weibes. (Berlin: Louis 
Marcus, 1914), 600. 

45 N. D. Durmanov, Ucrolovnoe Dravo. Osobennaia chastl. 
Prestu~leniia, sostavliaiushchie ~erezhitki rodoao bvta 
(Moscow: Iuridicheskoe izd. NKIu SSSR, 1938), 68. 
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civilized societieseLb As with legislation against other 

@'survivais of primitive custom4@, the articles in the Uzbek and 

nirkmen criminal codes prûhibiting the institution eschewed legal 

minimalism and described the social practices they sought to 

eradicate in detail. These provisions were the result of a 

concerted effort between 1925 and 1928 on the part of jurists, 

political activists and experts on the region's nationalities to 

study local societies in order to design legislation which would 

eliminate tbackwardness4 in family, gender and intimate 

relations. 67 

The Uzbek SSR criminal code, first adopted in 1926, 

contained the most elaborate prohibitions against male 

homosexuality of any Soviet republican code, providing eight 

articles against various practices (numbers 276 to 283 

inclusive). These offenses were grouped with others constituting 

%urvivals of primitive c~storn@~, in contrast to sex crimes which 

46 Biologist N. K. Kolttsov, having returned to Moscow from 
Central Asia in 1929,  argued in the Health Commissariat 's 
Expert medical council that if some form of legal status 
were accorded to "the intermediate sex", then "conditions 
for the unfortunate Turkestan bachi would be 
extraordinarily severeu@, GAFW, f. A482, op. 25, d. 478, 
1. 8 6 .  For similar comments, see L. M. Vasilevskii, 
polowe izvrashcheniia (Xoscow: luNovaia Moskvaw, 1 9 2 4 ) ,  
38. 

17 A similar chapter of customary crimes was appended to the 
RSFSR criminal code in 1928. It was directed at non- 
European minorities within the Russian republic's 
borders, but it was silent about sodomy or same-sex 
offenses. On the development of legislation against 
'usurvivals of primitive cust~m@~, see Gregory J. Massell, 
The Surroaate Proletariat: Moslern Women and Revolutionarv 
Strateaies i n  soviet Central Asia: 1919-1929 (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1974), 206. 



were located as a separate subsection among offenses against the 

person. Consensual and aqgravated adult sodomy (named both in 

Russian, ~guzhelczlistvo, and russified ilzbek, besakalbazstvo) were 

prohibited in the first two articles; a further article 

prohibited the act with a child or minor. Unique in Soviet 

legislation was this code's article 278, prohibiting the sexual 

harassment of men. Its language inverted the gendering of the 

RSFSR's pathbreaking statute against the sexual harassment of 

women, first adopted in the Russian republic in 192%~' The 

enactment of such a specific prohibition against the harassment 

of adult males was a particularly emphatic statement of the 

Bolshevik regard for Uzbek society as riddled with male 

homosemial relations. Evidently the Uzbek male was so benighted 

that he vas expected to abuse positions of economic or persona1 

authority over fellow males as well as females. 

Traditional positions of authority, this tirne over young 

males, were the focus of articles 280, 281 and 282, which 

The 1926 edition of the RSFSR article said: rlCompulsion 
of a woman to enter into a sexual liaison by a person in 
relation to whom the woman is materially or 
professionally dependent, lis punished by] deptivation of 
freedom for up to five years. Uaolovnvi kodeks RSFSR 
(19261. Sobranie zakonov i ras~oriazhenii raboche- 
krest'ianskoqo ~ravitel'stva SSSR. (1926), no. 80, item 
600, article 154. The Uzbek text said: 81Compulsion of a 
man to sodomy [~esakalbazstvo] by a person in relation to 
whom the victim is materially or professionally 
dependent, or s in the guardianship of, entails 
deprivation of f reedom for up to f ive years. lm Article 278 
of t'Ugolovnyi kodeks Uzbekhskoi SSR" in D. S. Karev, 
Uaolovnoe zakonodatel~stvo SSSR i soiuznvkh res~ublik. 
Sbornik. (Moscow: Iuridicheskaia literatura, 1957) , 217. 
The same code prohibited the sexual haraççment of women 
in article 2 1 5 .  
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concentrated specifically on offenses related to bachi. The 

%aintenancs of persons of the male sex (bachi) for sodomy, and 

also the preparation and education of tnem for  this", (article 

2 8 O ) ,  attracted maximum sentences of five years when the victims 

were adult males, and eight when they were minors. The conclusion 

of agreements or contracts between those who maintained bachi,  

and the parents or guardians of males who sold them into service 

as prostitutes, was forbidden in article 282. The maximum 

sentence for parents under this offense was three years, while 

the individuals who maintained bachi (named soderzhateli, 

"landlordsul, in the sense of brothel owners) could receive five 

yearsg imprisonment. "Procuring and also recruitment of men for 

sodomygt vas a separate offense, again reversing the usual 

gendering of this prohibition against recruitment (normally of 

women) into prostitution found elsewhere in Soviet criminal 

 la^.^^ Another provision in this body of law which was unique 

among Soviet penal codes was the prohibition of "the organization 

of public amusements (bazmv) with the participation of bachi", 

article 281, which attracted a maximum penalty of three years. 

The men who kept youthful male prostitutes were evidently 

regarded by Bolshevik legal drafters as capitalists of some 

substance, possessing premises for their operations, making deals 

with families to maintain male children and youths, ueducatingm@ 

49 Ibid. , article 
prohibited the 
171 and 155 of 
respectively, 
prostitution. 

283 .  Article 217 of the 1926 Uzbek code 
same offense against women. Cf. articles 
the 1922 and 1926 RSFSR criminal codes 
against procurement of women for 



their charges, and providing public entertainment. In their first 

Soviet criminal code of 1927, Bolshevik jurists in the Turkmeri 

SSR adopted similar but less elaborate language, primarily 

directed against those who committed offenses involving bachi who 

were minors. 50 

Some legal commentaries produced by jurists in Soviet Russia 

and Ukraine reflected the distinction in the Bolshevik public 

transcript between the biologistic approach to homosexuality in 

their republics and the environmentalist mode1 applied elsewhere 

in the Union. From Moscow, Liublinskii argued that in "the EastM, 

where traditions enabled "more affluent and powerful elements to 

exploit the dependency of weaker" persons, homosexuality is 

reasonably judged a "crime of daily lifen (bvtovoe 

prestu~lenie).~' Odessa jurist Frenke19 viewed the prohibition 

of sodomy in Azerbaidzhan as a means of protecting the innocent 

so The Turkmen criminal code forbade anal intercourse 
(Wnnatural sexual intercourse in the form of sodomyw) 
with children or minors (article 157 of the Turkmen SSR 
criminal code), maintenance of bachi or dens for their 
exploitation (article 163) and the conclusion of 
contracts between parents and procurers (article 164) ; 
"Ugolovnyi kodeks Turkmenskoi SSR", Karev, Uuolovnoe 
zakonodatel@stv~ S S B ,  431. The practice may also have 
been silently pursued in Islamic ragions of the RSFSR; 
statistical tables of criminal convictions prepared in 
the 1930s-40s listed bachebazstvo (keeping bachi) as a 
discrete crime under the heading ~~survivals of primitive 
customt9, despite the absence of this off ense in the RSFSR 
criminal code. No figures were ever entered against this 
category, GARF, f. A353, op. 16, dm 19, 11. 24-29 ob., d. 
23, 11. 31-34 ob., d. 27, 11. 41-42 ob., d. 31, 11. 99- 
104 ob., d e  38, 11. 123-126 ob. 

s t Liublinskii, prestu~leniia v oblasti oolowkh otnoshenii, 
132-33. 



Nin view of its [sodomy's] extreme prevalenceN. A "new culturen 

would repiace the old ways of life as sport and education brought 

healkh to sexual relations, and assaults on young persons wouiâ 

become rarities ascribed to pathologies of ~haracter.~~ 

The socialist determination to stop culturally specific 

forms of same-sex eros in non-Slavic republics underlined the 

fragmentation of the public transcript on homosexuality: a 

medicalized condition in the European heartland became a socially 

produced vice on the non-Christian periphery. It was apparently 

of no significance that some individuals in non-Slavic republics 

might be "congenital homosexualsl@ and therefore less culpable for 

their sexuality. This acknowledged contradiction was perhaps at 

the heart of the reluctance of some jurists and Justice 

Commissariat bureaucrats to discuss the matter in any detail. 

They passed over the reasons for these distinctions in penal 

policy, with the btiefest of explanations or none at 

According to a 1928 letter from the RSFSR People's Commissariat 

of Justice replying to enquiries about the status of Soviet 

homosexuals made by Hirschfeldls Scientific-Humanitarian 

Committee, "[iJn particular Republics where pederasty is 

especially commonN it was punished. 54 Such laconic treatment of 

52 Frenkel', Polowe ~restupleniia, 3, 6, 12. 

53 Zhizhilenko merely acknowledged the existence of such 
prohibitions in a f ootnote in his alPolovye prestupleniia. 
Iruidicheskie ocherkiw, 10. 

54 F. P f a f f l i n ,  ed. Mitteilunaen des Wissenschaftlich- 
bumanitaren Komitees 1926-1933. (Hamburg: Faksimile- 
Nachdr., 1985), 147. 
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the subject was apparently due at least in part to the potential 

embarassment which the inconsistency between the conflicting 

pana1 policies could generate. Nevertheless, the language of the 

legislation itself, especially in the discursive gender 

inversions practised by drafters of the Uzbek articles on sexual 

harassment and procuring, threw light on inversions of 

masculinity in 'backward' republics, which were potentially 

deeply embarassing to the Soviet regime. It seemed preferable to 

wage the struggle against these aspects of the %urvivals of 

primitive custom~ without drawing excessive attention to them, 

since the retention and elaboration of the ban on sodomy in these 

regions contradicted the modernity of regulation in the European 

Soviet republics. 

(iii) Ex~ert and ~ o ~ u l a r  emanci~ationisiq 

Expressions of support for homosexual emancipation among Soviet 

Russian jurists or medical practitioners during NEP reflected the 

experts' sense of the state of the question in Western Europe, 

tempered by its ambiguous relationship to the socialist programme 

at home. Libertarian views of heterosexual relations under Soviet 

socialism, most commonly associated with Aleksandra Kollontai, 

were criticized in a 1923 press campaign against the Party's 

foremost sex radical. Kollontai had long been a proponent of love 

released from the constraints of philistinism, and had 

persistently tried to incorporate this demand into Russian 



marxists' worldview. Her publications, including the article 

addressed to young workers on ItWinged ErosBB and two collections 

of fiction depicting her ideas, came under attack in February 

1923 from Nadezhda Krupskaia and Natalia Sedova, when the pair 

gave a joint interview to The New York Times. Kollontai was 

guilty, they said, of IBbourgeois feminism", an inability to 

distinguish between working class collective priorities in 

matters of sexuality, and the individualistic desires of middle 

class womenes5 The critique of Kollontaits liberatory vision 

continued in the Soviet press, and while in part it served to 

discipline a Bolshevik with a history of factionalism, it was 

also a signal from the leadership about the ideological framework 

within which the struggle for a socialist sexuality should take 

place. 

The "sexual revolutionm was first of al1 a revolution to 

promote a class rather than to liberate every fettered desire. 

Lenin himself had mistrusted IBthose who are always contemplating 

the semial questions, like the Indian saint his navel", arguing 

for the confinement of the %ex questionw to the margins of 

acceptable political discourse. Like most Bolsheviks intervening 

on this issue, Lenin insisted that ha was not moralizing in a 

Western, middle class fashion, claiming instead that there was an 

55 Aleksandra Kollontai, @@Pis 'ma k trudiashcheisia 
molodezhi. Dorogu krylatomu Erosu! ID mlodaia cnrardiia (3 
1923); idem. LiubovB  che el trudowkh (Petrograd: 1923); 
idem. Zhenshchina na ~erelome (Moscow-Petrograd: 1923); 
al1 cited in Barbara E. Clements, Bolshevik Feminist: The 
Life of Aleksandra Kollontai (Bloomington & London: 
Indiana University Press, 1979), 226-35. 
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inherent unhealthiness in the contemplation of these issues by 

ordinary membars of socieif. His protests articulated a prudery 

determined to contain this troublesome question to the custody of 

science (and of course, the Party). In his conversations with 

German Communist Klara Zetkin, Lenin expressed the fear that sex 

concerns would divert youthful energies from revolutionary work; 

discussions of sex, especially outside the bounds of scientific 

inquiry (in, for example, the Komsomol club or Party cell) would 

merely lead to self-indulgenceeS6 Peoplels ~ommissar of 

Enlightenment Anatolii Lunacharskii worried later in the 1920s 

that men were essentially promiscuous and called for a clear 

policy on ulong-term, monogamous marriage" to safeguard the next 

generation; Party moralists Emelian Iaroslavskii and Aron Soltts 

echoed the view that marriage between man and woman as comrades 

was the socialist idea1.57 In his mostly negative twelve sex 

commandments for the proletariat, marxist psychoneurologist Aron 

Zalkind declared that I1There should be no perversionsm1 and that 

al1 efforts should be directed to leading comrades away from non- 

56 Klara Zetkin, peminiscences of r,en in (New York: 
International Publishers, 1934), 52. 

57 A. Lunacharskii, O byte (Moscow-Leningrad: 1927) , 25, 
and E. Iaroslavskii, floralt 1 bvt moletariata v 
perekhodnvi ~eriod (Leningrad: 1926), 44, 67, both cited 
in P. M. Chirkov, Peshenie zhenskoao vonrosa v SSSR 
(1917-1937 aq.1 (MOSCOW: Mysl', 1978), 202. A. A. Solts, 
Vommunist Ethicsvw in Bolshevik Visions : f irst ghase oc 
the cultural revolution in Soviet Russia part 1, ed. 
William G. Rosenberg (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1990), 40. 



procreative se~uality.~~ A heterosexual socialist respectability 

was the unexamined goal of prominent Bolshevik pronouncemonts on 

sexual morality. Despite tnese dominant themes in political 

rhetoric, notions of homosexual emancipation, often linked to 

scientific theories about sexuality, continued to circulate in 

Soviet discourse during the 1920s. 

Soviet expert declarations to European audiences freely 

employing an emancipationist interpretation of the ~olshevik 

decriminalization of sodomy continued until at least 1930. Some 

of these interventions occured in exchanges in the field of 

sexology between Germans and Russians, where contacts with 

Europe's leading emancipationists were strong. The research and 

sex-reform activities of Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld's Institute for 

Sex Research, founded in Berlin in 1919, were followed with 

interest by Soviet social hygienists, and apparently by their 

patron, Commissar of Health Nikolai Semashko. In 1923 Semashko 

paid a visit to the Institute, with a delgation of Russian 

doctors. They particularly requested a screening of the film, 

"Anders als die Andernl@, a cinematic documentary about same-sex 

love which emancipationists had made in 1919 with Hirschfeld's 

participation. The Institute's journal on sexual intewediate 

types reported that the Soviet viewers expressed amazement that 

A. B. Zalkind, polovoi vooros v usloviiakh sovetskoi 
obshchestvennosti (Leningrad: Gos. izd. Leningr. otd. im. 
tov. N o  Bukharina, 1926), 58. For a discussion of 
Zalkind's commandments, see Eric Naiman, S e x  in Public: 
The Incarnation of Earlv Soviet Ideolom. (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1997), 135-38. 



the film had been regarded as scandalous and had been banned. The 

journal then observed that Semashko 

stated how pleased he was that in the new Russia, the 
former penalty against homosexuals has been completely 
abolished. He also explained that no unhappy 
consequences of any kind whatsoever have resulted from 
the elimination of the offending paragraph, nor has the 
wish that the penalty in question be reintroduced been 
raised in any quarter. 59 

This careful and allusive statement was the most positive 

expression of homosexual emancipationist sentiment by a senior 

figure in the Soviet regime. Made before the press campaign 

against Kollontai and Vree love", it suggested that the 

emancipation of homosexuals was a logical outcome of the 

revolution. The Health Commissar apparently ignored the call, 

expressed by a minor Justice Commissariat official in ' # T r i a l s  of 

homosexualste, for a return to the regulation of homosexuality by 

other means, and he appeared optimistic about the consequences of 

decriminalization. 

Two years later, social hygienist Grigorii Batkis, a lgyoung 

hothead Bolshevik doing his graduate studies at Moscow 

Universityu, published The Sexual Revolution in Russia, in a 

German edition in ~erlin.* Here Batkis said that in the USSR 

59 Semashko8s remarks were reported in Jarbuch fur sexuelle 
J5wischenstufen (23 1923) : 211-12; this translation, John 
Lauritsen, and David Thorstad. The Earlv Homosexuu 
Piahte Movement 11864-19341. (New York: Times Change, 
1 9 7 4 ) .  28-29; 1 am grateful to Ralf Dose for confirming 
the provenance and wording of this text. 

An analysis of the exchange of ideas between German and 
Soviet social hygienists, and the description of Batkis, 
are found in Susan Gross Solomon, Wocial Hygiene and 
Soviet Public Health, 1921-1930.w In Health and Societv 
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homosexuality was a private matter, to be treated like lgso-called 

I natural I intercourse 6' Claims that this pamphlet represented 

official Bolshevik views or, conversely, was released to mislead 

foreign sex reformers and leftists, are based on assumptions that 

the early Bolsheviks had a single, consistent policy on 

homosexuality." Later Batkis and other Soviet representatives 

made important appearances at conferences of the World League for 

Sexual Reform (WLSR). The WLSR became an arena in which   us si an 

social hygienists were particularly active, and in which the 

decriminalization of male homosexuality was frequently discussed. 

Russian delegates to the WLSR congresses enjoyed the spotlight 

thanks to the radical legislation of the Soviet government. The 

presence of Kollontai on the organizationls "international 

committeemm of directors gave it some claim to enjoy official 

in Revolutionarv Russia, eds S. Go Solornon and JO 
Hutchinson (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1990) , motation, 1 8 3 .  

' Grigorii Batkis, pie Sexualrevolution in Russland 
(Berlin: Syndikalist, 1925), 22. 

62 The pamphlet is cited as evidence that official Bolshevik 
policy backed homosenal emancipation, most forcefully 
expressed in Lauritsen and Thorstad. me Eaxlv H o m o s o ~  
Piahts Movement 11864-19341, 62-63, and opposed by 
Karlinsky, nRussiams Gay Literature and Culture1@, 556n; 
also Wayne R. Dynes, J-lomose~itv: A Research Gui- 
(New York: 19871, 141. The question of the distribution 
of Batkisls pamphlet within Russia remains open; a copy 
of the German edition (translated "from a Russian 
manuscriptmf) is held by the Russian National Library, St 
Petersburg, but no copy is to be found at the Russian 
State Library, MOSCOW. 
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soviet support." Yet the hypothesis that official Bolshevik 

approval wholeheartedly extended to the full roster of the WLSR's 

goals (which specifically included homosexual emaricipation) is 

not easily demonstrable. Kollontai herself probably had mixed 

feelings about her association with the sex question by 1923, a 

note to herself in her Party archive file s u g g e ~ t s . ~  She would 

have had little effect over these issues in Soviet politics after 

1923, in her new role as diplomat; her name went unmentioned in 

goverment discussions of the proposed 1931 WLSR Congress in 

Moscow, nor would she attend the eventual WLSR Brno Congress in 

1932 which was held insteadm6' 

Her membership on the committee is noted in: World League 
for Sexual Reform, Proceedinas of the 2nd Conaress 
(Co~enhaaen, 19281 (Copenhagen: 1929), 9-10; idem., 
proceedinqs of the 3rd Conaress (London. 1929) (London: 
1930) ; note also a letter addressed to Kollontai, from 
the WLSR Chair, Dr. J. H. Leunbach of Copenhagen, dated 
4 August 1928, in which she is named on the committee 
along with Batkis and Kiev Professor Pasche-Oserski, 
RTsKhIDNI, f. 134, op. 1, d. 448, 11. 1-3. 

61 Kollontai was pleased to find herself elevated alongside 
Britain's Havelock Ellis when drafted into the British 
Society for Sex Psychology, but doubted whether the 
Soviet press would treat her nomination with anything but 
derision; RTsKhIDNI, f. 134, op. 4, d m  17, 1. 9: "The 
English society for the study of sex psychology / B r i t i s h  
Soc, for Sex Psychology/ fias elected me an honorary 
pnember. on a level wita Havelock Ellis and others. I 
wondered: will it be published in out newspapers? A f t e r  
al1 not many Russian women are nominated to scientific 
associations, even less so in 8proud1 Britain. . . But then 
f realized, therets no need. Sex-psychology? WhatQs that? 
Expert on sexual questions? %pets in charge of 'sex 
mattersl? Cynicism, vulgarizations.. .@@ 

Documents relating to the proposed WLSR gathering in 
Moscou: GARF, f. A482, op. 28, d. 3, 11. 59-72. Only one 
Soviet delegate was apparently expected at Brno, (Pasche- 
Oserski of Kiev), and he did not show up; nor was mention 
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The WLSR was the international face of Hirschfeld's 

Institute for Sex Reseisuch. Hirschfeld had organized the League 

at an internatioriâl conference in 1921, and Ratkis presented 

major papers at the 1928, 1929 and 1930 congresses. His 1928 

adàress was a wide-ranging survey of Soviet progress in social 

hygiene as it touched on sexual issues: maternity and marriage, 

venereal disease, education and homosexual law reform. The Vienna 

congress heard his assessment of %ex Problems in Soviet Russia 

at the Time of Socialistic Reconstruction~l, and this paper 

acknowledged the praise received by the Soviets for their 

legislation, especially in reforming laws which had penalized 

harmless activities like homose~uality.~~ A Moscow conference, 

set for 1932, was approved, then cancelled, by Soviet authorities 

in 1931, forcing organizers to move hastily to ~zechoslovakia.~~ 

No Soviet delegates attended the Brno meeting, which paid no 

lipservice this time to the legislative achievements of the 

of any Kollontai interest in the WLSR made in the Brno 
press: "K mezinbrodnlmu kongresu Svetové ligy pro 
sexu61ni reformu v Brne", poravska novinv (12 August, 
1932), 3. 

World League for Sexual Reform, proceedinas of the 2nd 
Conaress (Co~enhaaen. 19281, 37-63; proceedinus of the 
3rd Conaress Ilondon. 19291, 249-51; groceedinas of the 
4th Conaress (Vienna. 1930) ( V i e n n a :  1931), 345-46. 

" GARF, f. A482,  op. 28, d. 3 ,  11. 59-72. In January 1930, 
Semashko was removed as Commissar of Health; Soviet 
contacts with the WLSR continued until the cancellation 
of the Moscow meeting. 



USSR.' Yet before this contretemps, relations between Cerman 

emancipationists and Soviet institutions were already troubled. 

In June 1926, in his capacity as a sexologist, Magnus 

Hirschfeld visited the Soviet Union as a guest of Semashkoms 

Health Commissariat. Hirschfeld returned from the Soviet Union 

apparently disappointed with Bolshevik prudery, remarking that 

scientific interest in homosexuality was in decline, and that 

homosexual behaviour was regarded as wunproletarianw in the new 

socialist state. The German activist-physician realized that no 

open, self-organized group of homosexuals existed in the USSR, 

and that the Soviet press and literature were silent about such 

topics. Hirschfeld was uncharacteristically laconic about his 

impressions of the Soviet sexual revolution and only published a 

brief newspaper article about the journey. His anxieties could 

only have grown when a report reached the Scientific-Humanitarian 

Committee in 1928 alleging that Soviet homosexuals were being 

forcibly confined to psychiatric clinics. Enquiries to the Soviet 

Embassy in Berlin obtained careful denials based on the well- 

known legislative situation." Despite such developments, German 

The Brno conference was covered in fair detail by the 
local daily newspaper, Moravské novinv, 20-26 Çeptember 
1932, and also sununarized in Max Popper, mgProc 
sexuologicki sesit?" socialno zdravotnl revue (4 1933): 
75. 

69 Manfred Herzer, piaunus Hirschfeld: Leben und Werk eines 
itidischen, schwulen und soziplisticshen Sexolouen 
(Frankfurt & New York: Campus, 1992), 44-45. Soviet 
psychiatric literature of the 1920s indicates that 
homosexuals might be subjected to compulsory treatment 
(once their %enal perversionmg was revealed) after being 
apprehended for crimes. Soviet psychiatric provision at 



~ommunists continued to be the most consistent supporters of 

Hirschfeld's campaign to decriminalize homosexual offenses in 

Weimar Germany, and Soviet experts werr still welcomed at WLSR 

conferences. A calculation of alliance against common foes (the 

racialist, natalist politics of the nazis) was made on both 

sides, at least until 1932-1933 when a new public transcript on 

homosexuality began to take shape in Soviet politics. 70 

The degree to which popular notions of homosexual 

emancipation were held and acted upon by ordinary Soviet citizens 

in the era of sodomy decriminalization has usually been 

downplayed." Open organizations of homosexuals campaigning for 

education and tolerance no more existed under the early Bolshevik 

regime than they had under the constitutional dispensation of 

late tsarism. Homosexual groups were extremely rare and short- 

lived outside of Wilhelmine or Weimar Germany. The largest NEP- 

era groupings of homosexuals who have left a trace gathered to 

celebrate the arts. 'Antinoi' (Antinous), a private literary 

circle devoted to the appreciation of 'male beautyl existed in 

this time was far too modest to enable the state to 
institutionalize al1 homosexuals. 

?O For German communist policies, see Manfred Herzer, 
~Communists, Social Democrats, and the Homosexual 
Movement in the Weimar Republic." In Gav Men and the 
Sexual Historv of the Political L e f t ,  eds G. Hekma, H. 
Oosterhuis, and J. Steakley. (Binghamton NY: Harrington 
Park Press, l995), 206. 

71 See e.g., Healey, nThe Russian Revolution and the 
Decriminalisation of Homo~exuality~~, 47-49; Karlinsky, 
wRussials Gay Literature and Culturew, 356-61; Engelstein 
declines to speculate on the issue, "Soviet Policy Toward 
Male Homosermalityw, 168-69. 



Moscow during the early 1920s. The group appears to have 

disbanded as it became more difficult to rent meeting space, or 

publicize its activitiesmR At a Leningrad poetry reading given 

in 1928 by Kikhail Kuzmin, homosexuals crammed the auditorium and 

mobbed the poet with bouquets? While a single eveningts 

mldemonstrationlg was scarceiy the organization of a group for 

homosexual rights in NEP Leningrad, it was a moment when that 

part of the socialist public transcript which envisioned 

homosexuality as a phenornenon expected to wither away, was 

ruptured. These public gatherings revealed the existence of a 

hidden transcript, an awareness of commonality of interest on the 

part of male homosexuals. 

Popular awareness of homosexual emancipatory arguments was 

modest, but certainly not dead, in ~ussia at this t h e .  The 

persuasive appeal to contributory history, the idea that 

homosexuals were not social dregs but had always been significant 

and creative aembers of society, was often pursued if not always 

successfully advanced. The '#4ntinoi1 group planned to publish an 

anthology of homosexual verse from ancient to modern times; 

Xuzminls diary notes one acquaintance was preparing a work on 

A. G. Timofeev, "Progulka bez Gulia? (K istorii 
organizatsii avtorskogo vechera M. A. Kuzmina v mae 1924 
g.) ." In Mikhail Kuzmin i russkaia kulltura XX veka: 
tezisv i materialv konferentsii 15-17 maia 1990a., ed. G. 
A. Morev. (Leningrad: Sovet po istorii mirovoi kulftury 
AN SSSR, 1990) .  

" Na A. Bogomolov, and John E. Malmstad. Mikhail Kuzmin: 
Iskusstvo. zhiznt. e~okha  (Moscow: Novoe literaturnoe 
obozrenie, 1996), 259-60. 



wHomosexuality in Pre-petrine Rus1". Neither project was 

realizedm7' Edellshteinls patient, Evgeniia Fedorovna M., argued 

fluently for the squality of treàtment for members of the so- 

called "intermediate sex", noting the contributions of such 

persona in history, and using sophisticated medical and ethical 

arguments to justify her viewpoint. For her pains, Dr Edellshtein 

labelled her a compulsive fantasist? The logic of such 

arguments nevertheless persuaded some medical practitioners, and 

controversy percolated in specialist medical literature over 

Hirschfeldvs theories that homosermals constituted a normal but 

biologically different subset of humanity. Indeed, one 

contributor to this debate, Moscow psychiatrist Mark Sereiskii, 

may himself have been homosemal, a Russian example of the 

general European phenornenon of medical men who promoted 

emancipationism from within their disciplines, using the powerful 

essentialist political argument." 

74 Timofeev, aaProgulka bez Gulia?" ; RGALI, f . 232, op. 1, d. 
65, 1. 71 (6 May 1927). 

75 Ede1 ' shtein, l1K klinike transvestitizmaal, 276-79. 
A psychiatrist by training, specializing in endocrine 
disorders, Mark sereiskiivs much-cited article on 
~ghomosexualityla for the Great Soviet Encyclopedia 
concludes with a resounding defense of emancipationism in 
Soviet social and political life, despite Simon 
Karlinsky's attempts to interpet its medical passages 
anachronistically in an exclusively hostile light. 
Karlinsky , ltRussia s Gay Literat ure and Culture1', 3 58 ; 
Mark Sereiskii , wGomoseksualizm. -- 
entsiklo~ediia 17 (Moscow: 1930), col. 593-96; 
Sereiskii9s medical encyclopedia article was more 
technically detailed but argued fiercely for a 
constitutional, biological etiology , idem. , 
lgGomoseksuôlizm.lf Bol'shaia meditsinskaia entsiklo~ediia 



More typical of Russian patterns and perhaps more expressive 

of popular understandings of the decriminalization of sodomy was 

the not infrequent interpretation of Soviet sexual legislâtion as 

guaranteeing the inviolability of the "intimate l i fe" of 

homosexuals of both sexes, when there was no harm to others. It 

was against such assumptions that " G o  R e "  wrote in 1922." The 

need this jurist felt to express his views indicates perhaps that 

tolerance of same-sex relations was relatively widespread and 

accorded with popular notions of the sexual revolution. Same-sex 

couples did establish domestic partnerships in NEP Russia, and 

defended them when detected by outsiders and authorities. The 

most exceptional example of this phenomenon was the recognition 

by Narkomiust of Evgeniia Fedorovna M.'S marriage to her female 

partner in 1922. Most partnerships could not have had the 

sanction of a ZAGS service, and probably did not corne to the 

attention of authorities (and so have left little trace) .n One 

7 (Moscow: 1929), col. 668-672. On Sereiskii's reported 
homosexuality, see Harry Whyte, 'Mozhet li 
gomoseksualist sostoiat' chlenom kommunisticheskoi 
partii? l n  Jstochnik (5 -6  1993) : 189. 

" Evgeniia and her 'twifel' argued that their 'lintirnate lifew 
was not their employers' business; the men arrested in 
the raid on the Petrograd drag party gave "frequently 
cynical, frequently boastful. . . testimonygl, G, R., 
~Protsessy gomoseksualistovw, 16. 

n, Other female homosexuals examined by psychiatrists 
admitted contemplating a ZAGS marriage to their partners 
(based on one partnerls adoption of a male gender 
identity to hoodwink ZAGS staff) : A. P. Shtess, ImSluchai 
zhenskogo gomoseksualizma p r i  nalichii situs viscerum 
inversus, ego psikhoanaliz i gipnoterapiia. Saratovskl~ 6 0 

vestnik zdravookhraneniia (3-4 1925) : 1-19, and N. 1. 
Skliar, '@O proiskhozhdenii isushchnostigomoseksualizma~ 



hostile observer noted 

US SR.^^ The disruptions 
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homosexuals lived together "openlyw8 in the 

of revolution and poverty coula serve to 

disguise homosexual relationships as simple poolinrj of 

resources.~ Male partnerships under the same roof were also 

cornmonplace, with examples ranging from the household of Kuzmin 

and h i s  bisexual partner iurii Iurkun to the unnamed Leningrad 

couples described by criminologist L. G. Orshanskiima' A 

significant number of same-sex partnerships have left sufficient 

trace on the historical record to allow the assertion that in 

early Soviet Russia an important number of homosexual individuals 

Vrachebnoe de10 (24-26 1925) : 1919-1923. A case of a ZAGS 
marriage between two women in similar circumstances 
(without official approval) came to light in Kazakh SSR 
in the 1960s, Eo M. Derevinskaia, "Materialy k klinike, 
patogenezu, terapii zhenskogo gom~seksualizma~~ 
(Kandidatskaia dissertatsiia meditsinskikh nauk, 
Karagandinskii gosudarstvennyi rneditsinskii institut, 
1965) , 116-19. 
Joseph Douillet, Loscow Unmasked (London: Pilot, 1930), 
132. 

Case of w1 who shared rooms in Moscow with "L. l1 after 
migrating to the capital in search of work, E. K. 
Krasnushkin and N. G . Kholzakova . "Dva sluchaia 
zhenshchin ubiits-gomoseksualistok.ff Prestu~nik i; 
prestu~noçt' ~bornik Z (1926): 107-8; poet ~ophia 
Parnok's existence in this era was cluttered with 
improvisatory living arrangements which clearly I8passed" 
as "innocent" in the eyes of those around her; see Diana 
Lewis Burgin, So~hia P-nok: T u f e  and Work Qf 
pussiafs S ~ D D ~ O  (New York & London: New York University 
Press, 1994) . 
Bogomolov and Malmsted, Mikhail Kuzmin; L. Go Orshanskii, 
Volovye prestupleniia. Analiz psikhologicheskf i i 
psiWiopatologicheskii.w In polowe ~restu~leniia, eds A. 
A. Zhizhilenko and L. G. Orshanskii. (Leningrad-Moscow: 
Rabochii sud, 1927), 88-89; see also N. P. Brukhanskii, 
Materialv DO seksualtnoi ~sikho~atolouii (Moscow: M. i S. 
Sabashnikovy, 1927), 66-68. 



believed that *no-one had the right to interfere in their 

intimate lifew." 

inite auantitv of intermediate sexe (iv) *An inf s tg 

In the 19209, problems of regulating sex and gender dissent 

apparently proliferated. Questions of same-sex marriage, public 

displays of whomosexua~ interestst@, or of keeping order in 

single-sex institutions, generated confusion over both the 

categories of subjects involved, and the values which ought to be 

paramount in each case. There were no monolithic solutions based 

on a shared political interpretation of whomosexuality~. In 

February 1929, a wide-ranging discussion of the "intermediate 

sextt in the Expert medical council of the People's Commissariat 

of Health demonstrated that while health professionals were well 

acquainted with gender and sexual ambiguities, they lacked a 

standard terminology for defining and distinguishing thern.= The 

question raised problems of everyday life, of bvt, that were 

viewed as too complex to be resolved by medicine alone. Doctors 

worried that surveillance of gender disorder (semial misconduct 

in single-sex institutions, evasion of military service, 

fraudulent registry of names and sexes) vas not within their 

competence. An examination of the development of this discussion, 

83 GARF, f. A482, op. 25, d. 478, 11. 80 ob., 85-97. 

(Uchenvi meditsinskii sovet. Protokol 177 zasedaniia. 



and its outcomes, illustrates the nature of the continued 

fragmentation of the Soviet public transcript. 

In January and February 1929, subcommittees of the Expert 

medicrl council met when called upon to respond to a request from 

a citizen Kamenev of Tatar ASSR for a sex change (peremena 

pola)." The councilgs neuro-psychiatrie cornmittee, under the 

influence of the Commissariatls head of its forensic medical 

department, Ia. Leibovich, referred to the question under 

discussion as one of '~homosexualsl~ (aomoseksualistv), some of 

whom were I1psychic  hermaphrodite^^^ (psiucheskie sermafroditv), 

who therefore should be handled under laws pertaining to 

 hermaphrodite^.^^ The presidium of the Expert medical council, 

The request had been relayed to Moscow from the Tatar 
republic8s local Commissariat of Justice; in the capital, 
RSFSR Justice ~ommissariat officiais had asked the Health 
Commissariat to comment on the issues raised by the 
citizen's request. The earliest documented Western 
European case of surgical intervention to transform a man 
into a woman was undertaken in 1930-1931, resulting in 
the death of the patient, Danish artist Einar ~egener, 

Sex: Transsexualism, see Bernice L. Hausman, ÇbanQincr 
Technoloav and the Idea of Gender (Durham & London: Duke 
~niversity Press, 1995), 15-19. Successful sex- 
reassignment techniques were not devised until the late 
1940s and early 1950s in the West; Soviet doctors 
reportedly began conducting the procedures in the 1960s, 
David Tuller, Cracks in the Iron Closet: Travels in Gay 
& Lesbian Russia. (Boston & London: Faber & Faber, 1996) , 
158. 

8s Leibovichls intervention: GAFW, f. A482, op. 25, d. 575, 
1. 1. (Zasedaniia Nevro O ~ w a t r i c h e k o i  kom issii U, M. 
S..  2/1-1929 a. Protokol no. L) .  It is not clear what 
statutes Leibovich had in mind, but he may nave been 
thinking of the forensic medical role in "determination 
of sexw (o~redelenie ~ o l a )  for legai authorities, see Ia. 
Leibovich, 18Godovoi otchet po sudeb.-meditsinskoi 
ekspertize v RSFSR za 1925 g.I1 Sudebno-meditsinskaia 
ekspertiza (5 1927) : 128. 
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reviewing this decision, agreed to the measures proposed by the 

neuro-psychiatrie committee, but rejected the references to 

hennaphroditism, and defined the problem as "the changing of sex, 

name and conducting operations [to change referring to the 

persons in question as wtransvestitesw.u When the full Expert 

medical council met even more definitional slippage took place. 

Psychiatrist L. Ia. Brusilovskii opened the 8 February 1929 

council discussion of citizen Kamenev's petition with a report 

"about transvestitesw. Citing Magnus Hirschfeldls research and 

political activism, Brusilovskii claimed the Ivquestion of 

transvestites... in the conditions of the USSR is not 

particularly frequentQv, while in Gennany the phenornenon was 

I@extraordinarily widespreadw. He pcinted out that Soviet 

psychiatrist Edellshtein had recently published "an interesting 

casew from local experience - the 1927 article on Evgeniia 
Fedorovna M.'~ Brusilovskii then read from Evgeniials IvHistory 

of my illnessvn in this article, implicitly endorsing her self- 

definition by referring to the vvconfessionlQ as Evgeniiavs defense 

of "ber intermediate sexIv (svoi srednii DO&); in h i s  summing up 

It is not clear who replaced the term "hermaphroditew 
with @@trans~estite~~, but the presidium instructed Expert 
medical council secretary psychiatrist L. Ia. 
Brusilovskii to write a report for Commissar of Health 
Semashko, justifying a "mixed commission of doctors and 
jurist~@~ to do more work on mtransvestites'l; GARF, f. 
A482, op. 25, d. 479, 1. 18 ob. (Zasedaniia ~rezidiuma 
U.M.S.. 29/1-1929 a.). 

87 GAFW, f. A482, op. 25, dm 478, 1. 85; Edelvshtein, 'K 
klinike transvestiti~rna~~. 



ha called her a "transvestistkqn (female tran~vestite).~ 

Biologist N. n. Ko18tsov joined the discussion, positing "an 

infinite quantity of intermediate sexes", and relating his 

experience with a male patient (coincidentally from Kazan1) who 

ha4 pleaded for a sex change, and whom he had supposedly 

curedmm Having recently visited Central Asia, KolVtsov 

disagreed with BrusilovskiiVs suggestion that Vhis question" had 

less significance for the USSR. The biologist said it was "not in 

the RSFSR, but in such republics as Kazakhstanm, where bachi (boy 

prostitutes) suffered "extraordinary economic exploitation". Here 

was a domestic group whose gender and sexual deviation was 

GARF, f. A482, op. 25, dm 478, 1. 85 ob. The stenographic 
record does not indicate which passages Brusilovskii 
read, but Evgeniia's ~confessionu used several terms - 
except VgtransvestitelV - to refer to herself: intermediate 
sex, pseudo-hermaphrodite, homosexual. She only once 
expressed the desire to change sex: ''These women [of the 
intermediate sex] consider their sex a misunderstanding 
and wish to transform themselves into persons of the 
opposite sex", but d i d  not specifically ask for a 
surgical operation. She repeatedly called for tolerance 
of her social identity as a male, Ede1 Ishtein, "K klinike 
transvestitizmaw, 276-79. 

Ko18tsov claimed he cured this man with injections of a 
sperm-based liquid (s~ermin - u o s t  ' ) , possibly the àrug 
HSpermokrinf8 marketed by Narkomzdrav's Institute for 
Experimental Endocrinology, see GARF, f . A 4 0 6 ,  op. 12, d. 
2223, 1. 215; he edited two collections of articles 
( 1923, 1924) on rejuvenation techniques involving 
testicular surgery, pioneered by Eugen Steinach, see A. 
V. Nemiïov, V. A. Gorash, L. N. Voskesenskii, et al., 
eds Omolozhenie v Rossii. (Leningrad: Meditsina, 1924). 
144. In 1929, he was dixector of the Moscow Institute of 
Experimental ~iology , Mikhail Zolotonosov, 
nMasturbanizatsiia: "Erogennye zony" sovetskoi kulttury 
1920-1930-kh godov. " In motika v russkoi literature: Ot 
Barkova do nashikh dnei [Literaturnoe Obozrenie. 
S~etsial nvi w ~ u s k l  , eds 1. D. Prokhorova, S. Iu. Mazur, 
G. V. Zykova. (Moscow: Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1992), 97. 
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socially produced, not congenital, and which could be further 

expanded (by "mental infectionw) if concessions were made to 

wtransvestitesu.pO ~ o l ~ t s o v ~ s  position underscored the national 

faultlines of the application of the medical model of sexual 

perversion in the Soviet Union. As a biologist, Kolltsov made 

generous claims for the congenital and especially hormonal model 

of the *intermediate sexr@, where an apparently hiropean patient 

presented himself. Yet sexual deviance interpreted as having been 

constructed by backward social practices was to be excluded from 

the realm of medicine, as a problem instead for administrators 

and jurists. 

Leading clinical psychiatrist P. B. Gannushkin contended 

that the problem of the "intermediate sexw was widespread in 

Russia. He had a woman currently under observation who wished to 

be transformed into a man; and he had had experience in 

attempting to regularize the legal position of one doctor 

attempting sex-change surgery. The prospect of sex changes, like 

transvestism, thrust the problem of the citizen's registered sex 

to the fore, and Gannushkin and others repeatedly expressed 

concern that doctors could not work independently on such 

patients. Cooperation with legal officiais to enable changes to 

the individualrs officially recorded sex (through ZAGS, an agency 

of the Justice Commissariat) would be required. Equally worrying 

was the question of doctors' criminal liability in such cases. 

Gannushkin recounted a 1928 case he reviewed in Moscowrs city 

GARF, f. A482,  Op. 25, d. 478, 11. 85 0b.-86. 



health department (Moszdrav) of a medical practitioner who 

"changed sex and made women of men and vice versa, using rather 

primitive surgical operations". The case never reached the 

courts, because Moszdrav vas able to bury it: "We got out of 

difficulty thus: we wrote that it was a rare incidence when 

psychopathic patients fell into the hands of a doctor-psychopath. 

ühether it was the right thing to do or not, it eased the 

matter.w91 Gannushkin probably doubted whether this resolution 

had in fact been "the right thing to dow; this was as near as any 

council member would corne to a plea for ethical guidance. 

Further discussion raised the theme of the effect of 

?'intermediate sexw in military formations, with considerable 

uncertainty and di~agreernent.~' Brusilovskii took up Kolttsov% 

fear of contagion to warn that Whis type of subject, declaring 

that they [sic] are homosexuals [could] lead to the creation of a 

91 Ibid., 11. 86-86 ob. 

02 The status of *ghomosermalsa~ in the Red Army during the 
early Soviet regime remains obscure. Until the 1925 Law 
on Obligatory Military Service regularized recruitment 
policies, little thought was perhaps given to screening 
sexual deviants out of the military. Provisions under the 
1927 "Decree on military crimesw regulated the moral 
behaviour of servicemen, calling for Y h e  observance of 
the rules of military honour and politeness, and also of 
the persona1 dignity of the servicemanNm It is not 
difficult to imagine such language being applied to sex 
acts between men, or between women, uncovered in the 

iers in the Proletarian military. Mark von Hagen, Sold 
pic ta tors hi^ : The Red Armv and the Soviet Socialist 
State. 1917-1930 (Ithaca & London: Corne11 ~niversity 
Press, 1990), 206-10, on recruitment; V. M. Chkhivadze, 
Sovetskoevoenno-uctolovnoesravo. (Moscow: 1948), 357-59, 
commenting on the Polozhenie O voinskikh ~restuoleniiakh 
TsIK i SNK SSSR 27 iiulia 1927q. 



contingent refusing military service due to a great mental 

infection (pri bol I sho, i ~sikhicheskoi zaraze) ", demoralizing 
whole swathes of eligible men.93 Only one psychiatrist at this 

meeting appeared to be avare of a routine procedure for dealing 

with recruits claiming unfitness on grounds of homosexuality. "If 

someone now were to refuse military service on this pretext," A. 

V. Rakhmanov pointed out, "he [pn, that is, a male person] would 

first be sent to a psychiatric institution for a examination. So 

the question would be resolved in this direction.1194 Rakhmanov 

did not explicitly indicate that the army would then reject a 

male llhomosexualll, although his comments when taken with those 

about llmental infectionw from Brusilovskii would appear to 

suggest this policy. The comparatively rare psychiatric texts 

about mental infirmities in the military published in this era 

only mentioned semial perversion in the most oblique terms." If 

93 GARF, f. A482, op. 25, d. 478, 1. 86. 

94 Ibid., 1. 86 ob. 

" A Leningrad military psychiatrist used the phrase "mental 
infection1@ (psikhicheskaia zuazq) to describe the 
demoralizing effectpsychopathic personalities could have 
within the military: N. A. Iurman, J n s t r u k t i m  
giaterialv DO ~rofilaktike dushevnvkh boleznei v krasnoi 
a m i i  (Leningrad: Izd. Voenno-sanitarnogo upravlenieLV0, 
1930) , 17. The only mention of sexual perversion in this 
manual was embedded in a battery of questions in a sample 
questionnaire to be completed by doctors exarnining men 
accused of dlitarv crimeg: @'Data on behaviour..,5. 
Sexual deviations (masturbation, sexual perversions) ", 
ibid., 32. A contrasting viewpoint was offered by a 
Smolensk psychiatrist, who thought @@sociopsychopathic~ 
youths could be cured through army service; V. 1. 
Pliashkevich, llPsikhiatricheskaia ekspertiza 
voennoobia~annykh.~~ In Trudv nsikhiatricheskoi k l i n i k i  
[GedeonovkaL Vvl , .  1 ed. R. 1. Belkin. (Smolensk: 



there was a military ban on male homosexuals, it was not stated 

in print, and even the nation's top psychiatrists behind closed 

doors were ill-informed about the existence of any policy. 

At the same t h e ,  Rakhmanov defended *.a presence of 

'@masculinizedw women in military formations, whether married to 

males or perhaps sexually oriented toward females. He argued that 

individual cases needed to be treated sensitively and spoke 

approvingly of "women in military service...dressed in men's 

clothing8', who were capable of performing valuable service, 

especially as commanders in the A m y .  No one in the room ventured 

to disagree with Rakhmanov8s views on women whose gender deviance 

rendered useful services to the state. 

A consensus in the meeting developed that '@an expert opinion 

be established in each individual casen, and that Vhis entire 

question in al1 its breadth, with al1 possible deviationstW, 

including whether medical practitioners had "the right to produce 

sex change operations in transvestitesmt, should be resolved by a 

special commission to be formed between the Commissariats of 

Health and ~ u s t i c e . ~  The Expert medical council was well aware 

of the complexity of the problem of sex and gender dissidence, as 

its members struggled to describe patients they had encountered 

and the fears they imagined. As scientists they were eager to 

share their encounters with this diversity, and their sometimes 

Smolenskii gos. universitet, 1930), 175-76. Both authors 
gave first priority to the problems of violent crime, 
alcoholism and suicide generated by mental defects. 

" GARF, f. A482, 0p.25, d. 478, 11. 86 0b.-87. 
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confident, sometimes diffident attempts to correct, manage or 

accept it. As adiuinistrators however. they confronted this 

bewildering variety as a set of problema they believed were aot 

theirs alone to handle. By calling for an interdepartmental 

commission they signalled that doctors could not venture into 

this area without legal expertise. At no time during this 

discussion did members of the Health Commissariatvs Expert 

medical council cal1 for the recriminalization of sodomy or the 

proscription of 'transvestitesl*. If Health officials and their 

chief, Semashko, had desired this they could have simply returned 

the initial inquiry to the Justice Commissariat. Instead they 

turned to jurists for guidance because the medical men believed 

that managing these issues would require a clarification of the 

11rights88 of both patients and health personnel. The public 

transcript on sex and gender dissent was too deeply fragmented. 

No clear line seemed to exist on the issues raised, whether by 

biologically produced anomalies (as sex-change patients might 

be), or by socially constructed perverse practices (as the 

exploitation of the Kazakhstan bachi definitely appeared to be). 

Male nhomosexuals8~ could infect army recruits, but @*ma~culinized~~ 

women could serve with honour. At issue were questions of bvt, of 

everyday life and gendered practices, which doctors could examine 

and describe, but were loath to regulate on their own. 



There was no uniform Soviet approach toward whomosexuality*. What 

the Solsheviks had inaugurated with the abolition of tsarist 

legal codes, and with the subsequent enactment of their own 

legislation redefining sexual crime, was a petiod when competing 

and contradictory discourses of same-sex relations, and of sexual 

or gender ambiguity, existed in abundance. The plurality of 

discourses created its own ambiguities. Did sodomy 

decriminalization entai1 emancipation for lghomosexualstf, as was 

understood by communists in Germany (and elsewhere), and perhaps 

by Health Commissar Semashko and diplomat Kollontai, and by 

fellow travellers in the World League for Sema1 Reform? Was the 

legislation meant to hand the issue over to doctors to resolve 

using medical criteria? If sot was objective science sufficient 

to resolve the issues in their legal and ethical complexity? 

There was no single intended resolution. Contemporaries 

found no Bolshevik statements which crystallized the Communistsl 

diffused political will on homosexuality. Contradictory socialist 

traditions had been formulated in Germany, the vanguard nation of 

Hirschfeldls homosemal emancipationism, not in Russia, and they 

were only faintly resonant in Moscow by comparison to Berlin. In 

Soviet Russia, same-sex relations could be harmless in some 

instances, dangerous in others. Homosexuals had an ambiguous 

status with both positive and negative political valences. 

"Trials of homosexualsg8 was a false landmark if read on its own. 
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Other more politicized social identities, not lhomosexualityl, 

determined Bolshevik attitudes. The abstract Soviet citizen was 

accorded sexual autonomy and inviolability, and actual men and 

women lived lives which asserted that same-sex eros had received 

some sanction. Orthodox clerics were never conferred sexual 

autonomy, nor the excuse of an inborn illness, to justify their 

same-sex relations. Citizens of less developed Soviet republics 

on the southern and eastern borders with islamic cultures were 

prone to llsurvivals of primitive c u s t ~ m ~ ~  which led them to 

exploitative 'acquiredl forms of homosexuality. Gender ambiguity 

could undermine social order (as in the case of the Petrograd 

masquerade parties of 1920-1921), but it could also serve the 

revolution and earn a grudging respect (as when wmasculinizedll 

women donned the uniform of the Red Army or police). 

If homosexuality occupied a politically and socially 

ambiguous space in Bolshevik thinking and administration during 

this era, it was to acquire new clarity as a social anomaly, 

analogous to alcoholism and other forms of deviance, during the 

first Five Year Plan. The new clarity - like the previous 
ambiguity - grew from forces beyond the Soviet Union, in foreign 
policy shifts and the subsequent evolution of political 

discourse, and from within the Soviet system in the optimistic 

transformational goals of the first years of central planning. 



Chanter 3: Pro~aaanda. terror and resistance. 1933-1941 

The criminalization of male hzmosexuality throughout the entire 

USSR in 1933-1934 was imposed without public discussion and vas 

not acccmpanied by the sort of press campaigris which followed new 

measures on prostitution or abortion. As with the omission of the 

antisodomy statute from the first RSFSR criminal codes, 

historians have been forced to speculate on the reasons for the 

change, and as with decriminalization, a small number of texts 

and clues have been sifted repeatedly for what they can yield. In 

addition, little has been said in this historiography about the 

decision not to criminalize lesbian relations. New evidence on 

these themes has emerged since 1991, which may be compared to 

records of sodomy trials from the Moscow city court (1935-1941) 

and archival sources of aggregate conviction statistics. The 

evidence indicates that the initiative for the new legislation 

came from the OGPU/NKVD, and that state security concerns were at 

the heart of the legal change. The drive to I1destroy the 

homosexuals~ (in Maksim Gortkiils cruel formulation) was also 

apparently linked to police and OGPU moves to cleanse the USSR1s 

most important cities of "d8classésn, 8gsocial anomaliesN and 

Ikriminal elements1' using the 1932 passport legislation and 

extralegal fonns of repression. Without further access to 

archiva1 materials, particularly NKVD and KGB archives, the 

picture of the recriminalization of sodomy which emerges isof a 

rapid decline from a politicized, security-related offense 

(though treated less severely than counterrevolution, banditism 
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and group rape) to a Jwtovoe crime, that is an offense resulting 

froa socially alien ways of life (bvt). The almost complete 

silenïa surrounding the legislative change suggests leaders 

feared publicity could multiply the number of cases and would 

degrade the prestige of Soviet manhood. Communist male honour was 

under attack from fascists in a high-pitched propaganda war which 

saw the deployment of allegations of homosexuality on both sides. 

The intense concern about masculine reputation (and its 

subversion by agents of foreign governments) overshadowed any 

concentrated worry about female same-sex relations, but it does 

not follow that lesbians were tolerated in 1930s Soviet Russia. 

Family and abortion policy changes tightened the grip of a 

compulsory heterosexuality on al1 women, while the medicalizing 

discourse of the sexual revolution no longer protected lesbians 

in court from prison terms. 

(i) IIDestrou the homosemals - fascism will disa~~ear" 

According to documents from the Presidential Archive of the 

Russian Federation (APRF) published in 1993, aiter the 

decriminalization of sodomy by the State Duma,  the immediate 

impulse for the enactment of the antisodomy law in 1933 came from 

the political police.' OGPU deputy chief G.  G. Iagoda n o t e  to 

Stalin on 15 September 1933 to argue for the need for legislation 

1 "Iz istorii Ugolovnogo kodeksa: 'Primerno NAKAZAT1 etikh 
Mer~avtsev~~' Istochnik 5-6 (1993): 164-65. 



agaiast npederastyn as a matter of state security. Iagoda 

reported that raids had recently been conducted on Moscow and 

Leningrad worganizations of pederasts* and 130 persons had been 

arrested. Iagoda wrote that they were guilty of 

establishing networks of salons, centres, dens, groups 
and other organized formations of pederasts, with the 
eventual transformation of these organizations into 
outright espionage cells...Pederast activists, using 
the caste-like exclusivity of pedarastic circles for 
plainly counterrevolutionary aims, had politically 
demoralized various social layers of young men, 
including young workers, and even attempted to 
penetrate the anny and navy. 

Stalin forwarded Iagodats letter to Politburo colleague L. 

Kaganovich, noting: "these scoundrels must receive exemplary 

punishment, and a corresponding guiding decree must be introduced 

in our legislation. w 2  

Iagoda sent Stalin the text of a draft law on 13 December 

1933, with a covering letter outlining the OGPUts arguments in 

favout of the measurea3 Iagoda made no mention of any spying by 

the homosexuals who had been arrested earlier that year; instead 

he noted merely that the OGPU had established that organized 

groups of llpederastsw had operated wwsalons" for "orgiestt, 

engaging in the wwrecruitment and corruption of totally healthy 

young people, Red Army soldiers, sailors and individual 

student~~~. Perhaps the original suspicion of espionage had not 

been borne out during interrogations of these men. The OGPUws 

2 Ibid. The letter bears the notations I1Correct! La 
Kaganovichlt and "Of course. It is necessary. Molotovw. 

3 Ibid., citing APRF, f. 3, op. 57, d. 37, 11. 25-26. 



attention, at l e a s t  in this letter! appears after three months to 

have shifted t o  the potential security danger wbich closed groups 

preeented, and the threat to "healthy young peopleoQ drawn into 

them. Iagodags interest was concentrated on male rather than 

female sociability (which he did not mention); at no point in the 

subsequent development of t h i s  legislation was the question of 

female homosexuality raised. Probably because of their 

subordinate gender status, women involved in same-sex relations 

were not believed to pose a threat. T h e  attached draft decree for 

the Presidium of the USSR Central Executive Committee (TsIK) 

consisted of two clauses stating the nature of the offense to be 

criminalized, a clause ordering the inclusion of the statute in 

each union republic criminal code, and a final paragraph 

confirming the continued validity of criminal code articles 

dealing with other sexual offenses. This draft was approved by 

the Politburo (among those present were Stalin, Iagoda, Sergo 

Ordzhonikidze, Aron Sol'ts and Emelian Iaroslavskii) on 16 

December 1933.~ T h e  following day the USSR All-union Central 

4 Ibid., citing 1. 24 of the APRF documents; the same text  
may be found in RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op. 3, da 936, 1. 18. 
The decree vas published, 17 December 1933, 119341 

+ + Sobranie zakonov i ras~oriazhenu raboche-krestianskocrq 
praviteltstva soiuza sovetskikh sotsialisticheskikh 
res~ublik, item 5. The involvement of Soltts in a i s  
episode may seem out of character for "the conscience of 
the partyw (as he is known for h i s  defense of terror 
victims), see Roy Medvedev, Let Rfstorv Judue: The 
Orisins and Conseauences of Stalinàsm (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1989), 429-30; yet his few statements 
about sex were conventional plaudits for socialist 
heterosewalrespectability: E. Iaroslavskii, ed. Polovoi 
VODrOS (MOSCOW: 12-VO GIZh, 1925) , 10-16. 



Executive Committee adopted virtually the same decree, 

distributing it to the analogous RSFSR body for the development 

of corresponding draft decrees. 5 

There were significant variations between the original 

statute proposed by Iagoda and the version finally adopted by the 

highest organs of the USSR (7 March 1934)' and RSFSR (1 April 

1934 ) govermnents . Intraparty correspondence and the 
Politburo's 16 December 1933 decree employed the crude expression 

. . pederastila (pederasty) to refer to the offense in question; the 

traditional legal term puzhelozhstvq (sodomy) was used in al1 

Russian government legislative documents and the draft law 

itself. The Iagoda draft proposed maximum, but no minimum, 

sentences for simple and aggravated forms of sodomy. Moreover, 

the forms of aggravated sodomy the OGPU deputy chief put forward 

5 GARF, f. 1235, op. 141, d. 1591, 1. 1. This version 
included the use of force (s nasiliem) as an aggravated 
form of sodomy not f ound in Iagoda's draft adopted the 
previous day in the Politburo. 

6 7 March 1934, 15 Sobranie zak onov . . i ras~oriazheni& 
rabache kr I - estianskoao ~ r .  
sotsialisticheskikh-ik item 110. Moscow city 
court documents and RSFSR Supreme Court determinations 
refer to the "law of 7 March 1934"; individuals who 
committed sodomy after this date were judged criminals, 
e.g. Prigovor Bezborodova i 11 dr. (1935) ,  11. 238-45. 

7 The RSFSR criminal code amendment read: "154-a, Semial 
intercourse of a man with a man (sodomy) - deprivation of 
liberty for a term of three to five years. 

Sodomy committed w i t h  the use of force or with the 
use of the dependent situation of the victim - 
deprivation of liberty for a term of three to eight 
years." The offense of consensual sodomy was usually 
referred to in judicial documents as Iv154a-Il1; aggravated 
sodomy, as 1v154a-I118. 



specifically included prostitution and public performance 

actD8 These formula were only dropped from the decrees at 

stage, and sentences were also added (three years 

simple and aggravated sodomy) in the week before the USSR 

decreets publication on 7 March 1934.9 The insertion of 
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of the 

a late 

for 

sentencing minimums suggests legislators intended to underline 

the seriousness with which the new offense vas to be viewed.1° 

The late deletion of Iagodats formulae on male prostitution is 

unexplained in the available sources. A possible reason could be 

the damage to Soviet prestige which would accrue from the 

admission that such phenomena were so prevalent as to be worthy 

of elevation into the criminal codes of every Soviet republic. 

Despite the apparent uniformity imposed by the all-union 

8 See ntPrimerno NAKAZATt etikh Merzavtsevtgt, 165, citing 
Iagodams 13 December proposa1 to Stalin from APRF, f. 3, 
op. 57, d. 37, 11. 25-26, and GARF, f. 1235, op. 141, d. 
1591, 1. 1. In both cases, aggravated sodomy included 
such acts Itf or payment ( za  p la tu) , as a prof ession or in 
publicmt. 

9 As late as 28 February 1934, the Iagoda draft mentioning 
prostitution and public sex was approved by RSFSR VTsIK 
and Sovnarkom; on this date it was distributed to RSFSR 
Narkomiust and the Supreme Courts of the Soviet Union and 
RSFSR. The simplif ied final version dropping these 
elements may have been suggested in one of these arenas. 
GARF, f. 1235, op. 141, d. 1591, 11. 5-6 .  My thanks to 
David Shearer for this reference. 

'O The USSR TsIK Presidium decree in Iagoda's àraft and in 
the final published form carried no explicit language to 
explain the reason for the new law, but the decreets 
preamble in its insistence that "voluntary relations, 
regardlees of whether one of the participants has not 
reached sexual maturityte , would be a crime, also suggests 
legislators expected courts would be reluctant to view 
this with the harshness deemed appropriate; ibid., 1. 1. 



decree of 7 March 1934, the timing and language of adoption of 

the antisodamy law unaccountably varied in some republics. 

Ukraine was by far the first union republic to incorporate the 

statute in its penal code, on 11 January 1934; it used the 

language of fagoda's original proposal, found in the 16 December 

1933 Politburo decree. Male prostitution and public homosexuality 

were thus explicitly named as crimes in the Soviet Union's second 

largest republic. In addition, no minimum sentences were spelled 

out in Ukraine's penal code for sodomy." The effect of these 

anomalies on enforcement and sentencing practices was potentially 

great, with local policing patterns possibly influenced by the 

concern expressed overtly in the code about public and 

prostitution-related manifestations of male homosexuality. 

Ukrainian judges may have had little option but to impose the 

union-level decree's minimum sentences, although undoubtedly they 

found the same means to evade these minimums as those employed 

later in the 1930s by their Russian counterparts. 

The same textual variant was for some reason adopted in the 

Tadzhik SSR penal code.12 Elsewhere, local justice drafters 

generally followed the RSFSR wording patterned on the USSR decree 

11 Bemused j urists drew attention to the variation by 
juxtaposing the text of the all-union decree with the 
hastily incorporated article 161-1, suggesting by 
implication that the former's sentencing values and 
language took precedence, Wgolovnyi kodeks Ukrainskoi 
SSRgl in D I  S. Karev, Uaolovno e zakonoda tel'stvo SSSR 
soiuznvkh res~ublik. Sbornik (Moscow: Iuridicheskaia 
literatura, 1957) , 114. 

IZ Wgolovnyi kodeks Tadzhikskoi SSR1' in ibid. , 345 (article 
2 2 3 ) .  



of 7 March, adopting their versions in April 1934. The placement 

of the new statute within penal codes reflected a rough division 

in stalinist perceptions of modernity and backwardness in matters 

of sexuality, with some codes incorporating it into existing 

sections on sexual crime (reflecting a modernized sexual ethic), 

and others placing it among crimes constituting survivals of 

primitive custom. In the Belo~ssian SSR and Ukraine the new 

article was situated with articles on sexual offenses. The 

Transcaucasian republics of Armenia and Georgia followed this 

comparatively modern categori~ation.'~ In the Tadzhik and Uzbek 

codes, the prohibition figured among local customary offenses, 

instead of sex crimes? Turkmen and Azerbaidzhan penal 

codification had no existing distinction between sexual and 

customary crime, and the previous antisodomy statute among these 

articles was simply revised to reflect the all-union decree. 15 

Iagoda's lllegislative initiative1' demonstrated that security 

police were avare of how private activity among homosemal men, 

and those they allegedly "recruitedW, constituted a social arena 

13 Ibid., 159 (Belorussian SSR), 384 (Armenian SSR), 254 
(Georgian SSR) . Armenia and Georgia both had sections 
dealing with customary crimes which theoretically could 
have borne the antisodomy statute; in Georgia the pre- 
existing sodomy prohibition was already situated in a 
discrete section headed Vrimes in the field of sexual 
relationsH, in other words, in a section reflecting 
'modern1 sexual ethics. 

14 Ibid., 345 (Tadzhik SSR) , 217 (Uzbek SSR) . In Uzbekistan 
as in Georgia, the pre-existing placement of the statute 
did not change. 

15 Ibid. , 433 (Turkmen SSR) , 299 (Azerbaidzhan SSR) . 



where the state was excluded. Such groups were suspected for 

their impenetrability an& their potential as sites for treason. 

Did clusters of honosenial men constitute a genuine security 

threat in the Soviet Union of 1933? It is evident that members of 

the Politburo believed as much; they acted to suppress these 

nsalonsn not simply because of Iagodaws suggestion, but in 

response to an international clamour about the political virility 

The Soviet decision to recriminalize sodomy was preceded by 

the rupture in German-Soviet relations occasioned by Hitler's 

coming to power, and the outbreak of an increasingly virulent 

propaganda var in Europe between fascism and communism. 

Accusations of homosexuality (hurled as an insult to the 

masculine honour of the opposition) had already become a central 

feature of this political discourse. The crucible of this 

rhetoric was Weimar Germany, where politicians had been compelled 

by the visibility of the national homosexual emancipation 

movement to address its issues. Until Hitler's accession the 

German Communist Party (KPD) generally supported Magnus 

Hirschfeldls emancipationist political goals, especially the 

abolition of paragraph 175 in the German criminal code, 

prohibiting male homosexual  relation^.'^ Weimar communiste 

argued that decriminalization was the logical consequence of 

l6 Manf rad Herzer, lTommunists, Social Democrats, and the 
Homosexual Movement in the Weimar Rep~blic.'~ In Gav Men 
and the Sexual Historv of the Political Left, eds G. 
Hekma, H. Oosterhuis, and J. Steakley. (Binghamton NY: 
Harrington Park Press, 19951, 2 0 6 .  
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getting rid of al1 "reactionaryl@ legislation on sex. The Social- 

Democratic Party (SPD) also supported these goals, but had failed 

to do so with the consistency of the KPD. Lurid reports in the 

social-democratic press about the homosexuality of Sturmabteilunq 

(SA) leader Ernst Rohm created a morality scanda1 during 1931- 

1932. The KPD's Richard Linsert criticized SPD disclosures about 

R6hm1s persona1 life as  "sexual denunciationw; yet in April 1932 

the KPD joined in the irresistible attacks on the SA chief, while 

continuing to support the abolition of paragraph 175." This 

theoretical purity was less sustainable once the stakes became 

more desparate and the left was erased from German political 

terrain in early 1933. 

When ex-conununist Marinus van der Lubbe was arrested after 

the German Reichstag fire on the night of 29 February 1933, nazis 

seized on his political associations to blame international 

communism for the attack. In response, the fact of van der 

Lubbe's homosexuality was exploitad by the Comintern in a 

resonant campaign to disassociate him from the left. Van der 

Lubbe was accused, in a widely distributad book authored by a 

collective of exiled German communists, of being in the pay of 

the nazis, and under the sexual and moral influence of SA leader 

 ohm.'^ Homosexuals were branded as violent, unreliable and 

17 Ibid., 204-206, 212-13. 

18 The book was Braunbuch iiber Reichstaabrand und Hitler- 
Terror (Basel: Universum-Blicherei, 1933), cited in Harry 
Oosterhuis, "The ' V ~ W S ~ ~  of the Antif ascist Lei t: 
Homosexuality and Soc ia l i s t  Resistance to Naz ismw In G a y  
Men and the Sexual Historv of the Political Left, eds G.  
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morally degenerate in this tract and in M e  war of words within 

the left, and between left and right, which it generated.19 The 

central European nationalist and later fasciet institution of 

flannerbun& (associations for young men's physical and moral 

education) came under increasingly searing attacks from the left 

as fountainheads of homosexuality and other moral impurities.20 

Meanwhile, the nazis linked Magnus Hirschfeldts leftist politics 

and jewishness to hie long campaign to abolish the German 

antisodomy statute. Hitler's destruction of Hirschfeld's 

Institute for Sex Research and the closure of Berlin's homosemral 

bars in May 1933 were manifestations of nazi moral outrage, 

signalling that a "battle for the birthratew with military 

objectives would determine the new regimels outlook on 

sexuality . 21 

H e k m a ,  H o  Oosterhuis, and J. Steakley (Binghamton, NY: 
Harrington Park Press, 1995), 232-33. 

Friends of van der Lubbe published a defense (Roodboek 
Van der Lubbe en de Rii ksdaabrand [Amsterdam: 
Internationaal Uitgeversbedrijf, 19331) which tarred 
nazis with homophobic rhetoric; later, the nazis1 own 
defense of their elimination of Rohm would cloak itself 
in the same language of moral purity (yeissbuch über pis 
schiessunaen des 3O.Juni [Paris: Editions du Carrefour, 

19341)  ; see Oosterhuis, "The mJews' of the Antifascist 
Leftw, 233, 25311. 

Among the critics of Nnnerbund were Wilhelm Reich, Erich 
Fromm, and the International Association of Socialist 
Physicians; Oosterhuis, "The Jews l of the Antif ascist 
Lefttn , 237-45; idem. , Wedicine, Male Bonding and 
Homosexuality in Nazi Germany." Journal of Comtem~orarv 
Historv ( 2  1997) : 187-205. 

Detlev J. K. Peukert, Inside Nazi Germanv: Conformity, 
op~osition and Racism in Evervdav Life (London: Penguin, 
1989), 219. 



Military coopetation between Germany and the Soviet Union, 

based on the Rapallo Treaty, ceased in June 1933, markiag the 

break between regimes. Within weeks the OGPU arrests of Moscow 

and Leningrad homosexuals took place, and Iagodats September 1933 

latter to Stalin initiated the return to an antisodomy policy. 22 

It appears that more arrests of ttpederaststt followed. A cluster 

of sources report nimours and speculation surrounding mass 

arrests of homosexuals from late 1933 to early 1934, and while 

the details reported Vary somewhat, taken together they suggest 

that round-ups of men accused of sama-sex relations took place in 

major Russian and Ukrainian centres, and that most observers on 

the left believed espionage, probably for Germany, motivated OGPU 

action? One Russian homosexual witness to these events said 

that in 1933 numerous homosexuals were arrested for participating 

22 
If 'Primerno NAKAZAT @ etikh Merzavtsev 164. 

For example, Boris 1. Nicolaevsky power and the Soviet 
Elite: nLetter of an Old Bolshevikw and Other Essavs 
(London: Pal1 Mall, 1966), 31. The "Letter of an Old 
Bol~hevik'~ describes a %O-called ~omosexual cons~iracv~* 
led by an Ifassistant of the German military attaché . . . under cover of a homosexual organization If running a 
network of agents in Moscow, Leningrad, Kharfkov and 
Kiev. Soviet authorities were thus ttcompelled to 
interveneft at the end of 1933. Wilhelm Reich, in nThe 
Struggle for a 'New Lifef in the Soviet Uniontf, first 
published in 1936 (reprinted in his The Sexual Revolution 
[New York: Pocket Books, 1969]), linked "politically 
motivatedta mass arrests of homosexuals in January 1934, 
in Moscow, Leningrad, Khartkov and Odessa, to espionage 
fears and the propaganda var using homosexuality as a 
charge against fascism. AlMough Sidney and Beatrice Webb 
regarded the new law as "this drastic actionf8, they 
attributed it to conspiracy centres led by "certain 
foreigners who were summarily expelled from soviet 
territoryw, Soviet Communism - A New Civilisation 2nd 
ed., (London: V. Gollancz, 1937), 1060n. 



in gatherings which were almade...to appear as 

counterrevolutionary, Trotskyite, or even Hiterlitel!. He raported 

that in the absence of an expiicit l a w  against homosexuality, 

these men were made to sign false confessions under RSFSR 

criminal code article 58 (counterrevolutionary crimes). Others 

were netted under an elastic reading of article 155 (coercion to 

prostitution, keeping of vice dens), an interpretation recalling 

that suggested by Narkomiust s "Ga R w  @@ in 1922. 25 The excuse of 

demoralization inside the Red A m y  by homosexual infiltrators 

surfaces in later European leftist reports of explanations for 

Soviet recriminalization of sodomy; the association of 

ltpederastyv@ with the fascist Mannerbund was elaborated as the 

propaganda war rageda2' 

There is also evidence that L, G. Kaganovich headed a 

Politburo commission to conduct a purge of ~homosexualsl in the 

Peoplels Commissariat of Foreign Affairs, in 1 9 3 4 . ~ ~  The 

commissariat, led from 1918 to 1930 by the homosexual and Old 

Bolshevik Grigorii G e  Chicherin, would have been a prime target 

for a personnel review in the wake of the diplornatic rupture of 

24 Philip Jason (pseud. ) , I@Progress to Barbarism1I Mattachine 
Peview 3 (8 1957) : 20. 

Compare Webb and Webb, Soviet Communism, 1060n, with 
German homosexual emancipationist Kurt Hiller's reports 
of conversations with European Party members in Herzer, 
wCommunists, Social Democratsm, 219. 

26 The file of this commission is located in RTsKhIDNI, f. 
17, op. 3 (Politburo files) ; persona1 communication, 
Leonid Maksimenko, 19 September 1996. 



1933 in any case.27 The coincident rise in security police 

interest in homosexual circles apparently ensured that Foreign 

Affairs officials would corne under particular scrutiny for this 

reason as well. 

The criminalization of male homosexuals was not solely 

attributable to the concerns of the OGPU about foreign 

infiltration. The eaxliest 1933 raids in Moscow and Leningrad on 

homosexuals took place against the backdrop of a process of urban 

social cleansing, which began with the introduction of Soviet 

interna1 passports and accompanying city residence permits, in 

late 1932. These bureaucratie measures gave legitimacy to the 

deportation of Vormer personsfg (bwshie liudi), politically 

disenfranchised members of the tsarist nobility, bourgeoisie and 

clergy and other wclass aliens". Their status was now inscribed 

in their identity documents, and they could easily be denied 

permission to reside in the capitals, or turned upon as @@class 

27 Any connection between Chicherin's homosexuality, and the 
sexuality of his appointees, remains to be demonstrated; 
the hostile imputation wa$ characteristic of Iagodals 
reasoning and the prevailing political mood. Stalings 
hostility toward Chicherin is well documented, Timothy E. 
O'Connor, Qi~lomacv and Revolution: G V Chicherin and 
Soviet Foreian A f t a i r s .  1918-1930 (Amas, Iowa: 1988), 
153-67. Chicherin's homosexuality is documented in 
Alexander Meyendorff, "My Cousin, Foreign Commissar 
Chicherinm1I Russian Review (April 1971): 173-78. On his 
long friendship with homosexual poet Mikhail Kuzmin, see 
John Malmsted, %ixail Kuzmin: A Chronicle of H i s  Life 
and Time~.'~ In MixaJllf ed. 
John Malmsted, v. 3 (Munich: l977), 24-26; letters (1905- 
1906) from Kuzmin to Chicherin, RTsKhIDNI, f .  159, op. 1, 
d. 48; their final meeting in 1926, N. A. Bogomolov, and 
John E. Malmstad. Mikhail Kuzmin: Iskusstvo. zhiznt, 
enokha (Moscow: Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie, 1996), 257- 
58. 
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enemiesw, when campaigns needed ~capegoats.~~ Dovetailing with 

this sweeping legislative measure was the increased determination 

of authorities to eliminate @@professional beggarsl@ and 

"professional prostitutionw from the urban landscape, especially 

after the achievements of the First Five Year Plan in employment 

and housing had supposedly eliminated any residual justification 

for tolerating thema The actual deportation of these social 

groups is poorly documented; yet the sweeps against them indicate 

that the NEP-era foms of social stigmatization (such as the 

disenfranchisement of NEPmen and ex-aristocrats) were hardening 

into a policy of selective exclusion. The OGPUms original raids 

in late summer 1933 against male homosexuals, and Iagodats 

proposa1 for explicit prohibitions of public male homosexuality 

and of male prostitution, thus acquire a second, contextual, 

explanation. Urban "social anomalies1@ and "class aliensl1 were 

increasingly becoming the targets of specific security police 

actions; male homosexuals among these groups may have drawn 

Sheila Fitzpatrick, I1Ascribing Class : The Construction of 
Social Identity in Soviet RussiaDw gourna1 of Moderq 
Pistorv (65 1993): 761. 

29 G D  Am Bordiugov, llSotsiallnyi parazitizm ili sotsialUnye 
anomalii? (Iz istorii bor8by s alkogolizmom, 
nishchestvom, prostitutsiei i brodiazhestvom v 20-30e 
gody.I8 Istoriia SSSR (1 1989) : 71. Note also the 
Politburols decision to step up masures against 
"criminal and déclassé elements in the city of Moscowtl 
taken 23 December 1933, RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op. 3, d. 937, 
item 45/26, 



police attention to this iurther category of f*anomalym@ 

Soon after the relatively low-key official adoption of the 

new antisodomy statute, Stalin was made aware of the kind of 

reaction it would receive on the Western European left. In a 

letter dated only 'Way 1934", British Communist and Moscow 

resident Harry Whyte, an editorial employee at the Mogcow Daily 

Jüews, asked Stalin to justify the new law.'' In its thorough 

deconstruction of contemporary marxist views on homosexuality, 

the letter made evident the problems of presentation which the 

new law would attract, and may have influenced the direction of 

the subsequent Stalinist public transcript. 

Whyte's long missive laid out marxist arguments against the 

blanket prohibition of sodomy which, he claimed, introduced 

unwarranted contradictions in Soviet social life by imposing 

30 Leningrad intellectuals were one such group. A memoir 
source claims "a number of homosexualsN were caught in 
the wave of arrests which took away historian S. F. 
Platonov and Leningrad academic colleagues; Jason, 
l@Progress to Barbarismw, 20. Poet Mikhail Kuzminls flat 
vas searched by security police in 1931; prior to this 
his lover, Iurii furkun, had been repeatedly called to 
the GPU to persuade h i m  to infonn on Kuzmin, see S. Va 
Shumikhin, nDnevnik Mikhaila Kuzmina: Arkhivnaia 
predystoriiaam* In pi e a' Ku m g  
veka: tezisv i materialv konferentsii 15-17 maia 1990q., 
ed. G A Morev. (Leningrad: Sovet po istorii mirovoi 
kulf tury AN SSSR, I W O ) ,  148.  

Harry Whyte, @ Mozhet li gomoseksualist sostoiat chlenom 
kommunisticheskoi partii?': Iumor iz spetskhranamf 
IstochniK, 5-6 (1993): 185-91. Despite the subtitle, this 
document is genuine, attributed by the anonymous 
publisher to APRF, f. 3, op. 57, d. 37, 11. 29-45, Le., 
from the same file as the Iagoda-Stalin correspondence on 
the new legislation of 1933-1934, published in the same 
issue of Istochnik, 164-65. 
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"sexual levellingn on a harmless minority and by ignoring science 

on the issue. The new law jettisoned the achievement of the 

previous Soviet lagislation protecting sexual liberty and 

inviolability, legislation which represented Soviet powerls 

resolution of capitalist contradictions on the question. Whyte 

likened the social position of homosemials to that of other 

groupe in society suffering arbitrary discrimination, naming 

women, llcoloured racesw, and national minorities. He drew a fine 

distinction between a communistls persona1 life (to which private 

sphere his semial proclivity ought to be consigned), and cases 

when homosexuality became a public, political issue in bourgeois 

societies. The letter catalogued Marx and Engels on political 

aspects of homosexuality, noted with approval the Comintern line 

on van der Lubbe's alleged contacts with homosexual nazis, and 

pointed to the hypocrisy of fascist policy inherent in the 

destruction of Hirschfeldls sexological institute. He cited 

Stalinls own words from the XVIIth Party Congress on Nlevellingll 

(uravnilovka) in terms of material needs "and of persona1 

existencew to argue against the semial levelling between the 

majority and the homosexual minority implicit in the 

antisodomy statute. 32 

32 Ibid., 185, 188-91. Whyte also cited Kaganovichms 
speeches to the Congress on population growth in the USSR 
to deny there vas any harm to this aspect of national 
prosperity; and he pointed to the prestige of open 
homosexual André Gide as "ardent friend of the USSRw. 
Whyte s interpretation of marxism and awareness of its 
historicalviews of homosexuality was not exceptional, as 
demonstrated in Hekma et al. , edç Gav Men and- the s e h a 1  
Historv of the  Political L e f t .  



Stalin directed that the letter be archived, recording over 

his signature "An idiot and a degenerate.~~ The document was 

retained in s file with others relating to the introduction of 

the new legislation, suggesting that its arguments were not 

viewed as an idiot's prattle, but were kept as a useful guide to 

an unfamiliar discourse. To counter it, Stalin apparently turned 

to a mouthpiece for whom the European terms of this rhetoric were 

familiar. Cultural spokesman Maksim Gorlkii's article, 

'tProletarian humanismw, appearing in ptavda and Izvestiia on 23 

May 1934, was the regimefs first public statement about the 

recriminalization of male homosexuality, and it placed the 

question squarely within the terms of the propaganda war between 

fascism and comm~nism.~ 

The themes of this war were the moral degradation and 

outright seduction of a nation's youth, and particularly of young 

men as the nation's productive and fighting force, by the evils 

of the opposing political system. Gorfkii harnessed the hydraulic 

metaphor of human energies to his purpose, noting that 

proletarian humanism was transforming the huge reserves of 

'@barbaricW Russiafs "physical energyu into productive, 

"intellectual energy1@ . By contrast , capitalism used f ascism to 
33 'Mozhet li gomoseksualist sostoiat l chlenom 

kommunisticheskoi partii?"', 191. 

" Maksim Gortkii, "Proletarskii gumanizmM Pravda, 23 May 
1934, 3; Izvestiia, 23 May 1934, 2. The same article was 
published that year in German as "Gegen der Faschismus: 
Proletarischer Humanismusw pundschau über Politik, 
Wirtschaft und Arbeiterbewecninq 34 (1934) : 1298, cited in 
Oosterhuis, IlThe 'Jewsl of the Antifascist LeftN, 236. 



mobilize the physically and morally depleted scions of the 

bourgeoisie, the sons of alcoholica, hysterics and syphilitics. 

"In the thousands of grey, dessicated faces, one sees healthy, 

full-blooded individuals especially rarely, because there are few 

of themmW Anong the "hundreds of facts speaking of the 

destructive, demoralizing influence of fascism'@, homosexuality 

was but one of the most Vevolting'@ aspects of this Vilthl@. At 

stake was not only the purity and health of a population, but of 

its culture. Where the proletariat ruled, homosexuality was seen 

as corrupting youth and was punished, while "in the land of the 

great philosophers, scientists and musicians (Germany], it is 

practised freely and with impunityu. Fascism's llpoisonu of 

nationalism and antisemitism was schooling youth in alsocial 

cynicism, a sadistic passion for murderag. Yet Gor'kii dismissed 

any claim that homosexuals might constitute a social minority 

(like Jews or "the unarmed Hindus, Chinese and negroesf') worthy 

of safeguarding by the workers' state, with his notorious slogan, 

ItDestroy the homosexuals - fascism will disappear.~~~~ One could 

infer from the content of this article, much cited as the 

reflection of stalinist intentions behind recriminalization of 

3s In Russian, "unichtozh'te cromoseksualistov - fashizm 
Jsche~net~~, ibid. The murderous intent of Gor ' kii ' s 
slogan (depriving homosexuals of the right to life) is 
lost in translation as Westroy homosexuality and fascism 
will disappearU, as it has sometimes been rendered. See 
Reich, "The Struggle for a 'New Life' in the Soviet 
Unionw, 255; Laura Engelstein, "Soviet Policy Toward Male 
Homosexuality : Its Origins and Historical Roots. In S ~ Y  
Hen and the Semial Historv of the Political L e f t ,  eds G. 
Hekma, H. Oosterhuis, and J. Steakley. (Binghamton, NY: 
Harrington Park Press, 1995), 170. 



sodomy in 1934, that an obedient Gortkii was briefed about 

Whytels letter to Stalin and the arguments against the new 

legislation he vas required to demolish." 

The unanticipated sodomy ban threw functionaries, including 

literary officials and medical experts, into confusion. Not al1 

were disposed to accept the consequences for their fields of 

competence. The best documented example of this disarray concerns 

the purchase, by the State Literary Museum director V. D. Bonch- 

Bruevich, of the persona1 diary and papers of symbolist poet 

Mikhaiï Kuzmin. In November 1933 Kuzmin received 25,000 rubles 

for these papers, comprising a daily record of his life from 

August 1905 to December 1931. They contained frank references to 

h i s  and others homosexuality . 37 

On 1 February 1934 (that is, between the December Politburo 

and March Soviet government decrees enacting the sodomy ban) an 

OGPU official demanded and received from Bonch-Bruevich the 

complete archive. In April, a special commission of the Cultural 

Enlightenment Department of the Party Central Conmittee began an 

With access to APRF, f. 3, op. 57, d. 37, this hypothesis 
might be substantiated. There is an interesting gap of 
two pages in this file between the ones published in 
stochnik comprising the Iagoda-Stalin correspondance on 

the new sodomy legislation, 11. 24-26, and Whytels 
letter, 11. 29-45. On Gorl kii s house arrest under Iagoda 
and decline into "a broken man and an obedient instrument 
of the authorities" from May. 1934, see Vitalii 
Shentalinskii, # 
#GB (Moscou: Parus, 1995) , 362. Similar articles linking 
fascism and homosexuality were reportedly w r i t t e n  by the 
journalist M. E. Kolltsov; Reich, "The Struggle for a 
'New Life' in the Soviet Union1@, 255. 

37 Shumikhin, I1Dnevnik Mikhaila Kuzminatl . 



investigation of the museum director. The purchase of the Kuzmin 

papers, for the large s u ,  was the focus of the inquiry. Bonch- 

Bruevich bravely defended the worth of the archive an6 its 

homosexual themes, which he noted werê essential to an 

understanding of Ifbourgeois left symbolismw, in letters to Iagoda 

and Commissar of Enlightenment A. S. Bubnov in May 1934." Three 

days after these letters were written, Gor'kii's l8Proletarian 

humanismw appeared in Pravda and Izvestiia, and Bonch-Bruevich 

abandoned defense of the purchase. The Party commission 

reprimanded Bonch-Bruevich for paying Itdearly" for Ilmaterial of 

an uncommonly trashy (makulatornvi) character", ordered a purge 

of museum staff, and directed that future purchases be vetted by 

Bubnov's commissariat. Kuzmin himself escaped arrest, dying of 

natural causes in 1936, while most of his papers were returned to 

the museum in 1940.~~ 

Other homosexuals and their literary works met similar fates 

during the 1933-1934 crackdo~n.~~ Nikolai Kliuev, poet of the 

Russian village and of homosexual love, drew the ire of Ivan 

Gronskii, chief editor of Jzvestiia and p o w i  mir in the 1930s, 

who had (he later claimed) allotted the indigent bard a generous 

academician's ration in 1932. Kliuev moved to the country with a 

38 Ibid, 140-41. 

39 RTsKhIDNI, f. 17, op. 120, d. 111, 1. 2. Shumikhin, 
nDnevnik Mikhaila Kuzminall, 143-45. 

40 On 29 April 1934, Stalin vetoed the publication of a 
study of Mozart - the fruits of a lifelong hobby of 
former commissar of foreign affairs Chicherin; OIConnor, 
Di~lomacv and Revolution, 167. 
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young male lover, wrote poems, and eventually sent Gronskii some 

verses for publication. The editor was outraged by their 

homosexual content, and endeavoured to persuade the poet to 

%rite normal versesn. When Kliuev flatly refused, Gronskii did 

not hesitate to telephone Iagoda (later confirming the decision 

with Stalin), demanding the poet be deported from ~oscow." The 

cal1 apparently took place immediately before Kliuevls arrest on 

2 February 1934. The poet was interrogated in Moscowls Lubianka, 

and charged under criminal code article 58(10) - 
counterrevolutionary agitation - not homosexual offenses, 
probably because of the inflammatory anti-Bolshevik invective of 

his poems denouncing collectivization. On 5 March he was exiled 

to Narym territory in Siberia. Kliuev was re-arrested while in 

exile and shot as a counterrevolutionary in October 1937.~' 

Gronskiils response to Kliuevls refusa1 to heterosexualize his 

verses acquires a clearer context when the prevailing regime 

concern about lhomosexual conspiracyl is understood. More 

ruthlessly than Bonch-Bruevich, the Izvestiia editor comprehended 

what political costs a subsidy to an outlawed (and anti-Soviet) 

4 1 1. M. Gronskii, "0 krest ianskikh pisateliakh 
(Vystuplenie v TsGALI 30 sentiabria 1959 g.) . 
Publikatsiia M. Niken In Ninuvshee: Istoricheskii 
allmanakh (8 1992) : 148-51. 1: am grateful to Natallia 
Lebina for bringing this source to my attention. 

42 Shentalinskii, pabv svobody, 265-74. Shentalinskii 
censors his account of Gronskiils story to remove al1 
references to Kliuev's homosexuality, silencing this 
unpalatable truth to construct a purer anti-Soviet hero; 
Dan Healey, nGhosts corne out of KGB closet [review of 
Vitaly Shentalinsky me KGB1s Literarv Archive (London: 
Harvill, 1 9 9 5 ) ] . w  The Moscow Tribune, 27 April 1996, 40. 



homosexual artist could incur. The OGPUes decision to use 

~ounterrevolutionary articles of the criminal code in Kliuev's 

case does not diminsh the Îact that the poet fell into the bands 

of the security police for his vocal h~mosexuality.~ 

Doctors and even Narkomiust officia18 were less aware of the 

new legislation and of the  homos se mi al conspiracy' upon which it 

was founded. One psychiatrist approached by Harry Whyte checked 

with Narkomiust (Whyte does not Say when) before twice assuring 

the Moscow Dailv News editor that the commissariat had no 

objection to his treating patients "if they were honest citizens 

or good communistsw, and that they could organize their persona1 

lives as they wished. Another psychiatrist consulted by Whyte on 

the issue refused to believe in the existence of the antisodomy 

law until Whyte produced a copy of the legislation. Whyte 

contacted Narkomiust himself (between the December 1933 and March 

1934 decrees) and a @'corn. Degot IN  explained that the law was 

being enacted because Nhomosexuality is a form of bourgeois 

degeneracyml. The security police's differing responses to Whyte's 

questions before and after the legislation was published i n  its 

final form suggest a shift in the way it vas being implemented. 

During the interval between decrees, when speaking to OGPU 

43 Shentalinskii notes the existence in Kliuev's KGB file of 
previously unknown poems denouncing collectivization in 
mystical and apocalyptic terms, and these are clearly 
enough to have resulted in the poetgs brutal fate. 
Nevertheless, we cannot be sure how Shentalinskii, having 
bowdlerized his account of the poetvs arrest, has 
interpreted any mention of homosexuality in Kliuev's 
file, 



officials, Whyte was told that the arrests being carried out had 

a "political characterw (and not a public morality basis). The 

journalist understood this to maan that a distinction would Se 

àrawn between politically loyal homosexuals, who would not be 

targetted, and those deemed disloyal, who would be arrested. 

After the publication of the law of 7 March 1934 however, an OGPU 

employee told Whyte "the law would be strictly applied in every 

observed case of homosexuality~.~ It appears that with the 

published law came fresh instructions widening the scope of its 

enforcement, but evidence of these directives remains scant. 

In contrast to other criminal legislative measures taken 

during the 1930s, the antisodomy decree left no trail of 

circulars informing procuracy and judiciary on reasons for the 

crime or how the law ought to be enforced. Normally these 

directives assisted court investigators and judges in carrying 

out their duties in the regular criminal justice system. 45 

44 'Wozhet li gomoseksualist sostoiat chlenom 
kommunisticheskoi partii?"', 186, 188-89. 

15 The decree of 7 April 1935, extending harsher sanctions 
for juvenile crime, furnlshes an excellent example. The 
decree itself, edited by Stalin, was unexpected by 
procuracy and court officials, but they quickly issued 
circulars and rulings to clarify its application. A 
similar flurry of communications followed the 
recriminalization of abortion on 27 June 1936. Solomon, 

stice under Staliq Soviet Criminal Ju , 200-221. The 
following GARF fondv were unsuccessfully trawled for 
directives regarding the antisodomy law: f. 8131, opisi 
27, 28s (Prokuratura SSSR, 1933-1949gg. ) ; f. 9474, op. 
16s (Verkhovnyi Sud SSSR, 1924-1970gg.); f. A353, op. 10 
(NXIust RSFSR, prikazy, tsirkuliary ... 1925-1936gg. 
[contains in additionto circulars, relevant protocols of 
Justice Commissariat collegium for 1933-1934, without 
mention of the new law]); f. A353,  op. 16s (Tsirkuliary 



Instructions on the antisodomy law could have been transmitted 

orally, or via closed circulars which were returned after being 

read." In this studyms sample of eight Moscow sodomy trials 

dating from 1935 to 1941, only one case (the first, dating from 

March 1935) offers any evidence that courts were aware of the 

meaning of the law of 7 March 1934. In its sentence, the Moscow 

city court justified its qualification of defendants' acts under 

this law by noting 

that the law of 7 March 1934 is directed against sodomy 
not in the narrow meaning of the term, but against 
sodomy as an antisocial system (pravlenie) of sexual 
liaisons between men in whatever form they may take and 
especially when they occur among groups of persons 
organized on that basis. 67 

The court used this reasoning to acquit one defendant and give 

another a greatly reduced sentence. The RSFSR Supreme Court 

confinned this reasoning in its review of the case and even 

acquitted a further defendant on the basis that no proof of 

sodomy after 7 March 1934 had been pre~ented.~ None of the 

remaining seven cases up to 1941, nor any of the six cases found 

in the same archive dating from 1949 to 1956, offer any similar 

NKIu RSFSR, 1923-195Ogg. ) . Of course, archives of the 
Interior Ministry (for the regular police) or of the 
former KGB (for political police) may hold this type of 
document. 

Secrecy of Justice Commissariat and procuracy directives 
and instructions expanded in the early 1930s; Solomon, 
Soviet Criminal Justice under Stalin, 419-20. 

47 Prigovor Bezborodova i 11 dr. (1935), 1. 2 4 3 .  

48 Ibid, 1. 245. 



statement suggesting the court had been given directives on the 

interpretation of this law. 

Psychiatrists received no direct guidance regarding the new 

law, and they were apparently left to interpret the March 1934 

decree as published. Practitioners of forensic medicine, however, 

were made aware of new responsibilities (furnishing the physical 

proof of sodomy for the court) when new guidelines for 

examinations of persons accused of sexual offenses (and their 

victims) were circulated by the People's Commissariat of Health 

(Narkomzdrav) in June 1934.'~ Yet Narkomzdrav gave no guidance 

about the intentions behind the antisodomy statute, and in a 

textbook of forensic medicine published the following year, 

forensic doctors lapsed into bewildered inconsistencies trying to 

explain the crime and their reluctant role in identifying it. At 

least they were able to include the link with German fascism 

which reflected an awareness (by late 1934 or early 1935) of the 

new line on male horno~exualit~.~~ 

In an apparent attempt to dispell confusion surrounding the 

new antisodomy statute, RSFSR People's Comrnissar of Justice N. V. 

49 GARF, f .  A-482, op. 25, d. 879, 11. 22-29; published the 
following year in E. E. Rozenblium, M. G. Serdiukov, and 
V. M. Smollianinov Sudebno-meditsinskaia akushersko- 
ainekoloaicheskaia eks~ertiza (Moscow : Sovetskoe 
zakonodatelgstvo, 1935). 

50 Rozenblium et al. , Sudebno-meditsinskaia akushersko- 
ainekoloaicheskaia ekseertizâ, 45-47. The authors implied 
that endocrinologists or psychiatrists were better 
qualified to deal with homosexuality, insisted their own 
expertise was only appropriately applied to f emale 
bodies, and concluded by abruptly blaming German fascism 
for homosexuality. 



Krylenko spoke at some length about it in a March 1936 speech 

befors legislators i n  the Central Executive tommittee (VTsIK). 5 1 

The Commissar oxtended the regimegs antihomosexual rhetoric by 

explicitly adding homc?eexiials to the list of 'class enexnies', 

'declassed elementsl, and 'criminal elementsg which had been the 

subject of urban social cleansing campaigns. Since the end of the 

First Five Year Plan, various types of bvtowe crimes of tldaily 

lifew (including group rapes), said to be committed by these 

social layers, had become the target of higher penal 

sanctions.52 By linking homosexuals with the pre-existing 

categories of social anomaly, Krylenko closed a gap in the 

regimets public transcript which had left officiais and medical 

experts perplexed about how to understand tordinary' homosexuals 

without any apparent connection to centres of espionage or nazi 

ruling circles. 

Krylenko referred to a number of legal changes designed t o  

N. V. Krylenko, "Ob izmeneniiakh i dopolneniiakh kodeksov 
RSFSRJ1 Sovetskaia iustitsua . . 

15 (7 1936) : 1-5. 

52 nDeclassed elementsw were said to be perpetrators of a 
range of *bvtowe crimesN (group rape, brawling and 
hooliganism) , A. Gertsenzon, lgKlassovaia bor ba i 
perezhitki starogo byta." Sovetskaia iustitsiia (2 1934) : 
16-17. Members of *criminal circlesw, unemployed 
declassed persons and nprofessional beggarsw were to be 
tried by special NKVD troikas according to an order 
siqned by Iagoda and USSR Procurafor Vyshinskii (9 May 
1935), GARF, f. 8131, op. 288, dm 6, 11. 62-64. Group 
rapes by men of individual women were the focus of 
special concern by the mid-1930s in studies produced by 
the Institute of Criminal Policy reviewing "general 
criminality ... of class enemies, the declassed and 
criminal elementsU1 in 1934 and 1935, GARF, f. 9474, op. 
16s, de 80, 11. 39-46, 82; ibid. f. 8131, op. 27, d. 48, 
11. 229-30. 



eliminate V h e  remnants of enemies...who do not wish to admit 

that they are doomed by history to finally concede their place to 

usN. The changes were to te transformational for al1 Soviet 

society; they were enacted "to rework ourselves, to foster in 

ourselves the new manoo.and new attitudes toward )wt (daily 

life)In. The law against sodomy, he noted, had been the subject of 

comment in the Western press, and he also noted that until 

recently Soviet thinking on the problem of Vhis type of crimenn 

was dominated by the "Western bourgeois school~ which taught that 

lnthis type of action is always a phenomenon of illne~s.~~ Krylenko 

argued that homosexuality and alcoholism were analogous 

conditions: just as alcoholics were responsible in law for their 

criminal acts, except in a tiny number of cases where "a genuine 

illness is presentw, so homosexuals were in the overwhelming 

majority of cases criminally responsible for their behavio~r.~~ 

It is clear in the published text, from the gradually 

intensifying reaction in the hall, that the People's Commissar 

manipulated his (primarily male) audience's emotions associated 

with homosexuality more effectively here than in any other part 

of his speech, as he reached the climax of his argument: 

In our environment, in the environment of the workers 
taking the point of visu of normal relations between 
the sexes, who are building their society on healthy 
principles, we donnt need little gentlemen 
[aos~odchiki] of this type. Who then for the most part 
are oux customers in these affairs? Workers? No! 
Declassed rabble. ( u t h f u l  a n a t i o a i n  the hall, 
lauahter) Declassed rabble, either from the dregs of 
society or from the remnants of the exploiting classes. 

53 Krylenko, InOb izmeneniiakh i dopolneniiakhw, 1, 3. 



( a ~ l a u s e )  They don't kmw which way to turn. 
(Lauahter) So they turn to... pederasty. (&a~ahter)~~ 

Krylenko appealed to the political and (at least unconsciously) 

to the masculine anxieties of his audience, cloaking a disturbing 

topic with humorous political banter, to establish a distance of 

class and loyalty between the panicking sexual social refuse and 

the healthy toiling Soviet man (and woman). He then rapidly 

shifted to an earnest tone, pointing out that pederasts "in 

secret filthy hiding places and dens" were frequently engaged in 

counterrevolutionary activity. The law against sodomy was 

justified in bantering language which located male homosexuals 

within familiar political categories, thus removing any ambiguity 

in the regime's construction of the 'ordinary' homosemial. 

(ii) 

By comparison to the rhetorical forms which were used to explain 

them, the actual extent of arrests and trials of homosexuals 

conducted immediately after the enactment of the 1933-1934 decree 

remains difficult to establish. The Iagoda-Stalin correspondence, 

and the Whyte-Stalin letter give substance to previous statements 

from memoir and publicistic sources that arrests of urban Soviet 

homosexuals took place from late 1933 into early 1934. During the 

earliest phase of this assault Iagoda's September 1933 letter to 

Stalin suggests the OGPU conducted most arrests and trials of 

56 I b i d . ,  3-4 (my emphasis) . 
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persons pursued on these grounds, using existing law w h m  it was 

tdiscoveredt that no antisodomy statute was available. Harry 

Whyte had discussed the late-1933 arrests with h i s  superior at 

the ~oscow Dailv News, %omrade BorodinH, who promoted the 

British journalist to an editorial post at the paper. Borodin 

knew about Whytets sexuality but believed the only homosexuals 

being arrested were politically unreliable ones, while he 

regarded Whyte as the "best shockworkertt. Whyte spoke twice to 

operatives of the OGPU because a Russian with whom he was 

involved in tthomosexual relationstt (as he n o t e  to Stalin) had 

been arrested by the security police between the decrees of 17 

December 1933 and 7 March 1934, indicating that sweeps of 

homosexual circles by security police continued into this period, 

at least in the capital. The earliest records of a case under the 

new legislation reaching the ordinary court system of Moscow (as 

opposed to OGPU/NKVD tribunals), date from arrests conducted in 

November 19 3 4. 55 

Observers and historians commenting on the recriminalization 

of male homosewality in the Soviet Union have frequently 

characterized the new offense as "a crime of political 

 subversion^^^ handled not by regular police but by Itagencies of 

s5 Prigovor Bezborodova i 11 dr. (1935) , 1. 244 for dates of 
arrests. 

56 See e . g . ,  Healey, "The Russian Revolution and the 
Decriminalisation of Homosexuality~, 43. 



state sec~rity@~ .57 The new law "did not merely make 

homosexuality a crime against public morality. It was now seen as 

a crime against the s t a t e . ~ ~ ~  The impression 02 sodomyvs 

elevation to a @@state crimew was enhanced by texts such as Boris 

Nicolaevsky8s "Letter of an Old ~olshevik~~, Wilhelm Reich's 

observations about the degeneration of the "sexual revolutionw in 

Soviet Russia, and works reliant on the~n.'~ The propaganda war 

which used homosexuality as a political smear, beginning in the 

1930s (and continuing into the Cold War), established an 

international context for this understanding of the new Soviet 

statute - and incidentally, the analogous enhancements to 
Germany1s paragraph 175 introduced in 1935. This impression is 

further enhanced when the evidence that the Soviet law was 

enacted on advice from the OGPU, which conducted systematic 

arrests of homosexuals, is considered. 

The available evidence on the subsequent functioning of this 

law in the regular police and court system (as distinct from the 

57 Valerii Chalidze, Uaolovnaia Rossiia (New York: 1977), 
228.  

Karlinsky, ImRussia @ s Gay Literature and Culture1@, 361, 
citing Reich and Chalidze. Ben De Jong, 'Win Intolerable 
Kind of Moral Degeneration1: Homosexuality in the Soviet 
Union." Review of Socialist Law (4 1982): 342, examining 
legal literature of the 1960s-1970s, stated 
recriminalization was @@partly political@@. 

59 Nicoloaevsky, power and the Soviet Elite, 31; Reich, **The 
Struggle for a *New Life@ in the Soviet Union1@, 25.4-55; 
for their influence, see John Lauritsen, and David 
Thorstad. The Earlv Homosemral Riahts Movement (1864 - 
19341 (New York: Times Change, 1 9 7 4 ) ,  69; Xarlinsky, 
"Russia l s Gay Literature and Culture1@, 3 6 1 ; Koz lovskii 
Ara0 russkoi somoseksual@noi subkul@turv, 154-55. 



OGPUBs extrajudicial machinery) bears little trace of the 

elevation of this crime against the persan to the position of a 

state offense. This study's admittedly small sample of cases from 

the Moscow city court may be criticized as unrepresentative for 

the 1930s. It cannot be said to reflect the arrest and repression 

of unknown numbers of homosexuals by the OGPU. Textual analysis 

of the documentation in the Moscow sample does suggest the n e w  

law was enforced (in this arena) as a matter of routine, as a 

crime of b ~ t  (everyday life), and that considerations of state 

security were ignored and deflected. This interpretation is 

supported by appeals to sentences imposed in these cases, 

indicating that RSFSR Supreme Court jurists resisted the severity 

of the statute and sought to soften its impact. Taken in 

combination with the limited aggregate statistics available for 

the period, the evidence suggests that from 1933 to 1935 at 

least, sodomy was largely a wpoliticaltt offense, with a still 

undisclosed number of victims, likely to be handled by security 

police. When tried in the ordinary courts in the later 1930s, 

sodomy vas most often treated as a crime of bvt, used to 

eliminate a "social anomalyu when it was detected. 

From the sample of eight Moscow city court trials for sodomy 

between 1935 and 1941, very little evidence of "carnpaign justicent 

or any intention to publicize these crimes can be discerned. Six 

out of eight trials on sodomy charges, (involving 32 out of 36 



individual defendants) were held behind closed do or^.^^ This 

appears to be a higher rate of closed trials than for 

heter~oexual sex crimes, but the rate of actuai cases is too 

small to make a conclusive statement. De Jongts statement that 

trials for sodomy took place behind closed doors as Ita matter of 

course" in the 1960s to 1970s cannot be assumed for earlier 

decadese6' Taken in conjunction with the veil of silence drawn 

over even interna1 explanations of the crime for jurists, one 

could infer that judges saw little educative value, and possibly 

greater social harm, in opening sodomy trials to public view. 

Two probable means of initiating sodomy cases emerge from 

the Moscow city court sample. (Certainty is difficult to 

establish in seven of the cases for which only the sentencing and 

appeal documents survive.) Denunciation, either by men who had 

been the objects of sexual advances, or by those who observed 

homosexual behaviour and chose to report it, was a signficant 

factor in initiating most of the cases in question. Persistent or 

60 Two trials, one in 1935, the other in 1939, were held in 
open sessions. Both were trials of pairs of men, not 
groups; like other trials they dealt with episodes of sex 
in urban public space, Prigovor Anisimova i Brodskogo 
(1935), 11. 297-99 and Prigovor Leontteva i Baikina 
(l939), 11. 187-88. 

6t De Jong, l l \An Intolerable Kind of Moral Degenerationm@, 
346. De Jong based this claim on trials of dissidents so 
h i s  observation could not be said to apply to cases of 
routine judicial practice. TsMAM post-1945 archives hold 
two closed sodomy trials (1949, 1950) and two open ones 
(both 1955) ; again, the sample is too small to justify 
generalizations. 
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violent importuning drove some to cornplairi to the authorities. 62 

In one 1937 case which combilied charges of counterrevolutionary 

agitation with sodomy, the sex crime was probably an aggravating 

charge added to the first arrested man's file; eventually h i s  

confession brouqht two other men accused of sodomy and treasonous 

agitation into the same trial brieLa Police actions account 

for the initiation of other cases. One 1938 trial, eventually 

netting ten defendants, began with the arrest of two men on 3 

December 1937, "caught red handed during mutual masturbation" in 

a raid by police on the public toilet at Nikitskie Gates.& 

The sodomy cases under review may be divided into three 

variants according to the number of persons being tried. Four 

cases involved multiple defendants, and the city court's stated 

intention, cited above, of breaking up organized groups of 

homosemial men was fulfilled in these trials of from three to 

twelve individuals in the same casem6' Pairs of men were tried 

in three cases, where sustainad if not always happy or even 

62 One student of the Glazunov Musical Theatre College 
denounced a fellow student on 20 February 1941, leading 
to the trial of three men associated with the college 
later that year, Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others 
(194 1) ; "victims" , whether consent ing or colluding, were 
apparently the source of denunciations initiating two 
other trials, Prigovor Siniakova (1937) 11. 128-31, and 
Prigovor Leontleva i Baikina (1939) 11. 187-88. 

" Prigovor Belova i 6 dr. (1937) , 11. 169-72. 

" PrigovorTereshkova i 9 dr. (1938), 1. 42. 

65 Prigovor Bezborodova (12 persons) , Belova (7) , Tereshkova 
(IO), Trial of Andreevskii (3 persons plus a possible two 
others tried later in separate cases). 
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continuing associations were uncovered by denunciation. The 

complexities of these partnershipe providad plenty of 

opportunities for their unmasking. In one case, a trazdriver 

extorted 9,000 rubles from an engineer he had sex with (on 

Sretenskii Boulevard and in public toilets) fifteen times in the 

year up to October 1935.' A physical education instructor in a 

city school wae probably denounced by etudents he %educed8@; 

these young men were not charged, but another teacher, who had 

been in a relationship with him from 1932 to 1934, was arrested 

s i x  weeks after the f irst man." It is also possible that cases 

of pairs of men were hived off from larger investigative files 

when suspects were arrested and evidence was conclusive. One 

final case from the sample stands alone as an example of a trial 

of a single individual under article 154a-II, (aggravated 

sodomy). In this case, the sheer number of sexual partners rooted 

out by police, resulting in many uvictimsN giving testimony at 

the trial, indicates that former partners or disgruntled 

neighbours ptobably set cases in motion. 68 

Patterns of sentencing and appeals in these trials suggest 

that the antisodomy law was upheld with vigour for a b r i e f  tirne 

following enactment, then treated w i t h  some leniency except where 

additional factors weighed against specific individuals. The case 

of Bezborodov and eleven others (1935) and the case of Tereshkov 

Prigovor Anisimova i Brodskogo (1935). 

67 Prigovor Leont eva i Baikina (1939) . 
Prigovor Siniakova (1938) . 



and nine others (1938) demonstrate the point. Both cases involved 

a large number of mutually acquainted friands, pairs of 

individuals who had been involved in long relationships, and 

briefer sexual contacts. In each case, one or two defendants were 

singled out as persons "who enabled a range of individuals to 

engage in sodomyw.* These persons were regarded as 

lringleadersl by the police and courts, although their 

'conspiratorial' activity was confined to running a gregarious 

social and sex life, and keeping a persona1 notebook of phone 

numbers which led the police to others in the 'circle'. 

In the 1935 Bezborodov case the court made a point of 

stating in its sentencing document that the purpose of the new 

law was to punish "sodomy as an antisocial system (pravlenie) of 

sexual liaisons between menN; as noted above, this was the most 

politicized statement appearing in any of the available Moscou 

sodomy trial files. Eight out of twelve defendents in this case, 

including two viewed as 'ringleaders', received sentences of five 

years, the maximum penalty for simple sodomy. None of these 

convicts received any reduction of their sentence on ap~eal.~O 

In contrast, on 1 August 1938, eight of the ten men accused of 

sodomy in the Tereshkov case were handed the minimum three-year 

sentences; only the supposed 'ringleader' was given a maximum 

69 Prigovor Bezborodova i 11dr. (1935), 1. 241. 

70 I b i d , ,  1, 245. Of the other four accused, one was 
acquitted for lack of evidence, one given a suspended 
one-year sentence (on medical grounds) , and two received 
three-year sentences. One of these last persons was 
acquitted on appeal (see below). 



five-year term. Within weeks, only two of the eight men serving 

three-year penalties were still in prison. One received an 

immediate suspension, and five others launched appeals and had 

their sentences suspended. Five weeks after the trial, only three 

of the original ten defendants were still in custodya7' In other 

cases from the sample, sentences of more than thxee years were 

exceptional and aggravating circumstances influenced judgesmR 

Cornparison may also be made between sodomy cases, and other 

sex crime cases heard before the Moscow city court between 1935 

and 1941. Given the disaggregated nature of the records, only an 

impressionistic survey based on 76 convictions for sex offenses 

under articles 151, 152 and 153 of the RSFSR criminal code during 

this period in the Moscow city court is possible." Initial 

'' Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 dr. (1938), 11. 46-47. 

Prigovor Anisimova i Brodskogo (1935) : Brodskii had 
"extorted" 9,000 rubles from Anisimov and was initially 
sentenced to f ive years (under art. 154a-1 only) ; the 
sentence was lowered on appeal to three years. Prigovor 
Belova i 6 d r .  (1937): Belov, a 'ringleader' figure in 
this case got four years under art. 154a-1 and ten years 
for counterrevolutionary activity with no reduction on 
appeal, 1. 172. Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941) : 
Andreevskii, also a 'ringleader' figure, was first given 
six years under art. 154a-II (aggravated sodomy, maximum 
penalty, eight years) , then appealed and received 
requalification as simple sodomy with a reduction in 
sentence to five years, 11. 123, 129. 

TJ Art. 151 (6 convictions) forbade sexual intercourse with 
a person not having achieved sexual maturity; art. 152 
(13 convictions) prohibited "corruption of minorsla by 
"depraved actsl'; art. 153 (57 convictions) dealt. with 
rape by individuals (part 1) and groups (part II). Cases 
under articles 154 (sexual harassment) and 155 (procur ing 
for prostitution, etc.) were negligible. The convictions 
were culled from sentencing documents of the Moscow city 
court, TsMAM, f. 819, op. 2, dd. 9-42. 



sentences in this sample run from acquittais (nine in total) up 

to the death penalty (three men, later commuted to ten yearsl 

imprisonment) ; most (33) fa11 between three and f ive yearst 

confinement. Eighteen terms of deprivation of liberty for less 

than three years were handed dom. Against this very crude 

measure, sentences for simple sodomy during the same period, in 

the same courts, tended toward the three-year mark and so were 

roughly comparable to moderate sentences for rapes by individual 

men, and the sexual abuse of minors and children. These were not 

sentences indicative of politicized or campaign justice. 

A comparison which illuminates differences in trial and 

sentencing practice can be found by comparing trials of groups of 

sodomites versus rapists. Groups of men committing heterosemial 

rape in an organized fashion had been the subject of repeated 

campaigns from 1926 when Leningrad's Chubarov Alley case first 

raised fears that the tconscious proletariatm was capable of such 

barbaritie~.'~ In the mid-1930s, there were calls for harsher 

sentencing, with the application of state-crime level sanctions 

(ten years and even death) for group rapes." The use of 

politicized language in the s ~ e t s k o l l e a i ~  0 e (special collegium) of 

Moscow's city court was more forceful against these groups than 

the most propagandistic rhetoric used by judges in the regular 

74 Eric Naiman, "The Case of Chubarov Alley: Collective 
Rape, Utopian Desire and the Mentality of NEP" Russian 
PistorvlHistoire Russe 17 (1 1990): 1-30. 

15 Gertsenzon, "Klassovaia borlba i perezhitki starogo 
bytama; GARF f. 9474, op. 165, de  80, 11. 39-46, 82; ibid. 
f. 8131, op. 27, d. 48, 11. 229-30. 



criminal collegium where homosexuals were tried. A case of group 

rape of one factory worker by eight of her co-workers in 1935 

attracted exceptional sentences which actually excedzd the eight- 

year maximum under article 153. Three sentences of ten yearsl 

confinement and thrse death sentences were handed down, using the 

application of article 59 (3 )  against banditry. On appeal, the 

RSFSR Supreme Court agreed that the lower court had interpreted 

the case as a political crime correctly but ordered the death 

sentences commuted to ten years each; the rest of the sentences, 

including the three other ten-year terms, were upheld." 

By contrast, the most politicized sodomy case in the 1935- 

1941 sample (the trial of Bezborodov et al. already mentioned) 

was handled by the city court's ordinary criminal collegium and 

while a large numbet of maximum sentences were handed d o m ,  they 

did not exceed the limits stated in the criminal code. The 

s~etskoïlesii of intermediate-level courts were used after 1934 

to handle politicized offenses and a sharper rhetoric from them 

was the nom. Only one of the sodomy trials in the Moscow city 

court sample was tried at this level, suggesting that sodomy was 

already seen as less politically significant as cases against 

76 "...the political significance [of the case] gave the 
court the basis to apply art. 59/3 of the criminal codemm, 
T s M ,  f a  819, op. 2, d. 12, 1 171-173. Eight 
defendants were tried by a woman judge heading a 
s~etskolleaiia of the Moscow city court on 20-21 May 
1935; medical evidence was used along with the testimony 
of the group to secure these convictions. On these 
special chambers (of the regular judicial system) for 
politicized offenses, see Solomon, Soviet C r i m i n a l  
Justice under Stalin, 231. 



homosexuale were entering the conventional justice system." 

Gtoup rape and collective sodomy cases heard later in the 

1930s appear to have lost the force of politicized justice. Both 

types of trials displayad a return to normal sentences (not 

exceeding criminal code limits) and the application of maximum 

sentences was restricted to 'ringleader' figures, with lesser 

offenders netting briefer prison terms. On appeal, however, the 

RSFSR Supreme Court appeared less willing to reduce penalties for 

group rapes than for sodomy, suggesting that at this leval there 

was a clear distinction made between the degrees of social danger 

involved in the crimes. 78 

Men convicted of sodomy in Moscow's city court between 1935 

and 1941 who appealed their sentences to the RSFSR Supreme Court 

" Prigovor Belova i 6 dr. (1-2 April 1937; appeals denied 
on 1 June 1937). The case was heard by the Moscow city 
court s~e tsko l lec r i i a ,  beginning as one against antisoviek 
agitation using articles 58 & 59 of the RSFSR Criminal 
Code; only later were four defendants also charged under 
article 154a-1. Even here, the sentences which three of 
the four defendants received specifically for the sodomy 
charges were not the five-year maximum: two men were 
given three years, the other, four (11. 169-172). 

7s Compare for example group rape cases TsMAM, f. 819, op. 
2, d. 18, 1. 89 (1936: sentences between eight and three 
years), ibid. dm 32, 11. 233-236ob. (1939: sentences 
between eight years to acquittal, no change on appeal), 
ibid. d. 38, 11. 59-62 (1940: sentences between eightto 
one year, no change on appeal); versus sodomy trials of 
Tereshkov et al. (1938: one maximum sentence given with 
no change on appeal, the rest substantially below 
maximum), of Belov et al. (1937: sentences below maximum 
for art. 154a-1 despite aggravating counterrevolutionary 
agitation charges) , of Anàreevskii et al. (1941: RSFSR 
Supreme Court requalified Moscow city court's below- 
maximum six-year penalty under art. 154a-II to a maximum 
five years under 154a-1, still a relative softening - and 
this just days after the beginning of the war). 
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were more successful in getting reduced penalties than rapists, 

but less successful than individuale charged with (usually non- 

violent) sex crimes involving young persons.7P Evidentiary 

factors probakly influenced the higher court: violent sexual 

assaults against adult women were easier to document with 

forensic medical evidence and police testimony, while child abuse 

and sex with teenagers could be more difficult to demonstrate and 

might be successfully challenged by the defendant's advocate. 

Successful appeals launched by men convicted of sodomy show 

little commonality of strategy but for one circumstance: they 

tended to be supported by advocates, not argued by the defendants 

themselves. As they did normally, lawyers apparently relied 

heavily on the "personality, lack of previous convictions and 

family situationvv of their clients in arguing for mercy.'O It is 

noteworthy that no appeals on psychiatrie grounds were 

79 Twenty-five per cent of those convicted under art. 154a 
(sodomy) got-reductions on appeal; cf. 17.5% of convicts 
under both sections of art. 153 (rape), 33% of convicts 
under art. 151 (sex with vsexually immaturem persons, 
defloration), and 312 of convicts under art. 152 
(depraved acts with children/minors) . 

6o Quote is from RSFSR Supreme Court's determination which 
released three defendants by suspending the remainder of 
their three-year sentences in Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 dr. 
(1938), 1. 47. Two others in this case were released on 
similar grounds, 1 46. Al1 had advocates arguing for 
them. I'Family situationv1 could have referred to having 
dependent parents or relatives, since al1 of these men 
were unmarried. Note also reduction of sentence (from 
five to three years) for Brodskii, said by his advocate 
to have been Vured into the crimew by his partner, in 
Prigovor Anisimova i Brodskogo (1935), 1. 299. 



succes~ful.~' Lawyers or defendants who challenged the courtns 

interpretation of the letter of the iaw were occasionally 

rewarded for their erudition. On 30 June 1941, advocate S. D. 

Bostko argued before the RSFSR Supreme Court's collegium for 

criminal cases that his client, Andreevskii, (a @ringleaderg 

figure in this trial of three men) could not be guilty of 

aggravated sodomy under article 154a-II. The Moscow city court 

had not demonstrated any use of force with his partners, nor was 

evidence produced of the claim that Andreevskii had actually 

~accomplishedng the act of sodomy with the youths and children who 

testified against him. The unmarried, 23-year-old student was 

"still young and he could rehabilitate himself during a shorter 

period of punishmentw, wrote Bosgko, requesting that his crime be 

requalified under article 154a-1 (voluntary sodomy) and the s ix -  

year sentence correspondingly reduced. The Supreme Court agreed 

with Bostko and te-qualified the crime, and on 10 July 1941 

Andreevskii was given a new penalty, the maximum of tive years 

under article 154a-ImLU Such comparative lenience shown after 

Few were launched, but compare Leontlev's claim that he 
was l'a mentally abnormal personalityt@ and therefore 
deserved a milder sentence (Prigovor Leontneva i Baikina, 
1939, 1. 188) with a 1950 plea for leniency from a man 
convicted of consensual sodomy; his appeal (which might 
have been more plausible given his history of mental 
health troubles) was also refused, on the same grounds: 
TsMAM f. 901, op. 1, c i .  1352, 11. 56a, 11. 87-89. 

Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941) , 11. 123-123ob., 
129. Another successful defense based on rhetorical 
dispute wems to have been available soon after the 
antisodomy law vas decreed. A man given a three-year 
sentence by the Moscow city court in 1935 for his role in 
the case against Bezborodov et al. was later acquitted by 



the beginning of the nazi invasion of the Soviet Union, also 

hiqhlights the relative depoliticization by this time of sodomy 

as a crime of conqiracy or espionage. Bone of the documents in 

this trial's 110-page dossier mentions these themes. 

Appeals when the convicted person was a 'ringleaderw figure, 

or linked to the seduction of teenagers or young men, were 

normally unsuccessful, as were those launched by three men who 

had been simultaneously convicted for counterrevolutionary 

 crime^.^ Here the circumstances of the crime outweighed the 

eloquence of any advocate. In one case of an unsuccessful appeal, 

a jurist's erudition appears to have struck the RSFSR Supreme 

Court as 'too clever by halfî. The defendant Baikin, a 56-year- 

old former member of the nobility, at the time of arrest a 

teacher of Latin at the State Institute of Law, submitted in his 

own defense that while he "had sema1 intercourse with various 

men including Leonttevw (his codefendant), the acts were not in 

the RSFSR Supreme Court, having argued that no homosexual 
acts after 1928 had been attributed to him by the lower 
court. The record does not indicate whether this man had 
an advocate, Prigovor Bezborodova i 11 dr. (1935), 1. 
245. 

a Ringleadersw unsuccessful appeals: Prigovor. Bezborodova 
i 11 dr. (i935), Bezborodov himself was denied any 
reduction; Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 dr. (1938), Tereshkov 
denied leniency. Corrupters of youth: Prigovor Siniakova 
(1937) , under art. 154a41, most of Siniakovl s "victims" 
were soldiers and sailors; he was denied leniency; 
Prigovor Leont'eva i Baikina (1939), Leont'ev, a physical 
education teacher sewally involved with hie students, 
denied leniency. Counterrevolutionary crimes: Prigovor 
Belova i 6 dr. (1937) , Belov, Shuvalov and Shapovalov 
denied leniency for sodomy offenses in overall 
sentencing, probably because of charges under arts. 58 
and 59.  



the form of sodomy and therefore could not be prosecuted under 

article 154a. The appellate court rejected this argument, citing 

both Baikings and Leontlev's tesiimony, without unfortunately 

registering precisely what in its view wae meant by @ @ s o d ~ m y ~ ~ . ~  

A shift from a local point of view to that of the centre 

offers another means of judging the significance of the 1934 

antisodomy statute. A simple examination of the total number of 

convictions under the new law, and any change over time, would 

clearly constitute an important means of assessing the lawls 

impact. Yet for the years under consideration, from the 

declassified files of the RSFSR and USSR People's Commissariats 

of Justice, data on sodomy convictions in the regular court 

system appears only sporadically. occasional statistical 

'snapshotsl for specific years are available, suggesting that 

data on the crime was gathered, perhaps even on a regular basis. 

From certain collective categories of conviction statistics it is 

possible to disaggregate potential sodomy verdicts. What may be 

compiled from these sources for the years 1936 to 1950 is shown 

in Table 3.1. The number of official convictions derived from 

these indices is modest, running from a possible maximum of 257 

in 1936 to just 97 in 1939. 

'Y Prigovor Leont leva i Baikina (1939) , 11. 187-188. In this 
case the Supreme Courtts irritation with sophisticated 
defense strategies was probably redoubled by Leont'evts 
advocatets plea for mercy on psychiatrie grounds, 
mentioned above. The definition of %odomyît was not given 
in the criminal code and physical descriptions of sexual 
postures or acts were relatively rare in transcriptions 
of courtroom speech. 



Sable 3.1: RSFSR Convictions for sodomv, 1934-1950 

Year r54a-I f54a - IL ForrnBS % of to taa  
convictions 

0.034% (g) 
0 . 01 (b) /O . 024 (g) 
O.O21(g) 
O. 014 (g) 

O . 012 (g) 

--/O. 003 (e) 
0.002/0.005 (e) 
0.004 (e) 
0.003 (e) 

0.011 (e) 

85 * Form 10 : Figures in this column are conjectural, i. e. , 
not labelled as sodomy convictions; extracted from RSFSR 
Justice Commissariat Vorm 10" convictions tables, GARF 
fa A353, op. 16s, dm 19, 11. 24-29ob. (1936); dm 23, 11. 
31-34ob. (1937); dm 27, 11. 41-42ob. (1938); d. 31, 11. 
99-104ob. (1939) ; da 3 8 ,  11. 123-126ob (1941) . These pre- 
printed forms listed most criminal code articles 
separately, but not art. 154a. Under Vrimes against the 
person" al1 but four articles were accorded separate 
lines; the four counted together were art. 141 
(inciternent to suicide), arts. 147-149 (kidnapping), art. 
154a (sodomy), art. 157 (refusing medical help), a l1  
apparently aggregated into a line in this section 
labelled Wther crimes". On Vorm 1011 it is possible to 
isolate convictions by the length of sentence they 
attracted. Of the four aggregated articles, only art. 
154a-II had a penalty minimum of five years. Art. 154a-1 
and art. 141 had five-year maximums; the others got three 
years or less. By extracting the number of convictions in 
this line netting a five-year or greater sentence, a 
relatively small proportion of the total, it appears 
possible to isolate the convictions under art. 154a which 
attracted maximum sentences. 



Table 3,1 sources: 

(6; Moscow city court onlv, T s M  f. 819, op. 2 sample. 
(b) A11 RSFSR, . rn ; GARF f. 9492, op. 2, d. 

42, 1. 155. 
(c) Full year, combined art. 154a parts 1 & II, ibid., 1. 140 .  
(d) Fu11 year, combined art. 154a parts 1 & II, GARF f. 9492, 

op. SS, d. 50, 1. 400. 
(e) Based on total convictions for al1 crimes shown in GARF, f. 

A353, op. 16, d. 20, 1. 9. 
(f) Full year, combined art. 154a parts 1 & II, GARF f. 

A353, op. 16s, d. 121, 11. 16-24. 
(g) Based on total convictions figures on Form 10, see footnote 

8 5 .  

The comparative silence about sodomy in the criminal 

statistics, at least as collected at this level of the central 

bureaucracy, is eloquent. It may indicate, as many foreign 

observers reported and the Soviet public transcript argued, that 

sodomy vas a political crime, dealt with chiefly by the security 

police. The fact of the OGPU1s legislative initiative would tend 

to confirm this hypothesis, especially for the period immediately 

following Iagodals September 1933 proposa1 to Stalin. Without 

freer access to certain archives (of the President, of the 

police, and of the former KGB), it will not be possible to 

establish how many persons were 'repressedl for homosemial 

offenses via the extralegal mechanisms of the political 

police.M Even with such documents, it may prove impossible to 

disaggregate those whose homosexuality attracted unfavourable 

notice, but who were then formally prosecuted for antisoviet 

Kozlovskii comments that he interviewed ex-prisoners who 
told him that in the mid-1930s Igseveral thousands of 
homose~uals~~ arrived in the labour camps, I1adding another 
rivulet to the gulag flood watersw, Arao russkoi 
czomoseksual~noi subkullturv, 155. 
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agitation and the like. Cases discussed above, such as the poet 

Nikolai Kliuev's, and the anonymous testfmony recorded in 1957 by 

the New York chapter of the homophile Mattachine Society, suggest 

that the OGPU/NKVD's labelling practices may have avoided the 

crime of ~ * ~ o d o m y ~ . * ~  By comparison vith the relatively simple 

recovery of legal evidence from other jurisdictions, the task of 

establishing how many men were repressed for homosexuality in the 

USSR may turn out to be dauntingly c o m p l e ~ . ~  

Yet what the statistical 'snapshots' and the experience of 

the Moscow city court do demonstrate is that in addition to the 

unknown quantfty of offenders netted by the NKVD, a stream of 

convictions for sodomy flowed through the regular court system, 

and thus performed some kind of public function. These convicted 

individuals, with rare exceptions, were not 'political 

crirninalsl. They were not tried in the city court's 

87 The charge that in the 1930s some intellectuals were 
victimized with false accusations of I1pederasty" is 
raised in Alexander Solzhenitsyn, The Gulaa Archi~eïaso: 
1918-1956, An EXD er iment in Tb itexarv Investiaation Vol. 
1. (New York: Harper & Row, 1973), 60n. 

88 The total number of men convicted for homosexual crimes 
during the Nazi German regime (1933-1945) has been set at 
approximately 50,000, see Ganter Grau, ed. Hidden 
flolocaust?: Gav and Lesbian Persecution in Germanv 1933- . (London: Cassell, 1995), 6. In 1938 alone in England 
and Wales, over 1,200 men were convicted for homosermal 
offenses ranging from sodomy to gross indecency, Jeffrey . Weeks, Comina Out: Homosexual P o h t ~ c s  in Britain from 
the Nineteenth Centurv to the Present. (London: Quartet 
Books, 1990), 158. About 700 men par year were being 
arrested for homosexual crimes in the 1930s in Manhattan, 
George Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender . Urban Culture, 
and the Makina of the Gav Hale World, 1890-1940. (New 
York: Basic Books, 1 9 9 4 ) ,  360. 
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a s ~ e t s k o l l e c r ~ ,  where cases of political offenders were heard. 

The decline in politicized language in Moscow sodomy trials was 

rapid and irreversible after its initial high point in 1934-1935. 

There was no observed attempt t o  exceed criminal code maximums in 

their sentencing, as vas the case in group rape trials in 1935. 

Judges soon tried to blunt the severity of the antisodomy law by 

giving out minimum sentences, and the RSFSR Supreme Court found 

it expedient to undercut even these in a number of instances. The 

trend in the Supreme Court's review of sentences suggests the 

Court regarded ordinary sodomy as less serious than rape. The 

antisodomy prohibition had degenerated from a politically 

sensitive state crime to an offense prosecuted as a matter of 

routine. 

The function of these routine prosecutions is at first sight 

only apparent in a negative sense. Men convicted for simple 

sodomy after the first wave of concern about a ~homosexual 

conspiracy' were not explicitly linked in sentencing, appeals or 

investigation documents with espionage or counterrevolution. The 

documents (like the original law) lacked any language which 

explainad why the men's activity was socially dangerous. 

Implicitly, their position was analogous to that of prostitutes, 

beggars and 'criminal elementst, and their crimes, like those of 

their analogues, were those of the fabric of everyday existence, 

of bvt. The "new attitudes toward bvt" which Justice Commissar 

Krylenko had spoken of in 1936 could not be expected from these 

social mtremnantsM of vanquished classes. The discourse of the 



Moscow sodomy +rial documents treated these crimes of bvt as 

self-evidently harmrul, without articulating this ideological 

analysis. 

Only occasionally did the hidden transcript hint that at 

least some judges believed the social danger in mutual semial 

relations between men was minimal, and that the disruption to 

society inflicted by the law might be more costly. The RSFSR 

Supreme Court justified its decision to suspend three men's 

sentences for sodomy, on 5 September 1938, with the following 

remarks : 

Considering the personality, lack of previous 
convictions and family situation of the convicts 
Silvestrov, Svechnikov and Larin, further fulfillment 
of the sentence of deprivation of freedom...is not 
presently required by necessity (ne wzwaetsia 
neobkhodimost'iu v nastoiashchii moment)...8v 

The awkward phrase cannot quite conceal the court's impatience 

with this situation. Al1 three men were single and if they had 

dependents, none w e r e  mentioned in the court documents. The 

judge's reference to the men's family situation seems a hollow 

justification, while his regard for their good character seems 

more significant. Silvestrov, a Latvian, had been a young P a r t y  

member and student, who after his release was sent to a job in an 

89 Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 dr. (1938), 1. 47. On the 
previous day, two other men in the same case received 
similar reprieves from the same judge V. S. P e t r o v  and 
panel members K. M. Tavgazov and M. L. Semiakina. The 
leniency of these determinations came at a moment when 
there was a move toward the observance of 'legality9 
after the extrajudicial excesses of the Great Terror, 
Solomon, Soviet Criminal Justice under Stalin. 
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Ashkhabad theatre.w Svechnikov was a pediatrician, without 

party affiliation, and Larin vas an engineer and had been a Party 

member. Al1 were individuals with higher education and important 

skills, attributes which the RSFSR Supreme Court apparently 

believed outweighed any danger to the fabric of everyday life the 

men as homosexuals might present. 

By dealing with only modest numbers of sodomy cases, by 

depoliticizing them, and by perhaps preferring to conceal them in 

closed sessions, the regular criminal justice system could 

scarcely be said to have publicized the new antisodomy law with 

much vigour. The law was not meant to educate - at least, not to 
educate a broad population. A curious modesty pervaded the 

official enforcement of this law; as with its enactment, Soviet 

justice sought to evade direct speech about its existence and 

effects. The evasion served to protect the reputation of Soviet 

masculinity: no embarassing spectacles like the Rohm Affair 

besmirched the purity of socialist manhood. The occasional 

breaches of this public transcript, the periodic open sessions, 

the rare discussions in the press, but most of all, the first 

sweep of OGPU arrests, were sufficient to inform those who might 

need to know that sex between males was no longer a private 

matter. 

In January 1941 Silvestrov wrote to the RSFSR Supreme 
Court requesting a copy of his verdict in order to obtain 
permission to travel to Moscow, ibid., unnumbered sheet 
following 1. 47. 



(iii) Fernale same-sex love under Stalir\ 

For romen the o f f i c i a l  ideal of the Soviet 1930s was a blend of 

emancipatory appeals to join the labour force, coupled with 

explicit calle for renewed femininity. Lesbianism was not 

criminalized, probably because there had never been an explicit 

legal tradition dealing with love between women. Expert 

conceptions of the 'female homosexuall had been confined to a 

medicalized discourse, and as has been noted, there was 

considerable ambivalence about the role of the lmasculinized' 

woman as a productive member of society. Moreover, the OGPU 

initiative to criminalize sodomy was directed at the political 

and security risks posed by affective links between men in their 

roles as soldiers, sailors and workers. Equally relevant was the 

invisibility of womenls same-sex relations in society. Unlike 

male @lpederastsll who used communal space to form llsalonsw and 

"organizationsgg (however loosely in practice), women engaged in 

same-sex relations exploited their gender's subaltern status to 

transform domestic spheres into refuges for their emotional 

lives . 
Direct measures to mradicate same-sex relations between 

women were probably not seen as necessary for these reasons. It 

vas probably also assumed (as it was in nazi German discourse 

about criminalizing the lesbian) that female same-sex love was 



easily cured through heterosaxuai intercoursem9' Instead of 

outlawing lesbianism, the state tightened the grip of compulsory 

heterosexuality by banning abortion (a common form of birth 

control among employed, urban women who enjcyed priority of 

access through insurance schemes) and by making divorce less 

accessible and more stigmatized in 1936. Access to birth control 

devices was simultaneously and secretly curbed, further limiting 

womenls reproductive independence. 92 

Two Moscow-district criminal cases (from 1925 and 1940) 

illustrate a transformation in judicial attitudes toward female 

homosexuality, a shift which is part of the larger change in 

Soviet semial ethics. The first case arose from a cornplaint 

originating in Volokolamsk district in late 1923 by the mother of 

Nina, then 15-1/2 years old, who had supposedly been raped by a 

letter carrier, Fedosiia P. Fedosiia, 22, convinced Nina that she 

was a man in disguise, and they began a romantic affair; by the 

end of summer, 1923, Nina told her mother that she was no longer 

91 Claudia Schoppmann, I1National Socialist policies towards 
female h~mosexuality.~~ In Gender Relations in German 
Historv: Power. aaencv and emerience from the sixteenth 
to the twentieth cent-, eds Lynn Abrams and Elizabeth 
Harvey (London: UCL Press, 1996) . No analogous Soviet 
discussions of female homosexuality as a social or 
political problem in the 1930s have corne to light. 

92 Wendy 2 .  Goldman, Women. the State. and Revolution: 
Soviet Familv Policv and Social Lif e (Cambridge: 
 amb bridge University Press, 1993), 291, 331-33; also on 
abortion see Donald Filtzer, Soviet Workers and Stalinist 
Industrialization: The Formation of Kodern Soviet 
production Relations (London: Pluto Press, 1986) , 1 3  1-33 ; 
on the secret withdrawal of contraceptives, Solomon, 
Soviet criminal Justice under Stalin, 212. 



a virgin, and that Fedosiia could not possibly be a woman. In 

response to the mothergs complaint, a people's investigator 

ordered a gynecological examination of Fedosiia, which revealed 

that she was a woman with completely nomal genitalia. Nina vas 

examined and iound to have reached sexual maturity and to have 

lost her virginity sometime in the past (reports described her as 

particularly wdevelopedgg for her age). Nina sought to quash the 

complaint at t h i s  point, "f orgivingIg Fedosiia for her jokel#, and 

demanding their letters - in the hands of the investigator - be 
returned or burnt . 93 

Published accounts give no reason ior the continuation of 

the case, not heard in Moscow provincial court until April 1925,  

but one clue may be that "the peoplels investigator acquainted 

Fenia [Fedosiia P.] with cases of hermaphr~ditism."~~ Fedosiia 

93 V. A. Riasentsev, "Dva sluchaia iz praktiki. 1. 

~omoseksualizm?~ Sudebno-meditsinskaia eks~ertiza (2 
1925): 152-56; see also Ne P. Brukhanskii, platerialv DO 
seksualbnoi 

. . ~sikho~at~loai&. (MOSCOW: M. i S. 
~abashnikov, 1927), 62-65. These slightly differing 
accounts make uncertain which criminal code article was 
used against Fedosiia. Brukhanskii reports she is charged 
under art. 168 ; Riasentsev does not give the article. If, 
as Riasentsev says, acquittal turned on Nina 's "sexual 
maturityw (polovaia zrelostl) before her affair with 
Fedosiia, the court used the language of art. 167 which 
punished %exual intercourse with persons not having 
attained sexual maturity, when accompanied by defloration 
or the satisfaction of sexual passion in penrerted 
formsm. Article 168 forbade *depraved actsm@ (pazvratnve 
geistviia), Le. the non-penetrative sexual abuse, of 
children or minors. Brukhanskii does not mention 
Fedosiia8s acquitta1 nor its gynecological basis, but 
terminates his account abruptly with his psychiatrie 
diagnosis of her homosexuality. 

94 Riasentsev, "Dva sluchaia iz praktikiw, 153. 
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responded with descriptions of her childhood and adult 

identification with males. Aside from the reluctance of a mother 

to drop a complaint of abuse, this investigctor may have promoted 

the caseout of persona1 or scientific interest. When finally the 

case did corne to trial, new gynecological examinations were 

conducted by V. A. Riasantsev, who reported no deviations from 

female n o m s  in Fedosiia - including no evidence of 
hermaphroditism - and gave the opinion that Nina had long been 
sexually mature. The court was unable to reconcile Fedosiia's and 

Nina1s stories, and seized on the forensic gynecological report 

to declare that "what had taken place were depraved acts by 

mutual consent (po vzaimnomu socrlasheniiu) between persons having 

reached sexual maturitygm, and to acquit ~edosiia." In 1925 it 

was possible for a court to use forensic medical evidence, in 

this case of the physical maturity and normality of supposed 

depraved individuals, to untangle conflicting testimony, and 

dispose of a confusing case, on the grounds that "mutual consent1' 

informed adult sema1 choices. Gynecologistsl opinions, and the 

two womenls correspondence, eliminated any question of assault on 

Nina; hermaphroditism or an unnaturally "enlarged clitorismm were 

shown not to be responsible for Fedosiia's acts, although this 

did not remove suspicions that she had used rubber husbandN 

(kauchukowi mu&) in relations with the girl. 96 Forensic 

doctors and a psychiatrist in this case demonstrated informed 

95 Ibid., 154. 

% Ibid.  
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adult consent, and the court expioited the language of semial 

revolution to divest itself of an irresolvable dilemma. 

A similar case arising in Moscow in 1940 demonstrates the 

use of forensic gynecological and psychiatrie evidence to convict 

a woman accused of "depraved actsu against a sexually immature 

teenager, applying article 152. A mothergs complaint apparently 

also brought this affair to the authoritiest attention. In 1936 

Irina Stepanova, Party member and re~earcher,~~ had met Anna, 

the daughter of a Leningrad associate, and during the subsequent 

year befriended the 16-year-old. Stepanova began a sexual 

relationship with Anna, reportedly taking her virginity as a test 

of @'honourW in late 1937, then convincing Anna to leave home and 

move to Moscow with her in January 1938, where they lived until 

mid-1939. Perhaps in response to a complaint by Anna's mother, 

police evidently raided Stepanovals flat in the spring or early 

summer; a diary was seized and later used against her, and she 

was expelled from the Party in August. Anna was somehow convinced 

to testify against Irina, and the pair confronted each other as 

adversaries during the two-day hearing in April 1940." 

In this trial medical testimony was used to prove that Anna 

had not achieved sexual maturity before wintercoursew with 

97 She was said to have worked Igfor hire since 1922 as a 
researcher in cinematography [assistent DO . inematoarafi~] and researcher of history [assistent 
jstoriiJw; Prigovor Stepanovy (1940) ,  1. 17. 

98 Ibid. , 11. 17-18. Only sentencing and appeal documents 
survive for this case, and do not indicate who raised the 
original complaint, nor whose diary fell into police 
hands . 
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Stepanova began in 1937, a distinction crucial to the 

qualification of the older woman's actions as a crime. The court 

noted that Anna had never had relations vith men apparently to 

establish her virginity before relations with Stepanova began, 

but also perhaps to emphasize her innocence and potential for a 

%ormalw sexual life once the odious influence of her older 

friend was removed. For good measure, Stepanova was sent to the 

Serbskii Forensic Psychiatrie Institute for a mental assessment, 

and there pronounced responsible for her actions. The court cited 

Anna's testimony, a diary (either Anna's or Irinafs), and 

forensic medical opinions as conclusive evidence against the 

defendant, and handed down a three-year sentence. On appeal, 

Stepanovafs advocate argued that Anna Bga reached sema1 maturity 

before their affair (and therefore no crime under article 152 

could be construed); he also called for further consideration of 

the "state of mental health' of his client. The appeal ruling 

rejected these pleas, citing the existing forensic medical 

testimony. By 1940 the court could not invoke revolutionary 

principles of '9nutual consent' between sexually mature women, 

given the politically outdated breadth of semial autonomy the 

words embodied. Arguments based on the medical definition of the 

victim's sexual maturity, or on the mental health of the accused, 

represented a scrap of hope for Stepanova, but medical expertise 

favourable to defendants was denied or disregarded by courts in 

the late 1930s. In the eyes of the court, Anna's lack of 

relations with men was potentially the most harmful consequence 



of this relationship. 

CoWusioq 

In the 1930s, a coincidence of national security concerns, a 

drive to cleanse leading cities of "social  anomalie^^^, and the 

raviva1 of the (heterosexual) family in public policy, meant that 

the aarly Soviet experiment in diverse public transcripts on 

homosexuality was abandoned. From 1934, a new, bifurcated, public 

transcript was fashioned, with separate scripts for men's and 

womenls same-sex relations. The revised scripts reflected the 

emerging Stalinist revision of gender roles more generally, 

evoking a militant, muscular, and assertively heterosexual 

masculinity, especially in the face of nazi attacks on communist 

male honour. Perhaps less deliberately, but nonetheless 

logically, the possibility of female homosexuality was excised 

from the public transcript with the overt shift toward stable 

family life, motherhood, and the promotion of a middle class, 

consumerist femininity. w 

On this shift, see e.g. the concluding essays in Goldiaan, 
Womn. the State. and Revolutioq, and in Barbara Evans 
Clements, Barbara Alpern Engel, and Christine D Worobec, 
eds Russials Women: Accomodation, Resistance, 
Transformation. (Berkeley & Los Angeles: University of 
Calif ornia Press, 1991) . For evidence of the shift in 
persona1 lives, see e.g.  Barbara Alpern Engel, and 
Anastasia Posadskaya-Vanderbeck, eds & Revolution of 

heirQwn: .... Voices of Women in Soviet Historv. (Boulder & 
Oxford: Westview Press, 1998) . On middle class values, 
Vera Dunham, In Stalinms Time: Middleclass values in 
Soviet fiction. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
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The stalinist revision of public transcripts on 

homosexuality had a euphemistic effect. ft simultaneously buried 

most overt discourse about homosexuality, while engaging the 

courts in a new labelling exercise. OGPU arrests and the 

occasional public declaration produced a new ideological 

environment, in which male homosexuality was denied any claim to 

be part of the loyal Soviet citizen's 'irrelevantt private 

existence. Sexual autonomy became heterosexual autonomy. Sema1 

$vt was recast into loyal and 'class alienl typologies, with 

homosexuality reascribed to v'enemiesv@ of the new way of life 

(where it was not reinscribed as a "survival of primitive customI8 

in non-Russian republics). Terror and the occasional propaganda 

outburst made denial of male homosexuality the only Icorrect1 

position. Moscowfs city court, and the RSFSR Supreme Court, 

contributed to the denials by hiding the few cases of 

homosexuality they tried behind closed doors, not highlighting 

them as they did with other offenses when politicized campaigns 

demanded . 
Yet even at this apogee of denial, People's Commissar of 

Justice Nikolai Krylenko admitted that not al1 cases of 

homosexuality might be rehabilitated, and that some small number 

of individuals might be afflicted with a genuine illness. The 

marxist faith in science - medicine - was difficult to abandon 
completely, especially regarding sexuality, an area full of 

uncertainties. The claims of the sciences in Russia to construct 

a revolutionary public transcript about homosexuality were now 
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held in reserve, suppressed except when imagining the most 

extreme residual cases in the abstract. 



a Chanter 4: Forensic m e d w n e  and the haosemal bodv, 1861-1941 

The origins of a modern medical approach to sa~ue-sex erotic 

relations in Russian science begin with the Great Reforms of the 

1860s. Forensic doctors were called upon to give evidence in 

criminal cases against same-sex erotic practices, bolstering the 

pre-reform criminal legislation against consensual sodomy between 

males, and sodomitical rape. The new system of justice relied on 

more rational and scientific standards of evidence, presented 

orally and subject to questioning in cross-examination, in 

contrast to the pre-reform practice of written testimony and 

adjudication. Doctors in court were now expected to answer for 

their opinions, and to defend them from challenges by 

procurators, witnesses and the accused.' 

During the 1850s and 1860s, the forensic medical profession 

in Western Europe systematized knowledge of the physical signs of 

anal intercourse between males, and to a lesser extent, other 

traces of same-sex erotic contact, including contact between 

women. Particularly influential were the studies of forensic 

doctors Ambroise Tardieu of Paris, and Johann Ludwig Casper of 

Berlin. Tardieu's 1857 monograph on the forensic medical 

indications of sexual crime, including chapters on anal 

intercourse based on over 200 HpederastsN Tardieu personally 

examined for the Parisian police, enjoyed great influence long 

1 The transition to new practice in forensic evidence is 
recounted in A. F. Koni, Na zhiznennom ~uti. Iz Z ~ D ~ S O ~  
sudebnacro deiatelia. Zhiteiskiia vstrechi. Vol. 1 (St 
Petersburg: 1912), see Chapter 18, %vedushchie liudi i 
ekspertizagg . 
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into the twentieth centurym2 Russian medical professionals who 

developed an expertise in this field were aware of Tardieu's 

catalogue of cases, yet were quick to criticize i i i s  claims with 

reference to counterevidence from local exa~nples.~ Casper's 

studies of Berlin pederasts (published in the 1850s) were perhaps 

more influential than Tardieu's among Russian forensic doctors, 

who expressed a preference for the German's apparent caution and 

objectivity, even as they blended citations from both authorities 

and produced a hybrid of the German and French points of view on 

the indications of sodomy in males.& Laura Engelstein suggests 

that Casper was preferred over Tardieu by Russian authorities on 

sodomy detection; in practice, however, both Vladislav 

Merzheevskii and Veniamin Tarnovskii presented so much of 

Tardieu's material with a minimum of comment that they gave their 

professional medical audience license to pick and choose from a 

2 Ambroise Tardieu, Étude medico-leuale sur les attentats 
aux moeurs 3rd ed. (Paris: J. Balliere, 1859; reprint 
J é r G m e  Millon, 1995). 

3 The key texts were: Vladislav Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia 
ginekoloaiia. Rukovodstvo dlia vrachei i iuristov (St 
Petersburg: 1878); V. M. Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie 
polovocro chuvstva. Sudebno-~sikhiatricheskii ocherk (St 
Petersburg: 1885) , 

4 Johann Ludwig Casper, Weber Nothzuchtund Paderastie und 
deren Ermittelung seitens des Gerichtsarztes. Nach 

Beobachtungen" eigenen Vierteliahrsschrift fiir 
aerichtliche und offentliche Mediciq 1 (1852): 21-78; 
idem., Practisches Handbuch der serichtlichen Medizin. 
nach eiqenen Erfahrunuen, 2 vols. (Berlin, 1857-58). 



range of putative indications of the vice? The Russian forensic 

medical approach to sodomy détection was much less systematic 

tnan apparent reliance on any single Western authority might 

imply . 
The institutional environment for expertise in sodomy cases 

was only modestly supported by tsarist resources. Legislation 

(the Medical Statutes of 1857 and 1892) prescribed ltonerous 

forensic duties" for private practitioners where the statets own 

physicians were unable to serve police and courts; any doctor 

might be required to make legal depositions, or commit the 

insaneO6 Expertise varied widely in quality, with lfhumble 

provincial empl~yees@~ - district, municipal and police doctors - 
providing laconic and relatively unenlightened opinions 

(zakliucheniia), while professors from medical faculties in 

nearby universities delivered courtroom lectures "developing the 

scientific breadth and depth of their thoughtwD7 Doctors 

received little or nothing for providing these services to police 

and courts. In 1890, the Ministry of Justice ruled that forensic 

medical examinations had to be provided without remuneration, and 

at least one doctor found h i s  appeal for payment denied by the 

s Laura Engelstein, The Kevs to Ha~~iness: Sex and the 
Search for Modernitv in Fin O de O Siècle. Ru ssia. (Ithaca & 
London: Corne11 University Press, 1992), 132-33. 

6 Nancy Mandelker Frieden, Russian Phvsicians in an Era of 
Reform and Revolution, 1856-1905 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1981) , 266-70. 

Koni, Na zhiznennom mti, 352-53. 



courts after providing expertise in a sodomy triaL8 In the last 

years of the tsarist regime, forensic medicine was on the 

curriculum in some medical schools, and nad its own faculty at 

Moscow University, although it was a marginal discipline, 

dominated by pathological anatomy (the basis for the study of 

corpses, a primary duty of forensic doctors). Research in new 

fields such as forensic chemistry began. Yet few dedicated 

forensic medical facilities existed in the Empire. Police were 

accustomed to referring to the nearest doctor, phannacy, 

laboratory, or clinic, and operatives at this level "had no 

contact with faculties of forensic medicinewa9 

The turn to medical science to assist in the labelling of 

sexual deviance represented what James Scott calls 

%tiqmatizationN, one of the devices of the public transcript.1° 

As science overtook other forms of knowledge, rulers invoked its 

8 A Dr Goloushev, who in 1892 gave expertise in a Moscow 
case of male rape of a 13-year-old boy, was told by a 
court that Ministry of Justice circular no. 10308 of 16 
March 1890 required expertise be provided gratis. H i s  
appeal for an honorarium was rejected; TsGIAgM, f. 142, 
op. 2, d. 433, 1. 96. On pay for expertise, see also 
Frieden, Bussian Phvsicians, 266. 

9 Ia . Leibovich, "Tri goda sudebnoi meditsiny . 
Fzhened ik sovetsko~ i u s t i t s i &  0 a . .a elmn (7 1922): 7-8 ;  V. 
Rozhanovskii, lgSudebno-meditsinskaia ekspertiza v 
dorevoliutsionnoi Rossii i v SSSRga S 
eks~ertiza (6 1927): 1-105, laboratoties and education, 
74; V. 1. Prozorovskii, ed. Sudebnaia meditsina (Moscow: 
Iuridicheskaia literatura, 1968), 6-7; note also Konims 
remarks on lack of forensic medical training in legal 
education, Fa zhiznennom ~ u t i ,  360-61. 

1 O James C. Scott, pomination and the Arts  of Resistance: 
Hidden Transcri~ts (New Haven & London: Yale University 
Press, 1990) , 55. 
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authority to neutralize certain social marginals. science - which 
in the words of one turn-of-the-century French psychiatrist, 

"purifies what it touchesw1' - rendered st igma %npersonalm even 

as it consigned individuals to subordinate social positions. 

Scott's analysis of stigmatization acknowledges a debt to Michel 

Foucault, whose work concentrated on the interactions between 

knowledge and power.12 Yet in dealing vith the origins of 

~~homosexuality~ as a psychiatric category, Foucault% 

periodization of the arriva1 of this new stigma or identity has 

been criticized for its rigidity. By situating the birth of the 

homosexual in the year 1870, Foucault selected what he believed 

to be the date of psychiatryls first foray into the territory of 

sexual  perversion^.'^ European forensic doctors, however, were 

already familiar with the territory of sema1 deviance, and 

recent scholarship has suggested that French and German 

psychiatry's ideas about the personality of the homosexual owe 

much to the notions of physicians who gave expert testimony about 

11 E. Marandon de Montyel, Obsessions et vie sexuelle 
(Evreux, France: n.d. ) , 291, c i t ed  in Robert A. Nye, "Sex 
Difference and Male Homosexuality in French Medical 
Discourse, 1830-1930.w Bulletin of the Historv of 
pedicine (63 1989) : 3 4 .  

Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 

13 Michel Foucault, T t v :  he * t  Vol 1, An 
Introduction Trans. by R. Hurley. (London: Penguin, 
1978), 43, citing an 1870 revision of Karl Friedrich 
Westphal, '@Die contrare Sewalempfindung. Symptom eines 
neurpatheischen (psychopathischen) Zu~tandes.~~ Archivfür 
Psychiatrie und Nervenkrankheiten 2 (1 1869): 73-108. 
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"pederastyW in  court^.'^ George Chauncoy, examining American 

late nineteenth century medical practice, has even rejected the 

notion that psychiatrists called the homoeexual as a personality 

type into being, claiming instead that doctors "were 

investigating a subculture rather than creating one,@# and t h a t  

medicine at this tirne had little effect on most fndividualsl 

sexual self -conception. l5 Chauncey s work, along with that of 

Bert Hansen, also suggests t h a t  American medicine received and 

applied continental European notions of the sexual perversions as 

psychiatrie disorders after delays attributable to the slow 

distribution of new information across geographic and linguistic 

14 Authors who challenge the epistemic divide erected by 
Foucault, Hubert Kennedy, "Karl Heinrich Ulrichs: First 
Theorist of H~rnosexuality.~ In Science and 
~omosexualities, ed. Vernon A. Rosario (New York & 
London: Routledge, 1997), 31, 36; Vernon A. Rosario, 
llPointy Penises, Fashion Crimes, and Hysterical Mollies: 
The Pederastsl In~ersions.~ In bfomosexualities in Modern 
France, eds Jef frey Merrick and Bryant Ragan Jr. (New 
York P Oxford: Oxford University Press, l996), 152, 167; 
a more qualif ied view, idem. , wInversionls 
Histories/Historyls Inversions: Novelizing Fin-de-Siacle 
Homosexuality. In ~ e ~ l i t i e s ,  ed. V. 
Rosario, 91. One supporter of Foucaultls periodization 
offers plenty of evidence to contradict it, G e e r t  Hekma 

Female Sou1 in a Male Body1: Sermal Inversion as 
Gender Inversion in Nineteenth-Cent- Sexologymgl In 
Third Sex. Third Gender: bevond sexual dimomhism in 
culture and historv, ed. Gilbert Herdt. (New York: Zone 
Books, l993), 215-17. 

l5 George Chauncey , @@From Sexual Inversion to Homosexuality : 
Medicine and the Changing Conceptualization of Female 
Devian~e.~~ Salmaaundi (58-59 1982-83) : 142-43; idem. 
New York: Gender, Urban Culture. and the Makina of the 
Gav Male World. 1890-1940 (New York: Basic Books, 1994) , 
121-25. 



barriers . 16 

In the Russian case, the methods for identifying the 

stigmata of sodomy were absorbed by the medical profession 15 to 

20 years after their articulation in France and Germany, and were 

applied to an existing - but in some vays quite different - urban 
culture of mutual male sexual relations. Legal medicine's 

tendency in Europe to elide the practice of "pederastyW with the 

identity of the habitua1 I1pederastw, to construct an identity out 

of behaviour, was apparent in Russian texts on sodomy detection. 

The low incidence of sodomy prosecutions moderated any nominative 

effect which constant police attention directed toward the 

stigmatized group had in Germany or France. The discipline's 

interest in sodomy detection was modest, and continued to be so 

in the era of sodomy decriminalization after the Bolshevik 

revolution. With the revival of the antisodomy statute, forensic 

medicine found itself forced to resume duties (the identification 

of "pederastsW) it believed to be retrograde. An even weaker 

interest was displayed in female mutual sexual relations by this 

discipline, although forensic gynecology was not without a role 

i n  uncovering evidence of victimization. 

16 Bert Hansen, "American Physicians' wDiscoveryll of 
Homosexuals, 1880-1900: A New Diagnosis in a Changing 
S ~ c i e t y . ~ ~  In Bramincr Disease: Studies in Cultural 
Historv, eds Charles E. Rosenberg and Janet Golden. (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1992). 



(i) Forensic medical texts on sodomv and its detection 

The first Russian attempt to domesticate foreign knowledge about 

indications of same-sex couplings appaared in e 

(Sudebnaia ainekoloaiig) by Vladislav Merzheevskii, published in 

1878 in St Petersburg. The author, a member of the fnterior 

Xinistry's medical council, devoted most of his manual to 

indications of female victimization by male sexual criminals, and 

to law on reproduction and abortion. Nevertheless, a 57-page 

chapter on "pederastyw and brief sections on "lesbian love' and 

bestiality were included. These chapters on "unnatural 

intercoursebm directly followed one about heterosexual rape, the 

most prevalent sexual offense. This ordering of topics - and the 
placement of same-sex acts within a context of forensic 

gynecology - suggested that sodomy was viewed merely as an 
expression of unbridled male lust, which might choose as its 

object a woman, a boy, another man, or an animal. Yet within the 

chapter on sodomy a shift toward the mlpederastlw as a personality 

is discernible. 

Merzheevskii began by discussing the history of legislation 

against "the unnatural satisfaction of sexual lustw, then 

reviewed the European literature on sodomy detection. He briefly 

noted that Casper proposed the "vicew was usually "~ongenital~~ 

(although he qualified this statement with a bracketed question 

mark), defining it as "mental hemaphroditismflm. Also acknowledged 

without further comment was Westphalgs recent assertion that 



wabnormal sexuai attraction8@ was very often a psychopathic or 

neuropathic di~order.'~ Merzheevskii then turned to the sc-ial 

milieux where the '@vice is hidden from 'the uninitiated8", and 

produced 42 sodomitical case histories culled from Casper, 

Tardieu, and the St Petersburg circuit court.'" 

The key issue which aroused controversy among European 

forensic doctors examining *passive pedera~ts"'~ was the 

disagreement between Tardieu and Casper over the deformation of 

the anal region caused by habitua1 vice. Tardieu claimed to have 

observed a %rater-shaped depression of the anusw 

(voronkoobraznoe ualublenie zadniago ~rokhoda) in 182 cases out 

of 217, while Casper spoke instead of a '@tube-shaped depression 

between the buttocksw (truboobraznoe ualublenie mezhdu 

Jaaoditsami), only observable in younger passive pederasts. 

Merzheevskii recommended the cautious words of the German doctor, 

who called the tube-shaped depression ''the most reliable of a l 1  

the unreliable signe of passive pederastyl', but the Russian's 

position remained equivocal:  o orne tir ne^^^ the crater-shaped anus 

described by Tardieu could be an indicator of the vice. Histories 

from both authorities were presented uncritically. Merzheevskii's 

descriptive rhetoric favoured Casper, but it was undercut by 

Sudeb~aia ainekoloaii . . 
l7 Merzheevskii, a, 204-5; also 

mentioned was Ho Kaan, psvcho~athia sexualis (Leipzig, 
1 8 4 4 )  . 

18 Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia uinekoloaiia, 207n. 

l9 Males taking the receptive role in anal intercourse as 
prostitutes reportedly dominated study samples; Tardieu, 
Étude médico-18crale sur les attentats aux moeurs, 152. 



equivocation perhaps born of regard for Tardieu's large empirical 

sampïe . 
Following Casper, Merzheevskii did attr-ck Tardieu's claim 

that the active pederast displayed signs of his vice on the 

penis. Casper had criticized these notions sharply, and Tardieu 

was isolated among European forensic specialists in this regard. 

The Parisian doctor said active pederasts displayed a thin penis 

which tenainated in a pointed head, resembling a dog's member, or 

an excessively large and torsioned organ.21 Merzheevskii denied 

these claims in his discussion of active pederasty, yet he 

subsequently included a case history from Tardieu which was 

labelled "Habitua1 active and passive pederasty. Characteristic 

conformity of the penis". The history described a man with a 

penis "resembling in its form the sexual organ of animals from 

the canine speciesto, and Merzheevskii made no editorial comment 

on this description. 22 

A similar ecclecticism pervaded the venereologist V. M. 

Tarnovskii's discussion of forensic medical technique in relation 

to the pederast, in his Yorensic-psychiatrie studyn1 of the 

"perversion of semial feelingw, published seven years after 

20 Merzheevskii expressed more doubt over Tardieu's claims 
that consumption, exhaustion, damage to the sphincter 
muscle or siphilitic infection in the anal region were 
reliable signs of "pederastyw; Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia 
sinekolouiia, 217-18. 

2 1 Tardieu, k u d e  mgdico-leuale, 186-90. 

22 Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia crinekoloaiia, 219, 235. 



Merzheevskiits m a n ~ a l . ~  This lmdmark t e e  straddies the 

paradigm shift from forensic medicine to psychiatry on same-se% 

perversion. Drawing on Westphal and Krafft-Ebing, Tarnovskii 

sought to downplay the reliability of forensic medical 

examinations as an evidentiary tool for the courts, and to 

emphasize the possibilities for psychiatry as a way of explaining 

perversions. Yet despite this primary argument, the author 

devoted some 20 pages (out of 105) to a technical description of 

anatomical exaniinations. Tarnovskii wanted his professional 

readers to acquire precise, reliable techniques for detecting 

"passive pederastym: 

For the examination 1 have the boy (pal'chik) stand 
across a wide bed, on his knees; his chest lies on a 
pillow, with his head somewhat lover than the buttocks 
which he projects; the legs should be parted so that 
his knees and heels do not touch each other. In this 
position, I repeat, if the subject does not know the 
purpose of the examination and has no wish to conceal 
or dissimulate, the indications of habitual sodomy 
(priwchnaia sodomiia) stand out in bold relief .24 

Tarnovskii noted that mlcatamitesN (kinedv) who were aware of the 

doctor's intent frequently clenched their buttocks, obscuring the 

indications of their sema1 practices. He recommended compelling 

these youths to assume the posture described for protracted 

periods, to exhaust their resistance. This was more effective 

than Tardieu's suggested frequent changes of position. 25 

Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva. 

26 Ibid., 77. 

25 Ibid., 78-79, 81. Twenty-one years later, a doctor in a 
Tashkent clinic reported on his experience of rectal 
examinations of habitual passive pederasts (bachi, boy 



The indications of passive sodomy in Tarnovskii's assessment 

varied Little from Merzheevskiigs catalogue, but were presented 

in more precise anatomical detail. Tarnovskii had examined 23 

nnotorious catamite-boysm1 and found that the surest sign of the 

practice of passive sodomy was a weakening of the sphincter 

muscle. Neither Tardieu's ncrater-shapedlQ nor Casper's "tube- 

shaped* anal depressions satisfied Tarnovskii as adequate 

indicators. The single most convincing clue was the relaxed 

sphincter, and this could be detected by any doctor I1without 

specialist training". Tarnovskii dismissad Tardieu's catalogue of 

deformities of the active pederastts penis as evidence of 

degeneracy rather than a specific sexual practice. 26 

While Tarnovskii cooperated with the police to identify 

pederasts for the courts, as a doctor he believed he was often 

seeing the effects of congenital illness rather than acquired 

vice, and that this fact could only be verified with the 

techniques of psychiatry, not forensic medicine. The central 

question he proposed - What are we dealinq with, a congenital 

prostitutes of islamic culture) . Dr. A. Shvarts denied 
Tarnovskii's assertion that the pederastls sphincter was 
weaker, noting that some adepts were able to control 
these muscles to an unnerving degree. Passive pederasts, 
he said, "develop the ability through exercise to govern 
this muscle at will, exceeding by far the capacities of 
a normal man." A. Shvarts, "K voprosu O priznakakh 
privychnoi passivnoi pederastii (Iz nabliudenii v 
aziatskoi chastig. Tashkenta)." Vestnrk obshchestvennoi 
criaienv, sudebnoi i ~rakticheskoi meditsinv (6 1906) : 
818 . 

26 Tarnovskii, Izvrashcheniia ~olovoao chuvstva, 82, 84, 93- 
95 r 



deformity, an illness, or a debauched habit ( p !  

priwchka)?" - was not to be answered by a search for the 
stigmata of sodomy a10ne.*~ The indicators of sodomy were only 

one pathway toward a forensic conclusion, because not al1 

upederastsn were alike. It was necessary first to establish "with 

what kind of pederast we are dealingw. Here Tarnovskii supplied 

h i s  professional readership with a detailed checklist to enable 

physicians to distinguish between culpable and innocent varieties 

of "pederasts". These criteria highlighted the transitional 

tension in Tarnovskii's approach from anatomical principles to , 

psychiatrie ones. 

The first step was to detect the indications of sodomy in 

the anus; if these were discovered, and the patient was a youth 

(iunosha), the doctor was then to seek physical signs of 

degeneracy or mental deviations, indicators of a "psychopathie 

subjectgg. Such youths were %ongenital pederastsw and should not 

be prosecuted. They were inclined to passive anal relations and 

found intercourse with women impossible, Tarnovskii claimed. 

tlHealthylg youths lacking clues to degeneracy or mental illness 

were to be judged "acquired pederasts", which could be 

corroborated if they took both anal active and passive roles, and 

were able "to have normal intercourse with womengg. Rare cases of 

the "congenital active pederast' might be distinguished by 

degeneracy markers (mental deviations, "abnormally developed 

genitalsw) and an aggressive loathing of women (as opposed to the 

27 Ibid., 96. 



mere indifference of the passive counterpart). 28 

In youths one had to rely chiefly on somatic indicators, 

while witn adults, Tarnovskii counselled a psychiatrist's 

approach: "You must know the man closely...* to distinguish 

between past and present personality characteristics. A full 

biography was crucial: 

The careful collection of data regarding heredity, the 
most detailed anamnesis, following the patient's life 
step by step, especially the period of sexual 
maturation, along with an all-encompassing 
investigation of the physical and mental status of the 
patient - will help to decide whether we are dealing 
with a congenital or acquired perversion of the sexual 
drive. 29 

The circumstances of the crime needed to be examined to eliminate 

the possibility of "the most dangerous and least culpableN 

variant, "periodic pederasty", where violent bouts of sexual 

disorder caused by organic maladies punctuated an otherwise 

peaceful existence. Evidence in the patient history of degenerate 

heredity, epilepsy, progressive paralysis, and in the aged, 

senility, might exculpate the adult pederast. "Only the 

elimination of al1 above-mentioned pathological states... will 

permit one reliably to confirm the debauchery, moral corruption 

and completely punishable, conscious, voluntary depravity of the 

examined sub j ect . u30 

Tarnovskii argued strongly that Russian legal practice 

28 Ibid., 96-97. 

29 Ibid., 97. 

30 Ibid. 



regardizg acts of sodomy failed to distinguish between congential 

(innocent) and acquired (culpable) perpetrators, and that legal 

medical techniques inherited from Casper and Tardieu were 

inadequate to the forensic psychiatric task of determining who 

ought to be prosecuted. Perhaps recognizing that legislative 

change was unlikely, ha said "only the mutual labour of the 

doctor and the jurist - the investigator and the philosopherg8 
could set a new boundary between v8physiology and pathology", 

between "the correction of the healthy, the rehabilitation of 

those with pathological predispositions, and the curing of the 

sick.~~' A handful of cases in the medical literature 

demonstrated that an ecclectic blend of forensic medical and 

psychiatric understandings of "pederastyBv, similar to 

Tarnovskiivs, circulated in late nineteenth century ~ u s s i a . ~ ~  In 

these texts, the weight of authority was already shifting from 

forensic medicine to psychiatry, but the claim to uncover sexual 

practice from the physical signs of Ivpederastyw preserved a 

labelling role for forensic medicine. 

Both Merzheevskii and Tarnovskii adhered to the European 

legal medical interest in the urban peaerastic subcultures where 

32 P. 1. Kovalevskii, "Prof. V. M. Tarnovskii. Izvrashchenie 
polovago chuvstva 1885 g. [reviewImg8 UV ~sikhiatrii 
pe'ro i ~ a t o l o q i i  O 5-6 (3 1885) : 262-  
64; V. F m  Golenko, "Pederastiia na sude.18 A r k h i v  
psikhiatrii. neiroloaii i sudebnoi ~sikho~atoïoaii 9 (3 
1887): 42-56: W .  A. Obolonskii, 881zvrashchenie polovogo 
chuvstva. Russkii arkhiv ~atolocrii. klinicheskoi 
meditsinv i bakteriolocrii (1898; [offprint lacking 
publication data]): 1-20. 



their subjects were usually apprehended. By juxtaposing cases 

from the St Petersburg courts with thoae drawn from Tardieu and 

Casper, Merzheevskii highlighted the existence of a milieu in 

~ussia's capital which corresponded to such subcultures in urban 

Europe, with important Russian differences. Merzheevskii noted 

from Tardieu the existence of a variegated Parisian demimonde of 

male prostitution, including effeminized youths who sometimes 

cross-dressed as fernales, or "tantes1@, (literally @auntsl, 

rendered by Merzheevskii as tetki), servicing "genuine pederaststl 

but also having relations with ~ornen.~~ Petersburg was not free 

of similar phenornena, although it lacked l'the completely 

organized society of pederasts as in Paris1#. Rather, the local 

cases examined by Merzheevskii implied a relatively fluid male 

sexuality with little reported effeminacy in the ltpassivew 

partners, and apparent self-composure on the part of males 

offering sexual services to other men." Likewise men who sought 

mutual relations without payment could apparently I1take it into 

their heads to mess about with each other" without compromising 

33 Tardieu, &ude médico - llaale sur le s attentats aux . . moeurs, 164-66; Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia ainekolocriia, 
205. In France the meaning of this argot term shifted 
during the nineteenth century from a label for receptive 
partners in anal intercourse in prisons in the early 
decades of the century, to a designation of the kind of 
male street prostitute described in Tardieu (by mid- 
century), and finally by the end of the century, to 
describe any man having same-sex relations: Claude 
Courouve, Vocabulaire de l~homosemialité mascu1ine. 
(Paris: Payot, 1985), 207-209. 

Y Merzheevskii, Sudebna ia ainekolocriia, (Parisian 
pederasts), 208, (Russian male prostitutesl indifference 
to the sex of partners), 238-39.  



their masculinity, 35 

Riropean psychiatrie models of mente eame-sex perversion 

first began to express a closer l i a  betüaen male effeminacy, and 

physiological concepts of hysteria and degeneracy during the 

1870s and 18808, with the influential work of Karl Westphal and 

Richard von ~rafft-~bing." These fusions of behavioural 

phenomena (unmanly acte) with supposed biological conditions 

(frequently reduced to Idegeneracyl, the cumulative effect of 

venereal disease, addiction or hysteria on successive 

generations) allowed psychiatrists to posit a congenital origin 

for sexually devient per~onalities.~~ Following these 

authorities, Tarnovskii emphasized effeminate characteristics in 

his subjects more than Merzheevskii had, while linking these to a 

social sphere where pederasts flourished, giving it a distinctly 

caste-like character: 

The pederast always seeks the society of those similar 
to himself, because only in their presence can he give 

35 Said of two men discovered having sex in a darkened St 
Petersburg laneway in 1871; they had decided on their 
tryst after an unsatisfying visit to a licensed 
(heterosexual) brothel; ibid., 241. 

Westphal, "Die contrare Sewalempf indungtt ; R. von Kraf f t- 
Ebing, "über gewisse Anornalien des Geschlechtstriebs und 
die klinisch-forensische Verwertung derselben a l s  eines 
wahrscheinlich functionellen Degenerationszeichens des 
centralen Nerven-Sy~tems.~ Uchiv fur Psychiatrie und 
ervenkrankheiteq 7 (1877) : 291-312 : idem. , psvcho~athia . . . . sexualis. Elne klinisch O forensische Studi e. 1st ed,, 
(Stuttgart: 1886; transl. into Russian, 1887). 

37 Rosario, "Pointy Penises, Fashion Crimes, and Hysterical 
MolliesM, 153-61; Hekma,  "'A Female Sou1 in a Male 
Bodytw, 224-25; Chauncey, "From Sexual Inversion to 
Homosexualityt8, 1 3 3 .  



satisfaction to his abnormal instinct without 
punishment, and find sympathy for h i s  pathological 
condition or enco-wagement for vice. What is more, the 
active pederast, by the walk, manner of cornportment, 
gesture, speech, looking in the eye, etc, will 
recognize a passive pederast more easily than a normal 
man. From h i s  point of view the catamite, by the tone 
of the conversation, quickly guesses what is going on. 
Thus pederasts in general rapidly become acquainted 
with each other, and live to a great extent among 
circles in which al1 types of the sexual deviant 
activities deecribed are met." 

The intimations in Merzheevskii of a persona1 identity 

characterized by pederasty were fully realized only a few years 

later in Tarnovskiits assessment of the pederastic subculture of 

Petersburg he observed. 

For both authorities, the bathhouse (bania), a unique 

national institution, was a locus of pederastic activity unlike 

any found in Paris or Berlin. Merzheevskii sought to warn 

forensic medical practitioners of the potential exploitation of 

bathhouses by pederasts. Tarnovskii, perhaps under the influence 

of patriotic affection for the baths and their hygienic 

associations, tended instead to view it as a guarantor of public 

order, because it kept male prostitution off the streets. Both 

authorities associated male commercial sex offered by bathhouse 

attendants with Russian peasant customs. 

Merzheevskii adopted a wholly disapproving view of this 

trade, as his outtaged discussion of an 1866 case of a St 

Petersburg "depraved work team" (artel' razvratnikov) 

demonstrated. In court Vasilii Ivanov, a 20-year-old bath 

38 Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovouo chuvstva, 62. 



attendant, testified that he had been recruited by oéher 

attendants into the practice of sexually servicing clients soon 

after being hired. Customers who, Ivanov observed, *did not need 

to be washedw, would ask for other attentions: "[the client] lies 

with me like with a woman, or orders me to do with him as with a 

woman, only in the anus, or else leaning foward and lying on his 

chest, and 1 [get] on top of him, al1 of which 1 didov8 Despite 

evidence that some clients preferred to watch the attendant 

copulate with women procured for the purpose, Merzheevskii did 

not hesitate to label this flexible individual nor his equally 

opportunistic colleagues, Npederastsm. 39 

Tarnovskii admired the shrewdness of what he called "Russian 

simple folk1@ (russkii orostoliudin) and their exploitation of the 

baths as a site for profit. Uxnong us, especially in Petersburg, 

thanks to the numerous baths with private rooms and bathhouse 

attendants, there exist a plethora of pederast prostitutes living 

as it were on the artelt (peasant work team) principleOw4* 

Attendants were reportedly happy to indulge "congenital and aged 

catamites8@ who sought release at the baths; Tarnovskii estimated 

that perhaps three-quarters of male attendants were willing to 

engage in active anal intercourse with this category of pederast 

for cash, while "the passives are only few among them [ L e . ,  the 

39 fbid., 208, 238. Engelstein, The Kevs to Ha~~iness, 154, 

renders Merzheevskii 's grtel razvratnikov as "perverts 
guildtt, a translation which adds a medical note not 
present in the term razvrat (depravity, vice). 

Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovocro chuvstva, 



attandant~].~~" Although the venereologist did not fully approve 

of bathhouse prostitution, his comments were consistent with his 

praise during these years for the tsarist system of licensed 

(heterosexual) brothels .u There was also a national smugness in 

Tarnovskiils assertion that in Russia there was less blackmail of 

pederasts than in European capitals because of the traditional 

9rtelt principle. Bathhouse attendants, youths from the 

countryside who found work through fellow-villagers in city spas, 

pooled their earnings in this semial sideline according to 

peasant c u ~ t o m . ~ ~  Tarnovskii saw in the artelt a source of 

public order: 

"Here in Petersburg, remuneration of catamites is 
practically the same as paying a prostitute; in these 
circumstances blackmail (shantazh) on the part of 
bathhouse attendants living by the artelt and equally 
sharing the profits is unthinkable; there is no 
surveillance [by police of blackmailers, as in 
Europe 1. 44 

In the 1880s, he called for tax exemptions for brothels, 
proposed that the armyls soldiers should pay mandatory 
visits to them free of charge, and claimed public houses - 
kept crime and immorality off the streets. H i s  opinions 
shifted by the late 1890s, when he argued that without 
inspection of male clients ,- licensed brothels only spread 
disease; see Laurie Bernstein, Sonia @s Dauahters: 
Prostitutes and Their Reuulation in Im~erial Russia. 
(Berkeley h Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1995), 145, 176. 

"Al1 the money we got for that [sodomy] we put together 
and then divided it up on Sundays, testif ied Vasilii 
Ivanov, also declaring that "al1 the attendants in al1 
the baths in Petersburgtt were engaged in sodomy, 
Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia ainekoloaiia, 238-39. 

~arnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva, 70. 



Nevertheless, groups of blackmailers did cooperate to shake down 

prosperous men w i t h  accusations of s~domy, as Tarnovskii 

a~knowled~ed.~' Discursively he distinguished these 

extortionistsg solidarity from that displayed by bathhouse 

attendant8 as the collusion of urban Hgangstg, despite the fact 

that their Vewards were divided equally between the 

participantsw, jus t  like those of the bathhouse grtelta 

Significantly, Tarnovskii reported that ordinary lower-class 

males treated urban male sexual demands as wgentlements mischiefN 

(borskie shalosti). In his reluctance to condemn the "Russian 

simple folkw1 for organizing themselves to exploit these 

opportunties, there was a hesitation to pathologize al1 aspects 

of same-sex erotic practice. A presumption that the lower orders, 

in their economic and cultural subordination in Russiats urban 

life, were sexually innocent, prevented Tarnovskii from 

medicalizing a l 1  mutual male sexual activity. It was a restraint 

not often present in Western European discussions of the 

issue. 46 

45 Ibid., 72-74. 

Tarnovskii , ~zvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva, 70. 
Engelstein makes this point in her assessment of Russia's 
reception of Western medical concepts of homosexuality, 
The Keys to Ha~~iness, 132, 164. On the durability of the 
professionts presumption of Russian peasant sexual 
innocence into the late 1920s, see also Susan Gross 
Solomon, lgInnocence and Sexuality in Soviet Medical 
Discoursel* in Rosalind Marsh, ed. Women in Russia and 
Ukraine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 



(ii) mPederastiia ne sude . . 
n: Pederastv in the court 

The contradictory techniques for detecting male same-sex love 

were not always a sound basis  for the provision of expertise to 

the police and courts. In practice, the transition after the 

Great Reforme to the routine use of this expertise in sodomy 

cases was very uneven. In the 1860s and 1870s, sodomy cases in 

the medical literature and from the archives of Moscow~s courts 

give the impression that Russian doctors had little acquaintance 

with European or the emerging domestic literature on the 

question. By the 1880s and 1890s, however, routine formulas of 

words appeared in practit ioners @ opinions (zakliucheniia) and a 

standard range of indicators featured in the evidence. 

The earliest cases of mutually consenting sodomy discussed 

by Merzheevskii reflected confusion and occasional voluntarism 

when medical experts were called upon to identify sodomites. One 

doctor, having examined two men accused of having anal 

intercourse in a Petersburg bathhouse in 1867, gave no indication 

of familiarity with the European authorities on the vice. The 

doctor note an aimless report, saying nothing about distortions 

of the men's genitals or anuses, commenting only on their 

~leanliness.'~ An 1870 case of Valse accusation of sodomyI1, an 

attempt to blackmail an army officer, similarly exasperated 

Merzheevskii with its crude technique. The doctor undertook a 

careless digital examination of one of the accused, resulting in 

Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia ainekolouiia, 240-41. 



tears to the anus. The innocent officer was thus put in danger of 

conviction if a second examination had been necessary. 68 

A case from the records of the Moscow circuit court 

illustrates how in the 1880s a competent forensic medical 

examination applied the new knowledge to label a llpederastw. On 

29 July 1888, townsman (meskhanin) Petr Mamaev, 42, was 

apprehended after a drunken scuffle with 28-year-old peasant 

Nikolai Agapov on Prechistenskii Boulevard. Mamaev said he had 

committed sodomy with Agapov there and admitted to picking up 

strange men for this purpose on city boulevards for the previous 

eight years. A four-page doctorls report of the forensic 

examination of the two men did not cite any medical authorities, 

yet its laquage was clearly influenced by recent forensic 

medical literatureOb9 Agapov claimed he l1had never committed 

this fou1 thingtl, meaning sodomy, and an examination failed to 

identify any anatomical indicators; the court released him and 

concentrated on prosecuting Mamaev for l'passive pederastytl. The 

doctorls careful report, and the record of the police 

investigatorls questions ("Are thare signs that Mamaev and Agapov 

committed sodomy?", I'Is it possible to determine if on the night 

48 Ibid, 250-52 .  

49 Of Mamaev, the doctor concluded: W .  . . the crater-shaped 
form of the anal orifice, smoothness and flatness of the 
natural mucous membranes of the anus, their lubrication 
and colour, and also the anal orifice which allows the 
possibility of the examinerls finger to freely penetrate 
the rectum, with great probability demonstrates that 
Mamaev frequently subjected his anus to external 
mechanical strain and force, and perhaps committed 
sodomyl*, TsGIAgM, f. 142, op. 2, d. 142, 1. 158 ob. 
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af 28-29 July [they] committed sodomy and vhat are the 

indications of this and on whom are they present?") illustrated a 

concern for evidentiary inteçrity and the degree to which police 

relied on medical expertise t c t  identify a "pederastN who had not 

k e n  caught in the act.1° Mamaev received a three-year prison 

sentence and vas required to seek penance from his Orthodox 

priest; the conviction rested on the forensic report which was 

rehearsed virtually verbatim in the indictment. 

  or en sic medicine was required to provide expertise in cases 

of male rape, which were the most frequent same-sex sexual crime 

pursued by the tsarist courts. One criminologist, writing in 

1910, estimated that for each conviction for consensual sodomy, 

there were four for aggravated sodomy (using force, or abusing 

the dependency of the victim, or with a minor) during the years 

from 1874 to 1 9 0 4 . ~ '  Both Merzheevskii and Tarnovskii were 

highly sceptical about whether male rape could actually be 

committed, where both parties were at least youths if not fully 

grown. It is instructive to examine the divergence between their 

views in print, and practice in criminal investigations. 

Merzheevskii presented two St Petersburg court cases of 

wpederastic rapew which he criticized on forensic medical 

grounds, insisting on the necessity of mutual consent for anal 

s O Ibid, 1. 158. Mamaev said he could not remember, or had 
never obtained, the names of his previous male Btloversw 
(liubiteli), so police had no other witnesses. 

51 B. 1. Piatnitskii, po O e o e  
pravo (Mogilev: 1910), 31-32. 



penettation to take placeOs2 Tarnovskii could not allow that 

lethe entire act from beginning ta endw could be committed against 

the will of the receptive male, whom ho termed a catamite. In the 

vast majority of cases, he claimed, the youthful, naive 

"catamiten was prepared by the active pederast for his role by 

%onths. . . of preliminary manipulationsn. 53 By implication, the 
barrier of the sphincter muscle could only be breached 

voluntarily; because of his anatomy and predisposition the 

receptive male in a same-sex I1rapeM was incapable of being 

vi~tirnized.~~ He was a "pederastW and a member of the same 

category of criminalized or pathologized males. 

What these authorities regarded as a fully grown male in 

this context is suggestive of the boundaries of manhood in this 

culture and era. Russian court cases and evidence from medical 

literature indicate that there was a 'threshhold aget for anally 

penetrated victims, of approximately 12 to 14 years, after which 

male rape was more difficult to prove.s5 The two examples 

Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia ainekoloaiia, 219-20, 245-48. 

53 Tarnovskii, uvrashchenie ~olovouo chuvstva, 91-93. 

54 Tashkent physician A. Shvarts took this notion to its 
logical conclusion in 1906, when he argued against 
Tarnovskii that pederasts had greater control over this 
muscle than the @@normal manm, Shvarts, % voprosu O 
priznakakh privychnoi passivnoi pederastiiI1, 818. 

ss The 1845 criminal code made consensual sodomy with 
underage (pialoletnve) boys equivalent to forms of 
aggravated sodomy with adults; the 1903 criminal code 
revisions strengthened parallels between heterosexual and 
homosexual rape where the victim was a minor. Senate 
rulings on heterosexual rape cases in the 1870s created 
an ambiguous zone between ages 10-14 when girls might be 
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Merzheevskii presentad wore rapee of 14- and 15-year-old youths 

by their employers, adult men, and he denied that these were 

genuine "rapesn but involved some degree of ml-itual consent. These 

youths were regarded as fully grown ( v o z ~ )  and ihus 

capable of resisting unwelcome advances.'' Viewing pubescent and 

teenaged males as sexually knowledgeable and available was 

typical of European traditional cultures, especially in the 

Mediterranean region.57 Younger, less developed boys could be 

potential victims of adult male lust because of their physical 

disadvantages, or the possibility that attackers might exploit 

them in an unconscious state. 58 

The realities of rape between males in tsarist Russia were 

considerably more brutal and complex, and forensic medical 

practice did not discard the notion of the penetrated boy or 

youth as victim, despite the theoretical musings of these 

authorities. Perhaps the violence of these cases moved most 

said to have Mawarenessll of their own sema1 actions, 
Engelstein. The Kevs to Ha~~iness, 6 0 .  78n, 82. 

s6 Note the embedded gendering of the term, incorporating 
the root for 9nalet (-muzh-). Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia 

8 e crinekoloaïia, 245-48. 

s7 Menm s mutual sexual relations in early modern Europe were 
structured around an age differential, with the anally 
receptive partner usually falling in the 12-20 year age 
range, and the insertive partner somewhat older, in e.g. 
the case of 15th- to 17th-century Florence, 19-30 years 
of age. Victims of male rape in Florence also fell into 
the younger age range, Michael Rocke, Forbj dden 
Fxiendshi~s: Homosexualitv and Male Culture in 

8 enalssance Florence (New York f Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1996) , 162-65. 

58 Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovogo chuvstva, 91. 



doctors to produce detailed evidence to assist  police in securing 

convictions. 

Two cases, roughly a decade apart, demonstrate the increased 

sophistication in forensic medical intervention. Both involved 

the rape of boys under the threshold aga of 12-14 years by older 

males. The first, from the files of the Moscow Holy Consistory, 

took six years to resolve, as the charges against a priest, 

Afanasii, shuttled between church and secular courts in a 

jurisdictional dispute. A soldier's son, 8-year-old Ignatii, in a 

village of Serpukhovskii district, in August 1862 told his 

parents he had been "jabbedgt in the "behindnm by the cleric. The 

boy had endured the assault in silence, then escaped after 

Afanasii Vinishedml and went looking for a present to give to the 

boy. 59 

Confusion arose over the procedure for t r y i n g  the offender, 

with the case disputed in both secular and church courts. In 

1865, the Consistory noted a medical examination ofkgnatii 

should have taken place, but had been neglected by the 

ecclesiastical court. Nevertheless, a secular court had ordered 

an examination in December 1862, over three months after the 

alleged attack, and this was read into the record. The doctor's 

testimony was terse, describing Ignatii simply as Imhealthyg' and 

therefore not likely to have been sod~mized.~ 

A further Consistory hearing in 1867 noted the secular court 

59 TsGIAQM, f. 203, OP. 757, d. 518, 11. 4-4 ~ b .  

60 Ibid., 11. 49 ob.-50, 70-70 ob., 55-56. 



had found Afanasii guilty of "the strongest suspicion of sodomyn. 

The priest wae pardoned and allowed to remain in a monastery. No 

record remains of the secular court's deliberatio~s which 

resulted in this verdict, but it is striking that the doctor8s 

testimony was sought by a secular court, if only after an 

unsuitable delay, and that despite its denial of any stigmata on 

the boy, it apparently did not influence the outcome of the 

secular case. The church court's acknowledgement three years 

after the case arose that a medical examination would have 

facilitated its work, is also indicative of a turn to forensic 

science in these matters. 6 1 

In 1874 in a similar case the Moscow secular courts applied 

a detailed medical opinion, obtained promptly from a doctor, to 

secure a conviction. A 19-year-old merchant's son, Kniazev, was 

accused of having '8committed an act of s~domy'~ on Nikanor 

Fedorov, an Il-year-old apprentice in a hatmaking workshop owned 

by Kniazev8s mother. The victim was examined two days after the 

crime, and the doctor agreed that he had been r a ~ e d . ~ ~  The same 

6 1 The same church court in 1855-56 showed no interest in 
medical examinations of a soldier who admitted an 1849 
episode of bestiality with a cow, but instead ordered an 
investigation of canon law authorities to determine what 
penance was relevant; the miscreant did not escape 
military duties, but was assigned 15 year's penance, the 
same duration for sex with animals as for sodomy between 
men; TGIAgM, f. 203, op. 575, de 29,  11. 4-7. 

62 H i a  opinion read in part: I8Fedorov is of medium build, 11 
years of age, his anus opened freely when the buttocks 
were parted, so that a finger could easily be introduced 
into it, the area surrounding the passage presenting the 
aspect of a crater, of a red colour, especially on the 
left side, where there is a superficial abrasion the size 



doctor also examined Kniazevls body and ciothing, but found no 

traces of the sodomitical assault on Kniazevls penis? The jury 

whith heard this case in a closed session of the Moscow circuit 

court pronounced Kniazev guilty, principally on the basis of the 

medical evidence. Kniazev received four years hard labour 

(Jratoruq), then permanent exile in Siberia, and the Senate 

rejected an appeal for clemency in January 1875. In this case, 

the physicianBs conclusive technical evidence convinced the jury 

to convict a Bmpederasticl rapist. 

The principal signs of anal rape were traumatic bruising and 

abrasions or cuts to the victimls anus or body, or blood 

blistering observed on the penis of the perpetrator. Forensic 

doctors reported on these indications using formulas of words 

which occasionally appear to lead investigators to conclusions 

which would swiftly resolve these cases. The more defenseless the 

victim (by virtue of a g e ) ,  the more doctors openly employed 

conjecture and suggestion in their testimony. 64 

of a chick-pea, from which Fedorov to the present t h e  
complains of a pain in the anus when seated.. . Taking al1 
the above into account the conclusion follows that the 
indicated harm to the anus of Fedorov is the result of 
the consequences of sodomy ( m e l m s t v ~ )  . l1 TsGIAgM, f. 
142, op. 3, d. 233, 11. 79-79 ob. 

63 Ibid., 11. 75, 76, 78. 

A 1907 case document noted the presence of a scar on the 
penis of the alleged offender, "which in the opinion of 
Dr. Zybin, could have resulted about 10 days ago during 
forcible~odomy.~, TsGIAgM, f. 142, op. 1, d. 2532, (De10 
po obvineniiu Kolesnikova W. P., ... v iznasilovanii 
West @ ianina Kuznetsova A. E. ) , 1. 4. A doctor testifying 
in the 1913 case of a brutal rape of a six-year-old boy 
by a 44-year-old labourer combined his observations of 
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Ambivalent expertise could lead to acquittal. The case of 

the alleged rape in 1892 of Vasilii Barshev, a 13-year-old 

apprentice in a wheelwright's workshop in Moscow, by a craftsman, 

26-year-old Vasilii Reshetnikov, ended in acquitta1 after two 

doctors produced contradictory evidence. The first examination of 

victim and accused had taken place three days after the alleged 

rape, the other more than two weeks later; but the second 

physician declared that both inspections were too late to produce 

reliable indicators of rape. Another factor in the craftsman's 

acquitta1 may have been the age of his 'victiml. Despite the fact 

that Barshev is described as a throughout, he may have been 

regarded as capable of self-defense; his fellow apprentice boys 

said they were familiar with Reshetnikovfs sexual advances and 

used to repulsing them. Barshevls accusations initially elicited 

laughter, not opprobium, directed at Reshetnikov from the 

apprentices in the workshop. 6s 

the victimls bruises with the boy's testimony and his own 
conjecture, to conclude that the trauma was the result of 
rape, TsGIAgM, f . 142, op. 3, d. 186, (Delo po obvineniiu 
Bukhvalova S. F., ... v iznasilovanii maloletnego 
Fedotova, A. A )  11. 49-49 ob. A 1915 examination 
explained blood blisters on the foreskin of a prisoner 
accused of raping a 17-year-old cellmate, as the probable 
result of "great stress to the foreskin, for example 
during the introduction of the penis into the anus of 
another person." TsGIAgM, f. 142, op. 12, d e  99, 1. 14 
(Delo po obvineniiu Savel'eva D. Ne i Bezrukova Va V. v 
iznasilovanii arestanta Belousova S. G.). 

65 "The apprentices of the workshop.. . testified that before 
the incident with Barshev, Reshetnikov was inclined to 
try to copulate with them, but they did not yield to 
him.tm TsGIAgM, f. 142, op. 2, d. 433, 1. 7. 
Unfortunately, the forensic medical documentation i n t h i s  
file does not describe Barshev's physical build; if he 
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By World Wat 1, the task of forensic medicine to iàentify 

the "pederastn and the evidence or' sexual assault between males 

was established in the police and court procedure of the 

capitals. Merzheevskii and V. M. Tarnovskii remained the domestic 

authorities in this arcane field, probably because the demand for 

such expertise in relation to the relatively modest number of 

sodomy prosecutions remained negligible. By the first years of 

the twentieth century psychiatry was displacing forensic medicine 

as the principal interpreter of same-sex love in Russian medical 

discourse. The key texts on the criminological meaning of sodomy 

in the last years of tsarist Russia abandoned descriptions of the 

body of the sodomite and turned to psychiatrie medicine, both 

domestic and Western European, for the latest explanations of the 

phenornenon that, after 1905, was more frequently being called 

11homosexuality1t.66 Forensic medicine retained a modest but 

ongoing role as purveyor to the courts of expertise in cases of 

violent sexual assaults between males. 

appeared full grown and capable of self-defence, this 
might have contributed to Reshetnikov's acquittal. The 
indictment emphasized Barshev8s fear of the older man as 
a reason for submitting to him, 11. 6-6 ob. 

66 Piatnitskii, Polowia izvrashcheniia i uaolovnoe ~ravo;  
1. B. Fuks, Gomoseksualizm kak ~restu~lenie. Iruidich. i 
uao1.-~olitich. ocherk (St Petersburg: ltObshchestvennaia 
PollzaN, 1914). 



(iii) Forensic medicine. sodomv and the Soviet reaime 

After October 1917, it was unclea~ what the new regimefs appïoach 

toward homosexuality would be. During the Civil War, sodomy was 

occasionally the subject of specific, politicized attention, but 

records suqgest it normally went virtually unpro~ecuted.~~ The 

1919 case against Bishop Palladii, who indulged in ffpederastyff 

with 14-year-old Ivan Volkov, illustrated how the Bolsheviks 

might cal1 upon various branches of medicine to perform new tasks 

with regard to the old regime crime of sodomy. It also displayed 

their impatience with the fissiparous possibilities of the new 

scientific approaches. 

Volkov was not handed exclusively to physicians who might 

have provided a swift conclusion about the stigmata of sodomy on 

his body. Instead, he was delivered into the hands of a team of 

specialists in child psychiatry, medicine, and education, from 

the Instituts of the Defective Child, headed by psychiatrist M. 

O. Gurvich. The Institutets experts had @tnumerous questionsf@ for 

the boy and they were eager to launch a study of Volkovfs 

67 For example in the 1919 Moscow trial of Bishop Palladii 
for sodomy; and the trial of male homosexuals following 
the 15 January 1921 raid of a "pederastsf club@# in 
Petrograd. The court records contain few references to 
sex crimes: misi, of Moscow revolutionary tribunals at 
TsGAMO hold no convictions for sodomy, persona1 
communication from Christie Story, PhD Cand., University 
of California (Santa Cruz) , 15 August 1995; note. also 
absence of sex crimes in conviction statistics gathered 
for Moscow, 1918, by the department of moral statistics, 
Central Statistical Administration (TsSU) , in RGAE, f. 
1562, op. 31, d. 53 ,  wStatisticheskie listki ob 
osuzhdennvkh narodnvmi sudami aor. Moskw za  1918 aodt8. 



personaiity, life history and hereditary antecedentsOa The 

Commissariat of Justice demanded forensic evidence within three 

days; reportedly, two documents, one on Volkovls mentai 

condition, the other on his physical state, were supplied. 

Neither indicated any harm had corne to the boy.69 When medicine 

could not bolster the state's case to produce a courtroom COUD de 

thedtre, political considerations demanded the trial proceed 

regardless, with the prosecutor Krasikov offering popular 

scientific explanations of clerical depravity instead. Jurists 

apparently looked first to psychiatry, not forensic medicine, to 

interpret same-sex offenses. 70 

Following the civil war, legislative and institutional 

change created a new environment for branches of legal medicine 

dealing with sex crime. Sodomy was dropped as a discrete offense 

in the 1922 RSFSR Criminal Code. The forensic medical function to 

identify consenting male homosexuals with anatomical evidence was 

At this Health Commissariat institute pedagogy was 
blended with child psychiatry and studies of the disabled 

Ocherki . . . 
child, T. Iudin, istorii otechestvennoi 
psikhiatrii. (Moscow: Medgiz, 1951), 370 .  

69 GARF, f. A353,  op. 3, dm 745, 1. 58 ob. 

After his amnesty in 1920, Palladii was sent for 
"treatmentW to a mental hospital, ostensibly for his 
semial perversion. In the 1921 Petrograd raid on the 
"pederasts club", police and jurists turned not to 
forensic medical specialists but to V. M o  Bekhterev, 
Russials foremost psychiatrist, for expertise: G. R. - - 

Inik sovetskoi Vrotsessy gomoseksualistov.n Ezhenedel - 
Justits i i ;  ( 3 3  1922) : 16-17; V. M o  Bekhterev, I8O polovom 
izvrashchenii, kak osoboi ustanovke polovykh refleksov." 

i v m  In Polovoi vo~ros v shkole m i ,  ed. 1. S. Simonov 
(Leningrad: Brokgauz-Efron, 1927). 



now formally retired; only same-sex assaults of minors or using 

violence would interest legal physicians. Forensic medicine 

located the detection of sexual assaults in the division of the 

discipline devoted to "the examination of live persons" 

) The radically restructured 

criminal code introduced a new category, %exual maturityn 

(polovaia zrelost*), which allowed for considerable imprecision 

and also, of course, produced a shadow category - sexual 
immaturity. Forensic medical practitioners found themselves 

expected by the courts to make definitive rulings about the 

sexual maturity of victims of sex crimes, and they did not agree 

on how to recognize this life stage.?' In addition, the six 

articles of the code dealing with sexual offenses made 

distinctions based on maloletstvo (childhood) and 

nesovershennoletie (minority), and jurists had varied ideas about 

the ages understood. A great deal of interpretative work was 

accordingly thrust upon forensic doctors involved in sexual 

offense cases." The actual character of sexual offenses 

71 See for example, V. A. Riasentsev, 8qK voprosu ob 
opredelenii polovoi zrelosti zhenshchinmql Sudebno- 
meditsinskaia ekspertiza (7 1927): 26-29. L. Leitman, '*K 
voprosu O polovom sovershennoletii. @q Sudebno - . peditçinskaia eks~ertize (9 1928) : 75-78. The range of 
disagreement on polovaia zrelost * among medical 
practitioners, judges and procurators can be gauged in 
*lRasshirennyi nauchnyi swezd sudebnykh vrachei i 
predstavielei iustitsii v g. Ivanove-Vosnesenske 23-25 
dekabria 1927 g.Iq Sudebno-meditsinskaia eks~ertiza (9 
1928) : 135-64. 

Of 94,060 live persons examined in the RSFSR by forensic 
doctors in 1925, 7.8% were subjects in sexual offense 
cases; of these, 3% were exarnined in "rastlenie 
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designated in the crfrinal code as "the satisfaction of sexual 

lust in perverted formsn (article 167/151) or as I1depraved 

activitiesu (article 168/152) - offences only when inflicted on 
young persons variously defined - vas left to jurists to 
determine. ;" 

The forensic medical discipline received modest but ongoing 

support from the Commissariat of Health in the first years of the 

Soviet regime, and early legislation enunciated a role that 

greatly enhanced doctorsl powers and position in criminal 

investigations and court. As early as 1919, the Commissariat 

[def loration 3 and rapeN cases, 2.8% in cases of inf ecting 
a partner with VD, 2% in cases of "determination of 
virginityN, and 0.06% ( e . ,  54 persons) in 
"determination of sexI1 cases. The categories used by the 
author of these statistics appear to have comprehended 
determinations of sexual maturity in both the dei loration 
and virginity columns, see Ia. Leibovich, I1Godovoi otchet 
po sudeb.-meditsinskoi ekspertize v RSFSP za 1925 g. 
Sudebno-meditsinskaia e k ~ ~ e r t i ~ a  (5 1927): 96-128, Table 
9, 128. Another doctor noted a similar distribution of 
cases for 1926, although he listed determination of 
sexual maturity as a discrete category: K. S. Kechek, 
Wudebno-meditsinskii i bytovoi analiz ekspertiz zhivykh 
lits za 1916 [misprint; should read 19261 god po gg. 
Rostovu n/D. i Nakhichevani n/D.I1 Sudebno-meditsinskaia 
eks~ertlza (8 1928) : 100-105. In 1923 in Moscow city, 
3.65% of al1 live persons examined by forensic doctors 
were for Wape and deflorationN cases but there was no 
breakdown published of other sex-related examinations, N o  
V. Popov, *O rabote Moskovskoi sudebno-meditsinskoi 
ekspertizyw Hosko . . . . vsku meditsinskii zhurnal (7 1924) : 88. 

The figures in parentheses refer to the relevant articles 
in the 1922, then 1926, redactions of the RSFSR Criminal 
Code. "Def lorationw (rastlenig) or I1satisf action of 
sexual lust in perverted fomsn were oifences under 
articles 167/151 when inflicted on I1persons not having 
achieved sexual maturityH. I1Depraved activities" 
(razvratn~e deistviia) were crimes when inf licted against 
children (maloletnie) or minors (~iesovershennoletnie) , 
under article 1681152. 



organized a department of forensic medicine, and after the end of 

the civil war, established a nstwork of responsible forensic 

physicians in major centres. A joint decree of Health and Justice 

Commissariats, "New decree on forensic medical opinionsm (1921) 

gave doctors power to initiate post-mortems or examinations in 

criminal investigations, rights to amend medical points in 

investiqators' files before these went to court, and to have the 

last word in trials if medical points had been distorted by 

defense or prose~ution.~~ The acknowledged leader of the 

discipline, Ia. 1. Leibovich, chief of the Health Commissariat's 

forensic medical department, urged practitioners to breathe life 

into these powers (and into his vision of the discipline as 

"social medicine") by forging active links with criminal 

investigators and the courts." Yet even in well resourced 

Moscow and the surrounding province, experts confronted a 

burgeoning caseload which left little time for conferences or the 

search for new tasks. As awareness of the availability and 

necessity of forensic medical expertise increased, examinations 

of live persons doubled or tripled in 1923 alone." 

Leibovich's early hopes that the doctor in court would no 

74 fa. Leibovich, llTri goda sudebnoi medits inytl 
Ezhenedellnik sovetskoi iustitsil (7 1922): 8. 

IS Ibid. , see also idem. , "Piat @ let sudebnoi meditsiny . 
~zhdenedel'nik sovetskoi iustitsii (34 1923): 775-77;  
idem. , @gSudebno-meditsinskaia ekspertiza pri NEP ' e . 
gzhenedel'nik sovetskoi iustitsii (2 1923): 36-38. 

76 POPOV, "0 rabote Moskovskoi sudebno-meditsinskoi 
ekspertizyîl, 88. 



longer be a tsarist Vunctionaryl@ but a "social workerw and 

~sociologistw within a confident, discrete discipline were not 

fully realized during his tenure (which ended during the cultural 

revolution). In 1923, faced with impending transfer of funding of 

regional legel medical networks From central Health Commissariat 

resources to local ones, he argued (unsuccessfully) that Justice 

and Internal Affairs Commissariats should pick up the bill for 

regional laboratories. Still worse was the disadvantaged position 

of legal doctors, whom he now termed the ttstepchildrenw of the 

medical profession. Education of new forensic physicians was 

lagging, and little was being written by existing practitioners, 

which further hampered development.* By the tirne of the 

. discipline's second All-Russian Congress in 1925, the visionary 

goals of the 1921 "New decreel* were facing intense pressure. The 

caseload burden, worsened by underfunding of salaries, training, 

and facilities, and the new Criminal Procedural Code, which had 

largely disregarded the "New decreetstl view of forensic ptactice, 

al1 confined the discipline to immediate, purely evidentiary, 

duties. Complaints were voiced that forensic medicine lacked a 

ludefinite situationt* whether under the Commissariats of Health, 

Justice or Internal Affairs, and that legal doctors were 

ttbes~rizorn~eH (homeless waifs). Moreover, neither physicians nor 

criminal investigators were content with the inconsistencies and 

Leibovich, *tSudebno-meditsinskaia ekspertizapriNEPte.", 
38. For a brief period, approximately the mid-to-late 
1920s, the discipline did have its own central journal, 
Sudebno-meditsinskaia eks~ertiza. 



lacunae in procedural regulation at the interface between their 

two functions, but these problems were neglected by 

legislators. n 

In an atmosphere of limited resources and dispute over the 

agenda of tasks in the discipline, forensic doctots were not 

motivated to revive the study of signs of sodomy or consenting 

homosexual relations. Homosexuality as a medical problem was by 

this time clearly the province of psychiatrists, no longer a 

crime but commonly regarded as an disorder of the mind or the sex 

glands. References to same-sex perversion in 1920s forensic 

medical literature were for the most part subordinate to the 

psychiatric view of the problem." Simultaneously, Soviet 

psychiatrists drew upon physiciansl expertise when describing the 

bodies of their cases of ~8homosemialityN, but they did not direct 

doctors to search for stigmata of sodomy. Instead, physicians or 

gynecologists were called in to eliminate a diagnosis of 

hennaphroditism,.or to conduct anthropometric examinations of 

patients to evaluate their conformity to supposed masculine or 

78 N. 1. Izhevskii , "Vtoroi vserossiiskii sl@ezd sudebno- 
meditsinskikh ekspertov v g. Moskve (25 fevralia-3 marta 

w e . . 
1926 goda) &enincrradsk~i m@itsinskii zhurnal (4 1926) : 
144-45; IIRasshirennyi nauchnyi stlezd sudebnykh vrachei i 
predstavielei iustitsii v g. Ivanove-Vosnesenske 23-25 
dekabria 1927 gmn,  143-47, 158-64. 

79 See e.g.! gynecologist V. A. Riasentsevls report of his 
examination of two apparent female homosexuals,. W v a  
sluchaia iz praktiki. 1. Gomoseksualizm?gl Sudebno- 
pieditsinskaia eks~ertiza (2 1925) : 152-56; and same case, 
analysed by psychiatrist N. P. Brukhanskii, Materialv DO 
seksual'noi ~sikho~atoloaii, (Moscow : M o  i S. 
Sabashnikovy, 1927), 65. 



ferninine somatic types, or to seek evidence of degeneration. 80 

Only two psychiatrists invoked the authority of Casper, and that 

wos to emphasize the German forensic doctorls hypothesis that 

pederasty could be ascribed to environmental or congenital 

factors. 

The discipline did not entirely abandon its interest in 

forms of sexual deviance which were nominally decriminalized. A 

supplement to the central journal Sudebno-meditsinskaia 

eks~ertiza (Forensic medical expertise), entitled "A Handbook of 

Forensic Medicine", by the Austrian legal physician Julius 

Kratter, vas published in 1928, and included a detailed chapter 

on "forensic sexologyw.~ The transmission to a pos t -  

Markers of degeneracy, see V. P. Protopopov, %ovremennoe 
sostoianie voprosa O sushchnosti i proiskhozhdenii 
gom~seksualizma.~~ pauchnaia meditsina (10 1922): 49-62; 
and V. A. Belousov, t%luchai gomoseksuala-muzhskoi 
prostitutki. prestu~nik i gg E, 
(1927): 309-17. Anthropometric and gynecological 
examinations, see A. P. Shtess, *ISluchai zhenskogo 
gomoseksualizma pri  nalichii situs viscerum inversus, ego 
psikhoanaliz i gipnoterapiiamt9 saratovskii vestnzk 
ydravookhraneniia (3-4 1925) : 1-19 ; E o  K. ~rasnushkin, 
and N. G. Kholzakova. "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin ubiits- 
gomosek~ualistok.~~ Prestu~nik i ~restu~nost'. Çbornik 1 
(1926) : 105-20. 

81 Protopopov, %ovremennoe sostoianievoprosa O sushchnosti 
i proiskhozhdenii gom~seksualizma~~, 57; only one Soviet 
psychiatrist, of the older generation, invoked forensic 
medical sodomy indicators, including the active partner's 
supposed canine-like m e m b e r ,  V. Mo Bekhterev, t9Polovye 
ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete refleks~logii.~~ 

* 0 Vo~xosv izucheniia i vos~itaniia lichnostl, (4-5 1922) : 
721. 

82 Iu. Kratter, nRukovodstvo sudebnoi meditsiny. Dlia 
vrachei i studentov. Ch. IV. Sudebnaia seksologiia. 
Avtorizovannyi perev. so 2-go nemetsk. izd. pod red; i s 
dopolneniiami Ia. Leibovicha (Prodolzhenie) . l9 Sudebno- 



revolutionary generation of foreign expertise was the object of 

this publication, deopite the fact that some of the deviant 

sexual practices catalogued were not offenses in Soviet Russian 

law (male and female homosexuality, and transvestism, were 

specifically mentioned). The translator, Leibovich, intervened in 

Krattergs text  to point out that these phenomena were not illegal 

in the USSR (with the exception, he noted, of sodomy in certain 

union republics, "for example ~ e o r ~ i a " ) . ~  Nevertheless, 

Krattergs instructions for detecting the signs of "pederastygg, 

virtually unchanged from those of Casper and to a lesser extent 

Tardieu (to whom Kratter accorded less credence, especially on 

"activegt pederasty), were presented without commentary from 

Leibovich. Kratter divided same-sex love into two separate 

phenomena based on widely held theories of their etiology, and 

argued that German and Austrian law ought to acknowledge this 

division. HAcquiredgg pederasty was punishable in these nations as 

a vice governed by individual moral will, whereas Nhomosexual 

feelingw (uomoseksual~noe chuvstvo), a mental condition said to 

exhibit less outright sema1 expression, ought not to be 

punishable because the offender was compelled to homosermal 

actions by his or her constitution. By his interventions, 

Leibovich presented Krattergs argument as an example of advanced 

peditsinskaia eks~ertiza (1928) : kn. 9,  1-38; kn. 10, 67- 
114. This was a translation from Julius Kratter, 
Lehrbifch der uerichtlichen Medizin (Stuttgart: Ferdinand 
Enke, 1921). 

83 Kratter, ~Rukovodstvo sudebnoi meditsinygg , kn. 9, p. 37, 

kn. 10, p. 5 8 .  



scientific thinking on the question of homosexuality, and he 

positioned Soviet legislation in the vanguard of that n e w  

view." Yet by reproducing the text on anal examinations, 

Leibovich signaled to his readers that authorities had developed 

an arcane form of expertise around this issue, an expertise worth 

transmitting if not elaborating. as 

(iv) Forensic medicine and the recriminalization of sodomv 

The institutional insecurities of forensic medicine, evident in 

the cornplaints heard at its second congress in 1925, apparently 

continued into the late 1920s. Neglect by the Commissariat of 

Health, despite the essential service legal medicine was meant to 

provide in the Soviet justice system, generated sufficient 

dissatisfaction to prompt a review of the discipline during the 

first Five Year Plan. At a time when the key institution in a 

related speciality, forensic psychiatry, was removed from Health 

Commissariat controlfw the Interna1 Affairs Commissariatls 

84 Ibid.; the distinction between voluntary *pederastygl and 
congenital, desexualized ~homosexual feelingt8 was also 
present in early Sovietpsychiatric literature. Leibovich 
implied that Western nations, "with their special 
conditions of life [ s ~ e w i a l ~ a g  bvtowe u~loviia]~ were 
subject to more foms of eex perversion than Russians 
were, presumably because of a lower degree of 
urbanization, ibid., kn. 10, p. 6611. 

8s Ibid., kn. 10, pp. 61-64. 

80 From 1932 to 1938, the V. P. Serbskii Institute of 
Forensic Psychiatry and its llmedical sanitary networktt 
was formally under the jurisdiction of -the Justice 
Commissariat; GARF, f. A482, op. 24, d. 847, 1. 37 ob; 
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militia apparatus had also petitioned to absorb forensic medical 

functfons. In 1931, the Councfl of People's Commissars 

(Sovnarkos) referred the question to the Workers' and Peasantsl 

Inspectorate (Rabkrin), and in December, Rabkrin expressed 

"complete dissatisfaction with forensic medical affairsn and 

directed the Health Commissariat to implament sweeping changes in 

the training of specialist physicians and the outlay of resources 

to the discipline. By 1933 however, N. V. Popov, the director of 

the newly founded Central Institute of Forensic Medicine, 

complained to the Peoplels Commissar of Health that only a 

fraction of the recommendations had been realized. The discipline 

had lost its representative on the Commissariatls Expert medical 

council, publishers Medgiz greeted proposals I1with complote 

scorngg and the forensic medical journal had been discontinued, 

while his Institutegs location was far from satisfactory. 87 

O icheskaia eks~ertiza i Ts. M. Feinberg, Sudebno ~ s w a t r  
p ~ v t  rabotv instituts s u e b n o i  ~ s i m a t r i i a  im. ~rof. 
Serbskocro za XXV lef;. (Moscow: Tsent. ne-i. institut 
sudebnoi psikhiatriia im. prof. Serbskogo MZ SSSR, 1947) , 
11 . 

87 G A R F ,  f. A482,  op. 24, d. 301, 11. 1-4 ob. The "only 
exposition chamber for corpses in the USSR, beautifully 
equipped", was occupied by a Moscow medical institute 
Komsomol ce11 , which had appropriated the chamber s 
refrigeration equipment, 1. 3. Popov's criticism? in this 
report, of Leibovichls editorial work (1. 2 ob. ) , and 
Leibovichls replacement as head of the forensic medical 
department at ~arkomzdrav by V. M. Smol'ianinov, suggest 
that ex-chief of this department had been ousted solnetirne 
during the cultural revolution. He is no+ mentioned at 
al1 in a 1968 historical sketch of the discipline, which 
mentions none of the obstacles to its progress in the 
1930s evident in archiva1 documents, see V. Prozorovskii, 
ed. Sudebnaia meditsina. (Moscow: Iuridicheskaia 
literatura, 1968), 7-9. 



Popov worried that fresh calls for an nnextremely undesirablen 

transfcr into the hands of the police would overwhelm the 

discipline, but formally this does not appear to have 

occurred . 
While forensic medicine remained a purveyor of evidence in 

the judicial system under the first Five Year Plans, the demand 

for more systematic guidelines on the examination of living 

persons, expressed by doctors and legal officiais in the 19209, 

was addressed at a significant moment in the history of 

antisodomy legislation. In late 1933 examinations of live persons 

were the subject of rules devised by the Central Institute of 

Forensic Medicine and adopted for distribution by the Health 

Commissariat in consultation with the Procurators of the RSFSR 

and USSR, and a representative of the Main Administration of the 

militia, in June 1934.'~ The rules for "forensic medical 

obstetric-gynecological e~amination@~, were published within 

months of the adoption of the stalinist antisodomy statute, and 

contained specific instructions for detecting the signs of 

13. In examinations regarding depraved acts, 
accompanied by rape or not, and as well regarding 
sexual perversions (with or without the use of force), 
the expert, besides the above-mentioned 

GARF, f. A482, op. 24, dm 301, 1. 4 ob. 

89 GARF, f. A-482, op. 25, d. 879, 11. 22-29 (pravila 
~mbulatornoao sudebno-meditsinskoao akusher. - . . ginekoloaicheskoao issledovanïig). These rules were being 
discussed simultaneously with the enactment of the new 
antisodomy statute, but evidence of a direct link between 
the two initiatives has not been uncovered. 



[considerations], examines (in the case of pederasty 
[pederastiiq]) the anal orifice and should note its 
form (crater- or funnel-shaped), whether it gapes or 
not, the flabbiness or slackness of the mucous membrane 
of the rectum, the presence or absence of ray-shaped 
folds of skin around the anal orifice, of fissures and 
wounds, the status of the sphincter, levator, the 
dilation of the ampulla, prolapsus of layers of the 
rectum; particular attention is to be paid to the 
presence of rectal gonorrhea, especially in victims who 
are men (or boys) . . . 90 

The placement of the essential characteristics of the anatomical 

indications of pederasty directly after a discussion of 

heterosexual rape, in a code of rules governing gynecological 

examinations, al1 echo Vladislav Merzheevskiils treatment of the 

issue in his manual 56 years previously. Yet this was not simply 

a return to pederasty-as-vice, but a convenient and discreet 

method of locating a politically charged duty which reappeared 

under the forensic medical rubric with the recriminalization of 

male homosexuality in 1933-1934. 

In a manual of forensic gynecology, published in 1935 by 

doctors who contributed to the formulation of these guidelines 

the previous year, male homosexuality was spoken of with a degree 

of inconsistency which betrayed the authors' political and 

scientific bewilderment. N o  V. Popov and E. E. Rozenblium, at the 

end of a chapter entitled mgRapeN, discussed Vape with sexual 

perversionsw, and devoted two pages to etiologies of 

~vhomosexualityfl and "lesbian lovew. The authors presented a 

neutral review of endocrinological and reflexological theories, 

listing foreign and domestic authorities by name, and even 



etating, unusually for the  period, that hormonal theor ies  

"deserve ... full attenti~n*.~' Popov and Rozenblium then turned 
abrilptly from scientific discourse, and wrote: 

Finally the role of specific class conditions must be 
emphasized: homosexuality has obtained a special 
prevalence in such countries as Gemany, among the 
aristocratic military bosses and generally among the 
"big shotsn of the fascist move~aent.~~ 

Noting that homosexuality was now punished in al1 union republic 

criminal codes, the authors argued that because it was an offense 

between men, there was no need to deal with it in their 

volume.93 Forensic gynecologists, responsible for gathering 

evidence from victims and perpetrators of sexual crimes, appeared 

reluctant to take on the duty of detection of voluntary sodomy in 

males. By minimizing the crime's prevalence, suggesting that the 

problem was better understood by psychiatrists and even 

endocrinologists, and finally by putting a class-enemy gloss on 

the offense, Popov and Rozenblium seemingly rejected any 

involvement for their discipline. Yet immediately after these 

passages, they presented the case of a wife whose husband 

demanded perverse sex (anal and oral), referring to her as a 

'tpassive pederastw (passivnvi ~ederast). The authors then 

rehearsed al1 the classic stigmata of receptive anal intercourse, 

9 1 E, E. Rozenblium, M. G. Serdiukov, and V. M. 
Smoltianinov. Sudebno - med itsinskaia akushersko- 
ainekoloaicheskaia eks~ertiza. (Moscow: Sovetskoe 
zakonodatellstvo, 1935), 45 .  

92 Ibid . ,  46. 

93 POPOV had previously asserted that Ilin our conditionst1 
sodomy was seldom encountered; ibid., 9. 



in language reminiscent of Merzheevskii and Tarnovskii, rather 

than the bureaucratese of the 1934 "Rules", and concluded with 

remarks on the dffferences in signs of anal gonorrhoea between 

women and men." Perhaps the authors, by presenting a case of 

Mpassive pederastyn gendered as female, were emboldened to 

transmit a heritage of medical lore on male sadomy. 95 

It remains unclear to what extent medical expertise 

contributed to the conviction of male homosermals after the 1934 

anti-sodomy law came into effect. In this studyts sample of eight 

Moscow sodomy trials (of 36 persons accused specifically of 

sodomy) dating from 1935 to 1941, only two males were examined 

for anatomical evidence of pederasty. The first was scrutinized 

in 1935 to verify his claim that he had lost his genitals in the 

civil war, and vas thus only capable of receptive anal 

intercourse (he received an unusually light one-year 

sentence)." The second individual was examined for reasons 

which are difficult to reconstruct from the surviving sentencing 

document alone. In 1937 he was arrested while masturbating with 

another man in the notorious public toilet at Nikitskie Gates - 

94 Ibid., 47. 

* A post-1945 textbook discussed sodomy without conceptual 
confusions, as a semial crime routinely identif ied by 
forensic doctors, rehearsing the acknowledged stigmata of 
"pederastyIt with an exemplary faDocument of f orensic 
medical expertisefî in a case of consensual sodomy; no 
reference to psychiatrie etiologies, or political dogma, 
was made. M. 1. Avdeev, Sudebnaia meditsina 3rd ed., 
(Moscow: Gosiurizdat, 1951), 375-76 .  
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in that yaar hardly a scenario requiring more evidence of 

homosexual inclinations to convince a court to convict - yet 
medical testimony that he frequently played "the roie of a 

passive pederastM was used against him. It may be that this 

evidence was used to link this individual to others in the group 

of ten who were tried together in this case. This man did not 

launch an appeal, probably because of this medical testimony 

against him, and unlike most defendants in the Tereshkov case, 

his sentence vas not later suspended or reducedm9? 

The absence of references to forensic medical examinations 

of the other 34 defendants in this sample is consistent with the 

sentencing documentsa formulations that confessions and 

eyewitness testimony were the usual forms of evidence used 

against them. In the atmosphere of the Great Terror, there was 

apparently no need for scientific confirmation of that which 

could be aprovenl by self-incrimination and denunciation. 

Evidence from the late 1940s and into the 1950s suggests that 

when sodomy was well established as an offense of bvt (everyday 

life), forensic medical (and psychiatric) expertise may have 

become more prevalent in sodomy trials. 98 

97 Pr igovor Tereshkova i 9 àr  . ( 193 8 ) , 1. 42. 
98 It is difficult to establish from Moscowgs surviving 

trial records how differences between consensual and 
aggravated sodomy affected the resort to expertise. 
Individual Moscow city trials with forensic expertise 
from this era: TsMAM, f. 901, op. 1, d. 1352 (1950; 
consensual sodomy; forensic psychiatric expertise only); 
TsMAM, f. 1921, op. 1, d. 69 (1955; consensual sodomy; 
forensic medical expertise only); TsMAM, f .  901, op. 1, 
d. 1534 (1949; forcible sodomy; forensic medical 
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(v) F o m i c  m e w e  and female mutml aexual relations 

Since same-sex relations between vomen were fiet a crime in 

tsarist or Soviet law, forensic medical specialists paid far less 

attention to the anatomical indications of what was usually 

referred to as nlesbian loven (lesbuskaia liubova) or 

"tribadismw (trjgadu), in the literature of the discipline. An 

early Russian source on medico-legal expertise in same-sex 

crimes, the 1870 article by one Dr. Zuk of the Ministry of 

Interna1 Affairs, stated, "If a woman uses another woman for the 

satisfaction of her sexual excitement, then this crime is called 

lesbian lovevw. Such love could only be a crime if a woman abused 

a position of power over a ward or pupil, under article 993 of 

the tsarist criminal code. If there was no such relationship 

between two females apprehended in mutual sexual relations, then 

'lit was not our affairIa to judge and punish them, and in any 

case, Vesbian love leaves extremely rare traceslv . Very f e w  

cases of sema1 assaults between women, or of womenls seduction 

expertise); TsMAM, f. 1919, op. 1, d. 136 (1952; sodomy 
with minors; forensic medical expertise only) ; TsXAM, f. 
1919, op. 1, d. 238 (1955, forcible sodomy later reduced 
to consensual ; f orensic medical expertise) ; TsMAM, f . 
901, op. 1, d. 394 (1955, forcible sodomy; forensic 
medical and psychiatric expertise) ; T s W ,  persona1 
communication from archives staff, (1959, case against 
piano performance instructor at Hoscow Conservatory, 
forensic psychiatric opinion obtained fromV. P. Serbskii 
Instituts of Forensic Psychiatry by police). 

w Dr. Zuk, *O protivozakonnom udovletvorenii polovago 
pobuzhdeniia i O sudebno-meditsinskoi zadache pri  
prestupleniiakh etoikategoriiw 
i obshchestvennoi criaieny (2, sec. 5 1870): 12-13. 



of female minors, appear to have reached the courts.100 

Merzheevskiils manual of forensic gynecology similarly 

abdicated any role rot the doctor when "lesbian lovem was 

suspected. Even in court cases where minors or the mentally 

deficient were seduced by women, doctors were obliged "to declare 

themselves not competentN to give testimony, unless it could be 

shown that the victimls hymen had been ruptured. The use of 

dildos (kauchukowia muzhlia, literally, 'rubber husbands') and 

mutual masturbation between adult women might leave minor traces 

(enlarged clitoris, enlargement or pigmentation of the labia 

minora) but nothing reliable as evidence, for these could be 

observed on "innocent individualsN. In his brief discussion of 

the issue, Merzheevskii made no references to European 

authorities, citing only the ancient poets and one modern author, 

Adolphe Belot, whose novel, pIademoiselle Giraud ma femme (Paris, 

'O0 Moscowls secular and ecclesiastic court records for the 
years 1865-1917 (TsGIAgM, ~oskovski~ okruzhnv i sud, f. 
142; pfoskovskaia dukhovnaia konsistoriia, f. 203) hold no 
cases of this type. Jurist A. F. Koni's criminal case 
files contain no lesbian convictions, although there is 
the Krasikova case, an 1893 murder of a woman in a 
relationship with a female prostitute, by her jealous 
husband, GARF, f. 564, op. 1, d. 260, 11. 22-32 ob., also 
described in Laura Engelstein, "Lesbian Vignettes: A 
Russian Triptych from the 1890smW 15 (4 1990): 813- 
31. Piatnitskii reported that from 1874 to 1904, four 
women in the Russian Empire were indicted for 
llpederastyïl, but al1 were later acquitted. Piatnitskii l s 
"pederastyl' statistics included charges and convictions 
under three separate crimes: simple sodomy, aggravated 
sodomy, and bestiality. He justified this use of the 
statistics to discuss both forms of sodomy alone, with 
the observation that cases of bestiality were extremely 
rare, and Moscowls court records appear to support this 
claim; Piatnitskii, polowia izvrashcheniia i uuolovnoe 
pravo, lin. 



1870), was said to be typical of a Western popular literature 

cloaked in morality while stimulating I8passionate naturesw to 

viceO1*' There were feu further passages mentioning lesbian love 

in forensic medical texts published before 1917. v. M. 

Tarnovskii8s 1885 study of sexual perversion devoted itself 

virtually entirely to males, and a similar disinterest in women 

marks the work of psychiatrist V. M. Bekhterev. 'O2 

With the restructuring of concepts of sexual crime in the 

1922 RSFSR Criminal Code, forensic medicine was assigned the task 

of determining "semial maturityn (and thus, the age of consent) 

in offenses under article 167 (from 1926, article 152). This 

gender-blind article allowed for prosecutions against women in 

sema1 relationships with young girls; yet definitions of semial 

maturity in girls varied from one authority to the next. Some 

argued for an explicit age lirnit (N. V. Popov suggested 17 years 

was reasonable),'03 while others felt physical and social 

criteria ought to be applied, leaving the question of age open to 

. O  

'O1 Merzheevskii , Sudebnaia ainekoloailâ, 261-62. On Belot ' s 
novel and its context, see Victoria Thompson, Vreating 
Boundaries: Homosexuality and the Changing Social Order 
in France, 1830-1870." In ~omosexualitv in Modern France, 
eds Jeffrey Merrick and Bryant T. Ragan (New York & 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 117-20. 

Tarnovskii, fwrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva, 

N. V. POPOV, HNeskolVko zamechanii po voprosu O vremeni 
nastupleniia polovoi zrelosti." Sudebno-meditsinskaia 
eks~ertiza (7 1927) : 29-33. He was supported by an 
enpirical study of hundreds of young women, V. S. 
Piaternev, I8K voprosu ob opredelenii polovoi zrelosti 
~henshchiny.~~ Sudebno-meditsinskaia eks~ertiza (111929): 
21-26. 



~ariation.'~ Prosecutors complained that differences of medical 

opinion made a hash of their work, especially when decisions were 

challenged or reviewed . lm 
The number of cases of female same-sex offenses which 

appeared in legal or medical literature are too modest to permit 

firm generalizations, yet they do offer illustrations of a 

disciplinary tension between forensic gynecology and psychiatry 

in identifying and interpreting the Vemale homosexual". The role 

for gynecology set by the "semial maturity8 category was 

abundantly apparent in the 1923-1925 sex assault case against 

letter carrier Fedosiia P., who had convinced 15-l/2-year-old 

Nina that she was a man disguised as a woman. As the dossier on 

this alleged defloration grew with contradictory testimony, and 

as the "victimW matured during the two years the case dragged on, 

forensic gynecological examinations of both parties served two 

functions. The first was to assure al1 parties that Fedosiia was 

indeed a woman and not a as suspected by the 

initial peoplels investigator on the case. Later, in 1925 when 

Nina would have been nearly 18, examinations confirmed her 

supposed long-standing sexual maturity and loss of virginity. The 

court accordingly acquitted Fedosiia, assuming that the two 

'OL V. Am Riasentsev, "K voprosu ob opredelenii polovoi 
zrelosti zhenshchinN Sudebno-meditsinskaia eks~ertiza (7 
1927) : 26-29 ; one f male doctor applied similar criteria 
to sexual maturity in males, Leitman, IuK voprosu O 
polovom sovershennoletiiw. 

'O5 "Rasshirenny i nauchnyi suezd sudebnykh vrachei i 
predstavitelei iustitsii va g. Ivanove-Vosnesenske 23-25 
dekabria 1927 gJt, 143-47. 



nsexually maturen women had had consensual homosexual relations 

which were not a crime. Forensic gynecologist V. A. Riasantsev 

reported a i s  result, and his contributions koward it, under the 

heading *Homose~uality?~, in the forensic medical profession's 

central journal. Somewhat later, forensic psychiatrist N. P. 

Brukhanskii published his own evaluation of Fedosiia's psyche, 

without mentioning the acquitta1 and how it vas reached, in h i s  

monograph on sexual psychopathology. 106 

When in 1933-1934 the forensic medical discipline in 

conjunction with jurists and police drafted rules for Vorensic 

medical obstetric-gynecological examinationm', no explicit 

guidelines were included on female same-sex offenses comparable 

to those on "pederastyW. One passage about gathering evidence of 

sexual crime suggests that assaults by women on girls, of the 

type undetstood in the criminal code's article 152,  were perhaps 

anticipated. When conducting examinations 

establishing VIRGINITY or RAPE with DEFIDRATION, or 
DEPRAVED ACTIONS, or SEXUAt MATüRITY [the doctor should 
verify] : 
a) GENERAt STATUS OF THE EXAMINED PERSON: body 
structure corresponding in external appearance to her 
stated age, infantilism, virilism (masculinization 
[omuzhestvlenie]), abnormalities... 1 07 

T h e  text also directed doctors to check if assailants (usually 

assumed in the guidelines to be males, yet here treated more 

'06 Riasentsev, lm Dva sluchaia iz praktiki . 1. 
Gomoseksualizm?w; Brukhanskii, Naterialv DO seksua18noa 
psikho~atolocrii, 62-65 (note especially his abrupt 
conclusion to this section on Fedosiia). 

'O7 GARF, f. A482, op. 25, d. 879, 1. 23 ob. 



ambiguously) displayed masculine or ferninine patterns of hair 

growth. A year later, medical contributors to these guidelines, 

N o  V. Popov and E. E. Rozenblium, in a forensic gynecologioal 

manual, only briefly touched the issne of female same-sex 

assaults in a sect ion on "rape with sexual perversionsgg, and were 

silent about umasculinizationn in women assailants. HLesbian 

lovem figured among the rare, but not specifically criminalized, 

sexual perversions of which the medical examiner ought to be 

avare. BITribadisml@ lef t %O changes in the genital region", 

although "rare cases observed in ParisR1 of clitoral wounds caused 

by teeth were known. "Active partnerstl could have an enlarged 

clitoris, and their victims often displayed hysteria or more 

complex mental disorders . '08 If Rozenblium and Popov revived the 

archaism of treating male rape under the rubric of 'forensic 

gynecologyl, then by ignoring domestic authorities on female 

~ghomosermalityw such as Riasantsev, they also returned to the 

tropes of innocent Russia and sexually depraved Western Europe, 

exemplified by the Paris of Louis Martineau whose 1883 Lecons sur 

les d é f o m i o n s  vulvaires et anales was the only source they 

cited on this issue.lW Simultaneously, by pointing to the 

'" Rozenblium et al. , Sudebno œ medits inskaia akushersko- 
* . cheskaia e-ertizq, 45-47. 

'OP Louis Martineau, 
males nrodu tes 
défloration. et la sodomie (Paris, 1883) ; idem., La 
prostitution clandestine (Paris, 1885;  uss si an 
translation, 1885, 1887). On Martineauls influence on 
tsarist discussions of forensic gynecology, see 
Engelstein, The Kevs to Ha~~iness, 131-32, 153. 
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potential for mental disorders among *tribadesW they also 

indicated that they perhaps preferred to share the problem with 

psychiatrists. 

The use of both forensic gynecological and psychiatric 

expertise in the 1940 Moscow city court's investigation and trial 

of Irina Stepanova demonstrated how the distribution of functions 

between the two disciplines could serve authorities in a context 

now far removed from the atmosphere of sexual revolution which 

lad to the acquitta1 of Fedosiia in 1925. Stepanova's two-year 

affair with Anna, beginning when the teenager was 16, resembled 

the Fedosiia-Nina liaison, yet the legal outcome in the later 

case was a three-year prison term for the older womaneU0 Here 

the gynecologist who examined Anna to assess her sexual 

maturation apparently applied the more exacting standards set by 

the "forensic medical obstetric-gynecologicalll guidelines 

established in 1934,"' and deemed the teenager to have been 

sexually immature when relations with Stepanova commenced in 

1937. Meanwhile, a forensic psychiatric opinion was sought about 

Stepanova, and this expertise deemed her fit for trial. No 

'Io Prigovor Stepanovy ( 1 9 4 0 ) ,  11. 17-18. 

No reference to the criteria used is found in the 
sentencinq documents for this case. The 1934 guidelines 
stipulated M a t  a ncombinationn of the ability to b a r  a 
child, the intellectual development required to rear it, 
and the social preparedness for an independent existence, 
constituted sexual maturity Vrom the point of view of 
forensic medical practice"; see GARF, f. A482,  op. 25, d. 
879, 11. 24, 27-27 ob; Rozenblium et al., Sudebno- 
m m ,  
20-21. 
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apparent attempt to find signifiers of mmasculinization" on 

Stepanova's body took place, nor was there any hope of excusing 

her actions on the grounds of a psychiatrie dlsordedl* 

Forensic gynecology could be called upon to supply evidence of 

damage done to an 'innocent' victim (in this case, Anna's loss of 

virginity), while psychiatry interpreted the Vernale homosexual' 

personality as perverted but still responsible for her acts. 

Conclusion 

In Russia, scientific stigmatization of the "pedera~t'~, and to a 

lesser extent the Yribadel', began with the adoption of Western 

forensic medical methods for detecting illegal semial acts. 

Lanâmark German and French texts were digested for a domestic 

professional audience, and supplemented with local material which 

allowed authorities to apply Western terminology to the 

npederastsl' and ncatamitesw they encountered in their own cities. 

Russian scientific experience, because of the time lag in 

adoption of forensic medical views of the pederast, adds an 

important new challenge to those already presented by Chauncey, 

Hansen, Rosario and others, to Foucault's hypothesis that 

psychiatry alone "created" the homosexual as a personality. This 

lag in absorbing medical models of homosexuality, the result of 

*combined underde~elopment'~ in Engelstein's phrase, throws into 

112 The RSFSR Supreme Court thus 
for a review of both forms of 
Stepanovy (1940)  , 1. 18. 

rejected Stepanova's appeal 
medical expertise, Prigovor 
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relief the shsred fnterest of physicians and psychiatrists in the 

practitioners of same-sex eros. Although they concentrated on 

anatomy, not personality, even Casper and Tardieu's medical 

studies of sodomy detection did not confine themselves to purely 

somatic terrain, but discussed i@pederastic milieuxn in detail. 

Merzheevskii and Tarnovskii were consequently as fascinated by 

the subcultural world of the pederaet - and keen to introduce 
their readers to the  uss si an versions of that subculture - as 
they were enthusiasts for transmitting information about 

particular kinds of bodies. Chaunceyts assertion that doctors did 

not create the homosemial, but "encounteredW him in his element, 

is supported by t t e  two Russians' texts, especially in 

Tarnovskii's ethnographie appreciation of the innocence of the 

"Russian common folkN who tolerated @@gentlemenes mischiefl'. 

Evidence from non-medical sources, discussed in chapter s ix ,  

confirms that Tarnovskii accurately observed a well established 

male urban subculture of mutual sema1 relations. 

Forensic medical practice, in its apparently episodic 

adoption of the Western noms on sodomy detection, tends as well 

to confirm the %ombined underàevelopmentn thesis. The vector of 

growing medical sophistication running through the trials of 

Father Afanasii (1862-1867), Vasilii Kniazev (1874), and Petr 

Mamev (1888), was undercut by a widespread ignorance or half- 

knowledge among legal physicians, best illustrated in 

Merzheevskii's commentaries, but perhaps also in the practice of 

rural doctors. Geography and poor comm~unications hampered the 



spread of new medical techniq~e."~ Another countervailing trend 

was procurators' reluctance to prosecute conserisral sodomy, 

naking stigmatization through doctorsl interventions (as in 

Mamaev's case) less frequent and influential as a nominative 

process than in Western Europe and America. Nevertheless Russian 

physicians retained those aspects of this knowledge which 

assisted in the detection of anal rape, against expert claims 

that such rape was impossible or improbable. The disembodied 

theories of Merzheevskii and Tarnovskii denying male rape were 

contradicted in the exparience of doctors called upon to examine 

victims, and forensic physicians responded by exposing male 

brutality when they detected it. For this reason, the 

classification of knowledge on sodomy under the rubric of 

torensic gynecology, where doctors most likely to encounter 

victims of male sexual violence would make use of this lore, was 

logical, and followed Western precedent. 

Under the early Soviet regime there appeared to be no role 

The rape of a 12-year-old shepherd by a 22-year-old 
peasant in Klin district in 1896 shows that aven this 
la te ,  a rural district physician (not in a remote region, 
but between the two capitals) might be utterly ignorant 
of the new medical practices on indications of sodomy. 
The doctor in this case examined the accused rapist a 
week after the event; he only looked at the victim four 
months later, and his medical opinion shows no 
acqueintance with either Merzheevskii or Tarnovskii. The 
accused rapist vas acquitted by a jury. TsGIAgM, f. 142, 
op. 1, d. 195, 11. 74, 96. On the obstacle geography 
presented to health reform in Russia, see glIntroduction: 
The Problem of Health Reform in Russiamm in Susan Grass 
Solomon, and John Hutchinson, eds Bealth and Society in 

a pevolutionarv Russia. (Bloomington & Indianapolis: 
f ndiana University Press, 1990) , xii-xiii. 



for legal medicine concerning consensual male intercourse, and 

probably a diminished role even in cases of male rape, to judge 

from the turn to psychiatry and pedagogy illustrtited in the case 

against Bishop Palladii. The extent to which physicians acted in 

same-sex assault or abuse cases in the 1920s is difficult to 

ascertain from published sources, and court records remain to be 

canvassed for what they can tell u d t 4  Forensic doctors were 

apparently exasperated with the ilunsuccessful radactiontg of 

criminal code articles on sexual crimes. The intriguing history 

of the clash between revolutionary (hetero-) sexual utopianism 

and the brutal realities of NEP experience, as expressed in the 

work of forensic physicians, remains to be written. I l 5  

Forensic doctors drafted new regulations in 1933-1934 on the 

examination of (usually female) sex assault victims, and were 

perhaps directed to include instructions for the detection of 

male sodomy (consensual and aggravated) in the wake of the 

recriminalization of these acts. Both doctors and courts seem to 

have been unenthusiastic about the return to forensic medical 

w 4  Forensic medical professional journals and monographs of 
the 1920s are virtually silent about practice in male 
rape cases. 1 was denied access in 1995 even to the 
inventories of criminal cases of the Moscow circuit court 
(okruzhnui sud), ff. 5062 and 7335, for 1922-1930, on the 
basis of the 75-year embargo on I1personal files1# at 
TsGAMO . 
These themes are explored, without sustained reference to 
medical agents, in Eric Naiman, "The Case of Chubarov 
Alley: Collective Rape, Utopian Desire and the Mentality 
of NEP." pussian H i s t o r m t o i r e  Russe 17 (1 1990): 1- 
30. See also No B. Lebina, and M. B. Shkarovskii. 
prostitutsiia v Peterburae (Moscow: Progress-Akademiia, 
1994), especially Chapter 3, #lP<ilostt k nadshimw. 
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evidance in this revivei offense, for different reasons. To 

doctors, under the influence of psychiatrie views of the 

fhomosexual' as physically normal but psychically a sex and 

gender deviant, or aven a sufferer of hormonal abnormality, 

returning male sodomy to the forensic gynecological envelope muet 

have seemed a bewildering anachronism. From a scientific problem 

the male fhomosexual' became a political one, and legal 

physicians were compelled to perform an unpleasant duty recalling 

their policing functions evident in the 1888 case of Moscow 

townsman Petr Mamaev, or in Tarnovskii's examinations of 

mfcommercial catamitesw. To Soviet forensic doctors, accustomed to 

training their gaze on the victimized female body in the service 

of a revolutionary, scientific sexual ethic, the prospect of 

handling the bodies of @@pederastsff doubtless seemed degrading. It 

was also perhaps viewed as an expensive, unnecessary use of 

technical expertise during a period of terror and evidentiary 

laxity. In the late 1930s Moscowfs courts generally tried sodomy 

cases without requiring medical evidence, unless perhaps it could 

serve to extend culpability. 

In a similar fashion, mutual sex between women, never an 

area of formal interest for the Russian or Soviet legal systems, 

was viewed by forensic gynecologists through the political lenses 

appropriate to their eras. Even in this discipline, where 

scientific authority to speak about the female body was 

paramount, experts deferred to psychiatry in the 1920s and 19309, 

acknowledging the momentum that theories of mental pathology had 
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accumulated in dealing vith sexual deviance. Soviet psychiatrie 

interest in the 'fernale homosexual' would expand rapidly in the 

19208, elaborating nev texts and understandings which overwhelmed 

the modest and pessimistic observations of forensic gynecologists 

on the topic. 



Chanter 5: Psvchiatrv and the homosexual mind. 1917-1941 

Doctors look upon homosexuals as unfortunate 
stepchildren of fate, they are like cripples, similar 
to the blind, deaf-mutes, etc., who ove their defect 
only to a physioiogical deformation; but they can in no 
way be considered debauched people offending societyls 
morality, and therefore the term ge-sioq and not 

or s l S h W b q  is ueed to designate this 
pathological condition. 

If doctors had been reluctant to accept the Western medical model 

of homosexuality in R U S S ~  before 1917, the establishment of the 

Soviet regime conferred prestige on science which encouraged 

psychiatrists to examine the medical model afresh. Ambitious 

Petrograd psychiatrist V. P. Protopopov showed the way in 1922, 

banishing the old regimets religious, moralistic understanding in 

favour of an interpretation already widely held in professional 

circles in Europe and America: homosexuals were victims of a 

biological deformity and not responsibla for their sexual drives. 

Not only did the Pace of psychiatrie studies of 

homosexuality in Soviet Russia quicken, but their range broadened 

as well. More lower-class men, and significantly more wornen, 

became the subjects of case histories in the 1920s. Psychiatrie 

anxieties about masculinity and femininity in the new society 

formed an important motive for these studieseL Soma 

1 V. P. Protopopov, lgSovremmanoe sostoianie voprosa O 

sushchnostiiproiskhozhdeniigom~seksualizma~~, Nauchnaia 
meditsina, (10 1922): 49. 

z Few explicit statements on these anxieties appeared in 
case histories, yet their focus on gender-transgressive 
individuals as the prime subjects designated l~homosexualw 
implied that men and women who failed to conform to 
gender n o m s  were most likely to attract this diagnosis. 
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practitioners were apparently motivated to approach the topic for 

the access to novel developments in hormone functions, 

psychoanalyiis, or psychopathy currently being appliea to it. On 

many occasions, doctors were called upon to assess *hom~sexuals~~ 

by legal authorities, regardless of the decriminalization of 

sodomy between males in the 1922 RSFSR himinal Code, and the 

continuing interaction between psychiatrists and police exercised 

great influence on the doctors8 understanding of the question in 

Russian conditions. 

How Soviet psychiatrists defined 18homosemiality1t and 

diagnosed their ~homosexualtl patients in this new scientific 

atmosphere reveals the degree to which Western medical concepts 

penetrated the discipline. Soviet science approached the problem 

of gender and sexual non-conformity in ways that confirm and 

magnify the fragmentation of the public transcript. A significant 

division in the psychiatric study of the problem was evident in 

the gendering of homosexuality. With their varying 

preoccupations, psychiatrists implicitly sketched the boundaries 

of respectable socialist masculinity and femininity. 

The most overtly political division in Soviet psychiatric 

discourse on the problem was between congenital and nurturist 

etiological understandings of same-sex love and gender dissent. 

Here the durable nature-versus-nurture debate was reflected along 

lines which potentially pitted Old Bolsheviks against stalinists, 

supporters of emancipationism against proponents of custodial 

solutions, and clinical practitioners against forensic 
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psychiatrists. Despite the force of biological justifications for 

homosexuality, virtually al1 experts emphasized s o w  role for 

environmental factors, and in t h h  way bvt remained a significant 

lens through which Soviet psychiatry viewed sexual and gender 

non-conformity. 

(i) The problematic of homosexualitv in Soviet ~svchiatrv 

By the 1920s, the diagnostic label applied by psychiatrie doctors 

to classify patients' same-sex desire was whomosexualitylq 

(aomoseksual~nost~ or gomoseksualizrn). The male patient who 

admitted either to feeling emotional attraction toward other men, 

or to having sema1 contact with them, was most often called a 

~ ~ h o m o s e x ~ a l ~ ~  (aomoseksualist, or somewhat less frequently, 

~omoseksua~).~ Two psychiatrists, Academician V. Mo Bekhterev 

and his student, V. P. Protopopov, published widely read articles 

about sexual perversion and homosexuality, based in part on their 

study of 95 men arrested on 15 January 1921 in the Petrograd 

3 Russian psychiatrists in the 1920s used uomoseksualizm, 
cromoseksualist interchangeably with aomoseksual~nostQ, 
aomoseksual. The terminologyqs instability suggests its 
relative novelty in Russian. The -izm/-ist form prevails 
in legal and political discourse. Russian lesbians and 
gays in 1995 reported that the -izm/ - isf form bote 
connotations of the "totalitarian systemN and said thev 
pref erred gomoseksua1~nost~/oomos~ksua~ for thei; 
political neutrality . See Dan Healey , "Queer Russia at 
Political Crossroads. Ce-rel Fold: Publication of the 
Toronto Centre for Lesbian and Gav Studies (9 1995): 16- 
17. 



Npederastsl clubm.' Both doctors reserved the term whomosexualw 

for men who felt an intense emotional bond with their same-sex 

partners, and who reportedly avoided anal intercourse in faveur 

of mutual masturbation, fellatio, or intercrural intercourse. 

These nhomosexualsn were contrasted with the npederastw 

(pederast), who engaged in anal sex w i t h  men supposedly as a 

substitute for wnormalH coitus with vomen, and who was said to be 

emotionally cold toward his male partnerd This division of 

male same-sex perversion into categories according to sexual 

activity and psychological profile owed much to Veniamin 

Tarnovskiius 1885 distinction between congenital and acquired 

same-sex perversion, with its suggestion that some homosexuals 

("genuinelI ones, in Bekhterevus view) were not as interested in 

sexual as emotional gratification. Tarnovskii had said such men 

were frequently the passive partners in anal interc~urse.~ In a 

1924 article for educators, Bekhterev intensified this divide, 

5 V. M. Bekhterev, I1Polovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v 
iia . . svete refleksologiieww Vo~rosv izuchen i vos~itaniia 

Jichnosti (4-5 1922): 720-21, 740; ibid., "0 polovom 
izvrashchenii, kak osoboi ustanovke polovykh refleks~v.~ 
In polovoi vQpros v shkole i v z h u ,  ed. 1. S. Simonov. 
(Leningrad: Brokgauz-Efron, 1927), 167-71; Protopopov, 
wSovremennoe sostoianie voprosa O sushchnosti i 
proiskhozhdenii gomoseksuali~ma~~~, 50. 

5 Bekhterev, lvPolovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete 
refleksologiin 660; idem., "0 polovom izvrashchenii, kak 
osoboi ustanovke polovykh refleksovn 171; Protopopov, 
wwSovremennoe sostoianie voprosa O sushchnosti i 
proiskhozhdenii gomoseksualizma~, 56-57. 

6 V. M. Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie B . olovoao chuvstva. 
~udebno-~sikhiatricheskii ocherk (St Petersburg: 1885), 
2 5 ,  62-64. 



virtually desexualizing Rhomosexualsn as solely mutual 

masturbators, vhile noting that only a few individuals arrested 

in the 1921 raid couia be said by their physical characteristics 

to be *pederastsmm, (i.e., adepts of m a l  intercourse). Bekhterev 

even revived the forensic medical myth of the active pederast's 
. . 

canine penis (sobachii ~ e n b )  to distinguish between the supposed 

anal orientation of the "pederastm and the physically diffueed 

sexuality of the ~1homosexual~.7 Later students of male 

homosexuality in Russia did not dwell on the sexual aspects of 

the Bekhterev-Protopopov definitions, but framed their research 

within the durable binarism of congenital and acquired forms of 

same-sex perversion. 8 

7 Bekheterev, "0 polovom izvrashchenii, kak osoboi 
ustanovke polovykh refleksovwt 171. It is possible that 
the uncertain Soviet legal categories before the 1922 
criminal code decriminalized sodomy between consenting 
adults influenced many of the arrested men's reported 
descriptions of their sexual lives. Bekhterev quoted many 
of these men as denying any anal activity (pederastiia), 
while they admitted solely to mutual masturbation with 
men, or had refrained from anal sex for unspecified 
periods of time or reasons, ibid., 167-70, 171. These men 
may have sought to protect themselves from the as yet not 
repudiated antisodomy statute with guarded testimony. 
Instead of uncovering a distinct division of "pederastsml 
and nhomosexualswt Bekhterev and Protopopov may have 
inadvertantly described these men's appeai to the "public 
transcriptmq to define themselves defensively. 

8 Psychiatrists were conscious of the lively debate in 
Western medicine over nature-va.-nurture etiologies; see 

e 8 e.g. Va P. Osipov, Furs obshcheuo ucheniia O dushevnva 
bolezniakh (Berlin: RSFSR Goaizdat, 19231, 357-61; Va A. 
Belousov, "Sluchai gomoseksuala-muzhskoi prostit~tki.~ 
Prestu~nik i nrestumostm. Sbornik II (1927): 316; N. P. 
Brukhanskii , f l g .  
(Moscow: M. i S. Sabashnikovy, 19271, 6-8;  P. B. 
Gannushkin, Klinika ~sikho~atii: ikh statika, dinamika, 
sistematika. (Moscow: mmSeverut 1933) , 117. 
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The term *lesbianm (asb i i - )  and its derivatives appeared 

very infrequently in the psychiatrie literature. There are 

refezences to *Jesbosn in the vriting of Moscow psychiatrists E. 

K. Krasnushkin and N. G. Kholzakova, but generally this label was 

probably too literary for the tastes of doctors who were groping 

for a note scientific understanding of the issusep They employed 

feminized substantives (aomossksunlfstkg, female homosexual) or 
* m adjectival modifiers (zhenskii cromoseksualiz~, female 

homosexuality) to designate the lesbian and her desire. One 

provincial psychiatrist, greatly influenced by Freud, used the 

psychoanalytic term ttinversionu@ (inversiia) interchangeably with 

twhomosexualitytw, but even he employed Iw f emale homosexualitygl in 

the title of his article, indicating the relative prevalence of 

the two terms- 10 

Problems of same-sex perversion and gender non-conformity 

were often conflated in Soviet psychiatrie discourse of the 

1920s, an indication of the instability of the concept of 

homosexuality. An occasional diversion from the diagnosis as 

9 E. K. Krasnushkin, and N. G. Kholzakova. W v a  sluchaia 
zhenshchin ubiits-gomoseksualistokatt . mestu~nik 1 
prestu~nost~. Sbotnik (1926): 105-106. The literary 
resonance of the term in Russian culture is described in 
Diana Lewis Burgin, "Laid Out in Lavender: Perceptions of 
Lesbian Love in Russian Literature and Criticism of the 
Silver Aga, 1893-1917." In Sexualitv and the Bodv in . pusszan Culture, eds Jane Te Costlow, Stephanie Sandler, 
and Judith Vowles. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1993). 

1 O A. P. Shtess, twSluchai zhenskogo gomoseksualizma p r i  
nalichii situs viscerum inversus, ego psikhoanaliz i 
gipn~terapiia.~~ Saratovskiivestnik zdravookhraneniia (3- 
4 1925) : 1-19. 



@@homosexualg@ was the use by some authorities of the term 

l@transvestiteW (-) . Originating from Getman 

sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld's 1910 monograph, the term was 

intended to distinguish between the impulse to Wear clothing 

inappropriate to one's sex, and the desire for sexual relations 

with one's own sex.12 Also in circulation (if not in frequent 

use in the psychiatrie literature) were popular and scientific 

labels such as @@the intermediate sexw (srednii ~ o l )  and "psychic 

hermaphroditesw (psikhicheskie aermaf roditv) . l3 These variations 

on the theme of gender and sexual dissent tended to be associated 

in discussions of homosexuality. Disputes over terminology 

apparently took place most frequently offstage, in professional 

hidden transcripts, rather than overtly in pri~~t.'~ 

The 1921 raid on the Petrograd "pederasts' club1' and the 

11 Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, ?@Dva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistok~, and A. O. Edellshtein, @lK 
klinike trans~estitizma.~~ prestumik i ~restu~nost~. 
Sbornik II (1927): 273-82. 

Magnus Hirschfeld, Die Transvestiten (Leipzig: 1910). 

l3 Used for example by psychiatrists on the Commissariat of 
Healthls Expert medical council in 1929: GARF, f. A482,  
op. 25, do 478, 11. 85-86 ob. 

For example, in the agenda setting for the Expert medical 
councills February 1929 meeting to discuss sex and gender 
dissent, theterminologicalshifts suggested disagreement 
between forensic medical experts and psychiatrists. 
Leading legal doctor Ia. Leibovich labelled the 
forthcoming discussion one of "psychic hermaphroditesl1; 
medical council secretaries (perhaps influenced by 
psychiatrists, who were dominant at the discussion), 
rephrased it as a meeting on "changing of sextl. GARF, f. 
A482, op. 25, d. 5 7 5 ,  1. 1; GARF, f .  A482, op. 25, d. 
479, 1. 18 ob. 



articles on homosexuality it generated illustrate the role of the 

legal system in stimulating psychiatric interest in the question. 

In other ways, the selaction of individuale later dasignated as 

homosexual was made for psychiatrists. Some persons reportedly 

presented themselves voluntarily to psychiatrists, seeking 

professional explanations for their sexual and gender non- 

conformity, or assistance with apparently unrelated problems. 15 

Unpublished and foreign sources indicate that urban, self- 

identifying homosexuals of both sexes referred to doctors 

routinely during this period, and some psychiatrists understood 

that the treatment of homosexuality vas a significant aspect of 

their clinical practice. In the February 1929 meeting of the 

Expert medical council of the Commissariat of Health, 

psychiatrist P. B. Gannushkin and biologist N. K. Kolltsov (both 

of Moscow) noted they had encountered many representatives of the 

l5 Two women who appear to have sought psychiatric advice 
voluntarily are described by Osipov, Furs obshcheao 
ucheniia, 355-56. One woman sought assistance with drug 
addiction but became the subject of a study of her 
homosewality, N. 1. Skliar, "0 proiskhozhdenii i 
sushchnosti g~moseksualizma.~ Vrachebnoe de10 (24-26 
1925): 1919-1923. Men who sought out psychiatric advice 
are described in A. K. Lents, w n a l l n v e  ~sikh0Dat~ 
(Sotsio~atvl (Leningrad: Rabochii sud, 1927), 45-46; Ra 
1. Livshits, "Reaktsiia d-ra Manoilova kak pokasatell 
narusheniia sekretornoi funktsii polovykh zhelez pri 

prestuplenniiakh." seksual'nykh eninar 
a a 

a d s k u  
peditsinskii zhurnaL (2 1925): 12-13; 1. S. Sumbaev, "K 
psikhoterapii gomoseksualizma.~ Sovetskaia 
psikhonevroloaiia (3 1936): 59-68; M. M. Zavadovskii, 
Vssledovanie semennika gomoseks~alista.~ Trudy DO 
dinamike razvitiia (Prodolzhenie "Trudov laboratorli 
eks~erim. bioloaii Mosk. Zoo~arkal') ( V I  1931) : 65-70.  
Before turning to testicular grafts, the biologist 
Zavadovskii had advised psychotherapy, which his patient 
underwent without result. 



"intermediate $exn in their clinics, and they declared that the 

problem of deviant semality presentad by these individuals was 

worthy of medical attention.16 Moscow psychiatrist Lev 

Rozenshtein, apparently convinced of homosexualityts relevance to 

the psychiatric discipline, invited *happy, well-adjusted 

Lesbiansm to speak in lectures to his students at the Moscow 

Institute of ~europsychiatric ~ro~h~laxis.'~ Harry Whyte, a 

British homosexual Coxnmunist working in Moscow from 1932-1934, 

visited several psychiatrists and n o t e  that on the eve of the 

recriminalization of sodomy, and even afteward until doctors 

became aware of the legal change, they viewed homosexuality as a 

medical condition with which they assisted their patients 

(Hhonest citizens or honourable Communiststt) in coping. 18 

Soviet psychiatrists, expected to process ~homosexuals~t for 

police and courts, or deal with patients seeking advice in their 

clinics, reacted by studying the phenomena in an ad hoc fashion. 

Homosexuality was not a problem which inspired systematic 

interest among psychiatrists conducting research during NEP. 

After the Bekhterev-Protopopov studies of the men arrested in the 

Petrograd "pederastst clubw - studies which were a reaction to a 
police invitation - only Bekhterev, Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, 
and the Moscow forensic psychiatrist N. P. Brukhanskii, published 

l6 G A . ,  f. A482, op. 25, d. 478, 11. 86-87. 

17 E l l a  Winter, Red Virtue: m a n  Relationshi~s in the New 
Russia (London: V. Gollancz, l933), 169. 

Harry Whyte, "Wozhet li gomoseksualist sostoiatl chlenom 
kommunisticheskoi partii?@" Istochnik (5-6 1993): 186. 
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specifically com~arative multiple case histories of 

homosexuality, and these were not quantitative studies of large 

samples but rather mecdotal reviaws of hindfuls of patients. 19 

There was no Russian version of Hirschfeldls Institute for Sexual 

Research, which studied sexual variety and educated the public, 

nor of the US Conunittee for the Study of Sax Variants, formed to 

conduct a systematic mass study of homose~uals.~~ Studies which 

did appear in Soviet publications were usually based on modest 

clinical samples, or individuals processed through a penal 

psychiatric facility. Archival records of research plans for 

Moscow's top psychiatric facilities betray no systematic interest 

in the question ." 
V. M. Bekhterev, "Ob izvrashchenii i uklonenii polovogo . * vlecheniia . In polovoi voaros v svete nauchnocro znaniig, 
ed. V. F. Zelenin (Moscow: Gosizdat, 1926) ; Krasnushkin 
and Kholzakova "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin ubiits- 
gomoseksualistok~; Brukhanskii, paterialv DO seksuallnoi 
psikho~atolouii. 

For Hirschfeldls activity, see James Steakley, *Per 
scientiam ad justitiam: Magnus Hirschfeld and the Sexual 
Politics of Innate Homosexuality. t1 In Science and 
Jiomosexualities, ed. Vernon Rosario. (New York & London: 
Routledge, 1997) ; the US Conmittee produced a report: 
George W. Henry, -ants: A Studv of Homosexual 
Patterns. (New York: Hoeber, 1941) ; on the Cornittee @ s 
activity , see Jennif er Terry, IBLesbians under the 
Medical Gaze: Scientists Search for Remarkable 
DifferencesO1I Journal of Sex Research 27 (3 1990) : 317- 
39 . 
Reports of activity of Moscow s Znstitute of Neuro- 
psychiatrie Prophylaxis (director: L. M. Rozenshtein) for 
1928-29, where A. O. Edellshtein worked, (GARF, f. A406, 
op. 12, d. 2734; f. A482,  op. 10, d. 1748) are virtually 
silent on sexual questions. An undated InDecree on the 
Central Psychohygienic Clinicl@ includes "questions of 
sema1 life" as fifth of six issues the clinic is to 
address in its services to industrial workers, GARF, f. 
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Nevsrtheless, an important body of clinical data accumulated 

in the 1920s psychiatric literature, and a debate over etiologies 

percolated in the discipline. When in January-February 1929 the 

Health Commissariatgs Expert medical council confronted the 

problems of ~transvestitesu and the 'internediate aexw, the 

outlines of the debate on same-sex perversion crystallized, yet 

the problem remained essentially one of public order: the fear of 

%enta1 inf ectiontg , ggabusesm . . of visits to public baths" , 
neconomic exploitationw and Vefusal of military The 

council decided to establish a 9nixed commission@î with 

representatives from Health and Justice Commissariats, charged 

with handling not just the "general question of transvestitestt 

but their "rightW to same-sex marriage and to access to sex- 

change operationsaP For the Soviet medical establishment, after 

a decade of moderate interest in questions of sexual 

intermediacy, the issue was still one doctors were reluctant to 

embrace exclusively. Instead they required the sanction of legal 

authority to deal with the public issues it raised. 

During the f irst  Five Year Plans, research agendas turned 

A406, op. 12, dm 2734, 1. 8; an undated plan for 
lupsychohygienic wotkwith Pioneer leadersn includes child 
sexuality and sex education among issues to be raised in 
seminars with youth leaders, ibid. 1. 9. Holdings at GARF 
and TsMAn are slight on the V. P. Serbskii Porensic 
Psychiatrie Institute for the 1920s-3Os, and Institute 
archivists Say their own holdings for the period were 
destroyed during the Great Patriotic War. 

22 GARF, f. A482,  op. 25, d e  478, 11. 85 ob., 86. 

23 Ibid., 11. 80 ob., 86-86 ob. 
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sharply to the probleme of major psychiatry (schizophrenia and 

disorders with identifiable biological s ~ ~ c e s ) ,  and trained the 

resourcee devoted to minor psychiatry (neuroses and everyday 

problams of the individual's adjustment to life) on specific 

sectors of the workforce in an effort to enhance productivitymu 

A reorganization of the Commissariat of Health was ordered by a 

decree of the Central Committee of the Communist Party on 13 

December 1929, directing the Commissariat to place more emphasis 

on the needs of industrial workers and collectivized fanners. 

Old Bolshevik Nikolai Semashko, Health Commissar since 1918, was 

replaced by a Party and NKVD man, M. Fa Vladimirskii, in 1930. A 

decree from the Workers' and Peasantsl Inspectorate of 26 October 

1931, noted several deficiencies in psychiatric provision, 

including the limited network and low quality of hospitals and 

staff; the inadequate use of "labour therapyal; and the inordinate 

number of hospitalized patients who could be supervised as 

outpatients. There were further directives to the Commissariat to 

intensify the industrial applications of psychiatric medicine and 

26 Tm Iudin, Qcherk i istorii . . otwhest vennoi . ~ ~ l k h l a t r l ~ .  . . . 
(Moscow: Medgiz , 1951) , 386-87;  Rozenshtein 's 1929 report 
fortheMoscow Institute for Neuropsychiatrie Prophylaxis 
criticized its research for reflecting '5ndividual 
interests of the Institutets staffm and haphazard choices 
made in the Institute clinic, rather than Institute 
priorities, see GARF, f. A482, op. 10, d. 1748, 1. 53. 
Criticism of nindividualismn in research priorities: P 
Emdin, Wovetskaia nevropato1ogiiaaM In 33 let nauchnoi . . neditsinv na Severnom K a v k w ,  ed. 1. L. Ben'kovich. 
(Rostov-na-Donu: Severnyi Kavkaz, 1934), 130; M o  Ia. 
Sereiskii, Eo M. Zalkind, and E. Va Maslov. Wspekhi 
nauchnoi psikhiatriiaW In 13 let nauchnoi meditsinv na 
Severnom Kavkaze, 162. 



the labour content of therapeutic techniques, with more resources 

to be directed to "workers in the leading branches of industry," 

and the expansion of labour colonies and üorkshops in psychiatrie 

institutions. It should be noted that the emphasis on labour as 

therapy pro-dated the first Five Year Plan; the channelling of 

research and therapies to specific producinq populations of 

society was novel. The most productive return possible for the 

modest resources put into mental health vas s o ~ g h t . ~ ~  The 

Commissariat of Health was unlikely to back costly individualized 

therapies for abnormalities which appeared to be relatively rare, 

difficult to detect and intractible to remedy; categories of 

patients previously associated with homosexuals (psychopaths such 

as drug addicts) were to be sent to labour colonies (in one 

proposal, to be re-christened "state farmsag 1-1, and the 

inmates, "employees of state f armsw [sovkhozniki] ) . 26 The 
Commissariatms Expert medical council wound up subcommittees 

which did not reflect these priorities; in the archives no trace 

of any meeting of the interdepartmental commission on 

wtransvestitesam exists, but a 1933 memorandum indicates the 

neuro-psychiatrie commission of the council (which had called for 

the interdepartmental commission) had already been eli~ninated.~' 

25 . . Iudin, Ocherki istorii otechestvennoi ~sikhiatrii, 386- 
87; David Joravsky, J3 ussian Psvcholoav: A Critical 
JIistorv (Oxford & Cambridge, MA: Basil Blackwell, 1989) , 
339-41. 

26 GARF, f. A406, op. 12, d. 2772, 11. 7, 4. 

27 GARF, f. A 4 8 2 ,  op. 24, d. 742, 1. 1. 
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By the late 1930s, professional journals made few if any 

references to sexual deviance or minor psychiatry as a clinical 

résearch topic. An llaimost complete absence of psycholo~ical 

topics and of psychotherapeutic studies" vas noted ili this 

literature by one Western observer, who commented that the 

general orientation of psychiatry after 1930 was toward medical 

biology and organic explanations of mental illne~ses.~~ A 

planned shift away from minor psychiatry only partly explains the 

decline in research into homosexuality. The 1933-34 ban on male 

sodomy almost certainly signalled to psychiatrists that male 

same-sex perversion was no longer in their jurisdiction, and the 

discipline sought to forget its early interest in the t ~ p i c . ~ ~  

(ii) Genderinq homosexualitv: Men 

Pre-revolutionary psychiatrie texts about the homosemial man made 

explicit a presumed link between effeminacy (zheno~odobnost~) and 

same-sex desire. Psychiatrists usually reserved the medical mode1 

of homosexuality to upper-class European males in the Russian 

28 Joseph Wortis, Soviet Psvchiatry. (Baltimore: Williams & 
Wilkins, l95O), 148-49. 

a Stalin-era chronicler of Soviet psychiatry Timon Iudin 
ignored al1 studies of homosexuality by psychiatrists of 
the Leningrad and Moscow schools when discussing their 
1920s research agendas in his Ocherk . . 1 2 P 

i i s tor i i  
otechestvennoi ~~ikhiatri&, 124-24 (Bekhterevls works), 
402-443 (Gannushkin et al., 1920s-30s). He also ignored 
forensic psychiatrist N. P. Brukhanskii and his unique 
work Materialv DO seksuallnoi ~sikhoaatoloaii (19271, in 
text and bibliography. 



Empire. In their texts, soma psychiatrists expressad anxiety, and 

sometimes thinly disguised contempt, for boys and men of this 

elite stratum who failed to internalize the values of courage, 

controlled emotions, and devotion to duty. Homosexuality was 

linked to this gender role inadequacy. Other doctors, refusing 

perhaps to apply the full Western mode1 of pathology to these 

subjects, did not insist upon an association between effeminacy 

and same-sex perversion in their case histories. 

V. M. Tarnovskii organized his classification of ltpederastst* 

so that the most effeminate among them were deemed to have a 

congenital disorder. Effeminacy was observed in some pederasts 

from early in childhood, and was a symptom of degeneration. 30 

Tarnovskii alerted his readers, both in his book for forensic 

specialists and in his more widely read manual for educators, to 

the revolting spectacle of the effeminate "passive pederasttt 

youth: 

[He] blushes and gets confused in conversation with men 
and feels completely free in the Company of women; ha 
willingly takes the followeris role when dancing 
[tantsuet okhotno za damu], and. always selects for 
himself a big, masculine partner; ha becomes unusually 
vivacious and excited every time ha meets a man he 
fancies for the first tirne, or he becomes bashful in 
his presence and runs off like a pensionerka (boarding- 
school girl) . 31 

One young unchecked pederast could infect an entire boys1 school. 

30 Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie aolovoao chuvstva, 8-27. 

3 1 Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie ~olovocro chuvstva, 12; idem:, 
polovaia zrelost'. eia techenie. otkloneniia i boleznk. 
(St Petersburg: 1886) , 66. 



Tarnovskii produced a classificetory scheme linking gender role 

d;=-iations and sexual practice, which was influential even beyond 

Russia s borders .32 Tsarist psychiatrists who f ollowed 

Tarnovskii generally avoided vivid descriptions of unmanly 

behaviour, and expressed far less interest in gender role 

patterns in their perverse subjects. This lack of attention to 

effeminacy is a symptom of psychiatristsv reluctance, noted by 

Laura Engelstein, to pathologize homosexuals ~holeheartedly.~~ 

Bekhterev's pre-revolutionary, upper class men were described in 

their case histories with sparing reference to their gestures or 

foms of dress." On the other hand, popular-scientific and 

journalistic accounts of homosexuality published after 1905 

emphasized a link between effeminacy and same-sex desire in men. 

These texts often highlighted fresh cultural aspects of gender 

deviance in the form of the decadent movement, linking effeminacy 

32 Magnus Hirschfeld recorded how in a Berlin medical school 
lecture on sex-offenders in 1892, V. Tarnovskii's 
classification of pederasts was used to explain 
variations in perversion; see Steakley, "Per scientiam ad 
justitiam", 136. 

53 Lauta Engelstein, me Kevs to Hqppiness: Sex and the 
4 Search for Modernitv in Fin O de O SiGcle R ussia. (Ithaca L 

London: Corne11 University Press, 1992), 132, 164. 

34 Bekhterev, "Lechenie vnusheniem prevratnykh polovykh 
vlechenii i onanizmaav ; idem. , "0 polovykh 
izvrashcheniiakh, kak patologicheskikh sochetatel'nykh 
ref leksakh . f ltrikhiatrl~ . . 

(7-9 1915) : 1-26, 
Similar silence on effeminacy prevails in two other case 
histories of the era, S. Lia shchenie polovogo 

Obozrenie vlecheniiamn . 
1 - . . . nevroloau 

mental'noi DS-A (6 1898): 415-16; N. A. 
Obolonskii, "Izvrashchenie polovogo chuvstvaSn pusskri . 8 

. . . 
arkhiv ~atolouu. klinicheskoi meditsinv i bakterioloaii 
(1898): 1-20 [offprint lacking full publication data]. 



to European urban styles of living." 

Revolution heralded a modest revival of psychiatrie interest 

in the male effeminacy-homosexuality link. Osipov recycled 

Tarnovskiils accounts of the effeminate male, now dubbed a 

~homosexualn, for a new generation of psychiatrists in his 1923 

general course on mental illness .% BekhtereW s and ProtopopovQ s 

articles about the 1921 raid on the Petrograd "pederastst clubw, 

with their vignettes of transvestite parties and male parodies of 

heterosexual relations, depicted a world of transgressive 

behaviour in gesture and language which had not been the subject 

of serious scientific scrutiny in Russia since Tarnovskii8s 

day.37 This world of the "women-hatersl balln (bal 

zhenonenavistnikov) which had existed in urban Russia before 1914 

was also reflected in Belousov~s 1927 case history of a "male 

prostitutew (piuzhskaia ~rostitutka) in 1929, the Health 

35 Popular-scientific accounts: A. Borisov, Jzvrashchennaia 
polovaia zhiznl. Boleznennye izmeneniia nolovoi sferv. 
(St Petersburg: 1907); P. 1. Kovalevskii, Psikholouiia 

* 
pela* Polo 

* . shcheniia i .. . voe bewille i drugle ~ o l o w e  izvra 
~ k h  lechenie. (St Petersburg: 1909) . Journalistic 
accounts: A. 1. Matiushenskii, Polovoi rvnok i ~ o l o w e  

a .  o t n o s h e n i ~ .  (St Petersburg: 1908) ; V. P. Ruadze, 
gudu!.. Gomoseks~al9wi Peterburq. (St Petersburg: 1908); 
P. V. Ushakovskii, (pseud. ) M i  s r e a a a o  molq. (St 
Petersburg: 1908). 

" Osipov, purs obshcheao ucheniia, 354-55. 

" Bekhterev, tlPolovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete 
ref lek~ologii@~; idem. , @@O polovom izvrashchenii, kak 
osoboi ustanovke polovykh refleksovtt; Protopopov, 
"Sovremennoe sostoianie voprosa O sushchnosti i 
proiskhozhdenii gomo~eksualizma~~. 

3a Belousov, nSluchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi-prostitutkigl. 



Commissariat@s Expert medical council worried that homosexual 

"infectionn (implicitly effeminizing wnormalm men) could hamper 

The revival in psychiatrie interest in the gender 

transgressive male homosexual stemmed principally from concerns 

about public order. Most of the relevant case histories emerged 

from police initiatives to control private gatherings (the 

llpederasts l clubw) or economic crime (the "male prostitutet@) . 
Psychiatrie expertise was apparently sought by authorities in 

these cases to confirm the danger of the "mental infection1@ 

possible if suggestible individuals came into contact with 

homo~exuals.~~ Occasionally, forensic psychiatric expertise 

exculpated the homosexual by desexualizing h i m ,  or by claiming to 

have cured him, and in such texts the role of effeminacy was 

downplayed or ignored . 
Far more consistent throughout the period were the rigid 

roles with which Russians viewed sexual activity between men, 

assigning holistic identities according to reported preferred 

positions in anal intercourse ("passive, active pederastw). The 

passive/active binarism was often expressed in explicitly 

39 GARF, f. A482, op. 25, de 478, 1. 86. 

40 G. R. "Protsessy gomoseksualistov. It pzhenedeltnik 
sovetskoi iustitsii (33 1922) : 16-17, Bekhterev, "0 
polovom izvrashchenii , kak osoboi ustanovke polovykh 
refleksovw, 171; Belousov, %luchai gomoseksuala - 
muzhskoi-prostitutkiIt . 

4 1 Brukhanskii, Materialv DO seksualtnoi ~sikhonatoloaii, 
66-69; Lents, Kriminaltnve nsikho~atv ISotsio~atv~, 45- 
4 6 .  



gendered terms, from the earliest moments of Russian adoption of 

the medical mode1 of homo~exuality.~~ Case histories of males, 

when describing sex roles, employed phrases such as "Do offered 

himself as a womannq, *he oenerally prefers to be in the 

womanls positionmou The Russian language possesses a vivid 

means of shaping this gendered perception in the verbs Ieto usew 

(u~otrebïiat ' , is~ol' zovat ) , to describe the insert ive tlmale@@ 
posture in sex a c t d 5  The division of pederasts into active and 

42 Merzheevskii reported testimony from a Dane in St 
Petersburg who complained in 1869 of being blackmailed by 
a pederast, "1 understood.. . that ha was prepared to of fer 
himself for sodomy (Sebha ~redlozhit~ dlia 
piuzhelozhstva); it was understood from his manner of 
addressing me, which had the appearance of ferninine 
courtesy (yhenskaia liubeznost . . . ) , V. * Merzheevskii, . . 
Sudebnaia a~nekolocrila. Rukovodstvo dlla vrachex L 
~uristov. (St Petersburg: 1878) , 254.  Associating 
effeminacy with sodomy may have been this Dane8s Western 
European perception; elsewhere in Merzheevskii little 
effeminacy was reported, but sex roles are clearly 
divided into active=male, paseive=female categories, e.g. 
a male bathhouse attendant was reported saying I1...[the 
male client] lies with me like with a woman, or orders me 
to do with him as with a woman, only in the anusN, ibid., 
238. 

43 Bekhterev, polovom izvrashchenii, kak osoboiustanovke 
polovykh ref leksovtl, 170. 

CO Protopopov, l8 Sovremennoe sostoianie voprosa O 
gomoseksualizmet~ , 50 .  On anal intercourse among 
homosexuals , Osipov wrote: Just as in normal intercourse 
one side plays the active and the other the passive role, 
so we f ind the same among pederasts, with the dif f erence 
that in natural conditions the active role belongs to 
men, and the passive to women; while here both roles are . . filled by meK..", w s  obshchecro uchenxiq, 353. 

'5 Çee entry under @@y~otrebliat~@@ in Do Ao Drummond, and Go 
Perkins Pictionarv of Ruçsian Obscenities (Oakland: 
Scythian, 19871, 77. A 1941 police investigation and 
court trial recorded accused individuals using the verb 
is~ol~zovat~ in this sense: Trial of Andreevskii and 2 



passive types, received from the 

Casper and Tardieu, resonated in 

divide between men and women and 

270 

forensic medical tracts of 

Russia with t5e deep cultural 

the mechanistic understanding of 

lust as a masculine drive to which women submitted passively.u 

Where other forms of sexual relations were described, they could 

be recast within this binarism." The official language of 

police/court dossiers and the recorded speech of sodomy-trial 

defendants in the 19308-1940s reflected the presence of this 

durable gender and sexual mode1 in Russian society. 68 

Attempts to link male passivity 

others (1941) , 11. 29,  108 

46 * Wodomyw and wunnaturalN 

with congenital 

ob. 

intercourse (neestestvenno) 
involved some sort of inversion of "properl@ 
relationships, such as putting the woman in the dominant 
!@maletm position, or placing another man in the passive 
Vernalemm position.! Eve Levin, "Semal Vocabulary in 
Medieval Russia" in Ç s n  
Culture, eds J. Costlow et al., 45; see also idem., Sex 
S x  Slave, 900-170Q. 
(Ithaca & London: Corne11 University Press, 1989), 199. 

47 In one case, of a patient who fellated bathouse 
attendants, an attendant "was supposedly using him in the 
mouthw; Bekhterev, "Lechenie vnusheniem prevratnykh 
polovykh vlechenii i onanizmaw, 8. 

a For example, "1 gave in to him and we committed a sexual 
act. First 1 took the role of a woman, then he didn,  
Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941), 1. 16; nWe 
became close and then committed acts of sodomy.. .First he 
used me, and then 1 himw, i b i d . ,  11. 57-58; see also in 
this complete case record 11. 29, 57 ob., 100, 108 ob.; 
"Pavlov, for whom the active role was physically 
impossible [because of a war wound] , was the object of 
Shelgunov, but nevertheless his active strivings he 
expressed in his emotional ties with Shelgunov, who on 
this level played the role of a woman (iaral roll 
~henshchiny)~~; Prigovor Bezborodova i 11 dr. (1935), 11. 
241-42. 
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homosexuality, and an active sexual posture to acquired forms, 

appeared primarily in studies by psychiatrists promoting 

biological or socio-biological etiologies for their case studies; 

they sought to distinguish these cases from supposedly less 

authentic acquired forms of homose~uality.~~ The lia was 

tightest in writing on the 1921 "pederasts8 club8@, in which 

Bekhterev to a limited extent, and Protopopov more radically, 

insisted that 8@pederasts81 who also had relations with women, were 

exclusively 18active1g users of the male anus faute de mieux. 

Protopopov went further than Bekhterev (whose nurturist mode1 of 

perversion excluded inborn homosexuality), by adding that such 

men were not true or I@congenital homo~exuals~~ at all. Both 

psychiatrists disassociated the rnedically interesting 

8ghomosexualw (as opposed to the morally corrupt 18pederastw) from 

the practice of anal intercourse, seeking to exculpate the 

medicalized homosexual by detaching him from the most reviled of 

sexual practices. 50 

Manly, unefieminate men who engaged in same-sex love were 

69 Tarnvoskii, Jzvrashchenie ~olovouo chuvstva, 63-64; 

Protopopov, ItSovremennoe sostoianie voprosa O sushchnosti 
i proisldiozhdenii gomoseksualizma~, 56; Osipov, Kurs 

a .  obshcheao ucheniiq, 354-55; Lents, Kriminal @ nve 
psikho~atv fsot~iopat~ 1 , 45 . 
Later examples of the desexualized male homosexual 
appeared in a case history discussed by Bnikhanskii, 
pIaterialv DO seksual@noi ~ ~ ~ a t o l w ~  

. . , 66-69, and as 
a "latent homosexua18@ (latentnyi aolpioseksualist) in 1. S. 
Sumbaev, "K psikhoterapii gomo~eksualizma.~~ Sovetskaia 
psikhonevrolocriia (3 1936): 59-68. In both cases the 
psychiatrist appeared to be urging sympathy for the 
patient who had restrained perverse impulses or was 
capable of rehabilitation. 



acknowledged and described by Russiavs 

in less pathological terms. Tarnovskii 

and respectable behaviour conforned to 
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psychiatrists, but usually 

included men whose dress 

expsctations of 

masculinity among hi8 types of *pederastsm, but he tended to 

assert that they took the *activew sax role and were usually 

afflicted with an acquired, not inborn, perversion. Many were 

married and had children, Tarnovskii observed, and he invented 

the category of the congenital Ivperiodic pederastl1 to describe 

how such men might live peacefully in the family bosom between 

sex romps with bathhouse youths or male street prostitutes. 5 1 

Bekhterev's most substantial case history of male homosexuality, 

first described in 1913, presented the autobiography of an army 

officer whose masculine comportment was never in question.52 In 

his landmark 1922 article on sexual perversions, Bekhterev's 

portraits of homosexuals were carefully balanced between 

effeminized and masculine males. Men and boys in single-sex 

environmente were at risk of acquiring homosexual tastes, 

according to Bekhterevvs nurturist views, demonstrating the point 

by relating how one individual could corrupt an entire artel1 of 

l~mberjacks,~~ or how a man still capable of relations with 

women (and apparently not effeminate) could be diverted through 

These iits were said to be caused by epilepsy or 
degenerative neuropathies, Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie 
polovoqg chuvstvq, 27-31. 

52 Bekhterev, "0 polovykh izvrashcheniiakh, kak 
patologicheskikh sochetatellnykh refleksakhtn. 

53 Bekhterev, "Polovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete 
refleksologiiN, 731-34. 



mutual masturbation toward a taste for rough lower: class adult 

males." In 1927, Belorussian psychiatrist A. K. Lents described 

how ha had cured or lessened homosexual desire with hypnosis; the 

two patients had been inclined to the insertive role and were not 

effeminate. Another homosexual Lents encountered spoke in a 

uleffeminaten tone, however, and was judged less susceptible to 

hypn~therapy.~' Protopopov singled out one of the ten cases he 

presented as a true llpederasttl, a sailor whose taste for sodomy 

with men originated at sea; the sailor said ha preferred @@men who 

are masculine in appearance and do not try to make women of 

t h e m ~ e l v e s ~ . ~ ~  The sailor's preference for masculine men did not 

deter Protopopov from asserting against the evidence that the 

wlpederastgt (whose vice was acquired) sought out ef f eminate adult 

males and androgynous youths as sex partners, unlike the 

congenital ~homose~ual~~, who preferred manly men. 57 

The masculine male who had sex with other males was in the 

eyes of Russian psychiatry less authentically pathological 

because of his insertive sexual role and the positive prognosis 

this suggested. An active/passive (or dominant/submissive) mode1 

of heterosexual relations informed doctorsl interpretations of 

the sexual contacts they encountered between men. Men whose 

54 Ibid., 739. 

Lents, priminallnve ~sikho~atv. (Sotsio~atvl, 21, 45-46. 

Protopopov, nSovremennoe sostoianievoprosa O sushchnosti 
i proiskhozhdenii gomoseksualizma~, 51. 

5 1  Ibid., 5 7 .  
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characters favoured the active, dominant, and therefcïe masculine 

posture werc thus read as capable of normal sexual relations with 

women, perhaps after hypnosis or sessions of talh therapy. 

Effeminate hamosexual men, however, posed a more pxofound 

psychiatric dilemma: how to re-direct sexual desire from a 

passive to an active posture, and hov to re-socialize the unmanly 

male who preferred such acts? Psychiatriete appear to have 

avoided discussing these questions after the interest displayed 

in the early 1920s, and reports of effeminacy in males dropped 

dramatically by the end of the decade. 58 

(iii) Genderina homosexualitv: Women 

Tsarist psychiatry was reluctant to pathologize the female 

homosexual. Pew if any actual Russian case histories of women who 

loved women appeared in domestic psychiatric literature after 

Approximately 47 case histories of male homosexuals 
appeared in soviet Russia's psychiatric publications 
(central journals, edited collections, and monographs) in 
the 1920s, if one includes 17 out of the 95 men arrested 
in the 192 1 Petrograd "pederasts club" raid (Bekhterev, 
"0 polovom izvrashchenii, kak osoboi ustanovke polovykh 
refleksovm, seven cases; and Protopopov "Sovremennoe 
sostoianie voprosa O sushchnosti i proiskhozhdenii 
gomoseksualizmam, ten cases). Psychiatric case histories 
after 1923 tended ta appear in forensic psychiatric 
publications and described persons accused of criminal 
acts; the majority were delinquent youths whose sexual 
deviance was discussed in contexts of bez~rizornost' 
(homelessness), prison or institutional care. 



1905.~~ It was in manuals on sexual perversion intended, after 

1905, for a broad educated public, that "lesbian love* was 

mentioned, using exmples from Krafft-Ebing, Albert Eulenberg and 

Havelock ~ l l i s . ~  The treatment of lesbianism through the lens 

of Westerners' observations amplified the impression that the 

phenomenon was alien or at least rare to Russia. The lack of a 

clear-cut etiology for sexual perversion, the disenfranchisement 

of women as full political and social subjects, and the 

corresponding disinterest in sexuality between women, made 

pathologization of home-grown lesbianism by Russian psychiatrists 

an incomplete enterprise. 01 

59 Five individual case histories have corne to light from 
the years before 1905: V. F. Chizh, JC . . ucheniiu ob 
wizvrashchenii aolovoao chuvstvaw [nie contraxe 

- - . . . . 
giorsk1kh vlxwhel za 9 sedanil 1 ao fevralia 1882 aoda ([St 
Petersburg?], 1882); F. E. Rybakov, "0 prevratnykh 
polovykh oshchushcheniiakhw Vrach (23 1898): 1-23; Laura 
Engelstein presents three cases in "Lesbian Vignettes: 
A Russian Triptych from the 1 8 9 0 ~ ~ ~  Sians 15 (4 1990): 
813-31, based on Ippolit Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie 
polovoao chuvstva u zhenshchi~ (St Petersburg, 1895) . On 
lesbian prostitutes in medical literature before 1905, 
see Engelstein, The Kevs to Ha~~iness, 161. 

60 Psychiatrist P. 1. Kovalevskii's compendium tended to 
favour environmental etiologies for nnhomosexualityw, but 
aired congenital theories fully; on lesbians ha cited 
Albert Eulenberg ' s 1895 study of 88sexual neuropathy" and 
Ellis' article of the same year on glSexual inversion in 
womenw, W h o l o a i a  nola. Polovoe be.zsi&ie i druaie . . . p o l o w e &  iecmie, 132-35. The more 
sensational A. Borisov's gallery of npathological 
deformities of the sexual sphere* relied heavily on a 
bricolage of texts by Krafft-Ebing and Mantegazza; 
zzvrashchennaia ~olovaia zhizn', Boleznennve izmeneniia . golovoi sferv. (St Petersburg: 1907), 266-68. Neither 
text  introduced Russian cases of lesbianism. 

'' Engelstein, The Kevs to Ha~~iness, 152-64. 



By contrast, early Soviet psychiatry was eager to explore 

this relatively uncharted phenornenon. Case histories of Russian 

Vemale homosexualityw were the subject or an important feature 

of approximately ten psychiatrie texts (articles, monograph 

chapters, textbooks) in the 1920s, in comparison to the virtual 

disinterest of pro-revolutionary medicine. Virtually al1 of these 

texts were witten as a result of the psychiatrists' encounter 

with women who violated conventional gender noms. 62 

Soviet psychiatrists of the 1920s recorded with considerable 

consistency the filmannishlfi (muzhe~odobnvi) character of the 

principal female homosemiale they studied. Such gender non- 

conformity was found to have begun early in childhood. While case 

Osipov, Kurs obshcheao uche w, two case histories, 355- 
56, 365; Shtess, fitSluchai zhenskogo gomoseksualizma pri 
nalichii situs viscerum inversus, ego psikhoanaliz i 
gipnoterapiiaIfi, (one case history, with numerous 
partners) ; Skliar , "0 proiskhozhdenii i sushchnosti 
gomoseksualizmafifi (one case history) ; Krasnushkin and 
Kholzakova "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin ubiits- 
gomoseksualistokfifi (two case histories involvingtwo pairs 
of women; one pair later described in Brukhanskii, 
below); Edellshtein, "K klinike transvestitizmafit (one 
case history) ; Brukhanskii , Haterialv DO seksua18 noi 

* ps~khooatoloai~, two separate case histories involving 
two pairs of women, 53-65; V. A. Riasentsev, "Dva 
sluchaia iz praktiki. 1. Gomoseksualizm?~ Sudebno- 
peditsinskaia eks~ertizq (2 1925): 152-56 (reviews one 
case later discussed by Brukhanskii above) ; 1 a. 1. Kirov, 
"K voprosu O geterotransplantatsii pri gom~seksualizme.~ 
Vxachebnoe de10 (20 1928): 1587-90 (one case); Eo K. 

a8 a8 Krasnushkin, Ptestu~niki o s w o ~ a t v  (Moscow: Izd-vo 
pervogo Moskovskogo gos . universiteta, 1929) , one case 
history, 11-12. A biologist R. 1. Livshits examined and 
described a woman imprisoned in Leningrad for "same sex 
attractionfifi in fi@Reaktsiia d-ra Manoilova kak pokazatelfi 
nanisheniia sekretornoi funktsii polovykh zhelez pri 
seksual fi nykh prestupleniiakhfit , 13. There are discussions 
of female same-sex love in sexological survey material 
and pedagogic literature of the period as well. 



histories of male homosexuals had privileged 

development of boys when reccrding childhood 

jrelegatfng effeminacy to a secondary role), 

histories paid at least as much attention to 
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the sema9.1 

experience, 

womenls case 

girlhood gender 

transgression as to early sexuality. V. P. Osipov described hou a 

female soldier, who sought his expertise regarding her sexual 

deviance, had @@loved the Company of the boys she grew up among in 

childhood, and often wore their clothingwma Another woman who 

had served in the Civil War as a commissax told N. 1. Skliar in 

1924 that she had playea with boys as a child, and loved 

Hclimbing trees, playing Cossacks, war gamesw. She did not begin 

wearing men's clothing until her military service, when she 

"began to go by a masculine name" and refer to herself using 

masculine grammatical forms in her speech." Forensic 

psychiatrists likewise found elements of masculinization in the 

histories of childhood they obtained from their patients. 

Valentina P., who murdered her lover Ol'ga Shch., sa id  that she 

"began to W e a r  men's clothing in childhood... 1 loved men's 

clothing". Valentina had applied to join the Red Army while a 

young teenager but her older, more ferninine lover had prevented 

it. O1'gans brother said of Valentina, that %ha had trouble in 

school because she was always chasing after girls, writing them 

notesw; at home she would refuse to Wear her skirt and put on 

Osipov, . . purs obshcheao uchenila, 

bc Skliar, ln O proiskhozhdenii i sushchnosti 
gomoseksualizma", 1919. 



trousers i n ~ t e a d . ~ ~  Similar accounts appeared in the work of 

Krasnushkin and Kholzakova who also reported on Valentina P. and 

another wfemals homosexualn murderer in 1926, and in 

Edelgshteinvs 1927 study of Evgeniia Fedorovna M.& 

Masculinization could persist in to  adulthood, and 

psychiatrists were particularly fascinated by individuals who 

publicly transformed their gender identities, taking male names, 

changing their passports, adopting masculine occupations, 

gestures and habits. Some women passed as men periodically, 

others for the long term. Cases of female ternporary and more 

long-term gender identity transformation aroused the interest of 

(overwhelmingly male) psychiatrists on both s i d e s  of the nature- 

versus-nurture divide. Their curiosity about the phenomenon, for 

which science had no conclusive explanations, implicitly 

reflected an anxiety about woments respectable gender roles which 

was widespread in NEP society. 67 

65 Brukhanskii, M M ,  
59-60. 

66 Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistoktv , 107, 112, 115 ; Ede1 ' shtein, "X 
klinike transvestitizmaM, 273-74. 

67 Doctors promoting nurturist etiologies: Shtess, "Sluchai 
zhenskogo gomoseksualizma~; Skliar, "0 proiskhozhdenii i 
sushchnosti gomoseksualizmao~, 1919; Edel'shtein, "K 
kliniketransvestitizmaN. Doctors promotingbiologicalor 
socio-biological . . origins: Osipov, 

, 365; Brukhanskii, Faterial ucheniia 
psikho~atoloa 

Vv 
i ,  62-65 for case of Fedosiia P. ; on 

Virtue Rozenshtein, see Winter, ped : Human Relationshi~s . 
in the N e v  Russiq, 169; peychiatrist A. K. Rakhmanov 
described nmasculinizedw women in the army, February 1929 
Health Commissariat Expert medical council meeting on 
'otransvestitesl@, GARF f. A482,  op. 25, d. 478, 11. 86 



The most influential case of a woman who passed as male in 

the 1920s psychiatrie literature vas that of Evgeniia Fedorovna 

M., published by A. O. Edelmshtein in 1927." The story of 

~vgeniia's adoption of a man's identity and a Cheka uniform, and 

of her marriage to another woman, was retold and analysed by the 

Soviet Union's top psychiatrists in the February 1929 Expert 

medical council discussion of gttransvestites'w. Their reaction to 

a summary of Evgeniials case, drawn from Edellshteings article, 

underscored medical concern about the passing woman and her 

influence. On hearing of Evgeniia's successful fight to have her 

marriage to a woman recognized by the Commisariat of Justice, 

biologist N. K. Kolttsov worried that 

the wife, that is, the woman who married the other 
woman [meaning Evgeniia ' s partner , %. , certainly 
suffered as a result. That woman was done serious harm, 
for she could hardly remain as normal (pomal'naia) as 
she would have if she had been married to a man. 1 
suggest that in such circumstances we must be extreaiely 
careful. Only in exceptional circumstances, and with 
the agreement of experienced experts should this be 
permitted. 69 

Kol'tsov proposed that a specific law should forbid a woman 

dressed as a man from marrying another woman. Psychiatrist L. Ia. 

ob., 87. Forensic medical practitioners also noted the 
phenornenon, from biological perspectives: Riazantsev, 
"Dva sluchaia iz praktiki . 1. Gomoseksualizm?~ ; Livshits , 
nReaktsiia d-ra Manoilova", 13. On NEP anxieties over 
female gender roles, see e-go Barbara Evans Clements, 
polshevik Womeq. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997); Elizabeth A. Wood, The Raba and The Comrade: 
Gender and m. (Bloomington 
& Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1997). 

68 Ede1 shtein, I8K klinike transve~titizrna~~. 
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Brusilovskii pointed to the danger of disruption in women's 

bathhouses if the privilege of being a transvestite witn some 

form of stats sanction were recogni~ed.~ 

Yet other psychiatrists present saw a less sinistér 

prognosis. A. K. Rakhmanov noted that while it was eustomary and 

Hsuccessful~ to send men who "refused military service call-up on 

this [transvestite or homosemial] pretext" to "psychiatrie 

establishments for an expert opinionm, with some women an 

opposing phenornenon was observed. "1 have examined perhaps two 

cases of such women. They were of a masculine (muzhestvennvi) 

appearance, wearing military uniformw, and working successfully 

as military commanders. Each case deserved individual expert 

assessment, he arguedO7' Individual psychiatrists at the centre 

of the Soviet profession regarded masculinization in women with 

ambivalence, even qualified tolerance, and associated it with 

homosexual desire. 

As Kolltsovfs comments suggested, ferninine partners of these 

women were believed to be ltnorrnalft until they contracted the 

85nfectionw of homosexuality. In psychiatrie case histories of 

the 1920s, the female homosexual was virtually always a gender 

70 Ibid., 11. 85 ob., 86. 

71 Rakhmanov said one woman was married with a child, the 
other, unmarried, was "a more masculinized type", but was 
as competent in her work performance, ibid., 11. 86 ob., 
8 7 .  
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role transgresser , a wmanr!ishla figure. Partaers of this woman 

were often represented as @@normala1 (heterosemial) and their 

conformity to expectations of femininity was thus implicit. 

Feminine partners appeared fleetingly in the case histories, 

often indulging the masculinized principals, then rejecting them 

for marriage to males.* Feminine partners in this literature 

also conformed to gender expectations by exposing themselves to 

psychological and physical abuse from their masculinized 

partners." Ollga Ivanovna Shch., a librarian and teacher, 

murdered near Moscow in 1924 by Valentina P., was described by 

Krasnushkin and Kholzakova (who could not have met the victim) as 

"a woman with a soft, kind, generous character, a feminine 

(zhenstvennaia), subtle refined figure, of slight height, with a 

One case of an apparently quite feminine seamstress, in 
Osipov, Kurs obshchecro ucheniia, 355-56, dwelt on her 
romantic sentimentality in her attachment to various 
women. This case, in its emotionalism and lack of gender 
role deviance, resembled a pre-revolutionary case history 
described by Rybakov, "0 prevratnykh polovykh 
oshchu~hcheniiakh~~ . 
See e.g. Shtess, llSluchai zhenskogo gomoseksualizma~, 9 
(patient le af f air with Al Iga, who leaves to get married) ; 
~del~shtein, "K klinike transvestiti~rna~~, 274 (S.'s 
affair with male CO-worker) ; XCrasnushkin and Kholzakova, 
*Dva sluchaia zhenshchin ubiits-gomoseksualistok", 117 
(Ollgals decision to get married drives Valentina P. to 
murder her) . 

74 E. g . Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistok~ (two masculinized female 
homosewals murdered their partners) ; Shtess , alSluchai 
zhenskogo gomoseksualizma~l, 9 (patient beats partner to 
point of hospitalization); Kirov, I1K voprosu O 
geterotransplantatsiiprigomoseksualizme~, 1588 (patient 
habitually ttscornfulw of l1babvn [women] she pursued). 



sweet faceweA The foregrounding of the mannish female 

homosexual was accompanied by the implicit denial of the 

p a s i b i l i t y  of a feminine 'genuinel homosexual as partner. More 

intensively than vith the manly 'pederast', (whose insertive 

posture suggestad the possibility of a cure), psychiatrists 

implied that the womanly partners of masculinized Vernale 

homosexualsg were scarcely 'sickt at all. In this sense, doctors 

could only imagine semial desire itself as heterosexual, 

requiring essentially masculine and feminine natures to meet 

before attraction could exist. 

Sexual revolution, ~svchiatry and bioloqical models 

In the immediate years following the conclusion of the European 

Great War, scientific ideas of homosexuality~s etiology took a 

sensational if short-lived turn to biological explanations. These 

theories, based on new hormonal research, were especially 

influential in Central and Eastern Europe, where they had 

originated and where discussion and attempts to replicate 

experiments on the sex glands took place. Russian biologists and 

psychiatrists, despite the meagre resources at their disposal, 

nevertheless participated in these developments. The new 

hypothesis that homosexuality was caused by a hormonal disorder 

or anomaly circulated beyond medical discourse, propagated most 

75 Krasnushkin and Kho1zakova, "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistokll, 116.  
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notably by Magnus Hirschfeld in Germany. To some (includixîg 

Soviet jurists and one social hygienist commenting after the 

fact), such ideas seemed to justify the decriminalization of 

sodomy, as part of the sexual rev~lution.~~ 

Pre- and post-World War 1 research on animals by the 

Austrian biologist Eugen Steinach contributed to a revolution in 

the scientific understanding of sex gland functions. With 

publicity and encouragement from Hirschfeld, Steinachls research 

turned to the question of altering human sema1 behaviour by 

controlling glandular secretions. In 1918, Steinach and a 

partner, the surgeon Robert Lichtenstern, reported that they had 

successfully performed a partial transplant of a ltnormalw 

(heterosexual) human testicle to a male homosexual, who had 

subsequently lost his effeminate mannerisms, enjoyed sema1 

relations with a fernale prostitute and later marriedan 

Hirschfeld seized upon these results as the most compelling 

support for his Itbiomedical construction of a new homosexual 

76 Jurists9 views: P. 1. Liublinskii, Prestu~leniia v 
oblasti ~ o l  o w k h  otnosheni~ (Moscow-Leningrad: f z-vo L. . I 
D. FrenkelQ, 1925) ; and E. P. Frenkel', Polowe 
prestupleniia. (Odessa: Svetoch, 1927). Social hygiene: 
G. A. Batkis, p i e  Sexualrevolution in Russland. (Berlin: 
Syndikalist, 1925) . 
Alexander Lipschiitz, The Interna1 Secretions of the Seg 
Glands : The Problem of the "Pubertv Glandt1 . (Cambridge, 
England: W. Heffer, 1924), 369. The experiment was 
reported in E. Steinach and R. Lichtenstern, wUmstimmung 
der Hornosexualitat durch Austausch der Purbertatsàriisentl 
Münch. mediz. Wochenschr., (6 1918). 



identityw, and publicized them widely in the early 1920s. 70 

Russians were aware of Steinach's experiments, especially because 

of h i s  related work on animal and human rejuvenation therapy 

(omolozhenie). These surgical procedures, fashionable in Europe 

and the USSR in during the 1920s, received wide publicity in the 

Soviet press." In 1923 while in Berlin, People's Commissar of 

Health Nikolai Semashko paid a visit to Hirschfeld's Institute 

for Sex Research with a group of Russian doctors, and the 

Commissar made positive remarks about Hirschfeld's promotion of 

homosexual emancipationism. His approval was perhaps interpreted 

as a signal that research into the supposed hormonal origins of 

homosexuality would be welcomed by the new regime. 80 

Many of the Soviet proponents of a biological or socio- 

" Chandak Sengoopta, "Glandular Politics : Endocrinology , 
Sexual Orientation, and Emancipation in Early Twentieth 
Century Central Europe." Paper given at the American 
Association for the History of Medicine in Pittsburgh, 
1995, 6-9, quotation 10. 1 am grateful to Chandak 
Sengoopta for providing me with a copy of this article. 

29 Mikhail Zolotonosov, 'tMasturbanizatsiia: IrErogennye zonyn 
sovetskoi kul'tury 1920-1930-kh godov." In grotika v 

Utereure: Ot W ~ k o v a  do wshikh n s s k o i  dnei, 
(Tdteraturnoe Obozrenie. S~etsjal 'nvi m u s k L ,  eds 1. Dm 
Prokhorova, S. Iu. Mazur, and G. V. Zykova. (Moscow: 
Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1992), 97; N. K. Kol'tsov, ed. 
Omolozhenie tt. 1-2 (Moscow-Petrograd: Gosizdat, 1923); 
A. V. Nemilov, V. A. Gorash, L. N, Voskresenskii et al., 
eds Omolozhenie v Rossi& (Leningrad: Meditsina, 1 9 2 4 ) ,  
98-134. The procedure was often in 1920s Soviet press and 
film, as is clear from Mikhail Bulgakov' s story "Sobach le  
serdtsen ('The Heart of a Dog', 1925; first Soviet 
publication, 1987) , see M. O. Chudakova, llPosleslovie~ in 
M. Bulgakov, Sochineniia: Raan .  , rasskaz~ 
(Minsk: Universitetskoe, 1988) , 412-14. 
Semashkoas remarks were reported in Jahrbuch fur sexuelle 
Zwischenstuf en (23 1923) : 211-12. 



biologieal view of the homosexual received early training from 

Moscow psychiatrist P. Bo Gannushkin (2875-1933). Gannushkings 

central role in the establishment of Soviet Russian psychiatry in 

part accounts for this fact; feu studentb of the discipline in 

the capital could have failed to corne in contact with this 

energetic teacher, administrator and clinician. His work in the 

psychiatric clinic of I Moscow State University, his supervision 

of young psychiatric doctors until his death from natural causes 

in 1933, and his contributions to the neuro-psychiatric section 

of the Health Commissariatls Expert medical council, left a 

legacy focused on the problems of clinical practice. 81 

Gannushkin was the llvirtual founderN of minor psychiatry (malaia 

pslkhiatriia) - the psychiatry of everyday lifeU - in Russia. 
8 1 For Gannushkinls career and promotion of minor 

psychiatry, see P. M. Zinov'ev, @@Osnovnye etapy nauchnoi 
raboty P. B. Gannushkinael@ Sovetskaia nevero~atolouiia. 
psikhiatriia i ~sikhoaiuieng 2 (5 1933): 3-6; Iudin, 
Ocherki istorii otechestvennoi ~sikhiatrii, 406-7; A. O. 
Ede1 @ shtein, "P. B. Gannushkin kak uchitel . Sovetskaia 
nevro~atoloaiia. asikhiatriia i ~sikhoaiaiena 2 (5 1933) : 
7-9; idem. "Pamiati uchitelial@ In 1-i M . .  . oskovskii iatricheskoi klinik&. a . .  peditsinskii institut. Tr u  sikh 
vyp. 4, ed. A. O. Edellshtein. (Moscow & Leningrad: Gos. 
izd-vo biologicheskoi i meditsinskoi literatury, 1934), 
7. 

82 In Russia, a distinction was made between #@major 
psychiatry" (bol'shaia ~sikhiatriia) dealingwith aspects 
of insanity (later schizophrenia and other disorders 
requiring long-terminstitutionalization of the patient), 
and "minor psychiatry* (malafaatrihiritrijg) . The latter 
put the nineteenth-century professionls categories of 
Veeblemindednessn and @@moral insanityn under the 
microscope, and by the early twentieth century used the 
category of "psychopathyM (psikho~atiia) as a 
reconceptualization of mental conditions mid-way between 
illness and health. Analogous disciplinary divisions were 
present in German, French and American practice, see 
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He thus directed his studentsg attention toward questions of sex, 

and of social deviance and crime, encouraging some to study 

sexual perversions and homosexuality. 

Gannushkin's European training before World War 1 had 

brought him under the influence first of Valentin Magnan of 

Rance, then of the German psychiatrist Emil Kraepelinaa He 

published little during the Soviet years of hie career; his most 

respected work is a briet monograph on psychopathy printed 

posthumously in 1933, containing his fullest statements on 

homosexuality." Gannushkin himself was not a supporter of 

Hirschfeldgs biological hypothesis. In his book he classified 

Henry Werlinder, psvcho~athc A Hi 
4 w 

stotv of the Conce~ts: 
in and develo~ment of a familv of 

conce~ts in ~svcho~atholoav. (Uppsala: University of 
Uppsala, 1978), Chapters 4 & 5; Elizabeth Lunbeck, The 
psvchiatric Persuasion: Knowledae. Gender and Power in 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
l994), 46-47. 

83 Gannushkin supervised a translation of Kraepelints 
Einführuna in d i e  ~svchiatrische Klinik (3rd ed.): E. 
Kraepelin, V v e d e n i e v ~ s i k h i a t r i c h e s k u i u  k l i n i k u  3rd ed., 
(Moscow: Narkomzdrav, 1923). 

84 Gannushkin, w i k a  . a ~ m o ~ a y i i :  statika. dinamika. 
sistematikg. Gannushkin weathered criticism for a 1927 
article on lmacquired mental invalidismgm in party 
activists, and published a response in 1930, renouncing 
his alleged wpessimismw on labour therapy in such cases. 
See Edellshtein, "P. B. G a ~ W h k i n  kak uchitelgn, 9; 
Iudin, Ocherki istorii otechestvennoi ~sikhiatrii, 403, 
407. The controversy simmered into 1931, with one doctor 
blaming him for immobilizing ten activists under 
psychiatrie care, GARF, f. A406, op. 12, d. 2772, 11. 18- 
12 ob. Gannushkin had been head of the Moscow Society of 
Neuropathologists and Psychiatrists, which had corne under 
attack for elitism and been forced to accept the 
strictures of partiinost fi (in other words, relinquish its 
formal autonomy to party direction) in 1929; Joravsky, 
Russian Psvcholocnr, 336-39. 



homosexuality among the impulsive psychopathies and viewed its 

etiology as overwhelmingly environmental, like his most important 

mentor, KraepelinmB He respectfully acknowledged (while 

disagreeing with) Hirschfeldls research on the sornatic 

effeminization of male homosexuals, and this was the last 

positive reference to the homosexual emancipationist in Soviet 

professional psychiatric literature of the 1930s. 86 

Gannushkinls students reflected his clinician's curiosity 

and eclecticism, and some expressed an unwillingness to 

pathologize homosexuality as sexual perversion per se, generally 

arguing from biological or socio-biological etiologies of the 

condition. Endocrinological hypotheses caught the imagination of 

Gannushkin8s students who had worked under him at Moscowls 

Devichle pole psychiatric clinic from 1918 until the mid-1920s, 

in particular E. K. Krasnushkin and M. Ta. Sereiskii, who in 

their writing resisted pathologization of individuals displaying 

socially harmless homosexual desirema' Of these, Sereiskii vas 

the most committed to the argument that homosexuality constituted 

a benign hormonal anomaly, and it is a mark of his authority as a 

85 He argued against Kraepelin that numerous varied 
personality inadequacies . . could lead to homosexuality: 
Gannushkin, plinzka Dsikho~ 6-18 ; cf. Kraepelin, 
Vvedenie v ~sikhiatricheskuiu niku, 336-37. 

87 Iudin, Ocherki istorii otechestvennoi ~sikhiatrii, 406; 
L. L. Rokhlin, Wekotorye osobennosti klinicheskogo 
napravleniia E . K. Krasnushkina . l9 In Vo~rosv sotsial noi 
i klinicheskoi ~sikhonevroloai~. . (. t. XI, eds La L. 
Rokhlin and A. M. Chirkov. (Moscow: Tsent. moskovskoi 
obl. psikhonevr. bollnitsy, 1961) , 5. 



psychiatrist specializing in endocrinology that he was selected 

by Semashko, who edited the first version of the Great nedical 
- cvclooedia, to mite its article on llhomosexualityn. In 1929 in 

this piece Sereiskii argued fiercely for a constitutional and 

biological etiology besed on the Steinach tindings, and in the 

following year his Great Soviet Encvcïo~edia article on the same 

topic linked the endocrinological hypothesis to a robust defence 

of Hirschfeldms campaign for homosexual emancipati~nism.~ The 

limits of this political argument were fixed with the appending 

of an I1ethnographic sketchtî from P. Preobrazhenskii on the 

subject of ~ghomosexual lovew among mls[o] ~[alled] uncivilized 

p e ~ p l e s ~ ~ . ~ ~  Thus in the cultures of the small peoples of the Far 

North (among the Chuchki, Koriaki, and Kamchadal), or in Soviet 

@tasiaticgg cultures (by which Preobrazhenskii meant islamic 

cultures), the origins of homosexuality I1bear to a significant 

extent a social character". 

Krasnushkin had also been encouraged by Gannushkin while at 

the Devich'e pole clinic to examine endocrinological factors in 

M. Ia. Sereiskii, l m G ~ m ~ ~ e k ~ ~ a l i ~ m .  II . . Bol l shaia 
pieditsinskaia entsiklo~edliq 7 (1929): col. 668-672;  
later expanded for a general audience in idem. 
~îGomoseksualizm.~ pol'shaia sovetskaia entsiklo~ediia 17 
(1930) : col. 593-96. Note also his Problemv 
endokrinoloaii v ~sikhiatrii. (Moscow: 1925). 

89 See under llGomoseksualizm. " ol 1 shaia sovetskaia 
entsiklo~ediia 17 (1930): col. 596. Preobrazhenskii was 
an author ity on ancient Greek and Roman civilizations , 
and the selection of him to write this supplementary 
sketch suggested editorial sympathy with the Europe-wide 
homosexual intellectual practice of the historicization 
of the ancients as bearers of noble traditions of same- 
sex love. 



mental illness. Very soon, however, he was drawn into forensic 

and penal psychiatrie responsibilities, serving during the civil 

war in Moscowls Provincial Penal Hospital (Çubernskaia tiuremnaia 

tsa) and taking an active role during NEP in the assessment 

and rehabilitation of criminals with mental disorders at the V. 

P. Serbskii Forensic Psychiatrie Institute (Institut sudebnoi 

psikhiatrii imeni V. P. Serbskoero), the Moscow Bureau for Study 

of the Personality of the Criminal and Criminality, and the 

cityls labour reformatory for minors (Mostrudd~m).~~ In his 1926 

joint study with N. G. Kholzakova of Vernale murderer- 

homosexualstt, the two psychiatrists had proposed an essential, 

constitutionally determined etiology for same-sex desire 

originating in the sex glands. They relied on an interpretation 

of Hirschfeldts complex modelling of 18intersexuality11.9' The two 

Russian doctors appear to have been heavily influenced by 

90 V. Rozhanovskii, "Sudebno-meditsinskaia ekspertiza v 
dorevoliutsionnoi Rossii i v SSSR. Sudebno-meditçinçkaia . 
eks~ertixa (6 1927): 75; Iudin, Ocherki istorik 
otechestvennoi ~sikhiatris, 372, 406. 

91 Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, nDva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistok~, 105-106. These authors do not 
indicate which Hirschfeld text(s) they employed. Note 
also that in 1919, Dr Kholzakova had been a member of the 
team of specialists from the Institute of the Defective 
Child which examined 14-year-old Ivan Volkov, allegedly 
the victim of Bishop Palladii. Her career has been 
difficult to reconst~ct; she published one study of 
schizophrenia in the 1930s with an adult male case 
history brief ly mentioning an episode of u8sodomy81: N. G. 
Kholzakova, llChastichnaia utrata (stoikoe snizhenie) 
trudo-sposobnosti p r i  shizottenii.' In Problemv 
poaranichnoi ~sikhiatrii (Klinika i trudos~osobnost~), 
ed. T. A. Geier. (Moscou-Leningrad: Gos. iz-vo 
biologicheskoi i medtsinskoi literatury, 1935). 
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Hirschfeld's pie Transvestiten. In this text, (written before 

Steinachls 1918 nbreakthroughn on human homosexuality), the 

Genaan sexologist had elaborated a scheme of sexual 

nintermediariesm to classify al1 forms of gender and sexual non- 

conformity between the extremes of an essential and heterosexual 

masculinity and femininity. Krasnushkin and Kholzakova in their 

article designated al1 tlintermediariesw as *transvestitestl, and 

referred to ~homo~ermals~~ and 18bisexuals11 as sub-categories. This 

reading ignored Hirschfeldls clear distinction between cross- 

dressing and same-sex eros. Krasnushkin quickly moved toward a 

more nurturist etiolagy for same-sex perversion after the 

appearance of this study in the first collection of articles 

published by the Moscow Bureau for the Study of the Personality 

of the Criminal and Criminality. In the following year, he wrote 

that  he had witnessed attempts to transplant animal-to-human %ex 

glands" in a male homosemial, and also in an older male for 

rejuvenation purposes. The apparent failure of t h e s e  procedures 

had left h i m  sceptical about the Steinach and Lichtenstern 

claims; a biological predisposition for homosexuality perhaps 

existed, but was still unproven, and there were instances in 

single-sex institutions (such as primons, where Krasnushkin had 

devoted much of his professional practice), where "compensatory 

homosexualityt@ arose which was not congenital. Despite these 

reservations, Krasnushkin continued his robust support for the 

non-criminalization of harmless sexual deviations. By 1929, in a 

published collection of his lectures on psychopathy in criminals, 
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he had virtually abandoned any role for constitutional factors in 

forming the homosexual personality, adopting a nurturist position 

instead. He remained, however, convi~ced that there were 

%ocially useful and valuable psychopathsm, including among these 

homosexuals. 92 

Other Moscow psychiatrists who expressed comparatively 

benign attitudes towards homosexuals (based rather more on social 

than biological etiologies) worked at the Health Commissariatls 

Institute of Neuropsychiatrie Prophylaxis. In their respective 

fields, the clinician L. M. Rozenshtein and forensic expert N. P. 

Brukhanskii encountered individuals displaying same-sex desire 

and patterns of gender non-confomity. Brukhanskii described a 

number of cases of female and male homosexuality which arose in 

Moscowgs provincial (auberniia) court, in a 1927 monograph on 

mtsexual psychopathologyng. He supported the decriminalization of 

sodomy, while professing doubts about scientific theories for 

homosewality given the state of knowledge then ~ u r r e n t . ~ ~  In 

his forensic psychiatrie textbook published the following year, 

he was more direct, suggesting that "authentic homosexualityBm was 

the result of constitutional factors (citing Hirschfeld), while 

92 E. K. Krasnushkin, gtK psikhologii i psikhopatlogii . . 
polovykh pravonar~shenii.~ In pravonarusheniia v oblwt& 
seksual 'nvkh otnoshenii, eds E. K. Krasnushkin, G. M. 
Segal, Ts. M. Fainberg (Moscow: Izd. MOZ1a, 1927), 17-18; . . 
idem., Prestu~niki nsikho~atv. (Moscow: Izd-vo pervogo 
Moskovskogo 90s. universiteta, 1929), 10-12, 23-25, 

93 Brukhanskii, paterialv DO seksuallnoi ~sikho~atolociii, 6- 
8. The lghomosexualsll in these cases were being tried for 
acts of violence arising out of jealousy brought on by 
their desire, not for their sexuality as such. 
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acknowledging that culture could Force individuals, such as the 

Central A d a n  bachi, into homosexuality against "one's 

naturem.% Rozenshteinls sanguine view of famale homosexuality, 

expressed before 1933, extended to inviting "Lesbians, 

militiawoinen and Red lunyists@@ in uniform to corne and gfve their 

life histories to his students, while claiming that 18women may 

legally take men's names and live as menw.* Rozenshtein, 

however, did not express his views on this subject in print, 

Elsewhere in the Soviet Union, constitutional or socio- 

biological explanations for homosexuality were also heard, 

especially in the years immediately following Steinach and 

Lichtensternls llbreakthroughv@. The ambitious Bekhterev student, 
r 

Protopopov, disagreed publicly with his teacher, and apparently 

used the issue of homosexuality to stake out his own scientific 

territory. In 1921 as a reflexology laboratory assistant at the 

Institute for the Study of the Brain, Protopopov seized the 

opportunity presented by the Itpederastsl club" raid of 15 January 

1921. The indefatigable Bekhterev had dictated notes of 

examinations of seven men that evening (to a doctor Mishutskii, 

who "for some reasonI1 refused to hand them over later); he later 

reviewed the investigation and court files, and wrote about the 

94 N. P. Brukhanskii, Sudebnaia ~sikhiatriia. (Moscow: M. i 
S. Sabashnikovy, 1928), 77. 

95 Winter, Red Virtue: Human ~elationshias in the New 
Russia, 169. Winter did not give the dates of her visit 
to Russia in this book, published in 1933. 
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raid in two articles? Protopopov meanwhile conducted 

interviews with 40 men detained by police. He not only wrote up 

ten of the most interesting ctse histories from his sample, but 

used the material as an springboard to survey the current state 

of medical thinking on homosexuality, in the process expressing 

support for the newest endocrinological hypotheses as proposed by 

Steinach in 1918, which were diametrically opposed to Bekhterevls 

nurturist vie~jjoint.~~ Later, in 1928 as director of the Faculty 

of Psychiatry at Kharlkov State University, Protopopov supervised 

an experiment based on the Steinach hypothesis, an attempt at 

sex-gland transplants conducted by surgeons led by psychiatrist 

Ia. 1. Kirov.98 The experimental cure for a determined Vernale 

homosexualw was a dismal failure, and neither Protopopov nor his 

student Kirov revisited homosexuality as a 

Another Bekhterev student whose views 

research topic. 

on homosexuality 

Bekhterev described his note-taking with Mishutskii in 
Volovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete 
refleksologiiw, 720; he reconstructed his impressions of 
the interviews with case-file documents on about seven 
arrested men, in "0 polovom izvrashchenii, kak osoboi 
ustanovke polovykh refleksov@', 167-70. 

Protopopov, llSovremennoe sostoianievoprosa O sushchnosti 
iproiskhozhdeniigomoseksualizma~. This article appeared 
not in a Bekhterev-sponsored journal, but in the 
Commissariat of Enlightenment periodical Fauchnaia 
meditsina, where Protopopov had already published two 
works in the previous three years. 

Kirov, I8K voprosu O geterotransplantatsii p r i  
gomoseksualizmel~. mHeterotransplantationm refers not to 
sexual orientation, but the source of the tissue grafts 
used, that is external to the patient herself. Protopopov 
became faculty director at Xharlkov in 1923, Iudin, 
Ocherki istoril . . otechestvennoi ~sikhiatrii, 426. 
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dissented from those of h i 8  teacher was V. P. Osipov (1872-1947), 

whose 1923 and 1931 psychiatrie textbooks reviewed current 

Western theories of same-sex perversion and offered a synthesis 

allowing for both environmental and endocrinological etiologies. 

ôsipov was also notably open to Freudian theories, especially in 

his 1923 textbook, in contrast to Bekhterev, who (at least where 

sexual perversion was concerned) appreciated the psychoanalytic 

master's attention to sexual development but discounted Freud's 

deconstruction of the categories of illness and health, and the 

emphasis placed in psychoanalysis on "parts of the body not 

intended for sexual attractiont'.* Following Bekhterevts death, 

Osipov directed Leningrad's Reflexological Institute - renamed 
the Institute for the Study of the Brain - from 1929 until his 
death in 1947 . 'O0  

In the first years of Soviet rule constitutional and socio- 

biological hypotheses for the cause of homosexuality were on the 

ascendant. These models were bouyed by the fascination with and 

supposed success of the Steinach procedure of testicular grafts, 

and probably received further impetus from Semashko's approval of 

Hirschfeld's emancipatory enterprise. German and Austrian 

mistrust of the glandular grafting process as a means of 

Os ipov, J<Urs obshcheao ucheni ia ; idem. , Rukovodstvo DO 
psikhiatrii (Moscow-Leningrad: Gosizdat , 1931) ; 
Bekhterev. 18Polowe ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete - - - . .  . - - -  

. - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

refleks~logii'~, 656. 

Wortis, Soviet Psvchiatrv, 190. 
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transforming sexual orientation had acc~ulated by the nid- 

1920s~'~' but these developments did not discourage enthusiasts 

like Protopopov, Sereiskii (and indirectly, Semashko) from 

continuing to advance hormonal theories in the late 1920s. By 

this tirne, however, nurturist views of the homosexual were 

acquiring new force as explanatory tools in the struggle to build 

a socialist bvt (daily life) . 

(v) purturist views on the ascendant 

The view that environmental factors influenced human sexual 

development, and that when these inputs were adverse, they could 

lead to perversions of %ormalW sexuality, had found strong 

proponents before the end o f  the t s a r i s t  regime. Under early 

Bolshevik rule, those who advanced these  ideas found it necessary 

to address the apparent success of the Steinach experiments, and 

soon they were conveying to a Russian professional audience the 

doubts about them which emerged from Europe. Soviet 

environmentalist perspectives on homosexuality were not 

monolithic during the 1920s, but r e l i e d  on at least three 

scientific frameworks, including Bekhterevfs reflexology, 

psychoanalysis as interpreted in Russia, and on the durable 

medical concept of psychopathy. The eventual triumph of the 

nurturist point of view over constitutional ones emetged in the 

discipline of forensic psychiatry, where disputes over the 

meaning and legal implications of psychopathy erupted in the late 

'O' Sengoopta, %landular Politicsu. 



1920s and continued to simmer into the early 1930s. 

Bekhterev (1857-1927) had been the most vigorous exponent of 

a nurturist etiology for sexual perversions priar to the 

revolution. He had been the founder and director of St 

Petersburg's Psychoneurological Institute (1908), and by the war 

was an acknowledged leader in studies of the physiology of the 

brain as well as of hypnosis and psychotherapy. He embraced the 

Bolshevik regime and energetically participated in institution- 

building in the years after October. Renamed 

~Psychoreflexologica1 Institutett in 1919, Bekhterevts principle 

institutional base became the nucleus for the Psychoneurological 

Academy, grouping 15 research institutes under h i s  presidency, 

including the Institute for the Study of the Brain and Mental 

Activity (established 1918). The Academy remained in existence 

until Bekhterev8s death in 1927, when it was reorgani~ed.'~~ 

Bekhterevls interest in male same-sex love originated in his 

experiments with hypnosis as a fonn of psychotherapy. H i s  

earliest article on what he termed "perverse sexual drivestt 

(prevratnve ~ o l o w e  vlecheniia) , appearing in 1898, described two 
case histories of male patients suffering from attraction to 

their own sex, and the doctor's efforts to cure them using 

hypnotic suggestion. In this article Bekhterev did not examine 

the etiology of sexual perversion. He did refer allusively to 

perversions as a syndrome similar to degeneracy, and he noted the 

'O2 Iudin, Ocherki istorii otechestvennoi psikhiatrii , 12 5, 
128, 405; A. S. Nikiforov, Bekhterev (~oscow: Molodaia 
gvardiia, 1986) , 234-44.  
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terminology used by Krafft-Ebing to describe same sex love.'a3 

mére the article broke new ground for Russians was in his 

assertion that hypnosis was na completely effective aeansw of 

therapy for sexual deviance. There vas no longer a need for 

doctors to "limit themselves in such cases to a virtually passive 

rolen when confronted with these disorders, Bekhterev 

declared.'" The French psychiatrists Jean-Martin Charcot and 

Valentin Magnan had proposed a similar therapy for sexual 

inversion in 1882, but Veniamin Tarnovskii had scarcely addressed 

therapies in his monographs on perversion, and Bekhterev, 

Russials chief advocate of suggestion therapy, was the logical 

promoter of its application to sexual perversion. Bekhterev did 

not acknowledge the French psychiatrists in his article but was 

aware of their work in hypnosis. 1 OS 

Bekhterev's principle contribution to Russian psychology and 

psychiatry was his theory of reflexology, and his later writing 

about sexuality concentrated on the interpretation of case 

histories using this theory. Applying a mode1 of stimulus and 

instinctual reaction to human behaviour, Bekhterev emphasized the 

environment as the source of mental pathologies including semial 

'O3 Bekhterev, "Lechenie vnusheniem prevratnykh 
vlechenii i onanizmatt, 9. 

1w Ibid. 

los J.-M. Charcot, V. Magnan, "Inversion du sens 

polovykh 

=chives de neuroloaie (3 1882): 53-60, 
Tarnovskii, fzvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva; Bekhterevon 
hypnosis in l89Os,  Iudin, Ocherki istorii otechestvennoi 
psikhiatrii, 125; V. M. Bekhterev, Gi~noz. vnushenie i 
psikhotera~iia (St Petersburg, 1911) . 



perversions.'" Perverse sexual drives, he wrote in 1913, were 

the result of childhood sexual traumatization, careless 

upbringing, and later experiences. These inappropriate sexual 

stimuli formed ncombined reflexesn (gochetatelfinve refleksv), 

which developed in puberty to produce habitua1 sexual perversion. 

His conclusions were based not only on clinical observation and 

comparison of patient histories, but on laboratory examinations 

of the human brain. He rejected various hypotheses for a 

congenital origin to homosexuality, including Magnan and Gley's 

theory of the womants brain in man's body, noting that brains of 

l'homosexuals" he examined revealed no discernible differences 

from normal brains. Bekhterev reserved a small, and secondary, 

role to degeneracy as a biological factor which might in some 

cases be contributory. The appearance of a strong sexual appetite 

in early childhood was a degenerate characteristic which could 

''awaken the sex drive at an early age in unusual circumstances, 

with which it would closely compose itself and then soon solidify 

as a result of its production over time in analagous external 

circumstances . . . Il . 'O7 Later in 1922, in his monograph-length 

article on the origins of sexual deviance and perversion, 

Bekhterev l s ref lexology resembled physiologist 1. P. 
Pavlovas ideas about reflexes on a superficial level. 
Early disputes between Bekhterev and Pavlov over the 
former1s failure to duplicata the latteras results in 
animal physiology experiments led Pavlov to accuse 
Bekhterev's staff of poor quality work; the result was 
none of the bitterest feuds in Russian scientific 
historyww , Wortis, Soviet Ps~chiatrv, 36. 

'O7 Bekhterev, "0 polovykh izvrashcheniiakh, kak 
patologicheskikh sochetatellnykh refleksakhn, 5. 



Beirhterev interpreted the Steinach claims about sex-gland 

influences on sexuality to underpin his environmentalist theory 

of perversion. Noting that the sex drive "was facilitated by 

development of the sex glands and their hormones11, Bekhterev 

argued that the hormonal system in humans was subordinate to the 

mediation of wsocio-cultural conditions1@ (such as modesty taboos, 

literature, and courtship practices) which ordered sexuality. 

wInversionll (same-sex attraction) resulted from the habituation 

of mutual masturbation between boys or girls, "when the 

inclination to normal sexual intercourse is weakened or absent1@, 

or by the influence of deliberate sexual stimuli, especially 

during p~berty.'~~ The implications of this etiology were clear: 

monitoring childhood sexual experience was crucial to the 

development of %ormal sexual attracti~nl~.'~~ 

While Bekhterev lived, his authority in the Soviet Union on 

the scientific bases of semial development and pedagogy was 

considerable, but with the break-up of h i s  institutional networks 

after his death in 1927, the reflexological viewpoint lost its 

most vocal advocates. A related perspective on sexuality which 

attracted more modest attention from psychiatrists in the USSR 

was offered by psychoanalysis. Freudian explanations of 

Bekhterev, I@Polovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v svete 
refleksologiiw, 671, 745-46. 

'O9 Bekhterev popularized this message to both general 
audiences and professional educators: Bekhterev, "0 
polovom ozdorovlenii. Vestnik znaniia (9-10 1910) : 924- 
37 L 1-19; idem., IlOb izvrashchenii i uklonenii polovogo 
vlecheniiaut ; idem. I1O polovom izvrashchenii, kak osoboi 
ustanovke polovykh refleksov". 



homosexuality were infrequently rehearsed in Soviet Russian 

psychiatric literature, notwitketanding the widespread awareness 

of siqmund Freud's psychotherapeutic practices in the early 

1920s. One explanation for the vires1 absence of psychoanalytic 

interpretations of same-sex perversion may be that while Freud's 

work was well known, feu powerful practitioners actively took up 

his methods in the psychiatric discipline itself, where the 

prevailing inclination toward biological empiricism was 

strengthened by the revolution. Both Bekhterev and Gannushkin 

opposed Freudian analysis, the first from his biological and 

reflexological approach, the second, from his pre-revolutionary 

studies under Emil ~ r a e p e l i n . ~ ~ ~  Two students of Gannushkin, 

Krasnushkin and Rozenshtein, had an interest in Freud before the 

revolution, but there is no trace of this influence on 

Krasnushkinfs later work about sexuality; Rozensteints activities 

at the Institute of Neuropsychiatrie Prophylaxis in Moscow were 

said by Wilhelm Reich in 1929 to be influenced by Freudianism, 

but the Soviet doctor avoided expressing his views on sexuality 

in ~rint.~~' Two examples of case histories of homosexuality 

"O Aleksandr Etkind, m o s  n e v ~ z m ~ z h n ~ u ~ :  Istoriia 
psikhoanaliza v Rossii (St Petersburg: Meduza, 1993), 
137-39. Bekhterev was more categorical than Gannushkin in 
his opposition to Freud, no doubt because of his 
institution-building in reflexology. 

11' Magnus Ljunggren, "The ~sychoanalytic Breakthrough in 
Russia on the hre of the First World War. '@ In pussian 
Literature and Psvchoanalvsis, ed. Daniel Rancour- 
Laf f eriere. (Amsterdam & Philadelphia: 1989) , 184; 
Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistok~@ , 105-106. On Rozenshtein, W. 
Reich, Vsikhoanaliz kak estestvenno nauchnaia 



from Russia's regions displayed enthusiastic applications of 

Freudian concepts, but neither made a great impression on the 

psychiatric discipline. "* Saratov goychiatrist A. P. Shtoss8s 

1925 case history is the most thoroiighly psychoanalytic profile 

of a homosenial in the Soviet psychiatric literature, with its 

creative application of the Oedipal complex, penis envy and 

castration fear to h i s  interpretations of his patient's psyche. 

Shtess, like American psychoanalysts in a later era, used the 

techniques of Freud to "cure" homosexuality; he also combined 

them with hypnosis, a blending Freud had originally condemned, 

along with the dogmatic pathologization of homosexuality. 113 

The most prominent nurturist modal of same-sex perversion 

was the very flexible concept of psychopathy, first applied 

cautiously to homosexuality in Russia by V. F. Chizh in an 1882 

di~tsiplina.'~ Vestnik kommunisticheskoi akademii 35-36 
(1929)  : 345-350; L. M. Rozenshtein, "Fakty iz 
psikhiatricheskoi organizatsii Berlina (Iz materialov 
nauchnoi komandir~vki).~' Moskovskii meditsinskii zhurnal 
(11 1926) : 70-76 .  

'lZ Shtess, %luchai zhenskogo gomoseksualizmaB~ ; 1. S. 
Sumbaev, a dotsent at the frkutsk psychiatric clinic of 
the Eastern Siberian Medical Institute, did not 
explicitly mention psychoanalysis, but spoke of @@the 
language of the unconscious~~ and the I8'deep layers' of 
the mindml , and employed f ree-association techniques, 
Sumbaev, "K psikhoterapii gomoseksualizmaB~ , 59, 6 7 .  

Freud and hypnosis, see Etkind, Eros nevozmozhnoao, 143; 
Freud on homosexuality, see e.g. Stephanie H. Kenen, ''Who 
Counts When You're Counting Homosexuals? Hormones and 
Homosexuality in Mid-Twentieth-Century ~merica.'~ In 
Science and Homosexualities, ed. Vernon A. Rosario. (New 
York & London: Routledge, 1996), 202; and Richard 
Pillard, '@The Search for a Genetic Influence on Sermal 
Orientati~n~~, in Science and Homosexualities ed . V. 
Rosario, 227. 



case, then more confidently by V. M o  Tarnovskii in 1885."' 

Sater Russian psychiatrists were also influenced in viewing sex 

perversion as psychopathic iilness from Krafft-Ebing's 

vc-thia sexualig. Psychopathy, a concept popularized in 

German psychiatry in the late nineteenth century, was conceived 

as a borderline state between mental health and illness, usually 

bringing an inability to exercise moral judgment or self- 

discipline.11s Psychiatrists made increasing use of the concept 

from the 1890s, but they were aware that no common definition 

existed to define psychopathic states. As F m  E. Rybakov put it in 

1906, the category "means nothingw to jurists and medical 

professionals, but he used psychopathy anyway to classify an 

otherwise %ompletely normalw female h~mosexual.~~~ Psychopaths 

were "degenerates (decrenerat~) who stand on the border between 

health and mental illnessw; their weakness of character could be 

attributed to a fitsevere psychopathic here~iity~~'" or a 

~gfunctionally unstablen nervous systemmf18 Eccentricities or 

extremities of character were easily comprehended in the 

Chizh, K ucheniiu ob Itixvrashchenii ~olovoao chuvstvan; 
Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~~lovocto chuvstva. 

Lunbeck, psvchiatric Persuasion, 66; Werlinder, 
psucho~athv: A Historv of the C o n c e ~ t s ,  8611. 

Rybakov, Granitsv ~sikhicheskoao zdorov' ia 1 
. 

gomeshatel'stva, 19. 

Ir7 1. Zakharov, IwOcherednye voprosy kriminal ' noi 
psikhiatrii. Ezhenedel Inik sovetskoi i u s t i t s i i  (8 1922) : 
8 . 
Lents, 
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psychopathic concept, enabling psychiatrists to expand their 

remit to include the nearly well, those capable o t  functioning 

outside the mental hospital. Both biological and environmental 

influences on the personality were canvassed to explain 

psychapathias. Classifications which linked character to somatic 

types, in particular the influential scheme laid out by Ernst 

Kretschmer in his 1921 Kor~erbau und Charakter, suggested to 

psychiatrists of the 1920s clues to personality formation. 119 

Most case histories, whether based on nurturist or constitutional 

views, incorporated elaborate physical descriptions of patients, 

usually attempting to identify signs of degeneracy, but on 

occasion classified according to the Kretschmer typology, or 

using anthropometric calibrations; in at least one case, Soviet 

anthropologist V. V. Bunak examined a female patient for signs of 

ltmasculinizationll . I 2 O  

Yet in the estimation of most authorities, environment 

contributed most to the psychopathic personality. Despite her 

"psychopathic  constitution^@, Skliar's patient's homosexuality was 

"purely psychogenous~, formed in the mind from l i f e  experiences, 

Werlinder, psvchoaath~: - A Historv of the Conce~ts, 

"O For example, Protopopov, mSovremennoe sostoianie voprosa 
O sushchnosti i proiskhozhdenii gomoseksualizmaN, 50-54; 
Shtess, "Sluchai zhenskogo gomoseksualizma@@ , 2 ; 
Krasnushkin and Kholzakova classif ied I@Sh. according to 
Aschner's (?)  sex-identification scheme as "a type of 
masculine womanIm (tir, muzhestvennoi zhenshchinv) after 
she was examined by Bunak, "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistok'~, 112. 



albeit on "an abnormal, degenerative, hysterical ~oil@@.'~' In 

1929, when he had a i l  but abandoned the congenital model, 

Krasnushkin wrote of psychopaths that "the whole psyche is 

disharmonious, distorted - a characterological disorder lis 
preeentJw; such personalities %truggle more weakly with the 

usual environmental stimuli*.1u Psychiatrists varied the 

degrees of enphasis on environmental and biological factors at 

play, although the trend toward the end of the 1920s was to lay 

greater stress on environment when ltbiologizingm and %eo- 

Lombrosiant@ approaches came under official attack.'" 

As a psychiatrie concept, psychopathy was closely associated 

with criminality both in its German development, and in its early 

Soviet versions.'24 Sexual offenders were frequently said to be 

psychopathic in their personalities, and their mental 

disturbances were increasingly linked to bvt, the conditions of 

everyday life. The influence of $yI on social deviance 

(alcoholism, hooliganism, sexual misconduct) in NEP society was 

already a well established theme in political and social 

12' Skliar, @@ O proiskhozhdenii i sushchnosti 
gomoseksualizmaw, 1922; similarly, see Edeltshtein, ltK 
klinike transvestitizma@@, 282; Belousov, @%luchai 
gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkiw, 316. 

122 Krasnushkin, prestumve ~s i )Cbo~atv ,  13, 23. 

S. Ia. Bulatov, @@Vozrozhdenie Lombrozo v sovetskoi 
kriminologii. " Revoliutsiia pravq (Jan-Feb 1929) : 42-61. 

124 C . Birnbaum s 19 14 pie ~svcho~athischen Verbreche~ is 
cited as a landmark text in the development of this 
linkage, see Werlinder, psvcho~athv: A Historv of the 
C o n c e ~ t s  , 128 . 



commentary . 1 25 

In 1927, Li, a joint publication from the Serbskii Institute, 

Moscowss Bureau for the Study of the Criminal Personality and the 

Criminal, and the capital's provincial court, Krasnushkin and 

colleagues Go M. Segal and Ts. M. Feinberg argued for the 

legitimacy of studying senial offenses to uncover the linkages 

between social and biological factors in crime. By exposing 

llremnants of the old way of lifew (starvi bvt), sexual crime 

studies could reveal the llbinfiing of bvt with psychopathology, 

their interaction, their direct and reciprocal influence on each 

~ther.'~'~~ comparing rising sema1 offenses to the recent wave 

of hooliganism, Segal argued for the study of these crimes llwhich 

have a relationship to social-lifestyle conditions8L The excess 

"vital energybl displayed by sex offenders needed to be redirected 

12' For a study of female prostitution as psychopathy, see B. 
R. Gurvich , Vrostitutsiia, kak sotsia18no- 
psikhopatologicheskoe iavlenie (Predvaritellnoe 
soobshchenie) .la In Sovetskaia msd 

b 48 

i t s i n a  v borabe za 
~ d o r o w e  nerw: Sbornik statel 1 materialov, eds A. 1. 
Miskinov, L. Mo Rozenshtein, and L. A. Prozorov. 
(Ul'ianovsk: Izd. Ul'ianovskogo kombinata PPP, 1926). On 
the depiction of casual sex, alcoholism and venereal 
disease as undesireable facets of everyday life, see 
Frances L. Bernstein, "Envisioning Health in 
Revolutionary Russia: The Politics of Jender in Sexual- 
Enlightenment Posters of the 1920s.I1 pussian Review (57 
1998) : 191-217. 

126 Krasnushkin, . Segal, . and Feinberg, I1Ot redaktsii* , in 
Pravonarushen~ia v oblastï s e k s u a  Invkh otnoshenii ,  3. 
This emphasis on bvt over biology vas far greater than 
that expressed by Ktasnushkin in a report on the study of 
psychopathy in criminals published two years earlier, E. 
K. Krasnushkin, Wabinet po izucheniiu lichnosti 
prestupnika i prestupnostial, in lzuchenie lichnosti 
prestu~nika v SSSR i za crranitsei. (Moscow: fzd. 
Moszdravotdela, 1925), 29, 33. 



toward positive channels, especially to ensure that young pereons 

were not influencd to adopt Han abusive (mlevateltskoe) 

attitude to the new ethics of pragressivism and revolutionary 

Ir. a chapter highlighting two case histories of male 

sex abuse of boys, V. A. Vnukov and A. O. EdelVshtein argued that 

homosexuality was an nacquired vicew, yet they insisted that 

local examples were usually the result of "sexual infantilismW 

brought on by a vldecline into the primitive" (literally, 

primitivirovanie). These images of underdeveloped sexuality 

enabled them to argue that Russian examples of same-sex 

perversion differed from those observed in Europe, where the 

'lref inementIa and l*cultivationlv of sexual tastes "served as a 

singular form of narcoticua. Ten years after the revolution, the 

rhythm of Soviet life had not accelerated notably, and so by 

comparison to the West, Russia had no rich array of refined 

perversions, especially since the hypocritical %xlturedN 

individual associated with tsarism had di~appeared."~ 

As this joint publication demonstrated, the leading 

institutions of the forensic psychiatrie discipline (the Serbskii 

Institute, the Mosc~w Bureau for the Study of the Personality of 

the Criminal) were the source of an analysis of sexual 

G o  M. Segal, "K probleme polovoi prestupnostiw in . e* 'nvkh otnoshenr~ . . pravonarusheniia v obl E. K. 
Krasnushkin et al., eds, 5-8. 

V. A. Vnukov and A. O. Edeltshtein, "0 kharaktere 
lichnosti pravonarushitelia i mskhanizmakh 
pravonarushenii v oblasti polovykh otnosheniimm, in 
Pravonarusheniia v oblasti seksuallnvkh otnoshenii. E. Ko 
Krasnushkin et al., eds, 45-48, 72-75.  
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perversions as psychopathic disorders influenced by b-. Although 

evidence is only circumstantiai, it appears that within these 

institutions cenflict arose during the mid- to late-1920s over 

the nature and significance of gender and sexual dissent, and its 

relationship to the diagnosis of psychopathy. Psychiatrists who 

took a comparatively benign view of the ~*homosexual~, often from 

HirschfeldRs constitutional notions, or from a socio-biological 

perspective, were challenged by determinad pathologizers who 

relied on negative aspects of the psychopathic diagnosis. 

Publishing separate studies of a female RRtransvestitevR and a 

"male prostitutew in the second, 1927, edition of the review of 

the Bureau for the Study of the Personality of the Criminal, 

Edel'shtein and Belousov entered into an implied polemic with 

Krasnushkin and his research partner Xholzakova, demonstratively 

undermining their reading of Hirschfeld and their understated 

emancipationist exposition on same-sex love which had appeared 

the year before in the first edition of the same organ.12q 

EdelBshtein and Belousov, seeing no "social futureM for their 

patients, named psychopathy as the defining defect in these 

Edelfshtein, "K klinike transvestitizmavv; Belousov, 
Sluchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkiR@ ; 

Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, "Dva sluchaia zhenshchin 
ubiits-gomoseksualistok~, 105-106. Krasnushkin and 
Kholzakova@s observation that Wagnus Hirschfeld, the 
greatest expert of modern sexologyR1, had demonstrated 
that historically homosexuality was often linked with 
nhigh aesthetic giftednessN, and their discussion of 
Sappho, implied a benign view of socially harmlees 
homosexuals. 



~ubjects.'~ According to psychiatrists who identified 

homosexuality w i t h  psychopathy in this hostile tone, the 

unbalanced personality could account for gender role deviatione, 

transvestism, compulsive lying and slaborate falsifications of 

the individualls identity, prostitution, vagabondage, and drug 

abuse - al1 linked with same-sex desire. Arguments from patients 
defending or celebrating homosexual love were easily dismissed as 

. pseudolocria ~hantastica or infantili~rn;'~' the failure to 

restrain oneself from engaging in homosexual sex,  vagabondage or 

swindling was diagnosed as vldisruptionM of the brain's inhibitory 

centres, 13' or as wpsychogenic illnessesm . 133 

It would appear that clinical psychiatrists (along with the 

soon sidelined forensic experts Krasnushkin and Brukhanskii) did 

not share this hostile nurturist position espoused at the 

Serbskii Institute and from the Moscow Bureau for the Study of 

the Criminal Personality. In the 1929 deliberations of the Health 

Commissariat's Expert medical commission, Russials leading 

Edel @ shtein, I1K klinike transvestiti~ma~~, Belousov, 
"Sluchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkiw. The same 
view was expressed by an Astrakhan1 psychiatrist, see 
Skliar, @a O proiskhozhdenii i sushchnosti 
gom~seksualizma~~ . 

13' Edel ' shtein, "K klinike transvestitizmal@, 280 ; Belousov, 
HSluchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkil@, 316. 

132 If diagnosticians favoured Pavlovls mechanisticmodeling, 
see Lents, Friminallnve ~sikho~aty. (Sotsio~atvl, 29. 

If diagnosticians preferred environmentalist etiologies, 
see V. M. Gakkebush, and 1. A. Zalkind. Kurs sudebnoi 
psikho~atolouii. (Kharlkov: Iurid. iz-vo Narkomiusta 
UkrSSR, l928), 334. 



psychiatrie clhician, Gannushkin, argued for an open-minded 

approach to the question of sewaal and gender dissent, and except 

when considering specific circumstances (in the army, for 

example), others present did not express anything comparable to 

the pessimism and hostility present in Edellshtein's study of 

Evgeniia Fedorovna M.'" In this year and the following one, 

that is, during the utopian phase of the cultural revolution, 

Sereiskiits constitutionalist and emancipationist articles on 

homosexuality appeared in authoritative encyclopedias, with 

approval from the Health Commissariat, and evidently, the Party 

leadership.'" From his Moscow outpatient clinic Rozenshtein 

voiced elaborately tolerant sentiments during this era, while 

other psychiatrists practising in the capital continued to assume 

(until informed of sodomy recriminalization) that llhomosexuals~t 

loyal to the regime could order their persona1 lives without 

medical intervention.'" Forensic psychiatry8s nurturist view of 

GARF, f. A482,  op. 25, d. 478, 11. 85-87. The gathering 
had listened to extracts from Ede1 ' shtein, "K klinike 
transvestitizmat@ . 

135 Sereiskii, t8Gomoseksualizm~ in polmshai meditsinskaia 
entsiklo~ediia; idem. , ~Gomosek~ualizm~~ in Bol8 s h a i ~  
sovetskaia entsiklo~ediia. It was perhaps in response to 
this apparent revival of the endoctinological hypothesis 
that Moscow biologist M. M. Zavadovskii published, in 
1931, details of a 3923 attempt to I8curem a male 
homosexualusingthe Steinach and Lichtensterntesticular 
graft, see Zavadovskii, nIzsledovanie semennika 
gomoseksualista~. 

Rozenshtein as cited in Winter, Red V i r t u e :  Human 
eïationshi~s in the New Russia, 169; reports on 
psychiatristsm attitudes in 1933-1934, White, "'Mozhet li 
gomoseksualist sostoiatm chlenom kommunistichekoi 
partii?'". 
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the psychopathic homosexual competed with the cliniciansl 

constitutional or frankly emancipationist viev GE the question. 

During the lats 1920s and into the first Five Year Plan, as 

this debate percolated, a sterner attitude toward the application 

of the diagnosis of psychopathy vas apparently forced upon the 

Serbskif lnstituteml" The use of the psychopathic label in 

determining criminal responsibility (vme@aemost') became the 

focus of a campaign to reduce the numbers of individuals 

pronounced mentally unfit to answer for their crimes. A large 

percentage of these defendants had been categorized as 

l~psychopathsvl in the early-to-mid 1920s, and this particular 

classification came under intense scrutiny in the early 1930s. 

During the period 1923-1941, the proportion of persons examined 

by the Serbskii Institute judged to be "psychopaths" fluctuated 

between 17-218, while the number of glpsychopathsgt pronounced not 

responsible (nevmeniaemvi) f el1 : 

The resulting sharp reductions in inmates judged not 
liable to answer for their crimes (nevmeniaemve) is 
designated as the first of Vive waves of political 
assault on the psychiatrie professionw under stalinism, 
in Joravsky, Russian Psvcholouv, 415-16, 419. 



Table 5 .  a: 
Year O of psychopaths % of psychopaths judged 

among al1 examined pevmeniaemvi, 
individuals 

Source: Ts. M. Feinberg, Sudebno-~sikhiatricheskaia eks~ertiza i 
o ~ v t  rabotv instituta sudebnoi ~sikhiatriia in. ~ r o f .  Serbskoao 
za XXV let. (Moscow: Tsent. no-i. institut sudebnoi psikhiatriia 
im. prof. Serbskogo MZ SSSR, 1947), 15. 

By 1930, Krasnushkin and Brukhanskii, who were associated with 

the Serbskii Institute from its establishment and who were the 

supposed originators of the liberal application of the 

psychopathie diagnosis, had been dismissed. They had been made 

the sub jects of press attacks for t1biologizing18 socially produced 

criminality. In both cases, the excessive medicalization of b e  

was the political error each psychiatrist had fallen intom'% 

Krasnushkin attacked, see Bulatov, Vozrozhdenie Lombrozo 
v sovetskoi kriminologiil@; on Brukhanskii, see 1. 
Iltinskii, NObshchestvennost' i bolezni byta [Po povodu 
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During the 19308, as  new officiais arrived to run the Serbskii 

Institute (including its new director from 1930, Ts. M o  Feinberg, 

a rare woman at the top of the field), they established their 

credentials by repeating the attacks on the pair for excessive 

biologizat ion. 139 The prolif eration of psychopathic diagnoses in 

the early 1920s vas blamed for the growing appropriation by 

defendants and patients of the psychopathic label. Serbskii 

psychiatrist A. M. Khaletskii wrote, 'one came up against 

psychopaths who already held a belief in their reduced- or non- 

responsibility [for crimes], aggressively insisting on their 

right to lawless, antisocial behaviour in connection with their 

illnessOt1 Even worse, such criminals knew they were regarded as 

I1patients1l and used the language of a medical identity to demand 

knigi No P. Brukhanskogo : @@Materialy po seksual ' noi 
psikhopatologii" ] . @' and T. Segalov, "Po povodu stat i 1. 
Ilvinskogo.u piolodaia ardiia (5 1928) : 175-93. 

. * 
Krasnushkin practised psychiatry in Moscow province 
during the 1930s, and later served as chief Soviet 
forensic psychiatrist to the Nuremburg Trials. 
Brukhanskii took up a post in the faculty of psychiatry 
at Smolensk University. H i s -  career vas ignored in Iudin' s 
1951 history of the psychiatric profession, Ocherki DO 
istorii otechestvennoi ~sikhiatri~. . . 

t39 Feinberg, Sudebno-~sikhiatricheskaia eks~ertiza, 5-10 
(indirect criticism of the Institutels record when 
Krasnushkin was associated with it) ; A. M. Khaletskii, 
nPoniatie umen'shennoi vmeniaemosti v sudebno- 
psikhiatticheskoi otsenke psikhopatiiw , in Ts. M. 
Feinberg, ed. Psikho~atil 1 sudebno ~s 0 .  * 

O ikhiatricheskoe 
~nachenie. (Moscow: Sovetskoe zakonodatellstvo, 1934)~ 
99-102; V. A. Vnukov, nSudebno-psikhiatricheskaia 
ekspertiza psikhopatiin, in Feinberg, ed., psikho~atii . + . . 
+kh sudebno-~sikhiatricheskoe znachenie, 15-16. On the 
virtual replacement of the Serbskii Institutels staff 
during the cultural revolution, see Joravsky, Pussian 
Psvcholocrv, 416. 



wcuresw and to protest against the length of "treatmentW they had 

IR to submit to compulsorily. wThera~v for ~svc..ona+hs is their 
. . yehabilatauon IvosgitanieP, insisted ~haletskii.'~~ 

The Serbskii Instituto, founded and funded by the 

Commissariat of Health, was transferred along with its %edical 

sanitary networkm to the jurisdiction of the Justice 

Commissariat, which situated it alongside the courts as part of 

their investigatory function, in a decree of 5 March 1932."' 

The transfer (which was reversed in 1938) was part of a larger 

shift of penal medical organizations to Justice Commissariat 

control. Feinberg wrote in 1947 that the transfer brought a 

tighter link with the work of ~îjudicial-investigatory organs", 

and one may plausibly infer that during the period of maximum 

terror, "leniencytl or wliberalismN in psychiatric assessments of 

al1 kinds vas at its lowest ebb.lu In a 1936 report to 

V. A. Vnukov, and Ts. M. Feinberg. Sudebnaia 
psikhiatxrui.  O O Uchebnik dlia iuridicheskikh vuzov. 
(Moscow: OGIZ, 1936), 250 -52 ;  Khaletskii wrote the 
chapter on psychopathy in this textbook for leqal 
colleges. For complainte about psychopaths with similar 
demands, see Bulatov, *Vozrozhdenie Lombrozo v sovetskoi 
kriminologiill, 6 0 .  

j4* Feinberg , S u d e b n o - ~ s u a t r  ich-aia eks~ertizq, 11; see 
also Table 5.1, showing the marked reduction in 
nevmeniaemve psychopaths 1935-40. The motives for 
psychiatric cooperation with police remain unclear. 
Joravsky surmises thatby ridding themselves of difficult 
criminal patients, psychiatrists cynically preserved 
"their self-image as doctorsm, not punishers; pussi= 
psvcholoav, 417 .  Yet psychiatrists in tsarist Russia had 
found themselves confronted with the same dilemmas when 
police intruded into asylums to insist that criminal 
patients Wear manacles and leg irons. As Julie V. Brown 
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Commissar of Justice Nikolai Krylenko, Feinberç defenàed the 

Institutels activity and called for more funds to secure student 

places and complete the national network of forensic psychiatric 

expertise. She argued that the Institute took a tough line on 

psychopaths, judging far greater numbers of them liable to answer 

for crimes, and produced new research which demonstrated the 

criminal responsibility and potential for rehabilitation through 

labour, of psychopaths. 143 

A f t e r  sodomy was recriminalized in 1934, the forensic 

psychiatric profession moved to delete at least male 

homosexuality from the forms of psychopathy nominally within its 

bailiwick. Textbooks and manuals produced soon after the sodomy 

ban were revised accordingly, and homosexuality was either 

tersely defined, or excised from discussions of sexual pathology 

points out, in 1909 fearing the loss of control over al1 
mental asylums, psychiatrists Veluctantly proposed that 
mentally disturbed prisoners be transferred to penal 
institutions% In disputes over wblic transcripts, the 
statems non-scientific priorities could demoralize the 
corporate defences of doctors. See Je V. Brown, "Social 
Influences on Psychiatric Theory and Practice in Late 
Imperia1 Russia." In lealth and Societv in Revolutionarv 
Russia, eds Susan G. Solomon and John Hutchinson. 
(Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 
1990) , 31-34, 
GA=, f .  A482, op. 24, de 847, 11. 38-40; Feinberg made 
similar arguments to colleagues in a closed session on 
forensic psychiatry atthe IInd Congress of Psychiatrists 
and Neuropathologists , Moscow, Decembex 193 6, see 
ImZakrytie raboty smvezda. 26 dekabria 1936 g. in T n d v  
vtoroero sImezda ~sikhiatrov i nevro~atolocrov. 25-29 
dekabria 1936 a. m. 2 (Moscow: n.p., l936), 673-74. 



in various w a y d u  In 1935, E. A. Popov radically deconstructed 

the category of ~homosexuality~@ as scientir'ically untenable given 

the variety of primarily exogenous etiologies for it. Applying 

the full force of the nurturist psychopathic model, he spoke of 

the "non-uniformity of that group of phenomena figuring in 

psychiatrie systems under the name of homo~exuality~.~~ It vas 

an elegant rhetorical solution to a scientific dilemma posed by 

the antisodomy policy turn. 

Despite these shifts, the discipline held the notion of the 

I@genuinew homosexual afflicted by a psychopathic disorder in 

reserve, and had official signals to do so. Explainhg the 1934 

sodomy ban, Justice Commissar Krylenko said in a 1936 speech that 

' Ts. M. Feinberg, ad. . . sikho~atii i ikh sudebno 
psikhiatricheskoe znachenie (Moscow : Sovetskoe 
zakonodatelmstvo, 1934), 168, definition of 
l%omoseksualizmw; V. A. Vnukov and T S o  M o  Feinberg 
Sudebnaia ~sikhiatriia. Uchebnik dlia iuridicheskim 
vuzov (Moscaw: OGIZ, 1936), 246-47,  ignores 
homosexuality. 

ILS Eo A. POPOV, "0 klassifikatsii polovykh izvrashcheniL1@ 
In Pr ob 1 ern Y ~sikhiatrii i i~sikho~atoloaii ed. S. N. 
Davidenkov (Moscow: Biomedgiz, 1935), 527-28. It is 
noteworthy that Popov had been a student supervised by 
Protopopov at the Kharmkov Psychiatrie Institute during 
the late 19209, at one point publishing a study of sex 
perversion challenging his teacher8s endocrinological 
theories: E. A. Popov, "K voprosu O geneze nekotorykh 
form mazokhizma (passivnogo flagelliantizma." Vrrrchebnoe 
de10 (7 1928) : 527-31. His article on "sexual 
perversionsn in the second edition of the Great MedicaL 
gncvclo~ediq extolled the nurturist hypothesis: idem. 
MPolovye izvrashcheniia . " Bollshaia meditsinska œ .  ia 
entsiklo~ediig 2nd edn., (Hoscow: 1962), t. 25, 942-52. 
Thus in three academic generations (Bekhterev - 
Protopopov - Popov) the major currents in Soviet 
psychiatry on the sexual perversion question were 
embodied . 



only a small number of male homosexuals - like alcoholics - might 
in fact "be sickw, apparently meaning that their perversion might 

have a biological basis which could be identified by a doctor in 

court. Drawing analogies with drunkenness, Krylenko said that in 

the majority of cases, homosexuals were responsibh for their 

crime.'& The primary purpose of this unusual public reference 

to homosexuality was of course to criminalize it, but the 

possibility vas theoretically left open that forensic psychiatry 

might exculpate a few victims of the new  la^.'^^ Nevertheless, 

in keeping with the increase in other psychopaths then being 

judged responsible for their crimes, homosexuals of both sexes 

before the Moscow city courts in the late 1930s were unsuccessful 

in obtaining psychiatric expertise to exculpate themselves. 

Either their appeals were refused, or they were deemed both 

psychopathic and fit to stand trial.'" As Feinberg had claimed 

lM Nikolai Krylenko, "Ob izmeneniiakh i dopolneniiakh 
kodeksov RSFSR. l1 Sovetskaia iustitsiia 15 (7 1936) : 1-5. 

lL7 The late Stalin-era anonymous article on homosexuality in 
Soviet the Great ~ n c v c l o ~ e u  referred to the 

psychopathic mode1 to explain a tiny minority of 
homosexuals , ~~GomoseksualizmN , 01 shaia sovetskaia 
entsiklonediia, 2nd edn., (Moscow, 1952) t. 12, 35; see 
also A. M. Khaletskii, I9K probleme psikhopatiiH Zhurnal 

* *  * pevro~atoloali i ~sikhiatrii im. S e S .  Korsakova (12 
1952) : 64. 

One 38-year-old male underwent a forensic psychiatric 
evaluation on 22 September 1937 at the Serbskii Institute 
where he vas judged "a psychopathic personality with 
aspects of neurasthenic development and inclination to 
sexual perversionsH, yet pronounced liable to answer for 
his crimes, Prigovor Siniakova (1937) , 1. 130; a 35-year- 
old physicai education teacher's plea for a forensic 
psychiatric examination to reduce his five-year sentence 
was refused in March 1939, Prigovor Leontteva i Baikina 
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to Krylenko in 1936, tnese homosexuals might be diagnosed 

"psychopaths~ if they obtained the right to expertise - but they 
were still criminally liable, and still went to prison. There 

they joined the homeless persons, drug addicts, prostitutes and 

pathological fantasizers who had also inhabited the psychopathie 

category, but who now were required to answer for their crimes as 

mmdeclassed elementsM who perpetrated their deviance ( v v t o w ~ :  

crimesw) as îîsurvivals of the old ways of lifeîî. 149 

Conclusion 

Building on a heritage of relatively reluctant pathologization of 

same-sex love before 1917, Soviet psychiatry explored 

constitutional and nurturist models of homosexuality available 

from Western medicine. The research undertaken during the 1920s 

represented an intensification of interest but the medicalization 

of homosexuality in Soviet Russia was incomplete, hestitant, and 

episodic, as the confusion over conceptual categories 

illustrates. The confinement of medicalization to European 

citizens of the slavic heartland, implied in Preobrazhenskiils 

'Iethnographic sketchN appended to Sereiskiiîs Great Soviet 

(1939), 1. 188; a woman accused in 1940 of depraved sex 
acts with a 16-18 year old girl was examined by the 
Serbskii Institute and deemed fit to stand trial, despite 
her protests, Prigovor Stepanovy ( 1940 ) ,  11. 17-18. 

149 A. Gertsenzon, wKlassovaia borlba i perezhitki starogo 
byta. II Sovetskaia iustitsiia (2 1934) : 16-17; for similar 
language, Krylenko, IlOb izmeneniiakh i dopolneniiakh 
kodek~ov RSFSRîî . 
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n c v c h ~ e d i a  article cn the topic, also demonotrated cultural and 

geographic limits to the medical grasp of the issue in the Soviet 

Union's unique conditions. 

The 1929 decision by psychiatrists of the Commissariat of 

Health's Expert medical council to strike an interdepartmental 

commission between Health and Justice Commissariats on 

l'transvestitesgg and %he intermediate sexN did  represent the 

crystallization of a debate over the variety of approaches to the 

gender and sexual non-conformity. Yet the fluidity of 

terminology, and the unwillingness of doctors to claim the 

problem fully as their own, underscore the incomplete 

medicalization of perversion in Russian scisnce. By resorting to 

an interdepartmental commission, this group of psychiatrists and 

other scientists (who were comparatively well disposed toward 

benign forms of sema1 dissent), signalled their lack of 

confidence to write this page of the public transcript on their 

own. Perhaps, like pre-revolutionary psychiatrists who hoped to 

preserve their control over asylums by abandoning jurisdiction 

over the criminally insane, these men of science foresaw that 

their views on this issue might lead them into an unequal, and 

fruitless, struggle with the stategs watchdogs of public 

order. 

Homosexuality was gendered in ways which reflected research 

priorities and psychiatrists' preoccupations. Male homosexuality 

ls0 Brown, Influences on Psychiatrie Theory and 
Practicew, in Health and Society in Revolutionarv Russia 
eds S. G e  Solomon and S.  Hutchinson, 33. 



was divided into wcongenitalw versus avlearnedlî perversion, and 

gsychiatric anxiety shuttled inconclusively between the two 

etiological poles. The congenitaljeffeminate, learned/masculine 

paradigm, established in Russia as early as 1885 in Venia~in 

Tarnovskii's writing, was resuscitated in the early 1920s by the 

flurry of interest in the endocrinological mode1 of homosexual 

orientation. Yet Russian psychiatrists, unlike Western 

counterparts, were not obsessed in print by the overtly 

effeminate male, after the first burst of concern following the 

1921 raid on the Petrograd "pederasts' clubm. Anxiety over the 

%~fection~ of males due for military service found occasional 

expression, yet even in the stenographic transcript of the Expert 

medical councilvs 1929 deliberations on this point, 

effeminization was implied obliquely rather than explicitly 

admitted as a problem. This comparative silence about unmanly 

males eloquently betrays an anxiety about men who shamelessly 

refused to conform to a prescribed code (however unlike Western 

European or American ones in its socialist elements) of 

ma~culinity.'~' Meanwhile, the relentless attention paid by 

medical professionals to active/passive sewal roles between men 

vent to the heart of gender anxieties. Here, psychiatric 

pathologization was usually reserved for the passive man, whose 

sema1 posture was wunnaturalt@. 

15' On the socialist warrior as masculine stereotype, see 
George Le Mosse, The Imacre of Man: The Creation of Modern 
Masculinitv. (New York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1996). 
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Female homosexuality only became a significant psychiatrie 

concern for the first tirne in Russia during the 1920s. 

Psychiatrists sought to establish a boundary between the "normaln 

woman who embraced her materna1 role, and the pathological woman 

who rejected it. Psychiatrists acted from an ideological interest 

in clarifying the new women's public identities which were 

acceptable in a socialist society. The contradictory priorities 

of moving women into education and paid labour, while reviving 

the birthrate, made female homosexuality an unruly identity, one 

in opposition to respectable socialist womanhood. The attention 

paid to individuals who rejected femininity, in some cases 

deliberately representing themselves as males at the workplace or 

in the marriage registry office, underlines these doctors' 

anxiety to normalize the new social roles for women. 

Psychiatrists policed a boundary between "congenital hom~sexuals~~ 

and the llnormal womenl' they contaminated. 

The lessons for historians of homosexuality, and of 

medicine, from the experience of Soviet attempts to embrace the 

medical mode1 of same-sex eros are intriguing. Essentialist 

etiologies, which have recently inspired so much anxiety and 

controversy chiefly among American advocates of antihomophobic 

strategies , were espoused in revolutionary Russia by 

lS2 For a guide to these anxieties, see V. Rosario, Science 
and Homosexualities. Karlinsky's characterization of 
Soviet science as 9norbidizing1' homosexuals encapsulates 
these Coi zns, combining them with a traditional 
totalitarian perspective on al1 things Soviet; see S. 
Karlinsky , 'lRussia 'ç Gay Literature and Culture: The 
Impact of the October Revolution." In Hidden From 



scientists who apparently felt that homosexuality could be a 

benign variation of the human condition. At any rate, these 

psychiatrists seemed to deal w i t h  their patients who presented 

issues of gender and sexual dissent with sympathy and humanity. 

They shared versions of the biomedical view of sexual dissidence 

promoted by homosemial emancipationist Magnus Hirschfeld, and 

until the ouster of Nikolai Semashko as Health Commissar in 1930, 

they would appear to have had official encouragement to do so. 

That the constitutional modal was supported for so long, in a 

political and ideological system which favoured a robustly 

nurturist view of humanity as perfectible through the 

transformation of the environment, was a significant 

contradiction. It seems that Semashkoms interest in Hirschfeldms 

enterprise, and the prestige of the endocrinological hypotheses 

which potentially underpinned it, outweighed the social- 

constructionist Bolshevik attitudes to homosexuality in other, 

specific contexts, such as among the USSRms Central Asian 

peoples, or in ecclesiastical institutions. 

Historians must also recognize that the roots of the much 

criticized stalinist nurturist etiology for sexual 

perversion,'53 had comparatively benign pre-stalinist scientific 

f i n  P Bistor~: Reclaim ' ast, eds Martin 
Duberman, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey (New York: 
Penguin, 1989), 358. 

lS3 See, for example, John Lauritsen, and David Thorstad. The 
garlv Homosemal R i c r h t s  Movement 11864-19341. (New York: 
Times Change, 1974) ; V. Kozlovskii, Arao russkoi 
aomoseksual~noi subkullturv: Materialv k izucheniiu. 
(Benson, VT: Chalidze Publications, 1986) ; Gert Hekma, 



origine and sponsors. Some advocates of this position, especially 

V. M. Bekhterev, rare not consistently hostile toward 

homosexuality and (after the revolution) probably defended the 

right to privacy of individual Mheaosexualsn when called upon to 

act for the police. Other psychiatrists blended tolerance for 

individuals already 'suffering' from acquired homosexuality with 

the hope that as socialism advanced, future examples of the 

syndrome would be prevented. Such attitudes flowed from the 

heritage of a far more humane vision of socialism than that which 

denied the %ocial futurew of sex  and gender dissidents, or 

consigned them to prison as "declassed elementsw. After the 

victories of the first Five Year Plans, the Stalin-era nurturist 

view could not admit that the environment which produced Soviet 

homosexuals was in any way defective. The medical category of 

(male) homosexuality was virtually deconstructed, and men who 

loved men became either political or bvtowe criminals, not to be 

returned to the medical gaze at any point during Soviet power. 

Meanwhile the lesbian as medical personality was ignored until 

the post-Stalin revival of sexology. Gendered state regulation 

(with the 1933-1934 statute on sodomy) eventually resulted in a 

gendering of sexual psychopathology after 1953. lS4 Permission to 

Harry Oosterhuis, aild T = z s s  Staakley, eds Gay Men a 
Se= 

a .  . nd the 
al Historv of the Po&ltical Left. (Binghampton, NY: 

Harrington Park Press, 1995). 

ls4 See especially E. M. Derevinskaia, "Materialy k klinike, 
patogenezu, terapii zhenskogo gomoseksualizma.'~ 
(Kandidatskaia dissertatsiia meditsinskikh nauk, 
Karagandinskii gosudarstvennyi meditsinskii institut, 
19 65) ; Derevinskaia ' s academic supervisor used much of 
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re-open the medical study of sexology allowed psychiatrists to 

reclaim only the womengs side of the medical mode1 of 

homosexuality, which had been h C d  in reserve. 

her material in his widely circulated (100,000 copies 
printed) monograph: A. M. Sviadoshch, Zhenskaia 
sekso~atolocriia.  (Moscow: Meditsina, 1 9 7 4 ) .  



PART II 

HIDDEN TIUNSCRIPTS 



Jntxoduction to Part Ix 

1s it possible to reconstruct the lived experience of Russials 

men and women who felt and expressed same-sex desire? Using much 

the same sources already sifted for their access to public 

transcripts of gender and sexual dissent, a picture, if sometimes 

faint or lacking in the desiderata of context and evidentiary 

weight, can be sketched. Medical case histories and records of 

court trials were framed in ways that are predominantly 

unsympathetic to the sexual dissidents they portray, but they can 

still be examined for the hidden transcripts they contain. What 

patterns do they repeat, and how do these reflect the realities 

of their subjectst (our sex and gender dissidentst) world? Where 

did individuals congregate, what argot did they use, what forms 

of dress and cornportment appear repeatedly in these documents? 

Russian and Soviet legal and medical experts tended to dwell on 

these details at some length, often believing that they were 

describing something comparatively exceptional, occasionally even 

something unique to their country. Perhaps for this reason this 

accumulation of details may be relied upon as less subject to the 

influence of foreign discursive habits and patterns. 

The temporal frame for an examination of Russia's hidden 

transcripts of ~8homosexualityw is not identical for men and 

women. As in other historiographies of sexual dissidence, there 

is a preponderance of sources on men's experience, and they 
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suggest an earlier evolution of a sexual culture, in the public 

spheres where males dominated. Chapter six discusses this culturs 

of sex between men, in its traditional a ~ d  modern variants, from 

1861, a comparatively arbitrary (and conventional) starting 

point. Womenls same-sex relations, the subject of Chapter seven, 

appear in Russian legal and medical sources somewhat later, and 

therefore this discussion begins with the 1880s. The richness of 

these la te  Imperia1 sources demonstrates that these forms of sex 

and gender dissent evolved with tsarist society. It is not always 

possible to match this richness of material for the early Soviet 

era, and there are points in the narrative where the hidden 

transcript is comparatively muted. Nevertheless, within the post- 

revolutionary decades there are some sufficiently rich clusters 

of material (psychiatrie profiles of Vernale homosexualstl for the 

1920s, and Moscow city court sodomy trials for the 1930s) from 

which patterns of a continuing, at times lively sexual dissidence 

can be discerned. 



-ter 6: Men toaether: Social contexts. 18-94L - 

The place of sex between males in traditional Russian culture has 

generally been negleated by historians. Igor Kon characterizes 

Russiams sexual culture, even in the nineteenth century, as 

having been more deeply divided betveen "highW and Imlown versions 

than Western European sexual cultures. The "popularlm, everyday 

(gvtovaia) sexual patterns and practices of the mass of Russians 

were marked by mlnaturalisticmg, pagan survivals which Orthodoxy 

had been incapable of eradicating. Ecclesiastical authorities 

Imturned a blind eyemm to popular sexual culture with resigned 

indulgence, while publicly the Church Imcompensated with a 

strengthened spirituality and unworldly asceticism in its church 

doctrine1@ on sexuality and marriage. Popular semial lore as 

expressed in erotic tales, verse (chastushki) and profanity (mat) 

reflected values utterly at odds with Christianity.' Kon does 

not speculate on how this chasm between sacred and profane 

affected popular understandings of sex between men. Yet it seems 

plausible that the apparent ease with, and (from a Western 

hvopean perspective) tolerance of, male same-sex eros grew from 

the popular repertoire of earthy narratives of "semal 

m i s ~ h i e f ~ ~ . ~  Foreign observers of pre-Petrine Muscovy reported 

1 1. S. Kon, mIstorichesikie sudmby russkogo ErosaeN In 
Seks i erotika v russkoi traQjtsiowoi kullturg, ed. A. 
L. T o ~ o ~ ~ o v .  (Moscow: Ladomir, 1996) , 6-8. 

2 Ibid., 12. The range of tropes of male anal penetration 
expressed in m a t  s vast, and discussion of its 
significance to Russian notions of gender deserves its 
own monograph: see for example Vladimir Kozlovskii, Aruo 
russkoi aomoseksualmnoi subkullturv: Materialv k 



the widespread practice and discussion of mlsodomyw, apparently 

unfettered by any religious sensibilities or sense of civic 

dignity . The military prohibition of %odomyma (giuzhelozhstvo) , 
introduced by Peter the Great in 1716, "served to regulate a 

social networkn of soldiers organized along Western lines.' 

Extending this regulation to the civilian male population in 

1835, ~icholas I sought to instill those religious sensibilities 

and civic virtues which Russian males apparently still lackedOs 

By examining medical, legal and diaristic sources from the 

late Imperia1 era, the contours of a masculine tradition of 

mutual eros can be sketched. Men who experienced same-sex desire 

expressed it according to the social roles they played. 

Workshops, bathhouses and large urban households were sites for 

same-sex relations within this tradition. Masters and servants, 

Jzucheniiu. (Benson, VT: Chalidze Publications, 1986), 
96-98; F m  Illiasov, et al. Jlusskii mat (Antoloaiial. 
(Moscow: Lada M, 1994) . 
Simon Karlinsky, tgRussiats Gay Literature and Hi~tory.~~ 
Gay Sunshine (29/30 1976): 1, discusses several reports; 
see also idem., nRussiams Gay Literature and Culture: 
The Impact of the October Revolution." In pidden From 

** d nistorv: Reclaimrncr the Gav an Lesbian Pa st, eds Martin 
Duberman, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey. (New York: 
Penguin, 1989), 348n; and James Riordan, "Sexual 
minorities: the status 04 gays and lesbians in Russian- 
Soviet-Russian s ~ c f z i y . ~ ~  In W w, e 
ed. Rosalind Marsh. (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996) , 156-57. 

4 Laura Engelstein, * T~~DJJIHSS : Sex and the 
Search for Modernitv in Fin O de - Siècle R ussia. (Ithaca & 
London: Corne11 University Press, 1992), 58. 

5 In this sense, state regulation preceded the 
internalization of modern forms of morality, see Kon, 
tlIstoricheskie sud' by russkogo Erosavl, 6 .  



coachmen and their clients, bathhouse attendants and customers, 

craftsmen and apprentices exploited the opportunities of their 

positions to obtain or demand sexual favours, or indeed ta sel1 

them. These men and youths were not necessarily or exclusively 

whomosexualw in the modern sense; their culture of masculinity 

included indulgence in same-sex eros. 6 

Weanwhile, emerging from an increasingly visible set of 

practices, a subculture of recognizably llhomosexualll men 

developed late in the tsarist era. This subordinate world had its 

own acknowledged gathering spots and rituals of sexual contact, 

incorporating linguistic and symbolic conventions which were 

intelligible to initiatesm7 In its signals and gestures, its 

veiled locations and acknowledged territories, its participants 

developed a hidden transcript of sexual diversity. "One's own 

peoplew (svoi liudi) became a recognizeable affiliation for some 

men expressing same-sex desire, lhomosexualsl, by the end of the 

6 For a recent argument that same-sex erotic relations 
between early modern Europeans were not intrinsically 
llhomosexualll, but constituted part of the fabric of 
general masculine culture, see ~ichael Rocke, Forbidden 
Friendshi~s : Homosexualitv and Male lture . 
Renaissance Florence. (New York t Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1996) . 
On the male l@homosexual subculturel@ in Western societies, 
see for example, Mary Mclntosb, nThe Homosexual Role. 
Social Problems 16 (1968) : 182-92; Alan Bray, 
omosexualit~ in Renaissance En-. (London: Gay Men's 
Press, 1982), 114n; Martin B. Duberman, Martha Vicinus, 
and George Chauncey Jr , *Introduction", in Bidden From 
Historv: Reclaimins the Gay and Lesbian Past. (New York: 
Penguin, 1989), 9; David FI Greenberg, The Construction 
of Homosexualit~. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1988), 14. 
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tsarist period. Evidence fvr the rise of this subculture in 

Russia is particularly plentifal for the two capitals, where 

jurists and doctors, and the publications for which they vrote, 

were concentrated. The traces of the male homosexual subculture 

from these sources, from court records, diaries and journalistsm 

accounts, can be used to describe its geography, rituals and 

language in St Petersburg and Moscow. 

Sexual relations between males were inflected by social 

hierarchies. Age, relative strength, wealth, or command of 

resources determined the forms of exchange which accompanied 

sexual intercourse (if not always who performed insertive or 

receptive roles). The commercialization of sexual relations 

increased during the late tsarist years, influencing the physical 

locations where males were able to consummate relations. Public 

sex was nevertheless a familiar experience. In tsarist Russian 

cities, privacy for the poor had always been at a premium, while 

in the Soviet era, domestic space for al1 was squeezed by 

unprecedented pressures. Moreover, the commodification of 

sheltered and semi-public spaces (brothels, hotel rooms, private 

rooms in bathhouses and restaurants) sharply declined or ended in 

early Soviet cities, persisting only in circumstances of greater 

scarcity and state control. Soviet city dwellers were accustomed 

to appropriating public spaces, and constructing privacy in them 

through various devices. 

Other forms of space harboured or encouraged same-sex 

relations. The artistic world, a significant and well documented 



pre-revolutionary social locus for homosexuals, becçme a 

respectable refuge for them during the Soviet regime. 

Recriainalization of sodomy in 1933-1934, and the political 

radefinition of male homosexuals as enemies or bvtowe criminals, 

apparently did little to change homosexuals~ use of the art world 

as refuge. Same-sex environmenti such as the Red Amy and the 

prison or Gulag camp were more problematic. Men in the military 

participated in lhomosexuall relations, many in the pre- 

revolutionary tradition of offering sexual services to civilians 

for cash. Prison and Gulag life created an environment where the 

social relations governing sex between men in normal society were 

exaggerated in a brutal parody of gender roles. 

Mutual male eros and the rise of a rhornosexualf subculture 

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in Russia were 

a period of rapid social transformation, and same-sex relations 

saw corresponding changes. The emancipation of the serfs in 1861, 

and accelerating industrialization in the 1880s and 1890s brought 

large numbers of people (principally but not exclusively males) 

to cities in search of work. A significant proportion of these 

newcomers stayed only temporarily or seasonally; many left wives 

and families behind in the village. Others settled and became the 

basis of an urban proletariat in St Petersburg, Moscow and a 

handful of other centres. For these people, whether migrants or 



settled, the availability of housing was poor. A huge proportion 

lived in barracks, flop-houses, or shared rooms and even beds: a 

significant percentage lived in employers' households and 

w~rkshops.~ Heterosexual family relations were thus placed under 

great stress by the rapid expansion of Russials industrial base. 

In tsarist Moscow, working men in the sexually active younger age 

groups outnumbered women, and were crowded together in living 

arrangements which precluded any possibility of beginning 

families, or of bringing a wife or children from the village to 

join them9 While traditional forms of patriarchal solidarity 

and mutual supervision, such as the artel' (work team) and 

~emliachestvo (common ties between migrants of a particular 

region) functioned in the tom, in this setting they might not 

always serve to enforce the compulsory heterosexuality of village 

8 In Moscow in 1882, 20% of the population occupied non- 
familial accommodation such as factory barracks; a 
further 12.6% were clerks or workers who lived with their 
employers in situations like apprenticeships. In highly 
industrialized districts (Lefortovskaia, Serpukhovskaia) 
the proportion of the population in barracks and group 
accommodation rose to as high as 43.7%. See Robert - 
Johnson, peasant and Proletarian: The Workinu Class of 
Moscow in the Late Nineteenth Centurv. (New Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1979) , 53-66. 

9 Between 1871 and 1902, the proportion of women in 
Moscowgs entire population rose from 40% to 459, but 
still the number of these who were dependents, or women 
of child-bearing age, was low; in 1902, there were twice 
as many married men as married women in Moscow, evidence 
that migrant workers still left their wives at home in 
the village and lived apart from them for extended 
periods in the city. Ibid., 55-56. These conditions also 
led many workers to resort to female proetitutes, Laurfe 
Bernstein, Sonia's Daughters: Prostitutes and Their 
Reuulation in Imperia1 Russia. (Berkeley & Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1995), 90-92. 
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life. Males found encouragement, and opportunities, for sema1 

expression with other males in Rusda's  izdristrializing centres. 

The intlection of sexual relations by social ones took on 

new forms as market relations mixed with traditional patterns. Ir- 

Russials cities, the sexually available subordinate male was 

found in numarous settings. Men of means, often exploiting the 

license which money and vodka conferred, made use of such youths 

or young men. A Moscow marchant from the peasant estate ha$ 

provided us with a rich example of these relations. Pavel 

vasillevich Medvedlev kept a diary for the year 1861, in which he 

recorded his emotional and semial experiences.1° Unhappily 

married, Medvedlev sought consolation alternately in church and 

at the tavern. When drunk, he indulged in lllustfulnessll with both 

male and female partners - and recorded these encounters in his 
diary. The document speaks of a traditional masculine culture, 

indulgent of sex between men. Yet at the same tirne, in the cash 

exchanges accompanying some of Medvedlevls sexual encounters, and 

the location of most of his liaisons outside the home, we can 

also discern the seeds of a transition to a modern homosemal 

subculture. 

Medvedlev and his cornpanions habitually used subordinbte 

males for sex when lust was unleashed by vodka. An account of an 

'O Jeffrey Burds, trans. & ed., p n e a k  m o s k o v s k o ~ u ~ t s a  
pavla Vasiltevicha Medvedeva, 1854 O 1864 au, [biary of  
Moscow merchant Pavel Vasillevich Medvedev, 1854-18641 
(forthcoming) . I am grateful to Jef f rey Burd5 for 
providing me with generous access to a transcript of the 
text of Medvedlevls diary for the year 1861 which 
contains these vignettes. 



evening of theatre, dining, and drinking @@to excess" ended with 

Medved9evîs reflections on how to satisfy one's arousal on the 

journey homeward: 

For some time now my lust leads me to pick a younger 
cab-driver, who 1 make fun of along the way; with a 
little nonsense you can enjoy mutual masturbation. You 
can almost always succeed with a 50-kopek coin, or 30 
kopeks, but there are also those who agree to it for 
pleasure. Thatts five times this nonth." 

cab-drivers who supplemented their income (or simply took 

pleasure) in this fashion are not unusual characters in Russian 

legal and psychiatrie literature of the era.12 Coachmen were not 

alone among male servants willing to service male employers 

sexually. Medical reports described hou youths and young men 

profited in this fashion as waiters, household staff, and as 

simple soldiers or officers1 servants.13 ft is not always 

- - -- - - - 

11 Burds, Dnevnik moskovskoao ku~tsa, 152. 

l2 For example, V. G. Golenko, "Pederastiia na sude. Ukhiv 
psikhiatrii, neiroloaii i sudebnoi ~sikho~atolooii 9 (3 
1887): 42-56; V. M. Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie ~olovoao - 

Sudebn . chuvstva . O-~si)(;biatrichesui ocherk ( ~ t  
Petersburg: 1885) , 69-71; Tarnovskii wrote about one 
patient: "A third [@pederastî] particularly exploits 
young coachmen, travels with them, converses with them, 
strikes up acquaintances with them, visits coachmen9s 
courtyards, a never had even an unpleasant confrontation. 
They consented to, or laughed at, his propositions, but 
always in the most kindly fashion." Ibid.,70. 

13 N. A. Obolonskii, nIzvrashchenie polovogo chuvstva." 
khiv ~atoloaii. klinicheskoi meditsinv i . . . . pusski1 ar 

bakteriolooii (1898): 1-20, esp. 15; V. M. Bekhterev, "0 
polovykh izvrashcheniiakh, kak patoloqicheskikh 
sochetatel nykh ref leksakh. 1 4  b (7-9 
1915): 126, esp. 9-13; V. A. Belousov, t@Sluchai 
gomoseksuala-muzhskoi prostitutki." Prestu~nik i 
prestu~nost@. Sbornik II (1927): 309-17. 
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possible to gauge whether subordinates were motivated solely by 

incentives of money and advancement. The easy willingness of 

Russials urban serving classes to tolerate aven unpaid 

Hgentlemenls mischiefn (as V. M. Tarnovskii said they called 

itj'' suggests a relative indulgence of mutual male relations. 

There is little hint in pre-1905 sources of these subordinatesl 

anxiety about their own masculinity. 

In workshops, men in positions of authority subjected 

apprentice boys to semial advances or assaults. Medved'ev wrote 

that he repeatedly masturbated with a member of his extended 

household, a llboyl' of 18, an apprentice or servant, who 

"satisfied me according to my desire with manual onanism, and I 

did the same for hirnw.'' Medvedtev consoled his religious 

anxieties by writing that the young man enjoyed their encounters, 

arguing that he was old enough to know what he wanted. Court 

records of male rapes in Moscow workshops demonstrate a similar 

if more sinister pattern of relations. In 1892 in one Moscow 

workshop, a 26-year-old craftsman, Reshetnikov, was notorious for 

his semial advances toward apprentice boys, and his unmasking 

lC Even when turning down proposals from upper class men for 
sex, it was suggested lower class males did  so llgood- 
naturedlylI and without turning to the police for 
satisfaction; see Tarnovskii, Jzvrashchenie ~olovoao 
chuvstva, 70. Note also the case of Moscow craftsman 
Reshetnikov, described below, whose semal advances 
evoked mirth-making amonq the apprentice boys in his 
workshop . 

15 Burds, Dnevnik rnoskovskoczo ku~tsa, 1 4 4 .  



initiclly provoked laughter rather than ~pprobium.'~ The same 

year saw the trial of a Moscow baker, Chelnokov, whose sexual 

involvement with his apprentice boys atoused the ire of a 

childrenle ~harity.'~ Pehgogic arrangements, informal and 

unsupervised, were similar sites for outright abuse. One victim 

of sexual interference from h i s  55-year-old teacher explained in 

court in 1881 how he was abused, saying "1 came not long ego to 

Petersburg from the village, and not knowing the customs here did 

not complain, because 1 thought thatls the way things were with 

every master."'' The workshop with young resident labour could 

be a site for same-sex erotic activity, apparently much of it 

coercive or at least potentially abusive in character. Similarly, 

servants and coachmen were viewed by upper-class males as 

sexually available, often for the exchange of a few kopeks. These 

relations, based on hierarchies of class and age, illustrated 

traditional patterns of mutual male eros which preceded the 

emergence a modern homosexual subculture in Russian cities. 

From as early as the seventeenth century, that cherished 

national institution, the bathhouse (bania), was perhaps a site 

for this traditional sexual indulgence between men. Here again, 

the power held by older, wealthier males over young subordinates 

l6 TsGIAgM, f. 142, op. 2, d. 433. Note also the case of 
Kniazev, son of a workshop orner, convicted of raping an 
Il-year old apprentice in 1874; ibid., f. 142, op. 3 ,  d. 
233. 

l7 TsGIAgoM, f. 142, op. 1, d. 172. See also A. F m  Koni 
dossier, GARF, f a  564, op. 1, d. 260, 11. 92-100. 

Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva, 



inflected relations. By the late nineteenth century medical 

disccÿrse had identified baths as a significant locus of male 

prostitution in Russian ~ities.'~ The first commercial b a t b  

appeared in Moscow in the mid-1600s and the state mandated that 

the sexes should be scrupulously segregatedO2* Authorities 

differ on how rigorously segregation was actually observed, and 

on whether the baths represented a desexualized space in Russian 

cultureO2' Certainly, separate steam rooms for men and women 

created a homosocial environment which contributed to the 

evolution of bathhouse male prostitution in a later era. A 

seventeenth-century miniature illustrating a visit by bearded, 

mature males to the baths shows four beardless, youthful males 

19 *. V. Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia crinekoloai~a. rukovodstvo dlia 
vrachei i iuristov. (St Petersburg: 1878); Va M. 
Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovouo chuvstva. Sudebno- 
psikhiatricheskii ocherk. (St Petersburg: 1885). 

20 A. A. Biriukov Eta volshebnitsa bania. (Moscow: Sovetskii 
sport, 1991), 17; Anatolii Rubinov Sandunv: Kniaa O 
moskovskikh baniam. (Moscow: Moskovskiirabochii, 1990), 
19. 

21 Levin concludes from ecclesiastical sources that the 
Russian baths wexe desexualized space, Eve Levin, $ex ana 
Society in the World of the Orthodox Slavs. 900-1700. 
(Ithaca & London: Cornell Univer.sity Press, 1989) , 195- 
97. Foreignersm accounts contradict this picture of 
decorum, suggesting that in peasant villages, and 
disréputable establishments in toms, the sexes mixed 
freely, see Claude de Grève, &e Vovaae en Russie. 
mtholoctie des vovaaeurs f r a n u  aux XVIIIe et XIXe 
siecles (Paris: Robert Laffont, 1990) , 948-54; and Sir N o  
Wraxall 8 Tour Throuah Some of the Northexn Parts of 
hirooe (n. p. : 1776) , 248, cited in Havelock Ellis Studios 
in the Psvcholoav of Sex v. 1 (Philadelphia: F o  Ao Davis, 
1926), 31. 



serving themmu One youth, in trousers, removes an older man's 

bots; another trousered lad draws water from a well. A naked 

young man pours water on the stove to produce steam, as another, 

also unclgthed, bats a bearded older visitor, lying nude on a 

bench, with a leafy switch. While there is no intimation of 

sexual acts in the illustration, the serving boys1 subordinate 

social position is emphasized by their youthful beardlessness. 

Clerics, for example the fifteenth-century Metropolitan Daniil, 

and archpriest Awakum in the seventeenth century, condemned men 

who shaved off their beards as inciting immorality, apparently 

because smooth faces were an invitation to ~ o d o m y . ~  With the 

growth of commercial relations in the eighteenth century, youths 

may have sought out careers in bathhouses. A group of 16-year-old 

peasant males apprehended entering Moscow in 1745 claimed they 

came to seek work in commercial baths." Urban spas, staffed by 

beardless youths, may have been sites of mutual male sema1 

relations long before the recorded instances of the nineteenth 

century . 
Male bathhouse attendants appear in a range of sources from 

the late tsarist years as prostitutes serving a male clientele. 

Pave1 Medved'ev n o t e  of a visit with a drinking partner to an 

22 See illustration, Akademiia nauk SSSR Jst . . orxia Moskw. t. 
1 (Moscow: Akademiia nauk SSSR, 1952-59), 515. 

u Kozlovskii, Arcro russkoicromoseksualinoi subkullturv, 21; 
Russian men adopted shaving from the West in the late 
seventeenth century. 

24 For discussion of this fact in the context of labour 
migration, see Istoriia Moskw, v. 2, 553,  
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unnamed Moscow bathhouse, where they found "onanism and k u l i a  

[anal intercourseIw awaiting them, in 1861." Few references to 

this trade in Hoscow appear in forensic texts or the city court 

records, but there are enough discussions of the phenomenon in St 

Petersburg baths to suggest that vhat Medvedgev encountered at 

the bathhouse in Moscow persisted and flourished until the 1917 

revolution. The link between baths with private rooms and the 

exploitation of young males was evident from the records of the 

1919 case against Bishop Palladii. Twice he testified that while 

he and his novice Volkov had indeed been to "public" baths or the 

baths for the upper clergy in Moscow, he had never taken the 

novice to baths with private rooms. He said Igit was the custom 

that two boys went with me, to allay the suspicions of 

bystanders.~~~ By this late date, the notoriety of private rooms 

in Moscow's spas was sufficiently widespread to move Palladii to 

repeated denials that he took boys there. There is little reason 

to doubt that Moscow bathhouses harboured casual male 

prostitution earlier in the imperial era. 

25 Burds, pnevnik moskovskoao ku~tsa, 157. Kulizm ( i . e . ,  
anal intercourse) was derived from the French Igcua'g 
(ass) . The word lgculistegg, meaning someone who enjoys 
anal intercourse, was first published in French in 1677 
and was in use i n  bawdy verse and speech during the 
Enlightenment. See entry for @@coniste", under which 
%ulistel* is dicussed in opposition, in Claude Courouve, 
Vocabulaire de 11homosexualit6 masculine (Paris: Payot, 
1985)) 84-86. Probably these words arrived in Russia 
during the eighteenth century as elite sexual culture 
adapted models from France, Kon, I~Istoricheskie sudRby 
russkogo ErosaN , 1 3  . 

*' GARF, f a  A 3 5 3 ,  op. 3, d. 745, 11. 39, 32 ob. 



Evidence from Petersburg on this trade is more detailad, and 

suggests that it was hiqhly organized according to peasant 

traditions. The migrants' practice of mutual assistance and 

solidarity in the city with fellow-villagers or colintrymen (based 

. on jzemliachestvo), and the peasant pattern of working in a team 

(the artel') for an equally apportioned share of earnings, was 

observed among the bathhouse trade. In 1866, one attendant 

reported that he and his colleagues earned about one ruble for 

each session of %odomy" they provided. They operated as an 

artel', pooling the proceeds from sexual services, after the 

baths' manager, apparently acting as the team's starosta or 

leader, skimmed off a cut for hirn~elf.~~ 

By the 1880s, jurists and expert witnesses for Petersburg 

courts noted the existence of youths they called %ommercial 

catamites" (prodazhnve kinedv), who sold their bodies under the 

guise of attending bathhouse clients.28 Whether they continued 

to operate by the artel' formation was not recorded. But the 

trade apparently became entrenched in urban male culture. 

Blackmailers exploited the bath as a site for shaking down 

27 Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia crinekolouïïa., 239. Thirty years 
later, attendants in a Petersburg bathhouse were said to 
charge 3 to 5 ables for similar attentions, see V. M. 
Bekhterev, "Lechenie vnusheniem prevratnykh polovykh 
vlechenii i onanizma. Obozrenie ~sikhiatrii (8 1898) : 1- 
11. As with female prostitution, price differentials 
betweenmaleprostitutes apparently indicatedperceptions 
of value associated with the luxury or modesty of the 
setting, the age of the male providing sexual services, 
and the acts performed. See Bernstein, Soniats-Dauuhters, 
86-93. 

28 Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva, 89. 
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respectable victims; psychiatrie patients reported discovering 

their sex inclinations with the help of bathhouse atte~dants." 

The bathhouse became an institution where the trsditional 

masculine indulgence of same-sex aros confronted and mixed with 

the emerging homosexual subculture. In 1906, Mikhail Kuzmin 

signalled the place of the bathhouse in this subculture in his 

novel, n v l ' i a  (Wings), and foreign apologists for homosexuality 

in the modern, Western sense, sang the praises of the Russian 

bath as a place of particular opportunity.30 The luxurious 

Russian bania of the turn of the century (of which Moscowls 

Sandunovskie Baths was the leading example) was evidently admired 

as far away as New York City, where entrepreneurs opened 

imitations. Men seeking sex with with other men soon exploited 

these spas, and the American gay steam-bath of the twentieth 

29 On blackmailers and the baths, see Merzheevskii, 
Sudebnaia sinekoloaiia, 252, and A. F. Koni, Na 
zhiznennom ~uti, Iz za~isok sudebnaao deiatelia. 
phiteiskiia vstrechi. t. 1 (St Petersburg: 1912), 152-56; 
patients, Bekhterev, IILechenie vnusheniem prevratnykh 
polovykh vlechenii i onaniman. 

Mikhail Kuzmin, I1Kryl1 iagl in podzemnve ruch ' i. Izbrannaia 
proza (St Petersburg: Severo-Zapad, 1994) ! 30; foreign 
praise, Magnus Hirschf eld, m t t  ii no1 Rerlinq. Trans. V. 
Pirogov (St Petersburg: 1908); idem. pie Homosexualit4it 
des Mannes und des Weibes. (Berlin: Louis Marcus, 1914); 
X. Mayne [E. 1. Prime-Stevenson] The fntersexes. A 
Historv of Similsexualism as a Problem in social' L i f e  
([Naples]: 1908, rpt New York: Arno, l975), 431; for a 
wheterosexualls~~ less positive, more lurid view, Bernhard 
Stern, Geschichte der ~ffentlichen Sittlichkeit in 
Russland. (Vienna: n .d .  [1907]), vol. II, 570. 



century vas barn? 

Russials medical and legal experts were not alone in 

noticing and usually deploring the pra~eice of same-sex relations 

in the bathhouse. An anonymous denouncer of St Petersburg's 

sodomites fulminated in 1889 that they escorted "soldiers ând 

apprentice boysn to the Voroninskie Baths at the corner of 

Fonarnyi Lane and the Moika Social critics also voiced 

concern about male prostitution in the capital's baths. Ic the 

wave of sex-themed journalism following the 1905 revolution, 

lurid descriptions appeared of bathhouses as virtual male 

brothels. St Petersburg's Znamenskie Baths near the square of the 

same name (today's Vosstanie Square) supposedly catered to the 

nlittle homosexual worldgl (qomoseksual'nvi mjro)t): 

Hardly do you penetrate this 1vcloister81 but the massive 
figure of bath attendant Gavrilo, famous in the 
homosexual sect, approaches with a duck-like waddle. 
Gavrilo is an obese man of 40 to 45 with an ugly, 
repulsive face and an obsequious look that bores into 
your soul. This "gentlemanmv doesn't shrink from 

31 George Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender. Urban Culture. 
pnd the Makinu of the G a v  Male World. 1890-1940. (New 
York: Basic Books, 1994) , 209. The connection between 
Russiag s baths and those of New York deserves further 
exploration. Promoters in America, attempting to appeal 
to a middle-class clientele, probably adopted the 
18Russian11 and lmTurkishtV bath labels as an exotic 
marketing strategy. 

32 Konstantin Rotikov, tlEpizod iz zhizni 'golubogo' 
Peterburgaow pevskii arkhiv: 0 istoriko - krae . . vedcheskli 
sbornik (3 1997) : 449-66. Rotikov describes and comments 
on the denunciation, which he discovered among the 
persona1 papers of Mo 1. Ostrovskii (younger brother of 
the playwright A. N. Ostrovskii), in Rossiiskii 
gosudarstvennyi istoricheskii arkhiv (RGiA), f. 1683, ed. 
khr. 119. 1 am grateful to Richard Davies for bringing 
this marvellous source to my attention. 



offering you his %ervices% on the spot, or those of 
somebody else...Gavrilo will bring you an album of 
photographie pictures where al1 these homosexual 
wFrinasw and "AspaziasN ire depicted, dandyfied and 
decorated, soma even in wonen8s finery ... You just point 
to one of these nminiatures* in the album, and in about 
five minutes the noriginal" is at yourr disposal. And 
incidentally, you are immediately inforned of the 

ice . 33 

The appearance in this satirical text, published in 1908, of a 

"little homosexual worldn, indicated that by this tirne, outside 

observers were already well avare of a subculture of sirnilar- 

minded males? This subaltern culture had been in existence, at 

least in Petersburg, from at least the 1870s, when patterns of 

street cruising, and symbolic systems of mutual recognition 

including language, gesture and dress, are first evident in the 

sources. 

A significant development i n  the emergence of this 

subculture was the arriva1 of patterns of street cruising, which 

implied mechanisms of mutual recognition and communication beyond 

the client-patron relations associated with traditional mutual 

male eros. Men in this nlittle homosexual worldN used public 

space not merely for socializing, but for sex as well. Sources 

a V. P. Ruadze, P sudu!.. Gomoseksual'nyi Peterburq (St 
Petersburg: 1908), 17-18. 

Y A description of a npornographic club" which of farad a 
fictive summary of the Petersburg homosexual subculture 
by cataloguing youthful male prostitution, strip shows 
with male and female dancers, lectures on unnatural love, 
and poetry from a figure suggestive of Mikhail Kuzmin, is 
found in A. 1. Matiushenskii, Polovoi rvnok i ~ o l o w e  
otnosheniia. (St Petersburg: 1908), 124-28, citing an 
article sa id  to have been published in Stolichnoe Utro, 
no. 45 (1907). 
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for these patterns are again more modest for Moscow than St 

Petersburg, and suggest a slower evolution toward a modern 

homosexual sukulture in the older capital. Medved'evgs laal 

diary made no mention of cruising or male prostitution in 

Moscowls streets (as existed in European capitals in his day). 

Prosperous individuals such as the composer Peter Tchaikovsky 

found lower-class sexual contacts in Moscow among servants or 

through louche friends, rather than risk scanda1 through direct 

crui~ing.~~ Meanwhile public cruising, male prostitution and sex 

were already part of the St Petersburg streetscape, which had 

acquired a specifically homosexual geography. 

Certain streets, parks and indoor environments in the 

tsarist capital became notorious haunts for the circulation of 

men who sought sex with men by the mid-to-late nineteenth 

century. Nevskii Prospekt, the main thoroughfare, was reportedly 

a place for "pederastic depravity" as early as the 1830s and 

1840s." Especially notorious was the passazh (Passage), a 

covered gallery completed in 1848 connecting the busy Nevskii 

with another contact-point, Mikhailovskii (now Isskustv) Square. 

35 In 1878, Tchaikovsky wrote to h i s  hornosexual brother 
Modest, describing hou a friand Nikolai Bochechkarov 
introduced him to a young butler. The three met on the 
boulevard, went to a pub, and an Iginf atuatedn Tchaikovsky 
took the butler to a private room. Alexander Poznansky, 
cha ikovskv ' s Last Davs : A Documentam Studv (Oxford : 

Clarendon Press, 1996) , 19. 
A comment from one ~twitnessw of that ara, V. P. 
Burnashev, in A. 1. ~eitblat, "Letopisets s l ~ k h o v ~ ~  Novoe 
literaturnoe obozrenie (4 1993) : 167-69, cited in 
Rotikov, Wpizod iz zh izn i  tgolubogol Peterburgal', 451. 
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~ h i s  csntral, public and sheltered space proved ideally suited, 

especially in the winter, for the discreet pursuit of same-sex 

liaisons. By the 1860s, the Passage was already attracting 

blackmailers (shantazhisty), who preyed on the men who picked up 

available youths in its upper reaches." The Mikhailov gang, a 

group of accomplished extortionists caught in 1875, was well 

known to the operators of nearby Dominic's restaurant and of the 

billiard hall located inside the Passage itselfaM In 1889, the 

citizen who penned an elaborate denunciation of same-sex eros in 

the capital, noted that "On Sundays in the winter queens (tetki) 

stroll in the Passage on the top gallery, where cadets and 

schoolboys corne in the mornirig; at around six in the evening, 

soldiers and apprentice boys a p p e a r ~ . ~ ~  

By the late 1880s, the pavements of Nevskii from Znamenskaia 

Square to Anichkin Bridge (both locations where public toilets 

were reportedly uced for rnaking contacts), and on toward the 

Public Library and the Passage, formed a promenade visible to 

initiates. Another favoured cruising site were the exhibitions 

37 On 6 January 1869, a 56-year-old Dane met a young 
Petersburger while buying eau-de-cologne in this gallery. 
After sex with the Dane in his flat, the young man tried 
to blackmail him; Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia a i n e k o w  * 

t 
254.  

38 a zhiznennom Koni , ~ u t i ,  154-55; Tarnovskii, 
Izvrasrnenie ~ o l o v w o  chuvstm, 72. 

39 Rotikov, *Epizod iz zhizni 'golubogo' PeterburgaN, 454, 
456, 459. The author of this denunciation used the argot 
term t e t k q  (literally, "aunt@'), to describe the men of 
the subculture he described. A discussion of this terml s 
signif icance, and of the translation as tvqueen", f ollows 
below. 



and fairs held in the Mikhailovskii Manege (ZOW the Winter 

Stadium). Maslenitsa fairgrounds, with their balaaanv (amusement 

booths and crude temporary theatres) erected in the nearby Champs 

de Mars (mrsovoe nole), were reportedly stalked by some "queensW 

looking for young spectators to corrupt. Wednesdays saw an upper- 

class gathering of mqueensw at the ballet performances of the 

Mariinskii Theatre. It was generally a similar class which 

patronized restaurants, with their private dining rooms, 

discreetly (if sporadically) serving as meeting-places for 

npederasts@g.40 The Palkin Restaurant, located at Nevskii 

Prospekt, 47, the same building which housed the notorious 

homosexual Prince Meshcherskiigs Grazhdanin newspaper, was a busy 

gathering spot in the late 1880s. 41 

Saturdays were reserved by some, who sought ttapprentice 

boysgg or youths from the gtlower ordersw at the more plebian 

amusements of the Cinizelli circud2 The embankment of the 

Fontanka Canal, and the gardens adjoining the Circus, reportedly 

40 Petersburg restaurant-based %lubsgg or lgdensag of 
mpederastsw were uncovered periodically, but solid 
information on these locations remains elusive. The young 
Tchaikovsky escaped scandalwhen the Chautemps Restaurant 
was exposed in the press, Alexander Poznansky, 
Tchaikovskv l s Last Davs : A Documentant Studv. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996), 10; another scanda1 forced the 
closure of a restaurant in approximately 1893, P. V. 
Ushakovskii [pseud.], (St 
Petersburg: 1908) , 6. 

4 1 Rotikov, "Epizod iz zhizni ggolubogog Peterburga", 454- 
55 0 

42 ~otikov, "Epizod iz zhizni ggolubogo Peterburga", 454, 
456, 459,  



remained hubs of male prostitution into the last years of the 

tsarist regime and beyond." By 1908, one jaundiced critic was 

able to map the daily routine for Iman entire band of suspicious 

young peoplen, the male prostitutes of the "little homosexual 

worldw. They gathered in the dog-exercising garden by the Circus 

in the mornings, moved on to Nevskii Prospekt and the Cafe de 

Paris in the Passage during the afternoon, and returned to the 

Fontanka embankment, or the Tauride Gardens, to attract clients 

in the evening. 44 

If most of these cruising paths centred on or around Nevskii 

Prospekt, with the infamous Passage and the Cinizelli Circus as 

their hubs, two places elsewhere were important for civilian 

males who wished to have sex with military men. According to the 

anonymous citizen who denounced the capitales emqueens~ in 1889, 

near the Peter and Paul Fortress there existed a busy fair- 

weather spot : 

In the summer the queens gather almost daily in the 
Zoological Garden, but their assemblies are especially 
populous on Saturdays and Sundays, when soldiers come 
from their quarters and when Junkers, regimental 
choirboys [polkowe ~evchie], cadets, gymnasium pupils 
and apprentice boys have the day off. The soldiers of 
the L[ife]-Gu[ard] Mounted regiment, cavalry guards, 
and both Urals and Ataman Cossacks, come to the 
Zoological Garden solely for the purpose of earning a 
few 20-kopek pieces without any labour on their part. 
They know al1 the queens to see them, and so - a 
soldier, passing one of them, glances significantly at 
h i m  and goes off in the direction of the water-closet, 

43 Ruadze, J? sudu!..Gomoseksualln~i Peterburq, 55-56, 102- 
103. 

44 Ibid., 102-103. 



checking to see if the queen is following him... 45 

This censorious observer wrote that once an arrangement had been 

agreed, the *queenw took h i s  soldier l8to the nearest bathhouse, 

wharé he used him in the anus, or convereely, the soldiar used 

the queen that way, for which he would receive 3-5 rubles from 

himwmU "Queensn were also to be found strolling along 

Konnogvardeiskii ( e ,  Xorse Guards, now Profsoiuznyi) 

Boulevard, usually earlier in the day. This thoroughfare with its 

barracks and riding school for the eponymous regiment, was 

located conveniently for escorting young men to the nearby 

Voroninskie and other bathhouses." 

Codes of mutual recognition in gesture and speech imbued 

these locations with significance for the homosexual subculture. 

Men who wished to have sex with youths or other men identified 

45 Rotikov, v9Epizod iz zhizni tgolubogo@ Peterburgaw, 452. 
The nearby Narodnyi Dom (opened 1901, now the Velikan 
cinema) became another site for same-sex military- 
civilian liaisons, see Ruadze, P sudu!..Gomoseksua18nv~ 
Peterburq, 108.  

46 Ibid., 453. Rotikov states that this 1889 denouncer's 
text is semially explicit, but (perhaps at the behest of 
his editor) declines to publish the denouncer8s 
ndescription of the procedure for acquaintance9@ practised 
between soldiers and queens in the Zoological Garden 
toilet. He does mite, however, that the cost of entry to 
the Garden - 15 kopeks -tgcould be recovered with interest 
by those looking for adventures among the lower ordersM 
since a "simple look and 9touching@ (&urian9e] cost 20 
kopeksm . An 1886 guidebook to St Petersburg, according to 
Rotikov, noted the ease of connections by horse-tram and 
ferry to the Garden from the Winter Palace, and advised 
visitors to go on summer Sundays, when performers and 
acrobats amused large crowds. 

47 Ibid., 453-54. 



themselves to each other in diverse ways. Some gestures were 

closely linked to the forms of prostitution within which they 

were Zrequently used. Also evident in many stories told by poorer 

young men trying to make contact with men of a more affluent 

class was a narrative of poverty. Conspicuous clothing, the use 

of rouge and powder, and the adoption of effeminate mannerisms 

were mechanisms some youths and men in this subculture used to 

draw attention and to signal their intentions. 

The single most important gesture vas the significant 

glance, the most widely acknowledged form of discreet self- 

proclamation: 

The queens, as they cal1 themselves, recognize each 
other with one glance, by signs unnoticeable to 
passersby, but by these experts can even define the 
category of queen we are dealing with.18 

The principle llsignn, an exchange of eye contact, especially in a 

location with a notorious reputation, established participation 

in the subculture. Soldiers and "queensw performed this ritual in 

the vicinity of the public toilets of the Zoological Gardens. A 

similar procedure was followed by rent boys and their clients 

outside a facility next to the Cinizelli Circus, as observed in 

1908." The rituals of requesting, offering and lighting 

c8 Rotikov, @IEpizod iz zhizni 'golubogo' Peterburgam, 452. 
For a similar assertion made four years earlier, in 1885, 
see Tarnovskii, Izvrashchenie ~olovoao chuvstva, 62. 

49 Male prostitutes lined the pavement leading to the 
f acility, and f ollowed potential customers into it . @,They 
became acquainted with the intimate details of their 
bodies, and then came to an agreement on whete to go and 
for how rnu~h.~~ Ruadze, P sudu! ..Gomoseksualnnvi 
Peterburq, 103. 
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cigarettes were used to establish contact, although some 

whooliganw male prostitutes dispensed w i t h  such niceties and 

simply approached potential clients with a bluff "hi!" (ptaslte) 

and an outstretched hand. Their clients, commented a social 

critic, could be recognized by their llnonchalantly thrown glancew 

and the "particular, specific mask of desirem on their faces.M 

Once contact vas made, conversation developed. St Petersburg 

procurator A. F. Koni reported some of the tales told by the 

Mikhailov gang of blackmailers in the 1870s to entice prosperous 

men into compromising situations. They exploited a narrative of 

the impoverished but deserving youth. These tales were probably 

not only used by blackmailers, but by male prostitutes, whether 

hardened or casual. A justice of the peace on his way to his 

Mikhailovskii Square club via "the fateful PassageIl was accosted 

by a gang member, who asked him for money to Save his dying 

mother. When, in the street, the naive judge gave him three 

rubles, the youth raised the alarm, claiming he deserved 50 

rubles for being subjected to "that filth you suggestw. Other 

members of the gang told tales of having been excluded from 

school for non-payment of fees. Another favourite pretext the 

gang (and doubtless many other lads) exploited, was to loiter by 

the entrance to the Cinizelli Circus, asking wealthy gentlemen to 

purchase them tickets to the performance. 5 1 

The class division evident in these encounters could also 

50 Ibid. , 105-106, 108. 
5 1 Koni, Na zhiznennom puti, 155-56. 
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chasm between city and countryside. Petersburg 

poet Mikhail Kuzmin recordet2 k9w he met a 

*professionala, apparently new to city life, on Nevskii Prospekt 

in 1924. Despite the post-revolutionary date of this chance 

meeting, both actors - prostitute and potential client - 
apparently read from a familiar script which had changed little 

from the tsarist era: 

On Nevskii 1 glanced at a sweet-looking lad. He turned 
and came back to me. Began a conversation, @IHow to get 
to Ligovka [Street].w Then the usual story. From the 
country, some place, doesnlt want to perish ... etc. Why 
did he speak to me? 1 see you are a good man. And why 
was 1 looking at you? 1 don1t know, it pleased me to. 
Yes? so I please you just a little? Practically on the 
spot - [he] dreams of a life together, of going for 
walks, of learning, culture etc., of the train to the 
countryside. Naive, false, lying, simple-minded. He 
wrote d o m  his address, 1 gave him mine. Just like al1 
country folk, he plays the hypocrite. But itls been so 
long since I1ve seen a Russian lad who is goodlooking. 
If hels a professional, so much the better. Am 1 
married, with whom do I live?... We walked along 
Nadezhdinskaia [Street, now Maiakovskaia], but it was 
too well-lit everywhere. 52 

The following day, the llprofessionall turned up at Kuzmin's flat, 

and Kuzmin took him out for a drink: 

Of course, he has a heart, and dreams, even if theylre 
the most stupid and confused ones. A llbackwardtl 
r u ]  person, as he says. We went to a beerhall. It 
was incredibly boring and awkward, what was 1 to do 
with him? Yes, itls no longer 1907 when 1 could get 
into such adventures. The main thing is f canlt stand 
it when people build something up on me. 1 ran off like 
one liberated.. 

The script of client-prostitute transactions, however tattered in 

52 RGALI, f. 232, op. 1, dm 62, 1. 460 (28 October 1 9 2 4 ) .  

53 Ibid., 1. 462 (29 October 1924). 
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~uzrnin~s hands, was nevertheless fresh enough for his 

interlocutor, a country youth, who vas sufficiently faiipiliar with 

its lines to rehearse them until his haplass Iclientl was bored 

to distraction. Throzqh this script ran several oppositional 

relationships: t o m  versus country, education versus ignorance, 

apparent vealth versus indigence, age versus youth. Little in the 

scripts of commerical sex offered by the cityls male prostitutes 

seemed to have changed as a result of the revolution. 

In tsarist Petersburg, effeminate gesture and dress, or 

simply conspicuous clothing, were also trademarks of the 

@lcommercial catamiteg1 and the "queensl' who resorted to them. The 

degree to which these semiotics were consciously used by such 

persons (as opposed to having been attributed to them) is 

difficult to establish. Some mid-nineteenth century medical 

sources describing indoor male prostitution (for example, of the 

bathhouse or serving-class varieties) made no mention of 

effeminacy among youths and men selling sex .  But male prostitutes 

in Petersburg streets appear to have used effeminate signals to 

identify themselves to customers. A Dane vho picked up a young 

male for sex in the Passage in 1869 said he recognized that the 

man was nprepared to offer himselt for sodomy; it was understood 

in his manner of addressing me, which had the appearance of 

ferninine courtesy [fhenskaia l i u b e ~ n o s t ~ ] ~ . ~ ~  Members of the 

Mikhailov extortion gang reportedly wore I1strange outfitsw - 
velveteen trousers and red boots, or in one case, a "much too 

. * 
54 Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia qinekoloauz&, 254. 
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longw velvet tie. l5 

The anonymous denoucer of the capital's ' k p e e n ~ ~ ~  in 1889 

appended to his diatribe a lengthy list oz guilty individuais, 

characterizhg many of them by their nidmames and traits. Few 

were apparently overtly effeminate, but a significant minority 

bore nicknames like "Nanan, "Dinan and "Aspaziial', and the author 

labelled many of his subjects "ladiesw (gplpy).56 Post-1905 

sensationalized portrayals of similar individuals were laden with 

images of distorted femininity. Aliases as baronesses, duchesses, 

and pabushki; proliferated among the male prostitutes of Cinizelli 

Circus. After 1905, this yellow journalism also asserted that 

colour codes distinguished l~homosexualw men. Coquettish 

homosexuals sported "their bright red cravats, a kind of 

homosexual uniform, and some have a bright red handkerchief 

blazing from the pocket". Male prostitutes, both seasoned 

professionals and newcomers, wore make-up in the street. A German 

hairdresser supposedly wandered the town after he closed his shop 

nto  catch a pederasttt by wearing rouge, "so that they'll see 1% 

a girïn.57 

By the late nineteenth century, the urban homosexual 

subculture deployed at least a handful of code-words to refer to 

its denizens. Some were euphemisms which gave very little away to 

55 Kani, Na zhiznennom ~ u t i ,  154. 

56 ~otikov, "Epizod iz zhizni 'golubogo' Peterburgaw,- 460- 

66.  

57 Ruadze , I( sudu! . . Gomoseksual ' nvi Peterburq, 55-56, 90, 
105, 108, 109. 
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non-initiates; expressions auch as nour circleVg (nash kruq),  

reportedly used in 1898 by a Petersburg gentry woman who loved 

women, irplied affiliation vithout betraying its source.s8 Aÿiong 

men, the label tetkq, literally *auntw, circulated among 

participants in the subculture, and their observers. The word, 

had both foreign and domestic resonance. In France, the literal 

equivalent -te was in use in the mid-nineteenth century to 

denote male prostitutes, and by the end of the century, it had 

appeared in print referring to al1 homosexuals in general.59 It 

was in the first sense that forensic expert Vladislav 

Merzheevskii had used its Russian variant in his 1878 manual on 

forensic gynecology.a Ten years later, Peter Tchaikovsky was 

evidently already using tetka in the more generalized, second 

sense, with its nuances of preening lubriciousness (close to that 

heard in today ' s Anglo-American term "queen") , in his diary. 6' 
So too was the anonymous denouncer of Petersburg's "queensl' in 

58 F. E. Rybakov, IV O prevratnykh polovykh 
oshchushcheniiakh. " Vrach .(23 1898) : 8. 

59 Courouve, Vocabulaire de l'homosexualit6 mascuiine, 207- 
209.  

60 Merzheevskii, Sudebnaia ainekoloulig . . , 2 0 5 .  

He fleetingly described a gathering of such men: "Russian 
tetki are repulsive. Seo P. 1. Chaikovskii, Qnevniki 
1873-1891. (Moscow-Petrograd: GOS. iz-vo Muzyka18nyi 
sektor, 1923, reprint 1993), 203 (13 March 1888); in the 
twentieth century, the word still retains this 
generalized sense : Kozlovskii, Jkao sskoi 
uomoseksual~noisubkul~turv, 69. A satisfyingtranslation 
of tetka which conveys these meanings is hard to choose; 
in this chapter, I have opted for wqueenBg as the closest 
rough equivalent . 



1889." Nevertheless, this term borrowed from French acquired a 

doma~"cic resonance in its target language, which Russian speakers 

in the subculture, especially those closer to village life, may 

have appreciated. Peasants usea tetka to refer, colloquially and 

often pejoratively, to any middle-aged woman, or at least one 

older than the speaker.@ It was perhaps with this dual meaning 

that the word was employed by the peasant P .  , who migrated to 

Moscow from Smolensk province, when referring to the proprietor 

of a homosexual pub.& 

The story of this 17-yeer-oldgs entry into the homosexual 

world of Moscow in 1912, retold by hie psychiatrist in 1927, 

records a number of other t e m s  current among ~homosexualst of 

the era. It also neatly summarizes the development of this 

subculture in Russials old capital. Forced to leave his village 

after compromising sexual misadventures, P. found a situation for 

himself using traditional connections, through a woman from h i s  

own village who was resident i n  Moscow. While working as an 

apprentice at the 'Nature and School' shop, he began to attend 

night courses for workers. Coming home in the evening after 

62 Rotikov, 8NEpizod iz zhizni 'golubogol Peterburgatn. 

Vladimir Dal1, Tolkowi slovar' zhivocro velikonisskocro 
iazvka. (St Petersburg-Moscou: 1903-1909), t. 4, col, 
761; A. M. Babkin, et al,., eds Slovarl sovremennocro 
psskoao literatunouo i a z v u .  (Moscow-Leningrad: 
Akademii nauk SSSR, 1963), t. 15, 405-406. 

64 In this instance, P o t s  usage of tetka cornes from an 
admittedly much later source. V. A. Belousov, %luchai 
gomoseksuala-muzhskoi ptostitutkL1* prestu~nik i 
prestu~nost'. Sbornik II (1927): 309-17. 



classes along Prechistenskii and h'ikitskii Boulevards, he met 

whis own peoplel1 (svoi liudi) and *many acquaintances 

appea~.ed".~~ He began to have sexual relations with these men, 

and found himself drawn to loiter on these boulevards every night 

- *it was boring to stay at homem1. P. soon met Prince Feliks 
Peliksovich Iusupov (on what pretext is not clear), and they had 

a sexual liaison intermittently over the following two years. P. 

joined the prince's household service as a lackey "in order to 

deflect the suspicions of the prince's wifegl. Iusupov reportedly 

kept two other male servants, a cook and a coachman, as sexual 

partners . 66 
65 It was on Prechistenskii Boulevard that townsman Petr 

Mamaev had been arrested while looking for a male sex 
partner in 1888. As he told police, @'For the past eight 
years 1 have been committing sodomy with different, 
unknown persons. 1 go out to the boulevard at night, 
strike up a conversation, and if 1 find a devotee 
[liubitell 1, then 1 do it with him. 1 cannot identify who 
1 did it with.. . 1 attempted to do just the same with 
Agapov [a man with whom he had been arrested], without 
money, without any exchange of money in mind, just to 
obtain pleasure for myself and for him. TsGfAgM, f. 142, 
op. 2, d. 142, 1. 148. 

66 Belousov, wSluchaigomoseksuala-muzhskoiprostitutki~~; on 
the prince's identity and family life, see V. 
Sheremetlevskii, wNeobkhodimoe dopolnenie." Zerkalo: 
Jnformiatsio~vi biulletenl %enderDokw (2 1996): 14-15. 
The prince was Governor-General of Moscow in 1914-1915. 
His son, also named Felix Iusupov, and like him noted for 
having relations with both sexes, was one of the famous 
murderers of Grigorii Rasputin. In the son's 
autobiography, he described his father: "As he g r e w  
older, he showed signs of eccentricity ... His nature vas 
so different from my motherls that he never really 
understood her. l1 And, "The reason why 1 saw so many queer 
and eccentric people is that they amused my father. I 
often admired the kindness and patience of my mother, 
whose house was invaded by these strange characters, for 
she received them al1 with the same good grace." Prince 
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P. recalled the years M o r e  the Great War as l'a marvellous 

timen, when first Iusupov then a second wealthy sponsor showered 

him with money and presents. P. also described to his 

psychiatrist aspects of the homosexual subculture of that time. 

He attended "balls of women-hatersn (aenonengvistniki) in 

mascarade as a ükrainian woman; to avert the attention of the 

suspicious, wlesbian-prostituteslt were invited to corne along, but 

"we werentt bashful around theml'. A beerhall near Nikitskie Gates 

was run by a "queen" (tetka), and it had a special room "with an 

electric organm, where only ttour kindw were admitted and where 

dancing was permitted. When not staying with the prince, P. would 

pick up a variety of men for sex, claiming to his psychiatrist 

(who did not believe him) that he did this without mercenary 

motives. He said he would take home beggars, give them a bath, 

and make them stay the night. P. loved soldiers, whom he met 

while loitering in public pissoirs and bathhouses. When P. lived 

with Prince Iusupov, he was not permitted to "loaf aboutgt in the 

street, perhaps with good reason, for he had a sharp nose for the 

cityls homosemial street life. 

P.'s account of Moscowls male homosexual subculture on the 

eve of the Great War and the 1917 revolution catalogues the 

transformation of mutual male erotic relations and the social 

practices which grew up around them. The contrasts and 

continuities with the world described in Pave1 Medved'evls 1861 

Felix Youssoupoff [Iusupov], Sost S D ~ ~ ~ ~ O U I ' .  (London: 
Johnathan Cape, 1953), 37, 74. 
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diary entriee are instructive. The traditional f o m s  of mutual 

male sexual relations, evident in Medvedlev@s easy erotic access 

to h i s  household servant, to coachmen, and perhaps bathhouse 

attendants, persisted into the last years of the tsarist regime. 

Prince Xusupov could add subordinate youths discreetly to his 

huge domestic staff without undermining his respectability nor 

his masculine credentials. He apparently did not participate 

openly in the lhomosexual world@. Vagabonds and soldiers 

continued to offer their sexual services to other males for cash 

or material favours, without necessarily identifying themselves 

as @homosexuall. But P.'s world also included men exclusively 

attracted to their own sex (the so-called wwomen-haters~@). This 

new group, of I@our own people1@ (gvoi liudi) , had ways of 

recognizing each other on the boulevard (doubtless using argot, 

gesture and dress in the ways Petersburg homosexuals were). 

Moreover, they congregated in notorious public locations to 

socialize and have sex. New commercialized spaces for the 

subculture (balls organized by @@our own peoplet*, a beerhall with 

music and dancing) reflected the growing intrusion of the market 

even into highly specialized leisure activities. Despite these 

changes, as in Hedvedlevls tirne, same-sex relations continued to 

reflect social hierarchies, and the cash-for-sex exchange (and 

its non-monetary variations) remained a prominent part of 

everyday life for both the affluent and the indigent. 



{ii) rhe subculture and Soviet societv 

The world 3ar, revolution and then civil war brought sweeping and 

devastating change to urban R~ssia in the years between 1914 and 

1921. Combat, epidemics, migration and starvation decimated the 

urban population, and from a 1917 count of 1.9 million, Moscow's 

inhabitants numbered only 1 million in 1921. Meanwhile 

Petrograd's population dropped from 2.5 million to just 720,000 

in the  same period. The demographic basis of Russiats homosexual 

subculture was radically undercut. If St Petersburg before the 

revolution had constituted Russia's liveliest homosexual 

@vcapitalw, it appears that after 1917 this honour shifted to 

Moscow, to which the Soviet Union's political capital had 

moved . 67 

As might be expected, the economic policies of the first 

socialist state greatly affected the lives of city-dwellers who 

experienced same-sex desire. Most pervasive perhaps was the 

effect on everyday life (pvt). First under war communism, then 

after 1921 during the New Economic Policy (NEP), a material 

culture of shortages and exchange, negotiated throtqh informal 

67 80th cities continued to harbour lively male homosexual 
subcultures, but Petrograd/Leningrad'ç decline with the 
removal of the capital, and the financial, 
administrative, cultural and diplornatic advantages 
associated with it, probably had an impact. In 1927, the 
male prostitute 'P. l ranked the USSRts cities by the 
degree to which homosexuality flourished thus: Moscow 
(where he had encountered personally not less than 5,000 
of I1his ownw [svoi] in the previous two years) , then 
Leningrad, Kiev, Odessa and Khar a kov . See Belousov, 
"Sluchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkitt, 313-14. 
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connections and illegal networks, evolved. This culture re-cast 

%unan relationships and bvt in ways unintended by economic and 

social plamers. Sexual favuus  became an even more valued 

commodity which would be swapped for other resources, despite 

Bolshevik utopian visions of (heterosexual) love unfettered by 

the marriage contraït or material bonds. Also unanticipated were 

the effects of socialized housing and the virtual elimination of 

private space on the human need for intimacy. As a result, when 

homosexuals appropriated private space in the face of diminishing 

possibilities, their acts constituted a form of resistance. They 

kept alive the hidden transcript of the homosemial subculture, 

which had emerged through the exploitation of notorious sites. 

The peculiarities of housing in the command economy drove 

people indulging in most forms of illicit sex to use communal 

space in unintended ways. The statels control over housing, and 

the relatively low priority in the national economy which 

apartment construction commanded, created a chronic shortage. 

With the Bolshevik revolution, most urban homes were nationalized 

and the 'communal1 apartment was born. The Jcommunaltkê often 

brought together dozens to share a single kitchen, toilet, bath, 

and telephone, while entire families inhabited each room. Soviet 

planners rejected the bourgeois household as the basic unit of 

domestic space, and thought in tenns of a per capita entitlement 

to square footage, more amenable to collective living. It was 



also cheaper to build." Many pro-revolutionary tenement blocks 

in Russia1s towns were converted to communal flats, and demand 

for this houeing undoubtedly remained high seince most of these 

blocks were located in city centres. The pressure on urban 

housing space vas always great, but it intensified during the 

rapid industrialization of the Five Year Plans in the 1930s. 

Factories constructed their own housing, and placed favoured 

workers in these blocks, while newcomers resorted to distant 

barracks and flop-houses. In Soviet towns, the average number of 

dwellers per room rose from 2.71 in 1926 to 3.91 in 1 9 4 0 . ~ ~  

Privacy vas therefore a lumiry many were unable to achieve 

at home. In the 1920s, Soviet sexologists and criminologists 

reported, for example, that female prostitutes increasingly 

entertained their male clients in public spaces. Parks and 

boulevards, bathhouses, entrances to tenement blocks, t a x i s  and 

toilets were al1 sites for illicit connecti~ns.~~ Little change 

" Stephen Kotkin, pfaanetic Mountain: Stalinism as a 
Civilization. (Berkeley & Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1995) , 158 f f. 

69 David L. Hoffmann, peasant Metro~olis: Social Identltfes 
rn Moscow, 1929-1941. (Ithaca & London: Cornell 
University Press, 1994) , 131-33, 139. 

70 B. R. Gurvich, "Prostitutsiia, kak sotsial no- 
psikhopatologicheskoe iavlenie (PredvaritelQnoe 
soobshchenie) ." In Sovetskaia meditsina v bor'be za 

a 9 9 zdorowe nerw: Sbornik statei 1 materialov, eds A. 1. 
Miskinov, L. M. Rozenshtein, and L. A. Prozorov. 
(Ullianovsk: Izd. Ullianovskogo kombinata PPP, 1926); 
Hans Haustein, *Zur sexuellen Hygiene in Sowj et- 
Russland." Fbhandlunaen aus dem Gebiete der 
Sexualf orschunq V (1 1926) , 17-20; A. Uchevatov, "12 byta 
prostitutsii nashikh dnei . Pravo i zhiznt (1 1928): 50- 
60. 
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to these patterns apparently took place. A 1946 survey of 5,000 

male clients of Moscowls centrai VD clinic revealed that 75% haa 

met female sexual partners (previously unknown to them) on the 

streets or in theatres and restaurants; fully 30% had sex with 

these women not domestic circumstancesaa but l1on the street, 

in entrance halls to blocks of flats, in parks or 

 automobile^^.^^ Homosexuals vere not alone in constructing 

privacy out of communal spaces for sexual purposes. 

Evidence of how homosemial men negotiated and secured 

housing during the 1920s is slight, but examples from the 1930s 

suggest how stalinist housing patterns affected persona1 lives. 

Those men who had access to housing in the capital apparently 

took advantage of this scarce resource. Many Moscow city court 

trials for sodomy between 1935 and 1941 mentioned exchanges of 

accommodation for s e x ,  usually in terms found in one 1935 trial. 

The defendant Bezborodov initiated a sexual liaison with 

Timofenko in 1927, and %sing his dependant positionn, offered 

him a place to live in e~change.~ The nature of Timofenkols 

ladependent positiont@ was not explained, but usually this 

condition was either youth or being a newcomer to Moscow. 

Muravtev, another man accused of sodomy that year, met an unnamed 

visitor from the Turkmen SSR on the tram in Moscow, and spent a 

day showing him the sights of the capital. Muravlev vas said to 

have displayed "particular zeall@ in trying to find the Turkmen a 

7' GARF', f. A482, op. 47, d. 4868, 11. 40-40 ob. 

PrigovorBezborodovai l l d r .  (1935), 11. 238-245. 



place to live; ha introàuced him to a homosexual Communist Party 

member, Venâdiktov, who testified that the Twkmen immediately 

offered him eex, apparently in hopes of obtaining 

accommodation. 73 

A trial heard in 1950 illustrates the vulnerability of the 

domestic sphere in the communal flat." Ivanov, a 50-year-old 

professor of ~amism-Leninism in a Moscow technical institute, 

was arrested after his wife, with whom he shared one room in a 

ko-lgkq, became exasperated with his carousing with men half 

his age. She did not put up with h i e  misconduct for long. In one 

statement to police, she described how she had watched her 

intoxicated husband and a man of about 25 wcommit sexual actsml in 

their room: 

[The younger man] undressed my husband and laid him on 
the bed. Then he got undressed and lay down with my 
husband. 1 demanded that he not get into bed with my 
husband, but ha didngt listen. They both began to shout 
at me to get rid of me, but 1 stayed. [The young man] 
embreced my husband. The light in the room was on. Then 
they began to commit sexual acts... 1 was indignant at 
this and pulled the sheet off them... my husband fell 
from the bed, but then he got up and started to swear 
at me. 1 took fright and called for our neighbour, 
Vera. She arrived when my husband and [the young man] 
were already up out of bed? 

Ivenovms wife only called the police after another episode 

exhausted her patience. On this occasion, Ivanov vas found in bed 

n Ibid, 1. 242. 

76 On the communal flatgs effects on heterosexual married 
couples, see Kotkin, Mametic Mountain, 195. 
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with a 17-year-old youth. The neighbour Vera, a trusted Party 

member, provided reports of gossip against Ivanov in the communal 

kitchen, and an eye-witness account of h i s  unmaskiq in bed with 

this friend." Tlia crowded world of the communal flat could be 

dangerous territory for al1 sexual non-conformity, and drove 

illicit relationships out of the domestic sphere. 

The tsarist homosexual subculture had depended in part on 

the conmodification of private spaces, such as bathhouses and 

restaurants, which offered rooms for rent. Soviet rule brought 

great constraints on access to this kind of space. Even during 

NEP, when restaurants and baths were available for lease or hire 

to entrepreneurs, allocation vas controlled by functionaries 

hostile to displays of disorder." Hotel rooms were, at least 

nominally, reserved for visitors from out of town (priezzhie) and 

even heterosexual couples encountered difficulty resorting to 

;" The mechanisms 
controls remain 

and priorities which determined these 
obscure. In 1925, article 171 of the 

RSFSR criminal code (against operating a "den of viceg@) 
was used to close d o m  Moscow@s Ermitazh Restaurant, and 
another bar also harbouring f emale prostitutes; in a 1924 
survey, men infected with VD from prostitutes in Moscow, 
who gave the locations of their t rysts ,  suggested that 
the role of commodified space (hotels, "divesN and 
bathhouses) had declined, and communal space such as 
railway stations and the street had increased in 
importance; Haustein, "Zur sexuellen Hygiene in Sowjet- 
Russlandt@, 20, 28.  On the partial privatization of 
Leningrad bathhouses during NEP, S. 1. Awakumov et al., 
eds Ocherki istorii Leninsrada. (Moscow-Leningrad: Nauka, 
1 9 6 4 ) ,  t. 4 ,  493 .  
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them for sex." Reports of organized male prostitution in the 

bathhouse cease with the revolution," but indivfduals continued 

to etrike up acquaintances and have hoth voluntary and paid sex 

either on the premises or after meeting there. In 1927, a 16- 

year-old thief who engaged exclusively in sex with boys told a 

psychiatrist that he preferred partners from among his fellow 

ms~rizornve (homeless youths). He took them to the bathhouse to 

Wwash them firstw, and they had sex there in private roomsaM 

The male prostitute P. informed his doctor that he found mutual 

male backscrubbing in the bathhouses often led to more tender 

attentions, and the psychiatrist himself noted that P. had been 

arrested for theft in 1926 after a liaison begun in the baths had 

n, Gurvich, @@Prostitutsiia, kak sotsiallno- 
psikhopatologicheskoe iavlenie (Predvaritellnoe 
soobshchenie) 11, 66. 

" One social critic found that bathhouses outside of Russia 
were "the centre of homosermality~, citing these 
institutions in "the civilized nations of Europe and 
Americaw@ ; L. M. Vasilevskii, eolowe izvrashcheniia. 
(Moscow: @@Novaia Moskvan, 1924) ,  38. 

80 N o  1 Ozeretskii, '*Polovye pravonarusheniia 
nesovershennoletniWi." In ~ a v o n a y y s h e n i i  . . b 

4 + 
a v oblrrst~ 

W h  1 otno s h e u ,  ed. E. K. KrasnusNcin. (Moscow: 
1927) , 1 4 7 .  Group rapes of boys who violated besnrizornvi 
noms exposed a more brutal side of sexual relations 
among homeless children, V. S. Krasusksii, and A. M. 
Khaletskii. "Sreda besprizornykh, eetraditsii i navykLn 
(offprint from unidentified journal, undated but 
apparently mid-1920s): 227-39. See also Peter H. Juviler, 
llContradictions of Revolution: Juvenile crime and 
Rehabilitation.lV In Bolshevik Culture: Emeriment and 
Order in the Russian Revolutior\, eds Abbott Gleason, 
Peter Kenez, and Richard Stites. (Bloomington and 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1985) , 2 7 0 .  



souredma1 During the early 1930s male homosexuals contimed to 

frequent the Tsentrallnye ~auls." The construction of new 

baths, and the remodelling of oldor facilities, during the 1930s, 

expanded the number of these homosocial institutions in both 

capitals. The affect on the homosexual subculture of this 

expansion remains obscure. 63 

The near-disappearance of commodified space had predictable 

consequences. Public toilets, which had been an arena of rituals 

of acquaintance for the male homosexual world, took on a new 

significance. Dr Belousov said P. told him that "after the 

revolution ... meetings in toilets have become the most predominant 
[means of ~ontact].~ The male prostitutegs description of the 

toilet in the cinema Waiakl@ in Kharlkov in the 1920s, as 

wparticularly convenientgt, betrays an awareness of the perverse 

applications of architectural accidents which might afford 

privacy. He identified only two "meeting placesw in 1920s 

Leningrad, both of which were sites with public toilets (although 

Belousov declined to mention this fact, teferring to both 

a 1 It is unclear whether this affair began as a voluntary or 
commercial sexual relationship. Belousov, %luchai 
gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkiw, 312, 314. 

* Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941) , 11. 57, 106 ob. 
A Moscow guide for 1940 liste 54 bathhouses: Moskva. 
Pratkaia adresno snra . 

O vochnaia u. (Moscow: Moskovskii 
rabochii, 19401, 180-81; L e n i ~ p a d  had 50 baths in 1928, 
and 64 (which were said to be more spacious) by 1940, 
Awakumov, Ocherki istorii Lenimada, t. 4, 502-503 .  
Sources on Soviet-era baths are generally silent about 
surveillance of clients, or the organization of space, in 
the baths. 



locations in the abstract m~estnost'n, a term recalling 

m g t l o z ~ t o n ,  an old euphemism for a privy). The two sites 

were "the vicinity of the Cinizelli Circus with its little 

benches, and the area on Nevskii Prospekt near the Anichkin 

~ a l a c e ~ . ~  ft seems likely that male prostitutes continued to 

haunt public toilets *on squares and railway stationsw as they 

had prior to 1917.~ The revolution, by virtually elirninating 

commodified indoor space available for private rental and 

enjoyment, relegated male homosexuals to a mmculture of the 

Sources for Moscow Say little about toilets as cruising 

places in the 19208, but it appears that the most important 

toilet used as gathering spot for the homosexual subculture in 

the 1930s was on Trubnaia Square. This facility was constructed 

underground in a circular shape, with cubicles against the 

perimeter wall, facing inward. Therr were no doors on the stalls, 

84 Belousov, Wluchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkimW, 
312, 3 1 4 .  These had been sites of public facilities in 
the tsarist era. 

A penal psychiatrist discussing young men's prostitution 
did not explicitly admit his subjects used toilets in 
this fashion, but by mentioning these busy public places - where facilities were located - the implication was 
clear ; Ozeretskii, mPolovye pravonarusheniia 
nesovershennoletnikhW, 150. 

86 The phrase nJculvtura unitazan belongs to Moscow gay 
publisher Mikhail Gladkikh (Debate on 'gay cultureQ, 
IILrd All-Russia Conference of Lesbians & Gays, 8. June 
1996). See also Mo Anikeev [pseud. of M. Gladkikh], 
II 'Liudi byli zagnany v tualety, i ot etogo ikh kul 'tua - 
tualetnaia . lm Uranus (1 1 9 9 5 )  : 46-47. Our conversations 
on Russian gaysm relationship to I1general cultureQt have 
greatly assisted me in thinking about these issues. 



which had simple holes in the fl00r.~~ Al1 users were in a 

position to observe each other, and this perverse panopticism 

apparently enabicd as many meetings as it prevented. One 

defendant investigated for sodomy in 1941 described his discovery 

of this facility: 

Once in autumn 1940 1 left a restaurant on Tsvetnoi 
Boulevard and was walking toward my apartment on 
Neglinnaia Street. On the way 1 stopped in the toilet 
on Trubnaia Square and there, against my will, an act 
of sodomy was committed with me. A man came up to me 
and began to masturbate, touching my penis. 1 did not 
particularly object. A month and a half after this 1 
once again went to the toilet on Trubnaia Square, but 
this tirne with the deliberate intention of committing 
an act of sodomy. In this manner 1 committed acts of 
sodomy about five or six times... 88 

Sometimes, this man invited partners home to sleep overnight with 

him; others he had sex with on the spot. He claimed that his 

loneliness drove him to drink, and it was only the alcohol that 

was responsible for his cruising in the toilet, not his desire 

for Company. 

Sources for Moscow's male homosemial subculture in the 1920s 

and 1930s can be used to constxuct a rudimentary geography of 

this milieu. The testimony of the male prostitute P., described 

by Dr. Belousov in 1927, may be compared with data from 1930s 

87 Persona1 communication, Viktor Gulshinskii of the Russian 
Library of Lesbians and Gays (GenderDok) , 4 Nov. 1995. In 
1938, this public toilet was the scene of a police raid 
netting a group of men caught in mutual masturbation, 
Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 dr. (1938), 1. 43. 

Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941) , 1. 83. 'iSodomyw 
in Soviet-era police documents might mean any sexual 
contact between males. 
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sodomy trial records. In the post-revolutionary era, according to 

P., the Boulevard Ring (Bultvarnoe kol@tso) remained the cityns 

most notorious male homosexual territory. This ring of connected 

boulevards (each with its own name) surrounded the heart of 

Moecow in a semi-circular band of greenery dotted with benches, 

refreshment kiosks, public pissoirs and toilets. The boulevards 

provided pleasant places to sit, smoke, and converse; there was a 

constant circulation of pedestrians; links with public transport 

made them accessible. They were but a few minutes1 walk to 

Moscowls greater and lesser theatres, to the Conservatory, and to 

shops and department stores. P. quite accurately noted, H Y o ~  can 

find and meet men on any boulevard. lta9 

Parts of the Boulevard Ring also had a seedy reputation as 

hubs of female prostitution, and as in Eutopean and American 

towns, in Russia public women and male homosexuals shared urban 

territ~ries,~~ Tsvetnoi Boulevard and adjoining Trubnaia Square 

Belousov, "Sluchai gomoseksuala - 
312. 

PO Note also the frequent mention in 

muzhskoi prostitutkiu, 

Mikhail Kuzminns diary - 
of Leningrad @ s "Caf  e PEPOw (i . e . , @petrouradska& 
koo~eratsiia~) as a place to go with h i s  homosexual 
friands, and its simultaneous reputation as a hub for 
female prostitutes: RGALI, f. 232, op. 1, d. 6 2 ,  11. 286, 
500, cf. N. B. Lebina, and M. B, Shkarovskii. 
Prostitutsiia v Peterburae. (Moscow: Progress-Akademiia, 
1994), 79. For New York City, see George Chauncey, "The 
Policed: Gay Men's Strategies of Everyday ResistancemN In 
Jnventincr Times Sauaxe: Commerce and Culture at the 
Crossroads of the World, ed. William Taylor. (New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 1991) ; for Amsterdam, Lisbon, 
Paris, and other centres, see Higgs, David, ed. Queer 
Sites: Gav Male Urban Histories. (London: Routledge, 
f orthcoming) . 



were dubbed by t w ~  1933 critics "the classic centres of Moscow 

prostitution1@, where women sold themselves on the boulevard and 

consummated their liaisons in private rooms, in nearby side- 

streetsag' Psychiatrist B o  R o  Gurvichls careful napping in a 

1926 study indicated that these boulevards, along with the 

Petrovskii and Sretenskii Boulevards connected to them, were the 

territory of Moscowls poorer and cheaper rank of female 

Male homosexuals shared this territory with them. The 

specific areas of the Boulevard Ring which homosexuals frequented 

seem to have changed little during the 1920s and 1930s. Nikitskii 

Boulevard led to Moscow's I@most important 'den'", the square 

known as Nikitskie Gates, said the male prostitute P.; Ante 

Ciliga, a Yugoslav communist, also named this square in his 

memoirs as the site of a "secret marketn of homosexual men in the 

late 1920s." In a trial of three young men in 1941, contacts 

were said to have been made in this area. One defendant explained 

to interrogators: l'In 1936 in the apartment where 1 lived, 

91 L. M. Vasilevskii, and L. A. Vasilevskaia Prostitutsiiq . b. 
3 novaia Rossiia (Tverl : laOktiabrgw, 1923) , 127-30. 
The high-earning female prostitute appeared on major 
thoroughfares and squares (Tverskaia Street, Strastnaia 
Square, Kuznetskii Most), and dressed subtly, *ïike a 
modest Soviet office worker in a cap, but with beautiful 
shoes and an excellent handbagtl, to avoid undesired 
attention f rom police; Gurvich, "Prostitutsiia, kak 
sotsialtno-psikhopatologicheskoe iavlenie 
(Predvaritellnoe so~bshchenie)~, 64-66. 

93 Beloilrov, @%luchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkin, 
312 ; Anton C i l  iga, The Russian Eniuma (London: 1 nk Links, 
l979), 6 7 .  



Afanaslev, an artist of the ballet, moved in... He showed me the 

places where pederalits meet: Nikitskii Boulevard and Trubnaia 

Square." Anotner defendant said that a friend *told me that the 

chief places for pederasts were Nikitskii Boulevard, Trubnaia 

[Square], a bar on Arbat (Street], and the Tsentraltnye Baths." 

He was speaking of the early 1930s.~ 

Sretenskii and Chistoprudnyi Boulevards were also mentioned 

by the prostitute P. as places whete "an especially important 

publicw among Moscow~s homosexuals made assignations.# In a 

1935 sodomy trial, Sretenskii Boulevard figured as a meeting 

place and as a possible trysting ground too. The court noted that 

the accused " m e t  by chance on Sretenskii and other boulevards of 

the city of Moscow with men-pederasts [puzhshchinv-~ederastv], 

and entered into sexual intercourse with them in toilets, in 

apartments and on the boulevards The avenues of the 

Boulevard Ring escaped much of the major reconstruction which 

engulfed central Moscow in the 1930s, and thus they continued to 

be places with special notoriety for male homosexuals. 97 

Another trial suggests that this flurry of building, the 

" Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941) , 11. 5 7 ,  106 ob. 

n Belousov, %luchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutki*, 
312. P. also listed meeting places and trysting grounds 
in major cities of the USSR in the 1920s. A l 1  of these 
were on public terrain: embankments, boulevards, toilets 
in cinemas, public gardens. 

97 For example, PrigovorTereshkova i 9 dr. (1938), 11. 42- 
44; Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others, 11. 57, 63, 102 
ob . 



result of the F i r e  Year Plans and the grand projects for 

transforming Moscow into a aodel socialist city, led to new 

patterns in street cruising. The 1938 sentence of Mosfilm 

executive Sinkiakov for aggravated sodomy noted he had met 

soldiers and sailors on Manazh Square (in 1937) and nearby 

Sverdlov Square (in 1936), located in iront of the Bollshoi 

Theatre. By the 19508, Sverdlov (now Teatral'naia) Square had 

become perhaps the Soviet Union's most notorious gathering spot 

for male homosexuals. This early appearance in the sources of 

this location suggests that conununist t o m  planning produced new 

cruising patterns. The 1935 opening of the Moscow Metro, and the 

reconstruction of central traffic arteries (Mokhovaia Street and 

Okhotnyi Riad, which became Prospekt Marksa in the 1930s)~' 

lured the curious to these urban showcases. Servicemen on leave 

and civilians visiting the capital in the late 1930s flocked to 

the Metro and especially its most central stations such as 

ImProspekt Marksan. In addition, the street-level pavillions, 

underground passageways, and platforms of this Metro station 

later were noted as venues for meeting homosexuals, particularly 

in winter. 99 

Evan Mawdsley, Blue Guide: Moscow and Leninarad. (London: 
A. & C. Black, 1991), 120-22. 

Much of the terrain around this metro station has 
acquired subcultural designations and readings, but 
history of the emergence of this folklore is obscure. See 
for example entries under "Direktor pleshkibv (an ironic 
reference to the Marx monument overlooking the square), 
'%oluboi zalu, NGomodromw, @@Shliapkin (a reference to a 
millnerls shop which used to be located nearby) and 
wShtrikhng, in Kozlovskii , mso russkoi cromoseksual l noi 



One aspect of the street culture of early Soviet Russia 

closely associated with these homosexual spaces was male 

prostitution. If femala prostitution no longer took place in 

licensed brcthels, casual lone male prostitutes (rather than 

organized groups) apparently continued to operate discreetly in 

bathhouses. As before the revolution, boys and young men, often 

from the village, sold their bodies in the streets of Russia's 

toms. Very few officiais or experts found the language to 

describe this phenomenon; when they mentioned it in the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  it 

emerged as the unspeakable result of child abandonment 

(bes~rizornost~). One psychiatrist n o t e  in 1927, W h i s  is a 

totally degraded group of teenagers, who give themselves for a 

smoke, for a small piece of bread, and sometimes for a kind word 

or the protection of a stronger compani~n.~'~~ Orphaned boys in 

Moscow prostituted themselves to support cocaine habits or 

'Oo ~ z e r e t s k i i ,  " P o l o v y e  p r a v o n a r u s h e n i i a  
nesovershennoletnikh" , 1 4 9 .  The same author in 1940 
brought to light the case of a 15-year-old who, dressed 
a s  a woman, lured men into darkened entryways and then 
robbed them; Ts. M. Feinberg, N o  1. ~zeretskii, eds 

0. problemv sudebnoi r > m i  (Moscow: 1940) , cited in 
Joseph Wortis, Çoviet P s Y c ~ ~ .  (Baltimore: Williams & 
Wilkins, 1950), 222. The boy ("F. R.") had been involved 
from the age of 12 in a sexual relationship with an adult 
male, who was subsequently tried for this crime. 
Interestingly, instead of being popularly regarded as a 
victim, he "vas subjected to the derision of certain 
people, because his relationship became knownn, and from 
that time his behaviour deteriorated. He was expelled 
from school and spent his 
to his mother. One could 
prostitutes led even more 

time roaming Moscow, according 
imagine that &es~rizornve male 
brutalized existences. 



because they could not master the techniques of begging.lO' A 

Khargkov observer in the 1920s drew attention to the l i n k  between 

boy prostitution and berrr>rizarnostl; children as young as nine 

aere being abused by unscrupulous men vho offered them 

~helter.'~~ wMen-prostitutes" ( M c h i n v  - ~rostitutv ) and male 

~professionalsw still plied their trade during the 1920s in 

 eni in gr ad.'^^ Many same-sex relationships uncovered by the new 

sodomy statute in Moscowts city court after 1934 bore the stamp 

of various material exchanges: sex for jobs or career 

opportunities, for modest gifts of food and drink, but especially 

for shelter.lo4 Chronic material scarcity encouraged male 

prostitution, and as with female prostitution, the line between 

voluntary casual sexual relations and liaisons for gain became 

blurred . 
Urban streets were places where the casual male prostitute 

and the self-identified l@homosexualf* embodied Russials two 

coincident patterns of same-sex love, the traditional, 

hierarchical world of eros between men, and the modern self- 

' Oze r e t s k i i ,  o " P o l o v y e  p r a v o n a r u s h e n i i a  
nesovershennoletnikhg@ , 149-50. 

'O2 Ball, And Now Mv Sou1 1s Hardema, 5 7 .  

'O3 Vasilevskii and Vasilevskaia, prostitutsiia i novaia 
Possiia, 125; RGALI, f. 232, op. 1, d. 62, 11. 460-62 
(Kuzmin's encounter in 1924 with llprofessionalu youth) . 

'OS Prigovor Bezborodova i 11 dr. (1935); Prigovor Anisimova 
i Brodskogo (1935) ; Prigovor Siniakova (1938) . Such 
exchanges were also prevalent in casual heterosexual 
relations of the tirne; see e.g. Lebina and Shkarovskii. 
Prostitutsiia v Peterburae, 77-85. 



conscious homosexual subculture. The subculture did not confine 

itself to public territory, however. Despite homosexualsl 

increasing difficulty under Soviet rule in controlling private 

spaces, they occasionally managed to use domestic or other s e m i -  

private venues (halls, cabarets) to gather. Parties, mascarades, 

and artistic performances brought scores of men together to 

socialize and be socialized, and to make sema1 contacts. The 

relative openness of homosexual entertainments tapered off 

rapidly after the civil war, but a few sources hint at their more 

discreet continuation. Many of the best records of gatherings 

come from the Petrograd-Leningrad subculture, where a tradition 

of popular private homosexual assemblies was well established. 

The best description of organized, possibly commercially 

run, Soviet-era private gatherings of homosexual men cornes from 

psychiatrist V. M. Bekhterevts various articles on sexual 

deviance mentioning the Petrograd raid on a îlpederastst clubt1 on 

15 January, 1921.'05 On that evening 95 men were arrested in a 

flat belonging to a military policemants father (otets 

alitsionera svodno-boevouo otriada); the policeman himself vas 

said to have invited guests "promising an interesting evening 

with la die^^.'^ A gathering of that magnitude vas clearly the 

los V. M. Bekhterev, "Polovye ukloneniia i izvrashcheniia v 
svete refleksol~qii.~~ Vo~roev i z u c h a l a  i vos~it- 
w o s t i  (4-5 1922): 644-746; idem. "0 polovom 
izvrashchenii, kak osoboi ustanovke polovykh reflekso~.~~ 
In polovoi vonros v shkole i v zhizni, ed. 1. S. Simonov. 
(Leningrad: Brokgauz-Efron, 1927). 

Bekhterev, 110 polovom izvrashchenii , kak osoboi ustanovke 
polovykh ref l e k s o ~ ~ ~ ,  168-69. 



result of some plamhg and effort. Moreover, it was one of a 

series which had been observed, and later even organized, in the 

preceeding months by a policeman. The agent, known only as NSh.w, 

alleged that several "such eveningsn (for tpederastst) in a 

variety of private f lats had taken place around ~etrograd. 'O7 

Who began organizing these parties was not clear from Bekhterevts 

reporting of Shows deposition, but the doctor wrote that l'the 

police agent himself had later run several evenings, 'in order to 

find out their (the participantst] ~ ~ i n i o n s ~ ~ . ' ~  One seaman in 

custody told Bekhterev that "the parties were organized about 

twice a monthlt; he had been to many of them, and recognized many 

attendees from previous parties. The presence of so many sailors 

and soldiers at these gatherings seems to have been the most 

likely stimulant of police interest. 

mwB.ww, a soldier of the Red Army arrested in the raid, 

described how he came to be at the event, and what he saw there. 

I heard there would be a party at M.'s and they were 
inviting people to corne: there were a lot of people at 
the party 1 knew. I heard it would be an original party 
in the form of a wedding. When 1 arrived with X., we 
found the following: from a room off the corridor the 
young ones (molodve) came out into the large toom - S. 

'O7 The 15 January 1921 party took place at Simeonovskaia 
(now Belinskogo) Street 6, flat 1; other parties took 
place at Angliiskii (nov Malkina) Prospekt 31; 
Ofitserskaia (offically re-named Dekabristov in 1918) 
Street 10, *vhere several parties were organizedtt . Other 
parties took place at the home of an ex-monk on 21-aia 
Liniia; and in another private home in Pavlovsk, near 
Petrograd; ibid., 169. 

' According to the protocol describing the arrests at the 
January party, the hosts were not running the evening for 
the police, but for private profit; ibid., 169. 



was dressed as the bride, Sh. [presumably not the 
police agent - D o H o ]  was the groom, behind them walked 
many whose names 1 didnlt know,  dressed in womenls 
goub; where they solemnized the marriage 
[ ~ a u o s l o v l i ~  ikh uebom],  I didntt esa, but ve 
congratulated them in the big room. Some of the 
participants kissed. Then afterwards there was dancing 
and lots of people kissed. 

The costumes were not confined to wedding-garments, nor were the 

dances apparently raucous or orgiastic: 

We arrived at the flat at around 11 porno; the party was 
already in full swing. When we got there, we found some 
kind of mascarade, there was a bride, several Spanish 
costumes, and two individuals in white wigs. One of 
these I invited to dance a waltz, and then a minuet. 

Nevertheless, this party was not merely a mascarade, but was 

explicitly set up to bring together men searching for sex with 

men? A "flying postl1 (Jetuchaia ~ochta) enabled men to send 

messages to others they fancied; one (lucky!) sailor reported 

receiving notes inscribed "1 fancy youol a ~ d  " P d  like to get to 

know youn. Another seaman, Andrei Km, serving on a torpedo-baat, 

made it clear he understood the sexually specific nature of these 

parties he frequented: 

..At wasn't my first tirne at these parties, 1 knew 
lots of people, I know the persons dressed in womenls 
gaments. 1  personally don't engage in pederasty, but I 

Using the much less detailed description of the raid 
found in G .  Ro Vrotsessy gomoseksualistov.n 
henedel nik so vetsko i iustits i i  (33 1922).: 16-17, Laura 

Engelstein points out that no sex acts, illegal or 
otherwise, had been detected in the raid, "Soviet Policy 
Toward Male Homosexualfty: Its Origins and Historical 
RootsOm In Gay Men and the Seual Historv of the 
olitical L e f t ,  eds G.  Hekma, Hm Oosterhuis, and Jo 
Steakley. (Binghamton, NY: Harrington Park Press, 1995), 
168. Bekhterevts and Protopopovts descriptions of the 
arrested men make it clear they admitted their homosexual 
desire, and not only transvestism. 



knew that many of the guests at these parties did 
zngage in pederasty, because I saw ft in their glances, 
conversations, and smiles. 

Sana-sex affection that evening was not confinea to flying 

missives, smiles and looks. Bekhterev interviewad the arresting 

officers, who told him that in police celle, "two of the arrested 

men stroked each other on the back and hands, and kissed each 

other...these were a sailor from the transport 'Kama' and citizen 

A. P. When questioned by Bekhterev, citizen P. admitted that 

V h e  sailor Ch. really did kiss me on the cheek, 1 dontt know 

why, but I think he likes mett. 'Io 

Bekhterev's interviews with arrested men from this party 

indicate that while few claimed they had k e n  invited "by 

chance1@, several acknowledged that they knew they were attending 

a Itpederasts' partyIt (vecherinka ~ederastov), and others insisted 

l9it was not possible to be a chance visitorl' at these affairs. 

Several acknowledged they knew many of the other guests from 

previous gatherings. The soldier B. and his "partnerl@ 

(Bekhterevws word) tegularly attended these parties, and asserted 

that the guests were "in one way or another were al1 acquainted 

with each othern."' In the diary of Mikhail Kuzmin, a 

characteristically laconic but suggestive entry records that this 

particular evening, and its unhappy end, made an impression among 

his circle of homoçexual friends. Kuzmin's partner, Iurii Iurkun 

"O Bekhterev, I@O polovom izvrashchenii , kak osoboi ustanovke 
polovykh ref leksovl', 168. 

"' Ibid. , 170-71. 
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came home late that evening, reporting %npressions of 

mascara des^, and visitors to h i s  flat the next day continued 

conversations about   mascara des^.^'^ These parties were a vivid 

expression, carried over from Petersburg's tsarist era, of a 

subculture of male homosexuality. 

Few parties, mascarades or similar amusements appear in the 

sources for the later 1920s, which are dominated by generally 

unsympathetic forensic psychiatrie texts. Dr Belousov's "male 

prostituten P. did not describe any such gatherings occuring 

after the revolution, although he asserted that he believed he 

had seen, met or recognized "in Moscow in the last two years 

11925 to 19271 not less than 5,000 lof our kind1gw.113 These men 

were apparently encountered in the street or in private meetings. 

One 1935 sodomy trial referred to a private flat, where l'a 

citizen named Petr and nicknamed "The Baronesstl (Baronessa), who 

had an entire den of homose~uals'~, offered his visitors alcohol 

and c~nviviality.~~~ Private parties arranged by and for 

homosexuals, as well as suggestions of a lively if discreet 

Mikhail Kuzmin, I1Dnevnik 1921 goda." (eds N. A. . . 
Bogomolov, S. V. Shumikin) flinuvshee. Istoricheskz+ 
al'manakh (12 1993): 438-39. 

Belousov, %luchai gomoseksuala - muzhskoi prostitutkiw, 
313. 

Prigovor Bezborodovai 11dr. (1935), 1. 241. Defendants 
in this trial were said to have visited the Baroness's 
flat on 7 November 1934 - after the publication of the 
antisodomy law. 



sociability, al=', f igured in trials as late as 1941."~ These 

men apparently had soue secure access to privaté domestic space, 

and in controlled circumstances were willing to share it. 

The rental of cabarets or halls for cultural events 

organized by members of the homosexual subculture was 

increasingly difficult, but not entirely impossible, during NEP. 

@tmtinoLw (Antinous), a private arts circle devoted to the 

appreciation of "male beautyw in prose, verse, drama and music, 

functioned in Moscow during the early 1920s, staging readings of 

consciously homosexual poetry, recitals of music by "our ownw 

composers, and even an all-male ballet. The group made plans to 

publish an anthology of homosexual verse from ancient to modern 

times. The collection vent unpublished, and the record of this 

groupls activity begins and ends with correspondence relating to 

Mikhail Kuzmin8s May 1924 reading to the group in the Blue Bird 

Cafb, just steps from Tverskoi Boulevard. The group apparently 

disbanded as it became more difficult to rent meeting space, or 

publicize its activities even by word of rn0~th.l'~ 

'15 One defendant mentioned that an aging male homosexual 
actor of the Malyi Theatre had organized a "name-daygt 
party for him, Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941). 
The survival of social contacts and private gatherings 
seems especially evident in Prigovor Krasina i Popova 
(1935), a pianist and an actor found guilty of IUmixing 
with homosexuals~ (1. 283); and Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 
dr. (1938), in which Tereshkovus web of nsystematicw 
contacts among homosemials is cited by the court (1. 4 7 ) .  

Describing obstacles to holding the reading in a letter 
to Kuzmin, V. V. Ruslov blamed "the generally awful mood 
reigning at the moment in Moscow, among Muscovites in 
general (the reason - mistrust and arrests) and also 
among our own ' , who, as you doubtless know, are more 



Kuzmints l a s t  public reading in Leningrad, in 1928, 

encapsulated the problems posed by Soviet power For those who 

would praote hczssaxual culture. Organizers of the reading 

(apparently from the Institute of the History of Art) incluhd i% 

in a eeries of literary evenings, but had to seek special 

permission from the Institute's director to invite Kuzmin. They 

realized that "undesireable personsn - homosexuals - would be 
keen to hear the author of wWings". No advertisement of the 

evening vas permitted, and admission vas to be controlled by 

invitations. Despite these precautions, on the appointed evening, 

the auditorium was filled to capacity, with people standing in 

the aisles and seated on the floor. Many in the audience were 

male homosexuals, "exactly those most feared by the directortW: 

Most were middle-aged or mature; they began elbowing 
their way toward the stage, many had bouquets of 
flowers in their hands. When Kuzmin finished reading, 
they dashed up to the stage and began throwing these 
bouquets upon it. As Orlov [a student who was close to 
the organizers] put it, this was l'the last 
demonstration of the Petersburg pederastsw. For Kuzmin 
the performance turned out to be a genuine, happy 
triumph, but for the organizers of the evening it al1 
nearly ended badly: they only just managed to convince 
the director that they had been incapable of handling 

timid than desert gazelles; as a result, frightened by 
the mood here, they are prostrate and at the thought of 
@ourW evening immediately fa11 into hysterics and refuse 
to purchase tickets". See A. G. Timofeev, "Progulka bez 
Gulia? (K istorii organizatsii avtorskogo vechera M. A. 
Kuzmina v mae 1924 g.) In a k h d l  Kuzmin i nisokaia 
Fu 1 'tu ra XX veP .a : tezisv i materhlv konf- -17 
paia 1990a., ed. G. A. Morev. (Leningrad: Sovet po 
istorii mirovoi kulttury AN SSSR, 1990), 187. Kuzmin, 
ever impecunious, was keen to appear for Antinoi, which 
planned to pay him a fee and travel expensas, ibid. and 
RGALI, f. 232, op. 1, d. 62, 11. 179, 198. 



the crowd . '17 

Clearly St Petersburg's homosexual subculture still existed as a 

network of affiliations, with its own means of disseminating 

infornatio?, and a powerful cultural memory. For men who recalled 

their youth as a tirne of carefree amusements and sexual 

"adventuresW (persistent themes in Kuzminms diary), the outspoken 

poet "dressed in pre-revolutionary fashion...and reading with the 

assistance of old-fashioned spectacles, occasionally using them 

as a monoclem* was a talisman from that time, and a rebuke to the 

world they now lived in. 

If physical space was difficult for homosexuals to control 

in Soviet conditions, then at least one social Ispacet offered 

the hope of respectability and even prestige. This important 

locus of the male homosemal subcultuxe was the art world. 

Homosexuals believed with some justification that they were 

tolerated there, and they gravitated toward music, drama, dance, 

the visual arts, and allied professions. Homosexual figures at 

the summit of Russia8s artistic life have been well documented in 

~nglish.'~~ Little has been said, however, about ordinary 

N. A. Bogomolov, and John E. Halmstad. Mikhgil Kuzmin: 
Jskusstvo. zhiznm. enokhq. (Moscow: Novoe literaturnoe 
obozxenie, 1996), 259-60. 

'la Ibid. ; Kuzmin looked back to 1907-1908 as a "merrym* time, 
RGALI, f. 232, op. 1, de 61, 1. 462; ibid., de 66, 1. 55. 

Karlinsky, "Russia*~ Gay Literature and Historyn , 1-7; 
idem. "Gay Life before the Soviets: Revisionism 
Re~ised.~' The Advocate 339 (1 April 1982): 31-34; idem. 
"Russia s Gay Literature and Culturemm ; Alexander 
Poznansky, Tchaikovskv: the Quest for the Inner Man (New 
York: Schirmer, 1991) ; Kevin Moss, ed. Out of the Blue: 



homosexuals and their use of the arts as a cloak of 

respectability in a society vhich assigned great prestige 20 

off icial culture. 

If independent artistic initiative was politically 

dangerous, then official culture provided opportunities for 

homosexual men, and indeed would have been the poorer without 

them. Great talents such as Sergei Eisenstein and Sviatoslav 

Richter took wives to make their peace vith an economy offexing 

only one patron: the state.12' Others did not always fare as 

well. Of the 36 individuals named in the Moscow sodomy trial 

documents for 1935-1941, fully one-third were employed, o r  

getting training, in the arts.12' Most were dramatic actors, but 

there were dancers, a film executive, a pianist, and a humble 

ticket-collector from a branch o f  the Bollshoi Theatre. One man 

even claimed to be a stage designer to homosexuals he met on the 

boulevard, according to a partner whose testimony led to his 

arre~t.'~~ A studegt of the Moscow Glazunov Musical Theatre 

College, when questioned in court by his defense  advocate, 

explained that he deliberately sought out actors "and wanted to 

idden G pussia's H . av Literature (San Francisco: Gay 
Sunshine Press, 1996) ; Ronald Bergan, Eisenstein: A Life 
in Conflict. (London: Little, Brown, 1997). 

12* Karlinsky , llRussia s Gay Literature and Culturew, 361-62. 
* A further four out of ten homosexuals briefly mentioned 

in the 1941 sodomy trial of students at the Moscow 
Glazunov Musical Theatre College were cultural employees; 
Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941). 

12* Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941), 1. 83. 
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work in the theatre, because 1 engaged in that (sod~rny] @@ .lu A 

female singer, interviewed in the Harvard Project on the Soviet 

Social System, recalled her friendship with a male homosexual 

ballet dancer in the 1930s. The prevalence of same-sex love in 

the dance and drama world was common knowledge, but "people kept 

silent because it is punishedW. Male homosexuals married and 

fathered children but it was known, she claimed, that they 'do 

not live with their wives but rather with other menmt.124 A 

Latvian graduate student of history, convicted of sodomy in 1938, 

was banished from Moscow and found work in an Ashkhabad 

theatre.lzs The regimels need for artistic and cultural 

showcases apparently produced an unstable, but lively, sphere of 

tolerance. 

(iii) Brutalitv and aender in m i s o n  relations 

As in other European cultures, same-sex erotic practices in 

places of confinement were observed and deplored by Russia's 

penal experts of the first three decades of the twentieth 

Ibid., 1. 106 ob. 

l 2  soviet Refugee Interview and Questionnaire Data, 1950-53; 
Project on the Soviet Social System - Schedule "Aw 
Interviews. Interview no. 386, pages 60-63.  I am grateful 
to Amy Randall for bringing this interview to my 
attention. 

TWO years later he wrote to the court, requesting 
documents to enable him to travel to Moscow for  a 
festival of Turkmen culture to be held at the Bollshoi. 
Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 d r .  (1938), unnumbered sheets 
following 1. 47. 



century. officia1 v~ices fell silent on this topic after 1930, 

and until dissident memoirists took it up after the death of 

Stalin, the issue was suppressed, leaving a very thin base of 

sources on the 1930s and 1 9 4 0 ~ . ' ~ ~  In tsarist and early Soviet 

prisons, a distinctive and harrowing role for anal rape and other 

sexual humiliations marked male prisonersn subculture, reflecting 

a brutalized version of Russia's traditional masculine culture of 

mutual erotic practices. Evidence of the sexual culture of men's 

prisons appears to reflect a remarkable degree of stability from 

the late nineteenth century to the present day. It is however 

plausible to propose that the growth of the Gulag system from the 

late 1920s expanded the intensity and prevalence of the worst 

f eatures of this subculture. '27 

From the turn of the century, descriptions of the place of 

so-called ttpederastyw in prison life reflected (usually 

unconsciously) the general masculine traditions of mutual sexual 

activity. Hierarchies of age, physical strength, command of 

resources, and social status dictated who would become sexually 

accessible, and who would dominate. The youthful newcomer, if 

KOZ lovski i , &UO zwskoi a o ~ s e k s ~ l  noi subkul @ tu-, 94. 

12' The view that this semial culture is %ore or less stable 
and universaln in Russians penal history is suggested in 
Igor S. Kon, The Sexual Revolution in Russia. (New York: 
Free Press, 1995) , 221; the implication that stalinist 
camps contributed to the proliferation of homosewality 
in Soviet society is found in ~ikhail Stern, Sex in the 
USSR. (New York: Times, 1980), 217, 267, 2 7 8 .  - 



raped or seduced by fellow prisoners, would rapidly be 

incorporated as a "pederastM into the prison's interna1 social 

system, at its lowest rung. Once his status was established, he 

would often turn to prostitction if circumstances and character 

allowed, as a survival mechanism. Initiatory rape, and 

prostitution, were not the only routes to the status of 

*pederastw in prison. Some inmates were pushed outside the 

community of fully masculine prisoners (known as muzhiki, the 

word for ordinary village peasant patriarchs), for failing to 

adhere to the code of prisoners' noms. These men joined the 

first two categories of wpederastsll, often after initiatory rapes 

or sexual humiliations, and became part of the same caste. 

As they arrived in common cells, naive teenagers were often 

courted with favours, tricked into compromising positions, or 

simply raped. On Christmas Eve in 1902 in Ekaterinbüzg, one youth 

put into a remand ce11 was raped by no less than six juvenile 

inmates .  "Petia...did not look more than 15-16 years old, but he 

looked terribly like a This lad had the courage to 

complain about his attackerç, and a doctor who examined him 

noted: 

This vice is one of the evils of prison. It is not only 
terrible for the individual who bears the evidence of 
such assaults, but because at the end of the day it 
creates these people who convert it into their own sort 

' ~evaiuch of profession, living flagrantly (m i )  in 

lZ8 N. Bek, "V zakrytom zavedenii. (Otryvki) . Rozhdestvo v 
tiur'memt1 Ural 1675 (31 December 1902): 2. 1 am very 
grateful to Aleksei Kilin for sending me a copy of this 
article. 



prison, earning money for that profession. t 29 

Once it was known that a young newcomer had been assaulted in 

thie way, he became the object of abuse and attacks. H i s  

assailants sought to prevent him from making a cornplaint with a 

combination of violence and (if he complied), eventually with 

money or gifts of tea, tobacco or food.1J0 As the physician in 

Ekaterinburg observed, the path from initial sexual assaults 

frequently led to open prostitution. 

In 1911 an observer vividly depicted prison inmatest view of 

young men, as surrogate women. The traditions of bathhouse 

prostitution, with youthful males assumed to be sexually 

available, were evident: 

they go naked together [to the bath], young and old, 
gazing at each other with greedy eyes, like men looking 
at women, at anybody a little younger, a little paler, 
a bit more tender, softer to the touch. They surxound 
him on al1 sides, laugh and pinch, and slap him on the 
back. He tears himself away, squeals and makes eyes 
like a woman of easy virtue. Jokes and curses rain 
forth, simply bestial. Such is love in prison. 131 

The criminologist Mikhail Gernet, reproducing these words in hie 

1925 study of penal psychology, believed there was very little in 

this bathhouse vignette to distinguiçh it from reports of more 

Ibid. 

130 Ibid. In 1915, a Moscow court heard the case of the rape 
of 17-year-old S. G. Belousov while in custody by fellow 
prisoners Savellev and Bezrukov; another prisoner had 
offered Belousov 40 kopeks for sex after the first 
assault, TsGIAQoM, f. 142, op. 12, d. 99, 11. 17-18, 20-  
21 ob. . 

13' Tan, "Tiuremnye myslinl Vestnik Evrooy (November 1911) ! 
130, cited in M o  N o  Gernet, V tiur 'me. Ocherki tiuremnoi 
psikholoaii (Moscow: Izd. "Pravo i zhizn"I, 1925) , 79-80. 



organized honosexual vice in French prisons. Despite his 

contention that nsexual famine" (polovoi a o m )  was at the root 

of such phenomena whatever the nationality, the Rcssian bath w r s  

a peculiarly national institution, long associated with mutual 

male sexual activity. In this setting, youths were clearly viewed 

as sexually available, and some might exploit this circumstance 

"like a woman of easy virtue*, as their counterparts did in the 

commercial baths of St Petersburg and MOSCOW. They were subjected 

to a barrage of "bribes, offers of rations accompanied by 

seduction, promises of protection or defense, intimidation and 

plain assa~lt...~~ by older prisoners with sexual intentions. 132 

Prisoners and expert observers universally interpreted 

npederasticva relations behind bars as gendered into an 

active/passive, masculine/feminine dichotomy, with al1 the 

assumptions about domination and subordination these binarisms 

implied. Younger men were thought to be available for the 

îgpassivew role. Social hygienist David Lass of Odessa noted in 

his 1927 survey of 692 male prisoners, that among the pederasts 

he surveyed, the wpassives@a were most likely to be younger men, 

while older men were more often "activeat. The exchange of 

favours of various kinds (access to food, housing, education) for 

sex vas a commonplace between males in Russian society from at 

least the mid-nineteenth century. The existence of such relations 

13* Gernet, Vtiur'me, 77. 

133 Nowhere did Lass define what he meant by "activeN or 
wmpassivell forms of pederasty; David 1. Lass, Polovaia 
ghizn ' zakliuchennykh (Odessa: 1927) , 19. 



in prieon was rot a deprwity  peculiar to penal life, as soma 

experts believed. They ignored the fact that similar exchanges 
0 - 8  

flourished beyond prison walls.'" 

The saasoned prostitute behind bars attracted open 

resentment and (less frequently, perhaps) surreptitious 

expressions of kindnass. In 1899, a former convict described a 

male prostitute, Shuster, who wore his uniform 9nore decently, 1 

would almost Say, more exquisitely, than the other prisonersn, 

and who went by the name '@Kat 'kabm; he was the ob ject of much 

hatted and violence.'3s The ex-convict n o t e  that when quizzed 

about the hostility directed at Shuster, the l lstarostaN (chief) 

of his barracks replied: 

Our fellows have their own ideas on this account. They 
keep to the rule: if your chance cornes, take it; if not - run away. And why do they persecute him if a good 
half of the prison is guilty of it (sodomy]? Well, 
scoundrels like Kat8ka are either fed to fatten them up 
for the slaughter, or beaten in their fat mugs. 

The starosta implied that like a peasant8s beloved cow or pig, 

8qKat8kam could be stroked and fawned over, until the moment of 

cyclical violence (corresponding to the day of slaughter), when 

the prostitute must be humiliated to preserve the community's 

masculine honour. 

In Soviet Russials j a i l s  of the 1920s, penologist Mikhail 

see Lass, p ' 1  . olovaia zhlzn zauluchennukh, 4, 32-33 ; 
Gernet, V tiurmme, 77-80. 

135 L. M e 1  shin [P. Iakubovich] V mire otverzhenn~kh. Zapiski 
bwsheao katorzhnika (St Petersburg: 1899) t. 11, 200- 
201, 234-35, cited in Kozlovskii, A- 
aomoseksua18noi çubkullturv, 87-89. 
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Gernet encountered npederasty...in the form of prostitution, when 

passive pederasts offer themselves to al1 corners for the going 

raten. Such men possessed a Wpsychology resembling the ferninine", 

and used al1 the typical gambits of the female prostitute, 

nvirtually up to the traditional opening of an acquaintance with 

a request for a cigarettem. '% Off icials working with homeless 

youth during NEP reported that teenage boys sent to adult 

prisons, and youths in reformatories prostituted themselves for 

petty gifts and prote~tion.'~~ Young men continued to be the 

most successful as prison prostitutes, but older men were 

observed l1offering themselves for tea or cigarettesgo during the 

1950s.'~ Whole barracks of llpederastsm operating as male 

brothels have been reported in memoirs of gulag camp life from 

the 1930s and 1970s.'" Individual prostitution persiste inside 

Gernet, V tiurame, 77. Meanwhile Uss, using formal 
interviews and a standard questionnaire to probe the 
details of his prisoners@ sex lives, was unable I1to 
obtain frank answers about this question [pederastyJn. 
The anthropology of prison *pederastyt vas something he 
had observed, but was reluctant to describe. Lass, 
Polo iznl zakliuchennvm , 18. 

O z e r e t s k i i ,  @@Polovye p r a v o n a r u s h e n i i a  
neso~ershennoletnikh~~, 149-50; Ball, &pd Now MY Sou1 1s 
ardened , 125. 

V. Markman, Fa kraiu aeoaraf il , (Jerusalem: l979), 81-63, 
cited in Kozlovskii, ao russkoi aomoseksuallnoi 
subkul'turv, 104. 

Eduard Kuznetsov, pi . . ordovskii w f o g .  (Jerusalem: 1979). 
An entire chapter from this memoir describes hou "in big 
camps [in the 1930~1 passive 'queers@ [uomiki] lived in 
separate barracbs, run  by...a brothel madamen, that is a 
male prisoner acting as a procurer; cited in Kozvlovskii, 
ruo russkoi aomoseksuallnoi subkulltuzy, 200-210. For 
descriptions of similar operations inside labour camp of 
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the Mzonesn to this day. ''O 

Inmates who violated the common code of prisoners' norms 

were also relegated to t h e  status of wpederastsw, and were often 

forced to serve as sexual objects of the piuzhiki. The most 

enduring general pretext in prison for relegation to this status 

vas by losing at cards without being able to pay one's debts. 

Losers vere compelled to service their victors sexually by way of 

compensation, and afterwards were regarded as "pederastsI1. 

Sources appear from the first years of the twentieth century for 

this particular phenornenon.''' Bymbolic humiliations such as the 

use of specific, feminizing insults (also noted by observers as 

early as the 1900s) vers sufficient to consign violators of the 

prison moral code to this ~ategory.'~* In the memoirs of post- 

1953 dissidents, theft from fellow inmates, or informing on them 

to the camp administration, were by the 1960s and after also 

the 1970s, see Stern, Sex in the USSR, 264-65. 

''O Vladimir Bondarenko, "Golubye v seroi stae. Kristof er (1 
1992): 32-33. 

' V . Aleksandrov, "Arestantskaia respublikaw Pusskaia mvsl ' 
(9 1904) : 68-84; and V. Trakhtenberg, Blatnaia muzvkg (St 
Petersburg: 1908); cited in Kozlovskii, Wcro russkoi 
aomoseksuallnoi subkulmturv, 89-90. 

lL2 To refer to an inmate using the ferninine-gendered past 
tense verb, or labels such as (bitch) o r  Baba 
(peasantwoman) were mortal insults, reserved for putting 
that person into the realm of "passive pederastsm; 
Aleksandrov, ImArestantskaia respublika" ; P. Fabrichnyi, 
III azyk katorgitl Fatorcra i ssvlka (6 1923) , both cited in 
Kozlovskii, Arcro russkoiaomoseksuallnoi subkul'turv, 91. 



routes to the npederasts'w caste.14s Evidence from more recent 

research indicates that the nuntouchable8@ status forced upon men 

sübjected to same-sex rape and abuse has hardened into a cruel 

and rigidly observed pattern in late Soviet and post Soviet 

places of confinement . lu 

In 1926, E. K. Krasnushkin had permitted himself to imagine 

the socialist prison, 

... with physical education, with a school, with a 
cinema, theatre, library, with well organized medical 
care in al1 specializations, with a determination to 
develop the prisoners' independence and inclination to 
social skills. 165 

Prison in the new society would be an arena of rehabilitation and 

resocialization. Life inside the prison - its bvt - would be 
examined and restructured, down to its most intimate aspects, 

including (as Gernet and Lass did)  even the sex lives of 

prisoners. Yet a major feature of the prison environment, same- 

For post-1953 accounts, A. Amal rik, za~iski dissidenta. 
(AM Arbor: Ardis, 1982), 187-88; Markman, Na kraiu 
creocrraf ii, 81-83 ; and an interview recorded in 1973 by 
Kozlovskii; al1 cited in Kozlovskii, Arao russkoi, 
aomoseksua18noi subkul~turv, 94-95, 105 and passim. 

lu Stern, Sex in the USSR, 258-66; Kozlovskii, wao russkoi s, 9494-0; Kon, The Sexuqi. 
* evolution in R u s h ,  218-22, 257; Bondarenko, %olubye 

v seroi staeu, partially translated in Moss, ad. Out of 
the Blue; Masha Gessen, MWe Have No Sex: Soviet Gays and 
AIDS in the Era of Glasnost." Outlook 3 (1 1990) : 42-54; 

iahts of Lesbians and Gav Men in th idem. , The R . e Russian 
Federatioq. (San Francisco : International Gay and Lesbian 
Hunan Rights ~ommission, 1994); Iaroslav Mogutin and 
Sonia Franeta. nGomoseksualizm v sovetskikh tiur'makh i 
lageriakhew povoe vresih (35, 36 1993): 44-47, 50-54. 

14' E. K. Krasnushkin, Vhto takoe prestupnik?I8 prestu~nik i 
prestu~nost~. Sbornik I (1926): 6. 
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sex relations, was dealt with timidly by these researchers. 

Prisoners refused to answer questions, ,r gave evasive replies. 

Penologists recoiled from probing further. They covered their 

reluctance to examine this shameful aspect of prison l i f e  with 

optimistic nostrums about the effect of a reformed bvt: sepaxate 

beds, better physical education, a more carefully ordered 

schedule of routines would obviate the problem. There was no need 

to inquire further into the origins of sexual brutality between 

prisoners of the same sex. 

Soviet places of confinement did not become centres for 

rehabilitation, but in the Gulag system, hmertrophied into an 

economic empire for the NKVD. This expansion multiplied the sites 

for mutual male sexual cruelty. The economic exploitation of the 

prison camp regime squeezed resources out of prisoners, 

intensifying the already existing market for the barest scraps of 

comfort (food, clothing, tobacco, tea, semial release) among 

inmates. In tsarist prisons, attitudes toward the sexually 

available male were shaped at least in part by peasant views of 

that male as demasculinized and therefore dehumanized. This 

prisoners' subculture was already brutal, especially by 

cornparison with views held by men who had sex with other males in 

wider Russian society. Timid examinations of the problem did 

nothing to alleviate it in the early revolutionary years. Under 

stalinism, traditional prison hierarchies were reinforced and 

even fostered by authorities who sought to intimidate 



tpoliticals with violeince meted out by criminals . 146 The 

evidence suggests that the 'passive pederast' was at the bottom 

of this hierarchy throughout the twentieth century, a gender and 

sexual nuntouchablett whose dual role as sexual surrogate, and 

despised scapegoat, resonated with amplified masculine 

insecurities and vicious misogyny. 

Conclusion 

In the twentieth century, urban Russians, wittingly or not, have 

lived alongside a male homosexual subculture. During the late 

Imperia1 ara it had developed from indigenous patterns of a 

traditional mutual male sexual culture. The homosexual 'world' 

was not alien to the national body, but a living, vigorous, and 

resourceful part of society. It is untenable to claim that in 

tsarist Russia, or the USSR, the appearance of homosexuals was a 

development fostered by foreigners or created by communist 

rule .  147 

Relations between males which took place within the 

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, me Gulact Archi~elaao. Vol. 1 
(New York & London: Harper & Row, 1973), 499-512. 

lb7 For discussions of these national-patriotic charges, see 
Simon Karlinsky, Vvezen iz-za granitsy 
Gomoseksualizm v russkoi kulm ture i literature. In 

0 .  do n a s m  dnei. Erotika v russkoi literature. Ot Barkova 
titeraturnoe obozrenie. Sr>etsialtnvi vimush, eds 1. D. 
Prokhorovaia, S. fu. Mazur, and Ge V. Zykovaia. (Moscow: 
Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1992) ; Kon, me Sexual Revolution 
in Russia, 222, 249; Riordan, nSexual minorities: the 
status of gays and lesbians in Russiarl-Soviet-Russian 
societyt8. 
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traditional social hierarchies of late tsarist Russia (master- 

apprentice, patron-servant, bathhouse attendant-client) tended to 

belong to the nation's older masculine sexual culture. Here there 

was little idantifkatdon w i t h  a specific group of @@one's own 

peoplem, with an effeminate self-image, or with an e x ~ ~ i î i i ~ e  

sexual orientation. Individuals in positions of authority or 

class dominance indulged in same-sex erotic acts For pleasure, 

while their subordinates apparently often acquiesced with a view 

to material or persona1 profit. Yet many also tolerated or 

welcomed @@gentlements mischieft@, and did not always expect to be 

compensated. This was a sexual culture which grew from a popular 

and elite indulgence of masculine sexual release, and perhaps 

from a perception that "normaltt outlets for male 181ustfulness~1 

(especially public women) could be expensive or contaminated by 

venereal disease. 148 

Parallel to this traditional sexual indulgence a modern, 

@@homosexual@@, subculture took form, apparently the result of 

rapid urbanization, and the accelerated introduction of market 

relationships such as the more distant and anonymous bond between 

employer and employee. In the subculture, toms of speech and 

mutual recognition identified participants across the barriers of 

class, age and education. A proportion of the "homosexual 

world@sw denizens used boldly effeminate manners, gestures and 

On elite beliefs that regular sexual indulgence 
was healthy, and male workersm, soldierst and 
demand for sexual release, see Bernstein, 
pauahters, 86-93. 
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forms of dress. Others perhaps adopted a more discreet symbol, 

such as the red cravats or handkerchiefs said to have constituted 

a whomasermal unifor2 in 1908. A sefise of self-consciousness 

appeared, as some men having erotic relations with their own sex 

now referred to themselves and their friends as Vetkin, nwomen- 

hatersH or "our own kindm. Commercialization catered to this 

specialized market; by the late tsari~t era, bathhouse nmischiefw 

conducted by the peasant artelt had apparently daveloped into 

efficiently organized, discreet but notorious male prostitution 

in the bania, resembling the licensed female sex trade. IîBalls of 

women-hatersît and bars run by tetki could apparently survive on 

the proceeds generated by îtour own kind" alone. 

A f t e r  1917, revolutionary Soviet policies perhaps indicated 

to some that the homosexual subculture might be tolerated; yet 

the male homosexual worldîs uses of space were out of step with 

the communist goal of reconstructing bvt. The communalization of 

domestic space disabled the expression of diversity, whether 

sexual or political. Gradually losing control over commodified 

public territory, such as hotel rooms, private rooms in 

bathhouses or restaurants, halls for poetry readings or cabarets 

for entertainments, Soviet homosexuals retreated into the ever- 

narrower private realm. They also maintained social and sexual 

contacts, keeping alive their affiliation through the creative 

abuse of streetscapes, public lavatories, and other city 

territory. Apparently undeterred by fear during the Great Purges, 

a surprising number of Moscow homosexuals pursued these contacts 
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in notorious sites. Others apparently hoped that the respectable 

refuge for Soviet homosexuals, the art world, might serve as 

sufficient camouflage to protect them. 

Merlnuhile, traditional forms of mutual male eros continued 

to evolve inside men's prison subculture. Here a brutal hostility 

to the "passive pederastm prevailed well before the revolution. 

soviet experience of this subculture, only faintly documented, 

suggests that the prison and later the Gulag system preserved and 

probably intensified the cruelty of traditional forms of sex 

between men found inside places of confinement. Yet these 

patterns were not completely detached from Russian or Soviet 

society, nor from its traditional patterns of sexual expression 

between males of different ages and classes. In this area as in 

so many others, prison presented a distorted reflection of Soviet 

social realities. 



. 
 ter 7: Women toaether: Social contefis, 1880 - 194t 

For my part, my love for an individual of my own sex is 
just as great, pure and sacred, as the love of a normal 
W o M n  for the oppositc sex; 1 am capable of self- 
sacrifice, 1 would be ready to die for that beloved 
person who would understand m e .  How sad that we are 
considered depraved and diseased.' 

Unlike their male counterparts, Russian vomen who had erotic 

relations with their own sex had less access to the public sphere 

and so were less able to construct for themselves a coherent 

subculture with the attributes of the male homosexual world. This 

is not to suggest that no female homosexual subculture existed in 

1920s and 1930s Soviet Russia. Traces in the historical record ~f 

the nature and extent of the semiotics of a subculture are 

slight. Scraps of evidence suggest that among certain urban 

women, dress, mannerisms and deportment served as signals to 

other women that same-sex erotic approaches were welcome. 

Psychiatrists, in their burst of interest in female homosexuality 

of the 19209, failed to display any concern about the social 

connections between individual 'patients', treating them instead 

in their discourse as isolated 'misfitsn without linkages to 

similar women. There was little or no policing of female mutual 

sema1 relations during these decades, so data on the customs and 

geography of a subculture available to us from prosecutions of 

homosewal men, do not exist. Yet this does not necessarily mean 

1 Extract from Evgeniia Fedorovna M.'s "History of my 
illness (the brief confession of a person of the 
intermediate sex, a male psycho-hermaphrodite) in A. O. 
Ede1 ' shtein, "K klinike transvestitizma. prestu~nik i 
prestu~nost'. Sbornik II (1927): 2 7 7 .  



that women did not form 'circles' or networks in the private 

sphere, vhich facilitated mutual recognition by individuals who 

felt same-sex desire. The record is episodic, briefly 

illuminating the varied sites of womenls mutual relations, and 

leaving the historian to speculate on continuities in the 

evolution of these hidden worlds. 

Despite the fragmented sources, it is possible to propose at 

least some social locations for female homosexuality in late 

tsarist and early Soviet Russia. Psychiatrie, criminological and 

biographical records can be examined for indicators of these 

social contexts. The medical sources, which offer some of the 

earliest biographical accounts of male and female same-sex desire 

produced by Russians, only begin to describe women who loved 

other women in the 1880s in any detail. Erotic relations between 

women of earlier eras cannot be ruled out, but the chaxacter of 

these affinities are seldom intelligible in non-medical genres. 2 

From the sources published after medical interest arose, it 

appears that class position was a significant determinant of 

opportunities for the expression of same-sex desire between 

women. In late tsarist and early Soviet sources, lower class 

2 For speculation on a supposed homosexual relationship 
between Catherine the Great and ~rincess Dashkova, see 
Simon Karlinsky, @*Russia @ s Gay Literature and Historyw 
Gav Sunshine (29/30 1976) ; and (more cautiously) , Tatyana 

ian WomenBs Studies: Essav Mamonova, pus s 
Soviet Culture. (New York: Pergamon, 1985), 9-18. A 
fleeting mention of mutual female sexual acts is found in 
Dr Zuk @@O protivozakonnom udovletvorenii polovago 
pobuzhdeniia i O sudebno-meditsinskoi zadache pr i  
prestupleniiakh etoikategoriiw . . wkh iv sudebnoi meditsinv 
i obshchestvennoi arqlenv (2, sec. 5 1870): 8-13. 



women havi3g mutual relations were normally featured in t b i s  

literature when they were prostitutes or in  prison^.^ These 

single-sex locations created their own culturas of self- 

preservation. Gulag memoir literature records the existence of an 

extreme form of the early twentieth-century prison culture, 

lasting through the Stalin era and apparently enduring into the 

present in contemporary places of confinement. The medical 

literature also reveals that more fortunate women occasionally 

found their own biological families to be a source of support for 

their unconventional desires. Nevertheless, the role of economic 

independence in constructing opportunities for these women was 

also significant, allowing them to detach themselves from fathers 

and husbands and to establish households of their own. 

Intelligentsia women were best able to achieve this kind of 

freedom, but education was not the only route to it. Women 

workers and entrepreneurs were also able to realize some measure 

of economic and persona1 self determination. 

The widely observed 'passing womant in Russian society 

offers another perspective on gender and sexual dissidence. Women 

who radically manipulated their own performance of gender stepped 

on to the social stage as men, exploiting the privileges of 

masculinity, including sema1 access ta women. These apparent 

3 For a useful discussion of the role of class in the 
experience of sexual ly ambiguous French women, see 
Francesca C. Sautman, llInvisible Women: Lesbian Working- 

- c l a s s  Culture in France, 1880-1930." In Hamosexualitv in 
Modern France, eds J. Merrick and B. Ragan Jr. (New York 
& Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996). 
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'males', and 'masculinized' women as well, adopted a complex 

gender and sexual strategy which exploitad opportunities and 

pockets of tolerance for gender ambiguity in the 1920s. In their 

lives the voices of a hidden transcript of gender are audible, 

and their dreams that the 'intermediate se%' might be allowed to 

live on its own terms may be glimpsed. 

(i) Women a~art: the culture of brothels and misons 

Prior to 1905, Russian medicine had linked lesbianism to female 

prostitution infrequently, in contrast to its Western 

counterparts, where the association was well established as a 

moralistic trope in medico-legal literature. After the 1905 

revolution, Russian experts began to discard their view of the 

prostitute as the innocent, often peasant, victim of urban male 

depravity, and gradually adopted the discourse of the 

marginalized and masculinized sexually deviant womanm4 The 

fragmentary evidence suggests that whatever the ideological 

transformations the category 8prostitute-as-lesbian' was 

undergoing, at the level of actual social experience, some women 

c Laura Engelstein, The Kevs to Hanpiness: Sex and the . * 
Search for Modernitv ln F m  de S~Qcle R - 9 ussia (Ithaca t 
London: Corne11 University Press, 1992), 160-64. For 
examples of the new discourse on lesbian-prostitutes: A. 
Borisov, Jzvrashchennaia ~olovaia z u z n o .  Boleznemve 
meneniia ~olovoi sf erv . . (St Petersburg: 1907) ; P. 1. 

Kovalevskii, Psikholoaila pola. Polovoe bezsilie idniaie  
.a . polowe izvrashcheniia x ikh lechenie (St Petersburg: 

1909); A. Koffin80n, Jzvrashchennvi mir. (Moscow: 1908), 
31-40. 



exploited the stable shelter provided by tsarist licensed 

brothels to foster s-e-sex relations. 

Wealthy women could even constitute clients of female 

prostitutes. In the early 1880s one affluent gentry woman, nMiss 

N o * ,  was introduced to "unnatual senial  direction^'^ with other 

women after meeting a prostitute on the streets of St Petersburg. 

Miss Ne's reports informed her psychiatrist that in the hidden 

space of the public brothel a world of women who loved women 

flourished. Dr Chizh recorded: 

Among her many acquaintances with perverted semial 
feeling, she lived the most varied life of love and 
semal feeling; here there was platonic love, and 
courtship, and jealousy, and satiety, betrayals, a 
comection (gviax') with two women simultaneously; the 
joys of victory and the bitterness of failure, in a 
word, the whole life of Miss N. was absorbed by this 
perverted love. She loved to get dressed in men's 
clothing and drive out in a troika with the objects of 
her love; dressing in men% suits she went to public 
houses and spent a great deal of money on women. 
According to her assurances, there are by far more 
women with perversion of the sexual feeling than we 
usually think, and in fact they occupy the most varied 
social positions. 5 

This case history, Russia8s first psychiatrie study of a 

homosexual of either sex, thus explicitly indicated that a 

nascent culture of women who recognized their sexual affiliation 

across the barriers of class already existed in the Petersburg of 

the early 1880s. The brothel was one institution which could 

discreetly provide a meeting-point for these women. 

5 V. F'. Chizh, F u cheniiu . .  0b Wizvrashchenli . . ~ o l o v ~ q  
chuvstvaWt ( D i e  contrare Sexualeglgf indunu) . Soobshcheno 
obshchestvu Peterburaskikh morskikh vr  . . achei v zasedanii 
1-ao fevralia 1882 aoda (n.p. [St Petersburg?]: 1882), 
14. 



A criminal case caught the attention of experts in the 

capital about ten years a f t e r  the study of Uiss N o  was published. 

A Petersburg tobacconist who had married a prostitute, Krasavina, 

was charged with her murder. Zn 1893 he had discovered his wife 

in bed vith a prostitute, one of her former colleagues; he 

stabbed hie  w i f e  to death on the spot. The story of Krasavinams 

relationship with her female lover vas heard in court and later 

recounted by gynecologist 1. M. Tarnovskii in 1895.' Krasavinals 

parallel life as a ~homosexualw, like that of Miss N. and her 

circle, had been sheltered and tolerated in the official brothel. 

Anna Ivanova, a 24-yeax-old sex worker from the same 

establishment, testified in court that Krasavina and her lover 

had been inseparable, that they had had sexual relations together 

and that "in a word they became what we cal1 in public houses 

koshki [female cats]@' - an argot term for female prostitutes who 
shared sexual favour~.~ Female same-sex relationships were 

apparently common enough in the brothels of St Petersburg to have 

a specific label in the language of sex workers. Love letters 

between the two women were heard as evidence in court. In one 

note, Krasavina had written *you are my Polly, my sweet and dear 

and my own [rodnaia], 1 love youl'. Similar expressions of 

romantic endearment were exchanged by prostitutes in venereal 

6 1. M. Tarnovskii, z z v r a w i e  molovocro chuvstva 
thenshchiq (St Petersburg: 1895), presented in &aura 
Engelstein, "Lesbian Vignettes: A Russian Triptych from 
the 1890s." SiQnS 15 (4 1990) : 813-31. 

t GARF, f. 564, op. 1, d. 2 6 0 ,  11. 28-29 ob. (A. F. Koni 
fond)  . 



wards, where "affectionate pairs" of public women were observed 

conducting relationships of a passionate characterm8 The tsarist 

public house provided a potentiai materiâl basis for the nménages 

de tribadesn observed in siailar official premises in turn of the 

century France, where some ovners deliberately favoured same-sex 

relations among their sex vorkers as a stabilizing influence as 

well as a commercial attraction; the degree to which Russia's 

brothel operators consciously mirrored this aspect of their 

French counterparts remains obscure. 9 

The Soviet abolition of the licensed brothel, and the 

subsequent rise in the informal and covert sex trade made 

prostitution a less predictable social sphere for women living 

beyond the family. The housing shortage, and the decline in 

private control over sheltered urban spaces, appeared to drive 

more illicit sex into the streets, railway stations and wagons, 

restaurants, bathhouses, and taxicabs. Prostitution was thrust 

into the public eye by the abolition of official regulation and 

Bolshevik campaigns to discourage women from taking up sex work. 

8 Letters were cited in B. 1. Bentovin, Torwushchie 
telom: Ocherki sovremennoi ~~pstitutsii (St Petersburg, 
1909), and have been reproduced in some detail in Laurie 
Bernstein, Sonia's Dauahters: Prastitutes and Theix 
esulation in Im~erial Russig. (Berkeley & Los Angeles: 

University of California Press, 1995), 172-74. 

9 Sautman, "Invisible Women" , 187-89. Conditions in 
Russia's licensed brothels were generally squalid, with 
deleterious psychological and physical effects on 
prostitutes. The suggestion that they cmstituted a 
social sphere which sheltered some same-sex relationships 
cannot be considered without acknowledging the harshness 
of the brothel as human environment. See Bernstein, 
Sonia's Dauahters, Chapter 5. 



Police nevertheless targeted the women engaged in the trade, 

paying less attention to their male clients. The abolition of 

licensed brothels turned prostitution into a very unstable and 

dangerous livelihood for female sex workerdO Russian 

historians have argued that more urban women apparently turned to 

casual or occasional heterosexual prostitution in the 1920s as 

urban unemployment hit them hardestO1' 

A 1926 case history of %hom, a Vernale homosexual~ who 

murdered her partner, "Lmw, a prostitute, illustrated these 

social conditions. It also suggested that Soviet doctors would 

pursue the link in the Western medical imagination between 

prostitution and female h~mosexuality.~~ Before meeting L. in a 

1 O L. Eratov, Wakazuema li prostitutsiia?" Ezhenedel'nik 
oi iustitsi sovetsk i (4 1922) : 4-6; Ao Uchevatov, mlIz byta 

prostitutsii nashikh dneLn pravo i zhiznl (1 1928): 50- 
60; Bo Ro Gurvich, ''Prostitutsiia, kak sotsial 'no- 
psikhopatologicheskoe iavlenie (Predvaritel'noe 
soobshchenie).~~ In Sovetskaia meditsina v bormbe za 
gdorowe nerw: Sbornik statei i materialov, eds A. 1. 
Miskinov, L. Mo Rozenshtein, and L. Ao Prozorov. 
(Ul ' ianovsk : Izd . Ul ' ianovskogo koxnbinata PPP, 192 6) . In 
a survey of men seen in a Moscow venereal clinic, over a 
third had sex with female prostitutes in hotels and 
"divesm1 until 1918; between 1922 and 1923, the same 
proportion of men were then having sex vith prostitutes 
in the street, railway stations and baths: Hans Haustein, 
"Zur sexuellen Hygiene in Sowj et-Russland. mandlunuen 
aus dem Gebiete der Sex\aelforswnq Band V, Heft 1 
(1926) : 18-19, 

11 Na B. Lebina, and Mo Bo Shkarovskii. Prostitutsiia v 
peterburuq. (Moscow: Progress-Akademiia, 1994) , 40-60, 
77-85.  

12 Eo K. Krasnushkin, and No Ge Kholzakova. "Dva sluchaia 
zhenshchin ubiits-gomoseksualistokol~ restu~nik 4 
prestu~nost ' . Sbornik I (1926) : 105-20; case of "ShIm and 
@@Lw, 106-14. The psychiatrist Krasnushkin three years 
later published a lecture mentioning the case of a 



Moscow cafeteria where they both worked, Sh. had been rnarried 

twice, once apparently for love before the vorld war, and a 

second tirne for @%aterial reasonsM during the civil war. By 1919 

however, Sh. had been widowed and she drifted to Moscow in search 

of a living. Sh. and L. shared a flat, and later a room, while L. 

alternated between earning a living at a succession of unstable 

menial jobs, and bringing home men for paid sex. Sh. also found 

employment in short term and unreliable jobs as a maid and in a 

cafeteria. Later she took in mending and laundry, and cooked 

meals for L. Sh. reported to the psychiatrists Krasnushkin and 

Kholzakova that L. had made sexual advances to her, and that 

eventually she had been provoked to murder L. with an axe. The 

psychiatrists doubted Sh.% evasive and vague claims that the 

sexual relationship with L. had been brief and episodic, and they 

suggested that the llbisexualw Sh. had had regular physical 

relations with L., while also engaging in prostitution 

periodically. 13 

The actual role of commercial heterosexual sex in the 

partnership of Lm and Sh. was not explained by the psychiatrists. 

The financial partnership of younger women (to sel1 sex) and 

older women (with rooms to rent) was remarked upon by some 

observers of the heterosexual prostitution market in early Soviet 

wlesbian poetessl@ whose forays into heterosexual 
prostitution brought her in contact with the police and 

b + 
psychiatry, Krasnushkin, p t e ~ t ~ ~ n i k i ~ s i k h ~ ~ a t ~ .  (Moscow: 
Izd-vo pervogo Moskovskogo gos. universiteta, 1929), 10- 
12 

l3 Krasnushkin and Kholzakova , "Dva sluchaiaR1, 110-12. 
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Russia, but no suggestion that lesbian relations lay behind this 

synbiosis was m ~ o t e d . ~ ~  Between L. and Sh., a same-sex 

relationship appeared to supply the glue that cemented the 

household formed by these two women. Whatever the elements of 

domestic and economic cooperation here might have been, experts 

viewed their engagement in the sex trade, and their 'Yemale 

homosexualityw, as illict, masculinizing, and degenerate. 

Another social location frequently said to harbour female 

same-sex relations was the prison, and later,  the Gulag camp. As 

with men's places of confinement, these institutions were widely 

believed to encourage same-sex intimacies, to the point of 

generating lacquired' homosexuality, as a result of a culture of 

%ocial self-regulation among prisonersw.ls Yet Russians who 

studied women in the penal environment in the 1920s regretted the 

lack of reliable data on their sema1 activity. Criminologist 

Mikhail Gernet could only muster two letters in his possession 

illustrating ltunnatural vicew in prison.16 David Lassls 1927 

survey of the sex lives of 81 female and 692 male Odessa 

prisoners foundered before the unwillingness of women to reveal 

more than a few intimate details to the expert.17 Hie data based 

14 L. M. Vasilevskii, and L. A. Vasilevskaia. prostitutsiia 
j novaia Rossiia (Tver': "Oktiabrl@@, l923), 99, 129. 

15 Sautman, "Invisible Womenw, 193-94. 

l6 Mm N o  Gernet, Vtiur'me. Ocherk . . i tiuxemnoi ~sikholoail 
(MOSCOW: Izd.  "Pravo i zhiznWw, 1925), 80-81. 

l7 D. 1. Lass, polovaia zhizn8 zakliuchennvkh (Odessa: 
1927) , 19. 



on surveys did suggest that some proportion of women engaged in 

same-sex relaticris. In his sample, 35.3% admitted they were "not 

abstainingu from sexual activity (which Lass interpreted as 

masturbation "and other sexual perversionsw) while in prison. Yet 

Lass found it either impossible to obtain, or to relay in print, 

further information about the nature of the "other sexual 

perversions" his subjects displayed, except to surmise that many 

subjects were reporting *pollutionsw in h i s  survey as a means of 

disguising events of a different nature. He also noted about a 

third of his female subjects shared beds in prison, a fact which 

he feared encouraged vice. 18 

Gernet's approach to the "psychology of prison sex lifeM was 

more anecdotal, not dependent on a questionnaire-led methodology. 

One of the letters he presented, from a female prisoner described 

I1being pesteredu by a masculine-looking woman, known in prison 

slang as one of the ~~'kowtialki', as the women-tribades taking 

the man's role in unnatural relations with their female cellmates 

are called." Gernet continued, 

18 Ibid., 11, 15, 19. Social hygienists and educators 
deplored the sharing of beds with varying degrees of 
frankness about the possibly semrally perverse outcomes; 
see for example V. 2 .  Land, *Opyt izucheniia 
effektivnosti sanitarno-prosvetitel'noi raboty na 
predpriiatii. * Vrachebnoe d m  (22 1929) : 1437-40; idem., 
Wpyt planirovaniia sanitarno-prosvetite18noi raboty iz 
predpriiatiiN Vrachebnoe  del^ (17 1930): 1237-40; 
Moskalevich-Karetnikova, %eksuallnye pravonarusheniia 
nad maloletnimi kak so storony samikh 
nesovershennoletnikh, tak ivzroslykh subNektovpo dannym 
Leningradskogo Komones l a za period vremeni s 1326 po 1927 
god i Gubsuda za 1927 g m W  Vonrosv . . izuchenua i 
vos~itaniia lichnosti (3-4 1929) : 59-64. 



According to our correspondent, these women 'have al1 
the tricks of men, they ralk, kept their hair like men, 
they smoke and wear Russian men's shirts ( m a s h k i  - 
)cosovorntu) secured with a lace.' The courtship began 
with notes, with avowals of m d  love and requests to 
belong to no one else. In [the correspondent's 
masculinized friend's] notes she wrote 'she kisses her 
little mouth and eyes, and wants to k i s s  her al1 over.' 
The correspondent vho the prison administration 
informed us had been seduced by her comrade, n o t e  to 
us, '1 liked her, she came to me when I was alone but 1 
was afraid to greet her: right away she was kind of mad 
and strong, she grasped me on the bed and began to kiss 
my breasts, legs, hands so unexpectedly that 1 didnwt 
have the strength to Say anything.'19 

Gernet's text presents an early Soviet portrait of the 

wmasculinized' female homosexual in prison, accompanied with one 

of the earliest documented references to the prison slang term 

k o w a l k a .  (The word is an untranslatable derivation from the 

1 [-saa verb Jcowriat 1, a colloquialism meaning to dig in to, to 

tinker, to rumage in.) Sources quoting Gulag memoirs and 

interviews with female ex-convicts of the Brezhnev years employ 

the term to denote so-called 'passiveg semial partners of 

masculinized prison women, rather than the 'active' women 

themsel~es.~~ The female homosexual prisoner, masculinized 

either by her confinement or by a deeper nature, was noted 

l9  Gernet, V tiurwme, 80. 

20 This could mean Gernet misunderstood the term he 
reported, or that it underwent a reversa1 of meanings 
during the 1920s and 1930s; see Vladimir Kozlovskii, &M . sskoi c r o m o s ~ l w n o i  s ~ k u l m t ~ v :  Materialv ]E . + ucheniiu (Benson, VT: Chalidze Publications, 1986), 
126. For a recent psychiatric text which notes the use of 
the term among present-day female prisoners to denote 
mwactivem@ partners or mhusbandsw, V. N. Volkov, S. 1. 
Kalinichenko, and A. V. Pishchelko. Seksual'nve . jzvrashcheniia u osuzhdennvkh - zh enshchin (Domodedovo: 
MIPK rabotnikov OVD, 1992), 55. 



scientists in other disciplines as welL2' 

Soviet scientists fell silent on the issue of same-sex 

relations between vomen in places of confinement during the 

1930s, not returning to the question until the general raviva1 of 

sexology in the 1960s." Literature on womenls experience of the 

sthlinist Gulag camp system offers some interesting if selactive 

characterizations of same-sex relations in these institutions. 

This literature also reveals how educated Gulag victims 

constructed their experience in memoirs to draw significant 

distinctions between themselves and persons supposedly justly 

imprisoned for 'genuine crimesf. There is a tendency in this 

literature to evaluate mutual female semial relationships in an 

extremely hostile manner. 'Lesbian love' is often ascribed 

selectively to women said to be criminals, that is not 

incarcerated under false charges of lcounterrevolution' or 

'antisoviet agitation' but for authentic penal offenses. The 

Gulag lesbian is thus constructed as a dangerous character, a 

2 t See for example the psychiatrie portrait of a so-called 
"Marquise of Ligovkamg (a seedy district of Leningrad) in 
A. K. Lents, (Sotsio~atv). 
(Leningrad: Rabochii sud, 1927), 48-50; and the 
description of a f emale homosexual in prison described in 
R. 1. Livshits, "Reaktsiia d-ra Manoilova kak pokazatell 
narusheniia sekretornoi funktsii polovykh . . zhelez p t i  
seksual'nykh prestupleniiakhn &erljSaradskii meditsinskii 4 0 

shurnal (2 1925) : 11-14. 

a For a study of female homosexuality derived mainly from 
prisoner-subjects, see E. M. Derevinskaia, nHaterialy k 
klinike, patogenezu, terapii zhenskogo gomosek~ualizma.~ 
(Kandidatskaia dissertatsiia meditsinskikh nauk, 
Karagandinskii gosudarstvennyi meditsinskii institut, 
1965) ; see also Volkov et al. , Seksualg nve izvrashcheniia 
u osuzhdennvkh-zhenshchin. 



pitfall awaiting innocent (heterosexual) women arriving in the 

camp syetem. A s  one German communist veteran of eleven years in 

the Gulag, Elinor Lipper, wrote, 

Most women prisoners had never even heard of the 
existence of sexual relations between two women. They 
learned about it for the first time as prisoners: for 
it is relatively frequent among female criminals. 23 

A Russian nemoirist recalled a speciee of camp inmate she first 

saw at Kolyma in the 1930s, named simple "itN (ono) .  These 

individuals cut their hair in masculine fashion and took more 

f eminine loversî1 . 
They went about the camp in pairs, arm-in-am, 
defiantly displaying their love. The administration and 
the great majority of inmates hated the "itsU. Women in 
camps fretfully made way for them. 24 

Another writer, recalling Gulag existence in the early 

1950s, presented a more nuanced set of reflections about the 

nits19. The Hliterary-scientific word flesbianm' was not widely 

used, she reported. The camp vocabulary ran from the jocular use 

of I1it" to refer to masculinized lesbians, to the llmercilessn 

criminalsB label lldog" (KobeL) ." These women tried to resemble 

Elinor Lipper, gleven Years in Soviet Prison C a m ~ s  
(London: Hollis & Carter, 1951), 158. 

24 E. Olitskaia, Bo i vos~omin& (Frankfurt: 1971), v. 2, 
243-44, cited in Kozlovskii, &cro russkoi qomoseksuallnoi 
subkul@turv, 111. 

M. Ulanovskaia, "Konets sroka - 1976 godaw Vre- i mv 
(10 1976) : 153-55, cited in Kozlovskii, wqe w s k o i ,  
cromoseksual~noi subkul t tua ,  114-16. Al1 references in 
this paragraph to Ulanovskaials text  are from this 
passage in Kozlovskii. pobea, pronounced with a final ë- 
sound, used to denote a female "who fulfills the sexual 
function of a mang1 in prison slang from the 1940s 
onwards, appears to be a corruption from kobell (male 
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men, wearing trousers and short hair; they were most common among 

criminals, but some were known to exist among German prisoners 

@@and even among Our intelligentsiaw. This author believed fewer 

Ulvainian women and peasant women fa11 under such 

*demoralitationm, yet she observed that there were cases of keen 

friendships founded on shared religiosity in which only 

wsublimationgl drew off sexual pressures. It vas among criminal 

inmates that same-sex relations were conducted "openlyn, while 

among "the intelligentsia, everything vas of course hidden, 

veiled, ambivalent.w26 Influential sources on Gulag camp life of 

the 1940s and 1950s repeat similar observations of same-sex 

relations between women, with the same moral and class 

inf lections. 27 

Ol'ga Zhuk has sketched the patterns of "butchtt and Vemmell 

behaviour which mark the contemporary Russian women's prison, 

ascribing its roots to the Gulag system and totalitarianism. 28 

dog) , see Kozlovskii , op cit . , 126. 
Ulanovskaia cited a chastushka she heard Sung by one 
criminal lesbian inmate: Oi, s~asibo Stalinu/Sdelal s 
menia barvniu -/I korova ia. i bvk,/Ia i baba* i muzhik. 
(Oy, thank-you Stalin/You made a gentleman of me/A cow 1 
am, and a bull/18m a woman and a man.) Ibid., 115. 

Evgeniia Ginzburg, prutoi marshrut (Milan: 1979) , 113, 
cited in Koz lovskii , mua a o m o s e m  ' noi subkull tury, 
113; Alexander Solzhenitsyn, me Gulaa Archiaelaao. Vol. 
2 (London: Collins/Fontana, 1975), 234-35; Vasily 
Grossman, Porever Flowinq (London: Collins Harvill, 
l988), 116-17 0 

Olga Zhuk, "The Lesbian Subculture: The Historical Roots 
of Lesbianism in the Former USSR" In Women in Russia: q 
new era in Russian feminism, ed. Anastasia Posadskaya. 
(London: Verso, 1994). 
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The roles and terminology of bobeL (imitating 'men's' roles) and 

k o e  (perf orning womenl s ' f unctions) persist to the 
preoent day, roproducing a similacrun of *the patriarchal and 

strictly regulated structure of heterosexual Soviet familiésn. 

Both the masculine violence and feminine tenderness of 

heterosexual relations are repreeented in the prison role system. 

Lesbian prisoners "live in familiasn patterned after male-female 

relations, according to observer Vladimir Bondarenko. Like Gulag 

memoirists, Zhuk locates the source of these prison roles in "the 

criminal undeworld", and notes how it persists beyond the prison 

"among the working class, especially among its lumpen 

elements~.~~ A new development in post-soviet descriptions of 

prison-based wbutch-femmeî relations is the assertion that such 

bonds are (in Zhuk's words) %tablen and "familiarat, or in the 

words of Bondarenko that @@women recreate inside Russian prisons 

the world which they have lost tW. Even soviet and post-soviet 

prison psychiatrists report the formation of ~~homosexual 

familiesw among women prisoners with a certain degree of 

reluctant appreciation. 30 

(ii) Domestic contexts for same-sex relations between women 

If female same-sex eros between prostitutes or in prison often 

29 Ibid., 150; see also Vladimir Bondarenko, Wolubye v 
seroi staeOn Fristofer (1 1992): 32-33. 

Volkov et al. , Seksual ' nve izvrashcheniia u osuzhdennvkh- 
zhenshchin, 56. 



bore the stamp of a brutalized lover-class culture, there were 

also women whose privileged economic position allowed them to 

express their desires, if more discreetly. Tsarist psychiatris 

literature yields a nandful of biographies of gentry or bourgeois 

women like Dr Chizhus Miss N o ,  whose strong wills, and access to 

education and resources, permitted them to explore same-sex self- 

expreeoion." The lives chronicled in this medical discourse 

paralleled in their material aspects those of literary Nlesbiansw 

of late-tsarist salond2 In the early Soviet era, women with 

cultural capital were also sometimes able to invest this resource 

to conçtruct a domestic environment sheltering same-sex desire. 

The political and economic stability requisite for a culture of 

the literary salon declined during the 1920s, eventually becoming 

3 t Chizh, & ucheniiu ob "izvra shchenu . . ~olovoso chuvstvaîl; 
F . E . Rybakov, fi' O prevratnykh polovykh 
oshchushcheniiakh. Iî Vrach (23 1898) : 1-23 (of fpr in t )  ; 
case of "active tribadeN N o ,  also called îîMishall in 1. M. 
~arnovskii, Jzvrashcheniepolovoao chuvstva u zhenshchb, 
cited in Engelstein, "Lesbian Vignettes : A Russian 
Triptych from the 1890sw. Note also a possibly 
f ictionalized account : @IRazskaz O sebe dokotora 
filosofii, Marii Vladimirovny Bezobrazovoiî@ in Vasilii 
Rozanov, Liudi lunnoao s vet a . (St Petersburg: 1913) , 227- 
60. 

32 The place of the "lesbianîl in Silver Age Belles lettres 
is discussed in Diana Lewis Burgin, "Laid Out in 
Lavendsr: Perceptions of Lesbian Love in Russian 
Literature and Criticism of the Silver Age, 1893-1917." 
In s e m l i t v  and the Bo& in gussign Culture, eds Jane T o  
Costlow, Stephanie Sandler, and Judith Vowles. (Stanford: 
Stanf ord University Press, 1993) . On sexual ambiguity in 
these salons, see Beth Holmgren, "Stepping Out/Going 
Under: Women in Russials Twentieth-Century SalonsOw In 
Russia, Women. Culture, eds Helena Goscilo and Beth 
Holmgren. (Bloomington & Indianapolis: IndianaUniversity 
Press, l996), 233. 



submerged in the social transformations of the first Five Year 

Plans, The historical roots of Russia's "lesbian ~ubculture~~, 

aiways fragile and tentative in the first three decades of tais 

cent-, were greatly undermined by the stalinist systemls 

upheavals and the accompanying policies of officially sanctioned 

culture, and of compulsory heterosexuality. 

One source of domestic shelter for same-sex relations which 

is not often considered is the heterosexual family. The 

conventional Russian family was not totally inimicable to the 

gender non-conformity, and homosexual relations, in its midst. 

Families strove to contain, control or accommodate these 

phenomena, often employing considerable adaptivity. Tsarist and 

early Soviet psychiatrie case histories suggest that parents 

reacted with equanimity when female children displayed interest 

in boy's clothing and games. Tomboyishness and even failure to 

learn housekeeping skills was tolerated in childhood, but the 

same girl was expected to adapt at sixteen or so and agree to 

marriage? Some families went to unusual lengths t o  accommodate 

gender and sexual dissent. Miss N e t s  mother claimed she had I9lost 

controln of her daughter as early as age twelve; yet this widowed 

matriarch and her family expressed only respect for her 

daughterls "love of workI1 and lRenergyta in her extraordinary 

chosen profession as manager of a horse-drawn cab service. Miss 

* In tsarist f amilies, see Rybakov, "0 prevratnykh pol.ovykh 
oshchushcheniiakh~; Rozanov, Ljudi lunnago sveta, 228-34; 
in Soviet-era families, Krasnushkin and Kholzakokov, "Dva 
sluchaia zhenshchin ubiits-gomoseksualist~k~~,  107; 
Shtess, "Sluchai zhenskogo gomo~eksualizma~~, 8. 



N., who supposedly had an annual allowance of "3-4 thousand 

[ruble~]~, kept her business finances separate from her mother's 

household accoufits. Theirs vas not a relationship of economic 

dependency. When the psychiatrist Chizh considered this young 

womanls development, he concluded that "with mare discipline in 

her upbringing and life, the matter would not have gone as far as 

it hadnmY Perhaps Chizh implied that the lack of a firm 

paternal presence in the family had allowed Miss N.'s "many 

peculiaritiesw to arise. 

Families adapted to the persona1 characteristics of gender 

dissidents in their midst, and despite Chizh's implied faith in 

paternal gravitas, fathers too could be indulgent when it came to 

daughtersw refusals to be socialized into ferninine roles." In 

the First decade of the twentieth century, Evgeniia Fedorovna 

M m l s  explusion from school for refusing to Wear a skirt was 

accepted by her father who educated her at home, and later 

arranged for her to write external gymnasium ex ami nation^.^^ In 

1919, a teacher, Ol'ga Shch., lived in a household in Ozery, near 

Chizh, E ucheniiu ob m m vrashchenii nolovoao chuvstvan, 
12, 16. 

3S According to a biography, probably highly edfted, in 
Rozanov, paternal indulgence facilitated deviance. 
Rozanov reported that one Mariia Bezobrazovaia managed in 
the 1870s to convince her father, who allegedly shared 
the opinions of reactionary Prince Meshcherskii on the 
question of women's wfteedomn, that she could and should 
receive an education. Bezobrazovaiaïs father eventually 
employed her as a secretary (then a 'male1 occupation) in 
his publishing concerns. Rozanov, Liudi lunnaao svetq, 
244-46. 

" Edellshtein, 'K klinike transvestitizmau, 273-74. 



Moscow, consisting of her brother Boris and an adult sister. That 

year Ollga invite& 16-year-old Valentina P., with whom she had 

k e n  having a sexual relationship for over a year, into her home 

after the teenager was orphaned. They shared a bed and continued 

a love affair until 1922, when quarrels over Valentina's 

membership in the Komsomol destabilized the liaison. During this 

tine Oltgats siblings adapted to the lesbian relationship under 

the family roof, referring ironically to Valentina as "your 

[Ol'gags] husbandN and noting that they kissed "not the way women 

kiss, but another wayw. Yet the teenager's growing dishonesty and 

violence led Boris to cut short the familygs experiment in 

adaptation. He forbade further contact between Olîga and her 

lover, even summoning his sister home from a factory-teacher 

posting in Saratov (where Valentina had followed), and apparently 

persuaded Oltga to consider offers of marriage from local men.)' 

Standing in for the absent patriarch, Boris reasserted masculine 

authority in his family, and attempted to reimpose heterosexual 

noms of behaviour on his sister. 

A little later, another family accommodated a gender and 

sexual dissent in its midst for financial reasons, since the 

"famale homosexualg8 it harboured was a capable market trader. 

When in 1925 sbe waç arrested, and was eventually given a course 

of hypnotherapy to 'cure' her, authorities returned her to a 

different, better-off branch of her family for surveillance. The 

37 Brukhanskii , Materialv DO seksuall noi ~sikho~atoloaii , 
53-54, 57 ; Krasnushkin and Kholzakova, IgDva sluchaia 
zhenshchin ubiits-gornoseksualist~k~~, 117. 
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police apparently did not trust her closest relatives to restrain 

her from donning a Nepmanls garb and returning to the 

marketplace; these siblinge ha6 grown dependent on her 

earnings." The use in thie instance by authorities of the 

heterosexual family as a site for the rehabilitation of a social 

Imisfit1 was unusual in Soviet psychiatric literature about the 

homosexual. What was more common in this discourse was the degree 

of adaptability families displayed. Familias thus did not simply 

expell lhomosexualsl from their midst, but often exerted some 

effort to accommodate or adapt to the sexual or gender dissident 

member . 
Beyond the ties of the biological family, Russian women who 

experienced same-sex desire and who possessed sufficient 

resources established their own households, and in urban centres 

even circles of like-minded friends. These circles formed the 

beginnings of a nlesbiann subculture among women of the tsarist 

intelligentsia. As Diana Lewis Burgin has established, the word 

wlesbianlt was little used; these women only sporadically 

expressed a sense of selfhood defined by a specific sexuality. 

Nevertheless, the case of Miss No front the Petersburg of the 

early 1880s indicates that there were prosperous women-loving 

women who crossed class boundaries to express their desire with 

prostitutes open to the same sexual tastes. Another Petersburg 

psychiatric case dating from 1898 described the somewhat less 

affluent, but equally adventurous, "Z., a virgin, 20 years old, 

38 Shtess, %luchai zhenskogo gomoseksualizma~. 



from an extrmely degznerated familyw of provincial gentry 

origins. She had begun an erotic affair at the age of 18 with 

another woman, vho vas apparently kept as a gentleman's mistress. 

Z.'s interviews with her doctor emphasized the cohesion of what 

she referred to as * o u  circlen (msh kruq), a qroup of women who 

had mutual relations: 

The patient affirms that women such as her, i.e. 
[women] loving women, are found not at al1 
infrequently; they among themselves form a kind of 
particular world. Such women recognize each other by 
manners, expressions of the eyes, mimicry and so on. 
She herself learned to discern such women virtually 
from her very first experience. 'We,' the patient says, 
'in no way become jealous when the object of our love 
belongs to a man: we know that that woman (only of 
course if she belongs to our circle) cannot love her 
husband and only fulfills her role passively. But it is 
a different matter if a beloved woman gives herself or 
pays attention to another woman: then we feel a strong 
jealousy and we are prepared to set off a great scanda1 
or dispute. 139 

In this case, Z.'s family had compelled her to refer to the 

psychiatrist for advice about her sexual difference; it appeared 

that her financially straitened parents had counted on ber to 

accept one of the many proposals of marriage she had recently 

rejected. Yet 2 .  was more keen to remain in the Company of her 

%irclen of female friends. Other contemporary reports of same- 

sex perversion between Russian women of upper class  families 

tended to evade any mention of a social world fomed by the 

female perverts themsel~es.~~ In Russials literary salons of the 

39 Rybakov, "0 prevratnykh polovykh oshchushcheniia~, 8. 

CO "Misha" in 1. M. Tarnovskii's 'triptychl of cases had had 
several successive girlfriends, but the gynecologistls 
narrative obscured any reference to a milieu of same-sex 



late Imperia1 era, the discourse of lesbianism in al1  its French 

*vocabulary and stereotypesH remained an exotic spectacle for the 

male gaze, and wlesbicnsm were a dacadent species confined to an 

indoor, artificial world and isolated from any social mots. 

Burgin has argued that virtually al1 "lesbiann authors of this 

era consciously suppressed information about their sexuality in 

their public writing and utterances. Once the possibility of 

lesbian love had been acknovledged i n  imitation of the French 

aeethetic canon, with the publication of Lidiia Zinovgeva- 

Annibal's nidtaatm tri uroda (St Petersburg: 1907), salon 

culture embraced semial ambiguity within the confines of this 

aesthetic discourse, and certain salons became stages where these 

ambiguities might be paraded.41 

 ond dit ions for the su,rvival of tsarist bourgeois salon 

culture which might have harboured continuing explorations of 

sexual dissidence "eroded and finally collapsedw in the two 

decadas following the October Revolution, according t o  Beth 

~olmgren.~~ Çignificant figures who had contributed to the 

elaboration of aestheticized semial ambiguity (Zinaida Gippius, 

r ~ l a t i o n s ;  see Engelstein, "Lesbian Vignettesm1, 827-28;  
see also Rozanov, & i u a  lunnauo svetq, 234. 

Burgin, *Laid Out in Lavendarn, 181-94; Holmgren, 
mStepping Out/Going Under", 233-34 ; Karlinsky, "Russia 's 
Gay Literature and Culturen, 354-56. The influence of the 
fin-de-siècle fashion for lesbian tableaux-vivants in 
France's licensed brothels (Sautman, "Invisible Womenm, 
187) on male bourgeois tastes cannot be discounted as a 
factor contributing to the rise of a more aestheticized 
salon discourse of ullesbianismm. 

42 Holmgren, "Stepping Out/Going Under", 234. 



Marina Tsvetaeva) emigrated during the revolution, and those who 

remained, especially Sofiia Parnok (1885-1933), endured an 

increasingly unstable material and political ~ituation. A n  

unabasheà celebrant of mutual female relations in her verse, 

Parnok led a bohemian existence without a permanent address, 

supporting herself on the margins of intellectual work with a 

succession of poorly paid publishing and translation commissions 

in the 1920s and early 1930s. 

Translator and photographer Lev Gornung (1902-1993) was an 

intimate friend of Parnok and one of her partners, the 

mathematician Olvga Tsuberbiller. Gornungvs description of their 

dress and intellectual circle fleetingly opens a window on what 

Burgin has described as "the totally closeted lesbian subculture, 

which was well-represented in the theatrical, artistic and 

university communitiesl@ of Russia. 43 Of Parnok and Tsuberbiller , 
Gornung observed, 

They dressed very simply, and almost alike, always 
wearing severe, almost masculine attire consisting of 
jackets and skirts with hems belov the knees. Both of 
them wore shirts and ties. Their shoes were invariably 
the same style of brown, low-heeled oxford. 

Parnokvs biographer Burgin posits that such "almost masculinet@ 

dress was a signal of their sexual preference, an urban code 

which could be read by other women who loved women. Photographs 

of the poet and the mathematician from the mid-1920s suggest that 

they consciously manipulated this code, wearing shirts and ties 

only in the city, and donning skirts and dresses to avoid 

Burgin, So~hia Parnok, 261. 



Wnwanted attention* when visiting the countrysidea5* Another 

fragment (again, the product of a man's observation) from 

Parnokls biography recorded an awareness of this nascent 

subculture, and perhaps linked it teasingly to the streetwalkers 

of Moscov8s Tverskaia-Iamskaia street. In a friendly parody on 

one of Parnok8s most overtly homosexual verses, a member of her 

literary circle wrote: 

"Some intractible girls find a girlfriend more dear 
than a boyfriendw/ 
Not for masculine hearts have my arrows been sharpened 
by Love/ 
So she sang in Piéra (on the Fourth, on Tverskaia 
Iamskaia) / 
The sister of Sappho, a daughter of Lesbos true-blue./ 
Well, one canlt argue tastes. Blest she who embodies 
the feat/ 
Of the girlfriend of girlfriends here on Tverskaia 
Iamskaia streets. 65 

The deterioration of Moscow~s salon culture by the late 1920s 

meant that this liminal space of the domestic flat as semi-public 
1 

stage gradually contracted, and the possibilities for a cultural 

lesbianism did with it. Homosemial relations between women 

endured in Moscow and Leningrad of the 19308, but they retired 

Ibid. Photographs of the two women, many of them taken by 
Gornung who was a tireless recorder of their excursions, 
see ibid. photographs following 134, especially figures 
18-23. For more on Gornung, oee Veronique Garros, Natalia 
Korenevskaya, and Thomas Lahusen, eds Xntimacv and 
Terror: Soviet Diaries of the 1930s (New York: New Press, 
1995) , 99-107. 

4s Verse by M. Vazlinskii (1924 ) ,  archive of Hariia 
Shkapskaia, RGALI, cited in Burgin, So~hia Parnok, 183- 
84. On the use of this Moscow district by relatively 
high-class f emale prostitutes, see Gurvich, 
18Prostitutsiia, kak sotsia18no-psikhopatologicheskoe 
iavlenieal . 



behind the screen of domestic life. In the 1930s, it was only in 

the private world of the home that individuals were able to 

proserve Parnokls legacy of a discourse of lesbianism in Russian 

verse. Tsuberbiller kept Parnok's photograph adorned with flowers 

in her flat, and their circle of friends continued to meet after 

the poetls funeral in 1933; the flat and this circle constituted 

one of the sites within which alternative voices could be 

preserved under the severe constraints of ~talinism.~~ In a more 

prosaic example, the Party member and researcher Irina Stepanova, 

brought before the Moscow city court in 1940 for having sexual 

relations with an nimmaturell teenage girl, V o r  more than ten 

years had engaged in an unnatural sexual life with various women 

([in other words] lesbian love)", in Leningrad. Presumably, 

during this decade Stepanova had successfully concealed her 

private, romantic affairs from the intellactual and Party circles 

to which she belonged, by exploiting domestic space. It is 

plausible to speculate that the "various womenw whose connections 

with Stepanova were reduced to the merely physical in the court 

record may have constituted a network of friends or a circle of 

like-minded women, protecting their emotional links behind the 

closed doors of their flats or rooms. Stepanovals lllesbianl' way 

cb Sofiia Poliakova, nPoeziia Sofii Parnok." In Sofiia 
parnok: Sobranie stikhotvore~, ed. S. Poliakova. (Ann 
Arbor: Ardis, 1979), 36. On the domestic sphere and 
womenls role as bearers of witness to repression 
(although usually of husbands), see Beth Holmgren, 
Women' s Works in Stalinls Time: On Lidi ia  Chukovskai a and 
NadezhdaMandelstam. (Bloomingtont Indianapolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1993), 9-10. 



of life vas only uncovered when police finally searched her flat 

and conf iscated a diary." 

If there was any sign of a Rwsian lesbian subcultÿre moving 

into the public realm of urban streetscapes and society at large, 

it was in the "almost masculineI1 styles cultivated by some women. 

Medical and lay sources confirm that, at least in an urban 

setting, the lmasculinizedl woman was a fixture of Soviet 

society, adopting styles of dress and behaviour which at least 

metaphorically facilitated the occupation of masculine social 

terrain.' The mannish Bolshevik female was the subject of 

L7 Prigovor Stepanovy (1940), 1. 17. A Russian emigrd 
interview subject commenting on her encounters with 
homosexuals in 1930s artistic and Party circles pointed 
to the existence of women who had affairs with women, 
hiding behind the veil which concealed privileged living 
standards en j oyed by off icialdom, Harvard University 
Project on the Soviet Social System - Schedule "Aw 
Interviews (1950-1953) , Interview no. 386, 58-59. 

" Virtually al1 Soviet psychiatrie, forensic medical and 
sexological cases describing Vernale homosexuals~ of the 
1920s featured urban women, and except for some 
prostitutes and one NEP-trader, most were white-collar 
employees, students, soldiers or unskilled workers. 
Twenty-two women are identified as Vemale homosexualsl@ 
in the following literature. Case histories from forensic 
psychiatry: Brukhanskii, teriplv DO sekswl@nof 

e psikhonatolocrfi, 53-61, 62-65; Krasnushkin and 
Kholzakova, Dva sluchaia zhenshchin ubiits- 
gomoseksualistok~l ; one case ( a Fedosiia P. ) occuring in 
these first two texts is also discussed in: V. A. 
Riasentsev, nDva sluchaia iz prakt iki . 1. 
Gomoseksualizm?l~ Sudebno œ me- eks~ertizq (2 
1925): 152-56. Other cases: Shtesa, @@Sluchai zhenskogo 
gomoseksualizmam; Edellshtein, . It K klinike 
transvestitizmatl ; Krasnushkin, 
11-13. R o m  clinical p s y c h i a t t ~ ~ e ~ . ~ l O ~ , " ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
9bshcheuo ucheniia O dushevnvkh bolezniakh. (Berlin: 
RSFSR Gosizdat, 1923), 355-56, 365; N o  1. Skliar, IO 
proiskhozhdeniii sushchnostigomoseksualizma~ Vrachebnoe 
de10 (24-26 1925)  : 1919-23; Ia. 1. Kirov, 'K voprosu O 



considerable foreign scrutfny in the early Soviet era." Women 

vho donned collars and ties, trinmed their hair like a man's, and 

walked w i t h  a businesslike, manly gait, were neither always drawn 

to their ovn sex, nor unique to Soviet Russia of the 1920s and 

1930s. But the outvard symbols of masculinity, which were 

aseociated (perhaps more by popular perceptions of fashion and 

politics, than Bolshevik intentions) with wonen's emancipation, 

were replete with positive value. Masculine styles were used by 

some female homosexuals as a semaphore code to like-minded women. 

Soma adopted a masculine style not merely because they wished to 

resemble men, but because they wished to attract other w~men.~O 

Until the stalinist revision of femininity of the mid-1930s, 

women who chose to occupy masculine social roles who happened to 

geterotransplantatsii p r i  gomoseksualizmet Vrachebnoe 
de10 (20 1928): 1587-90. Two cases from a sexology 

i z n  ' sovremennoi, survey: 1. G. Gelvman, polovaia zh . . piolodezhl* Q D V ~  sotsiallno-bioloqicheskoa~ 
obsledovaniia. (Moscow & Petrograd, 1923) , 119 -2 1. 

49 Visitors from Western nations often noted the 
tmasculinized' female in the USSR. Their perceptions 
reflect their home societiesv anxieties about the 
modernization of gender roles, and the Soviet role in 
forcing the Pace of that process. Ernst Lubitsch's 1939 
satirical film nNinotchkan allowed the sexually ambiguous 
Greta Garbo to catalogue the West's anxieties about the 
Soviet threat to femininity, in her portrayal of the 
title role. For examples of impressions of female 
masculinization in foreigners' accounts, see John 
Littlepage and Demaree Bess. r. 
(London: Harrap, 1939), 45; EXhel Mannin, 
Samarkand. (London: Jarrolds, 1951), 92. 

Psychiatrists occasionally published photographs of their 
patients in the masculine clothing they wore when first 
presented themselves to cioctors; Shtess "Sluchai 
zhenskogo gomoseksualizman; Kirov, "K voprosu O 
geterotransplantatsii p r i  gomoseksualizmevv. 
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be "happy, well-adjusted Lesbiansu, were tolerated as part of the 

revolutionary social landscape.*' Women in the uniform of the 

Red Army or militia enjoyed a sufficient degree of acceptance 

that even acknowledged @@masculinizationn in these individuals was 

not always viewed as a serious problem by expertsO5' Their image 

as energetic and enterprising participants in the new society's 

political, economic and military lite earned the so-called 

wactiven (that is, imitative of 'masculine' traits) female 

homosexual admiration from some quarters." Soma women evidently 

souqht to manipulate this stereotype to realize their own sexual 

desires and persona1 objectives. 

Female homosexuals who manipulated the symbols of 

masculinity in this era successfully, for this very reason 

attracted little attention from the authorities. We consequently 

have only occasional references to them such as the passage from 

Gornungas diary cited by Burgin. These successful individuals 

were probably able, as 

was, to disguise their 

51 Ella Winter , 

the widow and intellectual ~suberbiller 

same-sex desire behind a series of claims 

ed Virtue: Hypian Relationshi~s in the New 
Russi4 (London: V. Gollancz, 1933), 169, quoting Moscow 
psychiatrist L e v  Rozenshtein. 

'' F o r  example, the psychiatrist A. K. RaWunanovts 1929 
comments on a lamore masculinizedm woman in uniform in his 
acquaintance indicated she was a competent worker and 
harmed no one by her f ailure to marry , GARF , f . A482, op. 
25, dm 478, 11. 86 0b.-87. 

53 La G .  Orshanskii, "Polovye prestupleniia. Analiz 
psikhologicheskii i psikhopatologicheskii.~ In Polowe 
prestu~leniia, eds A. A. Zhizhilenko and L. G. Orshanskii 
(Leningrad-Moscow: Rabochii sud, 1927), 88-89. 
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to respectability: her education, her previous marriage, her 

"quietm way of l i f e .  Soviet Russia's "lesbian subculturew 

literally spoke Hhalf-voiced*, evaporating as soon as it might be 

hroached . % 

(iii) "1 w q ~ t  to be a man* 

A 23-year-old female respondent to Izrail Gelîmanfs 1923 sex 

survey of Moscow's Sverdlov University students wrote at the 

conclusion of her llconfessionw of her career as a llhomosexuall~: 

"1 want to be a man, I impatiently await scientific discoveries 

of castration and grafting of male organs (glands) .Ils5 Her faith 

that one day, science would be able to give her the biological 

attributes of masculinity (and that a surgical intervention would 

confer manhood upon her) was not exceptional. Nor was her desire 

to "change sexw unusual among so-called whomosexualsll of the 

1920s. The medical techniques of gender reassignment in 1920s 

Russia were as primitive and unsuccessful as those in the West. 

Despite such liniits, clinical psychiatrists, and biologists 

engaged in the emergent study of the mechanisms of sex 

differëntiation, wexe sought out by ~homosexualsî, who believed 

these experts could transform them into beings of the opposite 

54 nHalf-voicedîl (Molaolosg) was the title of Sophia 
Parnok's last published collection of verse, issued in a 
tiny edition in 1928, Burgin, So~hia Parnok, 224-25. 

55 Gellman, Polovaia zhiznl sovremennoi molodezhi, 120. 



$ex.% Other Temale homosemialsa turned to more traditional 

methode of appropriating the privileges of mascülinity, effecting 

self-transformations vith clothing and gesture which allowed them 

to be received in early Soviet society as gmasculinized' or 

indeed as 'men'. If some of these performances of gender 

constituted signs of an embryonic modern lesbian subculture, more 

extreme or total transformations typified the survival of the 

traditional 'passing woman' in Russian culture. 

Gender marginality in itself was not a modern or imported 

phenomenon in Russia. Masculine women (and ferninine men) were 

already sufficiently common in the everyday experience of 

nineteenth-century Russians of far-flung regions that a number of 

words had been coined, apparently by peasants, to name and 

describe them. The lexicographer Vladimir Dai' who gathered his 

material during the 1830s to 1850s in central Russia found that 

the manly woman was known as muzhlanka, muzhlatka, borodulia, 

s u ~ a r e n ' ,  and razmuzhich'e. Dall reported that his informants 

defined these women as ''resembling a man in their appearance, 

movements, voice, etc. II, or "by structure, by body f onnationt8; 

they might even approach the condition of a @mhermaphrodite-womanw 

56 In the 1929 meetings of the Expert medical council of the 
People's ~ommissariat of Wealth, psychiatrist P. 
~annushkin and biologist N o  Kolatsov both told of 
treating patients who wanted to transform their 
biological sex: GARF, f. A482, op. 25, d. 478, 11. 85-87, 
described in Chapter 2. On contemporary Western sex- 
changes, see Bernice L. Hausman, Chanaina Sex : 
Transsexualism. Technolocw and the Idea of Gender (Durham 
& London: Duke University Press, 1995), 15-19. 



(crermafrodit-~henq).~~ The lexicographer found an analogous 

vocabulary describing the f eminine male. In addition, D a 1  

reported that the verb çIewitmsia was used of men who 

nluxuriate, take womenas habits, r n a ~ ~ e r s ~ . ~ ~  None of the words 

describing mannish women vas reportedly used as a deliberate 

insult, but some terms for etferninate man ( m a t i q ,  babulia) 

could "in this sense sometimes be abusive, like lbabal%M The 

elaboration of a verb to describe male effeminacy suggests 

peasants exercised more judgmental scrutiny of this behaviour 

than of analogous activities on the part of masculine women (for 

whom no verbs were coined). The closest Dal' came to recording a 

critical estimate of the mannish woman was found in the entry for 

mlborodulial@. From Novgorod province he recorded the phrase 

ll~orodulia ne muzhilp (A bearded lady is no man) .61 The saying 

reminded its audience that such a woman remained subordinate to 

57   la di mir Da1 @ , Tolkowi slovar zhivouo velikorusskoao 
Jazvkq. (St Petersburg-Moscow: 1903-1909); see relevant 
entries for each tem; for quotations, lgyazmuzhich el1, t. 
3, 1532, tgmuzhlanka, piuzhlatkam, t. 2, 934. 1 am very 
grateful to Viktor Gulshinskii for bringing the Dall 
entries discussed here to my attention. 

58 Ibid. ! see entries for devunh, devulia, babatia, 
babulia, razdevul'e; if married, the effeminate male was 
known as babiak, babenia. These terms denoted the 
"f eminine-looking, beardlessgl man, an I1ef f eminatemt 
(thenstvennvi) or @@soi tyn (nezhenka) ; for quotations, 
ermafroditw and subsequent synonyms, ibid., t. 1, 859, 

Imdevuniatm, t. 1, 1267. 

59 Ibid., "glevunia, devulia", t. 1, 1267. 

60 Ibid., ttbabagg and derivatives, t. 1, 86. 

61 Ibid., t. 1, 283. 



the men around her, but it was not as bluntly abusive as some of 

the words used against effeminate males. In a patriarchal 

society, women who exploited their manly traits might acquire 

respect and status, lihereas males who forsook their manhood 

caused more damage to their reputations. Rural and lover class 

Rusrians had an indigenous array of gendered terms to describe 

individuale who appeared or behaved like menibers of the opposite 

sex. They associated this gender marginality with hermaphroditism 

observed in domesticated animals, linking social qualities with 

the familiar phenornena of physical sexual indeterminacy." 

The existence of women who successfully live as men has been 

well documented for traditional European and non-European 

s~cieties.~ (Men too have been observed performing the female 

gender.)& It is important to make the distinction between this 

social pattern of identity appropriation, and the twentieth 

century sexual meanings which have often been attached to many 

forms of this performance. Homosemiality, transvestism and 

transsexualism are modern, Western constructs imposed on the 

62 Ibid. , %remai roditt@, t . 1, 859. Da1 gives mezheumok as 
synonym for hermaphrodite, a person or thing lacking 
definite qualities. 

" For Russia and Europe, see Nadezhda Durova, The Cavalry 
icer in th Haiden: Journals of a Russian Off e Na~oleonic 

Wars Transl. Mary Zirin (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1988) ; Julie Wheelwright , w z o n s  and M u i t a r y  

i. 0 

. . . . 
a~ds: Women Who Dressed as Men ln the Pursult of fblfe, . ibertv and H a ~ ~ i n e s s  (London: Pandoxa, 1989). 

64 Havelock Ellis Studies in the Psvcholocrv of Sey v. 7 
(@lEonism and Other Supplementary Studies") (Philadelphia: 
Davis, 1928) ; Magnus Hirschf eld, pie Transvestiten. 
(Leipzig: 1910) . 



infinite varieties of human sexual and gender diversity. In 

certain cultures, the performance of a gender transformation wae 

more significant than any accompanying same-sex erotic activity. 

Moreover, the disguise of a polar gender as intelligibly 

masculine or ferninine was (and remains) a socially necessary 

performance for intersexual persons (hermaphrodites). 65 

Soviet psychiatry of the 1920s took an interest in women who 

convincingly occupied a male gender identity and in accordance 

with the evolving sexological categories of Western European 

science, labelled them Vernale homosexuals~ and/or 

wtxansvestites~l. The life histories of these women reveal aspects 

of the mmasculinef social roles they consciously assumed. The 

reasons why some women decided to fbecomem men by changing their 

identity documents, assuming male variants of their names, and 

altering their dress, manners and hairstyle, are hard to 

reconstruct. Same-sex desire might not have been the chief motive 

for their performances - they may not have been as lfhomosexualm~ 
as doctors claimed. It is quite possible these women were unaware 

65 On traditional and non-European cultures, see Gilbert 
Herdt, nIntroduction: Third Sexes and Third Gendersn, and 
Rene Gremaux "Woman Becomes Man in the Balkansw, in mird 
sex. Third Gender: Bevond se- d ~ o p h i s m  in culture 
and, ed. G. Herdt (New York: Zone Books, 1993); 
on the assumption and reassignment of polar gender roles 
by hermaphrodites in history, see Michel Foucault, . . O . 
ercylUle B a r b i n : I a a l v  Dls~lvered Memolrs 
of a Nineteenth-Centurv French Herma~hrodite (New York: 
Pantheon, 1980) .  The argument that gender transformation 
deserves its own history (independent of that of 
fhomosexualsm or other sexuality-based categories) is 
made in Leslie Feinberg, hansaender Warriors: Makinq 
p ' s  1 1 O (Boston: Beacon Books, 
1996) . 
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of the existence of any Ilesbian subculturem in the capitals. 

They perhape had less access to the possibilities available to 

mmasculinfzedm vomen who courted respectability while wearing 

selected pieces of male clothing (sucà as the collars and ties 

sported by Parnokts circle). Some women were clearly attracted by 

the full range of male participation in the revolutionary 

struggle, including the military life. The expression of the 

desire to become male (III want to be a mantt) suggests that, had 

the technologies been available, some of these women would 

perhaps have presented themselves for hormonal and surgical 

gender reassignment. The assumption of a male identity could 

satisfy a range of sexual, social and persona1 ambitions for 

women engaged in these performances of gender. 

One common feature in the life histories of women who mmlived 

as menw in revolutionary Russia was fact that many apparently 

lived far from the capitals, the sites of the embryonic lesbian 

subculture, where this alternative to full gender transformation 

was evolving fitfully. The upheavals of the era in some cases 

also produced opportunities for self-transformation. The story of 

'Aleksandr Pavlovichm, a female homosexual 'NEPmanm, illustrates 

these factors. This Impatientw, described in 1925 by Dr. A. P. 

Shtess of the Saratov Bureau of Criminal Anthropology, had been 

trained and raised "like a sonmm by her father. The "patient's* 

childhood more resembled a boy's than a girl's, according to 

Shtess. When the family patriarch died in 1919, the wpatientms'g 

older sister, concerned that the wider household not lose the 



market income she generated, compelled the young trader to marry 

a ggweak-villed groomv@. The marriage ended after j u s t  three weeks, 

as the Hpatientn, disgustea with conjugal relations, began to don 

masculine apparel and than ran avay to Astrakhan', formally 

assuming the name 'Aleksandr ~avlovich'.' 

For a period in Astrakhan8 'Aleksandr Pavlovich' "continued 

to engage i n  tradeN; presenting herself as a man in the 

marketplace, "she enjoyed a great success among the female 

traders8@. In 1920 she returned to Saratov as 'Aleksandrt, resumed 

trade in small silver goods, and compelled her extended family to 

address her as her masculine persona. She began a series of 

romantic and semial liaisons with women, including one 

relationship lasting two years during which the partners 

"considered the question of marriage~.~~ 'Aleksandrtsl 

assumption of a masculine social role was so complete, 'he' even 

gave vent to @hisl jealousy by giving this partner beatings, once 

hospitalizing her for two weeks. 

This 'NEPman's8 prosperity was sufficiently persuasive to 

quel1 disputes in the extended family over her assumption of a 

masculine identity. 'Aleksandrl lived for approximately four 

years in Saratov assisting her sistersl households financially 

66 Shtess, "Sluchai zhenskogo gomosek~ualizrna~~, 5-8 

67 Presumably with the intention of convincing registry 
officials that 'Aleksandr1 was in fact a man. Shtess 
described the clothing the "patientn particularly liked 
to Wear: l'a khaki-coloured military service-cap and 
jacket, invariably f lared trousers, white shoes, a big 
man's ring on the little finger, and a riding-crop in 
handgl. Ibid. , 9 .  



with the proceeds of her market activities, which eventually 

included a large volume of gaming at cards ( H ~ r l i a ~ @ @  and 

wmfetka*) as well as trade in silver. Her success at these 

forbidden activities led to administrative fines, brawls with 

rivals and clients, and conflict with the authorities until she 

was arrested in 1924 and later transferred t o  the Bureau of 

Criminal Anthropology for examination and compulsory therapy." 

Using a combination of Freudian psychoanalysis, 17 sessions 

of hypnotherapy , and "persuasionw@ (ubezhdeni e) , Shtess clairned he 
vas able to completely "cureN this patient of her 

whomosexualityt~. Her willingness to relinquish her masculine 

identity (a point of resistance early in their encounter), was 

the ultimate proof of the doctor8s successful intervention. The 

"patientw gave up smoking after her last hypnosis session, 

her manners and behaviour are more feminine and 
reserved; to the question of having a child, she thinks 
for a bit and then expresses the wish to have a baby at 
some point; her mood is cheerful. On 13 October the 

signed out of the clinic, dressed in womenls 
clothing . 69 

Shtess published photographs of this'woman "before therapy" in 

her masculine garb, then naked (ttHabitust@) to reveal her body as 

typically female, not hermaphroditic, and finally "after 

therapyn, docilely posed in a skirt. She was dispatched to a 

branch of the family which would not be tempted by her earning 

capacity as a 'man8 to allow her to return to her old way of 

68 Ibid. , 10-11. 
69 Ibid., 12. 



life. This npatientts" attempt to occupy a masculine gender role 

was the exterior manifestation of her nhomosexualitytl, which the 

doctor said produced "interna1 conflicts with the [social] 

environmentW. Shtess regarded as pathological the fact that for 

four years, this mhomosenialw had successfully negotiated those 

supposed conflicts - as a man. 
'Aleksandr Pavlovicht was not an isolated, exceptional 

example of the "female homosexualw who deployed a masculine 

social persona over a sustained t i m e  period. Her interest in the 

turbulent world of the NEP market was mirrored by an apparently 

widespread attraction on the part of women "living as ment9, to 

the even more dramatic arena of soldierym7* The most widely 

discussed case of the female soldier as whomosexualtB (and 

tltransvestitem) was described by psychiatrist A. O. Edeltshtein 

in 1927.~' Evgeniia Fedorovna M. had represented herself as a 

man since being orphaned in 1915 at 17. During the revolution, 

she found work in the Cheka as a political instructor (politr*), 

in "investigatory-penal organstt, and took part in ttrequisitions 

and searches of monasteriesm, later travelling to the Southern 

The cases of women who posed as males in the army or 
Cheka forces include Evgeniia Fedorovna M. described in 
E d e 1  shtein, "K klinike transvestitizmatt ; a ?#case of 
transvestism and homosexualityN in Osipov, Kurs obshçhecxo 
P chen, i' O 365; and 'P. A m t  
described in Skliar, proiskhozhdenii i sushchnosti 

On Evgeniia see G.  R. "Protsessy gomoseksualistov.~ . . enedel 'nik sovetskoi iustitsu (33 1922) : 16-17. 
Ede1 @ shtein, ItK klinike transvestitizmatt ; GARF, f. A482,  
op. 25, d. 478, 11. 85-87. The factual basis of 
&geniiats case is discussed in Chapter 2. 
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front where "she took part in operations against banditryw. 

During +Ais tirne ahe altered her identity documents to the 

masculine Rrgenii Fedorovich; she also began to have sexual 

relations with a series of women. 

In 1922, while posted by the GPU in a provincial t o m ,  

Evgeniia met and courted a woman postal employee, and they 

concluded an officially registered marriage with Evgeniia 

presenting her altered (male) identity documents. Ede1 ' shtein, 
who appears to have been able to interview S., reported at first 

this woman did not suspezt that her @husbandt was not male. 

Evgeniia's ability or willingness to sustain her performance as a 

man faltered not long after the marriage. Rumours reached S. that 

Evgeniia was a woman, and Evgeniia finally admitted as much to 

her. This did not end the partnership, however. 72 

Evgeniials indiscretion lgbrought attention to herself and 

doubt about her sex", apparently inspiring local authorities to 

charge her with a "crime against naturen. The poorly constructed 

case against Evgeniia failed, and Narkomiust was compelled to 

recognize the two women's merriage as "legal, because concluded 

by mutual consentH. The pair remained together for another two or 

three years. After S. had an affair with a male coworker, she had 

a child, which Evgeniia legally adopted, and the two women and 

the infant formed a family until Evgeniia's GPU regiment was 

transferred to MOSCOW. Evgeniia appears ts have abandoned her 

wife and child to follow her soldiering career, only to be fired 

n Edel'çhtein, "K klinike transvestitizma", 274. 



in 1925 soon after arriva1 in the capital." 

The los8 of her life i~ a man's uniform àevastateà Evgeniia, 

and she was unable ta make a successful transition to civilian 

life. She began to drink, causing disturbances, and leading a 

promiscuous sex life with women, eventually acquiring a second 

(unofficial) ' w i f e ' .  In 1926 complaints began to accumulate that 

she was impersonating bureaucrats and party members for profit, 

and her drinking l e d  to disorderly conduct. She found herself 

repeatedly before police and courts for hooliganism and 

utextortion'@, until Dr Edel'shtein examined her at the Moscow 

Health Department's Bureau for the Study of the Personality of 

the Criminal and Criminality. Throughout this decline and during 

the psychiatrie observation, she continued her self-presentation 

as a man. The doctor did not report any attempt to 'curet his 

patient, remarking cryptically that "the social future of such a 

subject is very dif f icultw 

Evgeniia8s performance of a male gender role lasted for more 

than ten years. Others, like Dr Shtess8s 'Aleksandr Pavlovich', 

sustained similar performances for considerable lengths of 

ti~ne.~~ Given more favourable circumstances, these women might 

73 Ibid. ; G e  R. , @@Protsessy gomosekoualistov88, 16. 
74 Edel'shtein, @@K klinike transvestitizmaw, 282. 

75 "P. A." ,  a 26 year old manager of a medical clinic, spent 
one year in the Red y as a commander (voenkom) 
impersonating a male, and af ter an unsuccessf ul marriage, 
a further three years using the same masculine persona, 
when observed by a psychiatrist in 1925, Skliar, "0 
proiskhozhdenii i sushchnosti gomoseksualizma8~, 1919-20. 



never have been detected in their assumption of a masculine 

social position. These performances were not solely staged for 

the pursuit of material gain, or the opportunities of "living as 

a manm in a man's world. Same-sex desire was integrally connected 

to these women's desire to redefine themselves. They chose not 

only to become military 'men' or (in 'Aleksandr Pavlovich's' 

case) a gaudy NEPman, but to "chase after ladies" (maaivat' zq 

shniami),  to engage in %any affairs with w o ~ n e n ~ ~ . ~ ~  They 

found the masculine gender role well suited to satisfying this 

desire, and they eagerly exploited its potential. 

Nevertheless, while exploring their same-sex desire these 

women wanted to remain physically female. Their "failed copiesm1 

of masculinity (in Judith Butler'a phrase) reveal to us an 

otherwise hidden transcript of gender . * In an atmosphere where 
the transformation of the biological sex of animals was 

sensationally publicized, and the role of the sex hormones in the 

definition of biological sex was entering popular awareness, 78 

76 Ibid. ! 1920 ; quotations f rom Osipov, Kurs obshcheao 
ucheni ib  3 6 5 .  

Judith Butler, Gender Trouble : Feminism and the 
Subversion of Identitv (London & New York: Routledge, 
1990) , 147 .  

78 On the transformation of sex in animals, see M. M. 
Zavadovskii, Stranitsv Istoriia odrlgg~ . issledovaniiq (Moscow: Iz-vo moskovskogo universiteta, 
1991). Popular awareness of sex hormone theories was 
promoted by journalism and cinema in the USSR during the 
l92Os, see M. O. Chudakova, wPoslesloviel~ in M. Bulgakov, 
Sochinenila : a a Roman, . povest~ . rasskazv (Minsk: 
Universitetskoe, 1988), 412-14; Mikhail Zolotonosov, 
wMasturbanizatsiia: "Erogennye zonyN sovetskoi kulltury 
1920-1930-kh godovo In zxatika v russkoi literature: Ot 



these women did not seek out scientific interventions to change 

thair sax. Evganiia, and Dr Skliarms 'P. A. , both knowledgeabla 
about medical advances, were certainly aware of recent scientific 

developments regarding sex. 7P Other individuals (as noted above) 

were already presenting themselves by the l a t e  1920s to Soviet 

medical professionals requesting surgical sex changes; Evgeniia, 

'P. A.', and Dr Shtessms mAleksanâr Pavlovichl were not among 

this cohort of precocious trans~exuals.~ In a mmHistory of my 

illnessn published by her psychiatrist, Evgeniia Fedorovna M. did 

assert that women of her type mmconsider their sex a 

nashikh dnei Barkova do (Literaturnoe Obozrenie. 
S~etsial'nvi v m u s k ) ,  eds 1. D. Prokhorova, S. lu. Mazur, 
and G a  V a  Zykova (Moscow: Literaturnoe obozrenie, ' 3 9 2 ) ,  
97 . 

79 Evgeniials ImHistoty of my illness (the brief confession 
of a person of the intermediate sex, a masculine psycho- 
hermaphrodite) ", published as evidence of her 
mmpseudologicalityw by her psychiafrist, (Edelmshtein, "K 
klinike transvestitizman, 276-79) ,  was latex praised by 
psychiatrists for its grasp of foreign literature on the 
topic, in NarkomzdravBs Expert medical council, GARF, f. 
A482,  op. 25, d. 478, 1. 85-85 ob. In Skliar, 
proiskhozhdenii i sushchhosti gomoseksualizma~, the 
patient P. A. had medical training and managed a clinic; 
she presented herself for treatment for addiction to 
opium, giving no apparent thought to the 'queernessm of 
her masculine persona. The doctor reportedly had to 
insist she don feminine clothing and remain in the 
womenls ward. The virulence of his arguments against 
Magnus Hirschfeldms hypothesis that homosexuality is 
inborn and constitutes a naturalhuman variation suggests 
he heard these from his patient. 

80 Nor apparently vas one 'Andrei Ivanovichm, a Vernale 
horno~exual~~ representing herself as a man, living in 
Karaganda in a registered marriage with another woman, 
observed in the early 1960s, Derevinskaia, ImMaterialy k 
klinike, patogenezu, terapii zhenskogo gomoseksualizmamm, 
117. 
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misunderstanding and wish to transform themselves into persons of 

the opposite sexm, but shs did not argue for alvgery to affect 

the change. Instead, she pleaded for acceptance of "same-sex 

love...as a particular variationw. She argued that once members 

of the "intermediate sexw were *no longer oppressed and smothered 

by their own lack of consciousness and by petty-bourgeois 

disrespect*, their lives would become socially ~orthwhile.~' 

Evgeniia pleaded, in effect, for the social and political 

rights of the vvintermediate sexm using arguments consciously 

borrowed from the essentializing, scientific justifications of 

homosexual emancipationism. Her assumption of a male gender 

persona, one traditional way for the sexually ambiguous to order 

their position in the world, vas thus transitional, for she 

envisioned a world where gender and sexual ambiguity would be 

understood by medicine and respected in a knowledgeable society. 

The revolutionary faith in science ta end archaic moral 

strictures, and to bring rationality to human sexual relations, 

was a powerful tool not only in the hands of Bolshevik 

legislators and medical practitioners, but in the hands of 

ordinary individuals who manipulated it to justify their own 

desires. Evgeniia Fedorovna M o  n o t e  the "History of my illnessM 

for her psychiatrist, explaining her personality in scientific 

terms, and elite psychiatrists acknowledged that her reading of 

81 Ede1 shtein, "K klinike transvestitizmagl, 279. 



recent international scientific literature vas impressive." How 

much reading Evgeniia had in fact done is difficult to establish 

fron axisting sources. She daalt primarily w i t h  thaoriae of 

*pseudohernaphroditesn and mpsycho-hermaphroditesn, terms which 

by the 1920s had been propagated by Krafft-Ebing and Havelock 

E l l i s  for persons who experienced varying degrees of desire for 

persons of either sex (a predecessor of our category of 

ubisexualsm).a Evgeniia spoke of wpseudohermaphrodites as 

purely interested in same-sex relationships, echoing the concepts 

of apologists for same-sex love who used the term Vntermediate 

sext* (srednii ~ o l )  . 
wPseudohermaphroditeç, both male and female, have a 

particular predisposition to same-sex sexualitygl, she argued, and 

nthe attraction to a woman of a woman of the intermediate sex is 

just the same in nature as the normal man's attraction to a 

woman." The fact of a congenital predisposition was proved by the 

appearance of figures of the same sex in the subject's erotic 

dreams . 

In opening the council@s 1929 discussion on the 
"intermediate sexg* , Dr. Ia . 1. Brusilovskii mentioned 
Evgeniiags "diaryW: "This is the diary of a very rich 
intellect. She knew languages and had the opportunity to 
make use of al1 the decisive foreign literature on this 
issue and her diary is a detailed report [doklag] in 
defense of her intermediate  ex.^ GARF, f. A482, op. 25, 
d. 478, 1. 85 ob. It is unclear whether Brusilovskii had 
access to an actual 'diaryg or was simply reading from 
the published text of Evgeniiag s "History of my illne~s~~. 

83 Alice D. Dreger, "Hermaphrodites in Love: The T r u t h  of 
the Gonads.@@ In Science and Homosexualities, ed. Vernon 
A. Rosario (London: Routledge, 1996), 59. 



In sleep a person does not govern themselves, and if 
during involuntary erotic ecstasy the image of a woman 
and not a man appears to a woman, it means that such is 
her nature, which she is incapable of overcoming. These 
women are unable to reverse this attraction in them 
which from their point of view is natural, even if they 
wanted to. Once ve come to accept that along with the 
uoual love there exists same-oex love as well, as a 
particular variation, then we must make the logical 
conclusion and permit persons of the intermediate sex 
access to their form of sexual satisfaction. 

Evgeniia argued that society must learn to distinguish between 

the signifiers of sex (external sex organs) end the determinants 

of sexual desire, which were "mental particuliarities ... 
established by nature itself in the gonadstt. She borrowed 

verbatim from a tsarist apologist for the @tintermediate sextg the 

assertion that science was well aware of the distinction: 

Prof. [Sigmund] Freud justly points out that people who 
are in a sexual sense perverted ought not to be 
considered degenerates... No-one can consider people of 
the intermediate sex physically or mentally ill... One 
may count among the number of men with an abnormal 
deviation of sexual desire leading writers (Oscar 
Wilde, Whitman, Verlaine) , artists (Mi chaelangelo) and 
musicians (Tchaikovsky), and this clearly proves it 
impossible to dismiss people of the intermediate sex to 
the categor of the mentally and psychically 
disturbed. & 

Evgeniia returned to her own words to argue that the scientific 

evidence about sexual intermediacy obliged society to deal 

humanely and rationally with people like herself. 

It would be preferable when judging homosexual persons 
[gomoseksuallnve liudi] if their personality and mental 
capabilities were taken into account before all else, 
and not their actions, which are a private matter 

%4 Edel shtein, ItK klinike transvestitizmatt , 2 7 8 .  This 
passage of Evgeniiats tWistorytg occurs in P. V. 
Ushakovskii (pseud. ) , . sredniaao ~ola. (St 
Petersburg: 1908) , 199-200. 



[ w t n o e  delo] jus t  as for normal people. When people 
of the intermediate sex are given the right to do 
everything which does not break other laws, then they 
will undoubtedly etrivu to give their love the most 
noble hues posaible...Society mst finally admit the 
folloving tact. People of the intermadiate sex are 
different from the rest only in one aspect ... In al1 
remaining aspects there is no difference between them 
and normal people whatsoever. They have the same 
characters, the same minds, the same wills. Not al1 
have the same capacity and strength to govern their 
passions. Among people of the intermediate eex just as 
among nomal people, there are weak-villed egoists and 
deptaved individuals. That which society forgives in 
normal people must be forgiven in people of the 
intermediate sex. Excessive strictness will lead to 
undesired consequences. 

In the HHistory of my illness", Evgeniia combined traditional 

ways of thinking about semial ambiguity (as a form of 

hermaphroditism), with more recent scientific understandings (as 

a manifestation of anomalous function of the sex glands). The 

expression of the wish for self-transformation into a person of 

the opposite sex - so that her desire for women might make sense 
in a world overwhelmingly ordered according to a heterosexual 

nom - blended with the vocalization of a new identity, that of 
an nintenaediate sexwl, of 18homosexual personsw. If the world 

could not reconfigure Evegeniia'e %isunderstoodm body with male 

sex organs, then it ought to recognize her sexual desire, her 

sexuality, as the misunderstood element of her being. In this 

fashion Evgeniia appropriated a language to explain and to 

vindicate same-sex desire. 



Conclusion 

It would be unreasonable to look for a "lesbian subculturen where 

vomen vere not in a pgsition to establish one. Moscow of the 

1920s was not Paris or Berlin, where same-se% relations between 

women found expression in an elite salon culture, in a commercial 

sector of sometimes louche bars and clubs, as well as in the 

disreputable worlds of the sex trade and prison cultures. The 

sites of a potential Soviet subculture of lesbians were 

constrained by material scarcity and a political mistrust of 

affluence and pleasure. The semi-public environment of the salon 

(making a public stage from domestic space) became constricted 

during the 1920s and died off in the fearful middle years of the 

1930s. Networks and circles of like-minded women nevertheless 

exploited the regime's disregard for the home, and for them as 

'homemakers', to preserve their affinities. 

A code of 'masculinizedl dress and manners enabled urban 

women who sought mutual erotic relations to recognize each other. 

There were pockets of tolerance for the mannish woman in military 

formations, and in academic or cultural institutions, which 

permitted some self-conscious Vernale homosexualsM to earn a 

living and apply their talents. These women apparently exploited 

the valorization of social and economic activity in the public 

sphere promoted for women by the revolution. Education and paid 

labour provided claims to socialist respectability which might 

deflect criticism for the failure to marry or produce children. 
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It appears that few women in this embryonic lesbian subculture 

came from the peasantry; nor did urban women who loved women 

flaunt their sartorial gmasculinizationl in the countryside, 

reverting instead to a conformist femininity. I8Lesbian lovew 

supposedly required the oxygen of eophisticated city life, and 

early revolutionary Russia offered only a handful of cities with 

this degree of lmodernityl. 

In the Russian intellectual imagination, the lesbian 

remained associated after the revolution with prostitution, and 

the single-sex environment of the prison. The link with 

prostitution was probably a continuation of late tsarist medical 

discourse, and if it reflected a widespread social reality, that 

was the reality of female unemployment and impoverishment. As a 

result of the abolition of licensed prostitution with the 

revolution, the peculiarly single-sex environment of the official 

brothel disappeared, and with it a potentially stable locus which 

had apparently 

workers. Women 

were compelled 

sheltered homosemial relations between female sex 

who turned to the sex trade under the new regime 

to adopt improvisatory housing and workplace 

arrangements. In such conditions, mutual assistance between sex 

workers, a feature of the culture of the tsarist brothel, perhaps 

extended to 181esbiansm1 who worked as heterosexual prostitutes (as 

in the case of Sh. and L. in Moscow). Soviet woments prisons, 

concentration camps and labour colonies appear to have inherited 

from tsarist institutions a culture of female mutual relations 

based on a replication of male and female gender roles. The 
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sexual brutality in men's prisons, as means of enforcing a 

gendered hierarchy, was by soae reports less prevalent in womenls 

places of confinement. There, the hierarchy of kobel and 

Jcowrialka was marked by more stability and emotional support, 

and formed the basis for 'family circlesl within prison society. 

The Russian intellectual tradition regards these relations as 

indicative of criminality or louer class status, but such filters 

only serve to distance intelligentsia women from charges of 

homosexuality, and must be analysed more critically. 

Women did not take control of urban spaces to express same- 

sex desire. Some, nevertheless, were able to find a site upon 

which to inscribe their hidden transcipt: their own bodies. 

Through the performance of a 'masculinized' womanhood, or, more 

traditionally, of a completely male gender identity, some female 

homosexuals made their desire for their own sex intelligible 

within the confines of a culture which imagined the sex drive as 

universally heterosexual. By combing and reworking existing 

gender possibilities, such as the familiar phenomenon of 

hermaphroditism, or the exciting if far-off prospect of sex 

transformation periormed by experimental biology, they inhabited 

one gender without abandoning another biological sex.  



In spring 1993, Russian President Boris Yeltsin signed a decree 

to decriminalize sodomy between consenting adults. Similar 

amendments to antisodomy statutes were then being enacted in 

other post-communist states, in an effort to harmonize 

legislation with the human rights standards set by the Council of 

Europe. Some gay observers questioned these statest commitment to 

the rights of their homosexual citizens, doubting if such 

legislative gestures were always çenuinely backed by popular 

sentiment. Perhaps, they suggested, these changes were instead 

the unpalatable cost of achieving recognition (and financial 

support) from the wealthier nations of the West. Events in 

Romania, where lesbians and gays continued to suffer police 

surveillance and harassment, appeared to bear this out. 1 

These ambivalent elite and public attitudes were apparent in 

Russia as well. In a move timed to coincide with Yeltsin's 1993 

decree, the journal Istochnik published documents relating to the 

1933 enactment of the Iagoda-Stalin sodomy ban. The Archive of 

the President of the Russian Federation (APRF) released to 

1stochni)l two very different sets of papers, from a single 

1 Russians first post-communist criminal code (passed by 
the State Duma on 24 May 1996 and in effect from 1 
January 1997). incorporated Yeltsings 1993 decree, but in 
a departure from previous legislative language, included 
a specific article covering coercive same-sex offenses. 
See 1. V. Smirnov, ed. Uaolovnvi kodeks rossiiskoi 
federatsii ~riniat crosudarstvennoi dumoi 24 maia 1996 
goda. (St Petersburg: Algfa, l996), 64-65, art. 132. 
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archiva1 file.' One set, the Iagodc-Stalin correspondence 

leadiiig up to the 1933-1934 legislation, was presented against a 

sida-bar reading "The real cause of eventsN (podopleb s o b i t i i ) ,  

and the accompanying analysis drily noted "the OGPU took the 

legislative initiative in order to defend the socialist 

fatherland from such phenomenaN. The commentary preserved a 

forma1 distance from any overt criticism of Iagoda's initiative, 

although the use of Stalin's own words in the item's headline 

("These scoundrels are to receive exemplary PüNISHMENTw) may be 

read as characterizing his arbitrary and brutal rule. The 

presentation of this correspondence appeared, at least formally, 

to justify Yeltsinls decree as the elimination of a consequence 

of the totalitarian era. 

At the conclusion of this item, a notation advised readers: 

"For a surprising continuation of this theme, see the end of this 

issue. There Harry White's reasonable and learned May 1934 

letter to Stalin querying the theoretical basis for the new 

sodomy ban vas reproduced, without commentary, under the 

unmistakeably hostile headline mgHumour from the special 

 collection^^^. This cynical juxtaposition of anonymously selected 

2 APRF, f .  3, op. 57, d. 37. The first item, "Iz istorii 
Ugo lovnogo kodeksa : l Pr imerno NAKAZAT ' etikh 
Merzavtsev' . f stochnik ( 5 -6  1993) : 164-65, cited 11. 24- 
26 from this file. The second piece, Harry White, 
'Mozhet li gomoseksualist sostoiat  ' chlenom 

kommunisticheskoi partii?'." Istochnik ( 5 -6  1993): 185- 
91, cited 11. 29-45 from the same file. 



and edited texts (from collections not accessible to 

researchers)' signalled the Russian polityls on-going 

ambivalence with hou the public transcript should incorporate 

notions of male homosexuality. Modernizing initiatives in the 

direction of individual human rights could be justified by 

demonstrating Soviet communismls arbitrary legislative and police 

practices. Yet simultaneously, neo-Stalinists who leafed to the 

end of the same Jstochnik could take pleasure in noting that the 

vozhdi (leader) had sagely designated the foreign communist who 

dared to argue with him on this issue, "an idiot and a 

In a similar fashion, female homosexuality had 'caught up' 

with the male version. Capitalism brought visibility. Voyeuristic 

images of lesbian chic were appearing with increasing frequency 

in the mainstream press, tabloids and domestic pornography. One 

luxurious lifestyle review, with advertisers including Rolls- 

Royce, Seagrams, Diesel Jeans and Dupont Lycra, found it 

profitable to put two stylishly clothed young women kissing each 

other on its cover, visible from every Moscow metro newsagentts 

stand in early 1996. Meanwhile, in the parliamentary horse- 

3 Such releases of archiva1 documents, especially from 
APRF, have become a frequent political manoeuvre of the 
Yeltsin presidency, see R. W. Davies, Soviet Historv in 

n Erg. (London: Macmillan, 1997) , 111-14. 
4 White, "'Mozhet li gomoseksualist sostoiatl chlenom 

kommunisticheskoi partii?'", 191. 

5 The magazine aras Ptiuch no. 5 (1996). Other examples of 
the lesbian chic journalistic genre: Igor Shevelev, 
"Zachem vy, devushki, drug druga liubite?" Oaonek (21 
(May) 1996): 52-53.  
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trading over Russia8s first post-communist criminal code, 

mlesbianismN (Jesbi-stv~) as a discrete variety of prohibited 

sex act, when inflicted coercively, was insarted fnto criainai 

law for the first time in the nation's legal historye6 

Ruseia@s public transcripts regarding eame-sex relations 

began the twentieth century in a similar state of ferment. 

Tsarist jurisprudence and practices aroused criticism for their 

contradictory and unequal content. Timid reform failed in 1903 to 

eradicate a prohibition against voluntary adult sodomy which was 

virtually a dead letter in the capital and probably rarely 

enforced elsewhere. Privileged men flouted the law, most 

notoriously with the autocrat's approval. Urban young male 

prostitutes seemed to be both victims of terrible exploitation, 

and at the same tirne colluders in a commerce of bodies whose 

innocence had long been doubted by those who came in contact with 

w8commercial catamitesn in Petersburg's bathhouses and 

thoroughfares. 

Liberals looked to decriminalization of consensual sodomy to 

resolve the ethical and legal contradictions of tsarist 

legislation. Socialists too wanted an end to exploitation of 

innocents, but they had also inherited, however faintly, the 

German Social-Democratic tradition of homosexual emancipationism. 

Once empowered, LSRs and Bolsheviks acted to decriminalize male 

homosexuality in the Russian republic. Their motives were mixed. 

6 Smirnov, ad. Ucrolovnvi kodeks rossiiskoi federatsii, 64- 
65. 
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In legislation concerning sex, they sought first of al1 to 

promote adult sema1 autonomy and inviolability, within a 

framework of gender equality. To do this, they secularized, 

simplified, and aiedicalized legal discourse and procedures on 

sexual offenses. Male homosexual acts were no longer illegal as a 

result. Yet the Bolsheviks rejected rule-of-law principles, and 

viewed law as but one discourse through which to transform 

society . 
During NEP, competing public transcripts on same-sex love 

and sex/gender dissidence prevailed, at least in European Russia. 

Emancipationist rhetoric enjoyed its heyday at international 

conferences (and possinly in psychiatrist8s lecture theatres and 

private practices), but its political basis in Soviet Russia had 

never been strong. More robust were ambitions to transform 

humanity through improvements in education, health and the social 

environment. Bolsheviks did not analyse @~homosexualityw as a 

single issue, but evaluated manifestations of sexual and gender 

dissidence according to their social and political priorities. 

Clerical @gpederastyw was thus a political outrage demonstrating 

the hypocrisy of religion. Sodomy among the @primitive1 peoples 

of the USSR was a problem of bvt, the conditions of everyday life 

such as the seclusion and veiling of women, the sexual harassrnent 

of males by other males, and the exploitation of innocent youths 

by procurers and parents. '@Fernale homosexualityn could be 

alarming if it spread beyond a small, congenital minority; 

othewise such persons might be useful so long as they obeyed the 
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law and remained discreet. 

Soviet medical experts never fully claimed the gender and 

sexual deviant as their own ta manage and interpret. In part this 

was because of the political economy of their professions: few 

reeources could be allocated to forensic medicine, or minor 

psychiatry, in an impoverished country. Some practitioners 

accepted emancipationist readings of Soviet legislation: the 

sexual revolution included those homosexuals who remained 

harmless and productive. Others were swept up in the initial 

optimism that sex-gland transplants could cure homosexuality - an 
optimism which coincided with early revolutionary dreams of the 

late 1910s and early 1920s. Still others pathologized same-sex 

love and related deviant sex and gender behaviours, prescribing 

psychotherapy and apparently, incarceration. The Commissariat of 

Healthls Expert medical council demonstrated in 1929 that Soviet 

public transcripts were fractured, contradictory, and not under 

the control of the medical profession alone. 

The stalinist resolution of these competing discourses 

relied on a gendered strategy, a conscious set of legislative and 

ideological manoeuvres for homosexual men, and a less apparently 

deliberate policy-shift directed against women who loved women, 

in the 1930s. The revision of these public ttanscripts relied on 

the stalinist overhaul of gender roles more widely. Abortion and 

contraception bans, and strictures on divorce, along with 

promotion of femininity and middle class values, narrowed working 

women's autonomy and devalued their independence from men. Nazi 
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attacks on the masculinity of European and Soviet communists 

spurred the Stalin regime on to adopt an overt, vocal and 

increasingly complex analysis of homosexuality as typical of 

fascism, of bourgeois degeneration, and of traitors to socialism. 

Male sodomy became a b~tovoe crime in the entire Soviet Usion, as 

it had been from the beginning in Central Asian Soviet republics. 

The effects of these gendered policies remain difficult to trace, 

especially upon women. The international propaganda war over 

masculinity produced tragic consequences for male homosexuals 

inside the Soviet Union, just as it did for their counterparts in 

Nazi Germany. An unknown number of men were 'tepressedl for 

homosexuality by political police, especially in the immediate 

aftermath of the rupture of relations with the new Nazi state. 

Many other men's lives were destroyed by conventional 

prosecutions for sodomy through the regular court system. Jurists 

in some cases did what they dared to mitigate the damage which 

the antisodomy statute wrought. 

Despite these depredations, a surprisingly vigorous male 

homosexual subculture existed throughout the period under 

discussion; while an embryonic, more fragile female subculture 

existed during the 1920s, but would appear to have retreated ftom 

public view in the turmoil of the later 1930s. Male homosexuals 

exploited their privilege as men to use urban territories to 

express their sexual and emotional desires. The same privileges 

allowed some to become very mobile agents of a homosexual 

subculture. At least in NEP Russia, entertainments devoted to a 
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nascent homosexual culture of poetry, music and history were 

possible. Some men, who the 1930s courts referred to as persons 

@Who facilitated the commission of sodomyw, kept salons, 

organized parties and gatherings even apparently during the worst 

years of the Terror. A lively semiotics of mutual recognition 

continued to operate using gesture, glances and slang. 

Womengs versions of this world were not as elaborate in the 

public spaces of urban life. Nevertheless, a dress code of sorts 

did function in intelligentsia circles, partially concealed 

within a wider masculinization of women's manners in the early 

Bolshevik years. Such signals were probably confined to urban 

venues, where the 'new woman' of the revolutionary project was 

more prolific and less likely than her counterparts in the 

countryside to draw stares and ridicule. The long-standing female 

tradition of partial and full adoption of masculine clothes 

and/or identities would seem to have flourished in the civil war 

and NEP years. It was certainly much remarked upon by 

psychiatrists, who associated it with same-sex love, and by 

Westerners, whose exposure to journalistic excesses about the 

masculinized Russian woman predisposed them to see this 

phenomenon everywhere.? Women who appropriated entire male 

identities created themselves anew by inscribing their dreams on 

their bodies. They gained access to male privilege, including 

access to other women, by virtue of reinventing themselves as 

7 Julie Wheelwright, Amazons and Militarv Maids: Women Who 
pressed as Men in the Pursuit of Life, Libertv and 
Ha~~iness. (London: Pandora, 1989). 



members of the opposite sex.  

For historians of the Soviet era, acknowledging the 

existence of traditions and experience of semial and gender 

diversity in Russian and Soviet culture offers opportunities for 

new perspectives and paths of enquiry. The apparent compuloory 

heterosexuality of the region's cultures cannot be presumed to be 

'natural'. If our narratives of Russian history are so dominated 

by the presumption of a natural, universal heterosexuality, it is 

worth asking whether in fact this is because 'there was no 

(homosexual) sex in the U S S R ' ,  and therefore nothing to record, 

or whether historians have chosen to edit traditions of same-sex 

love and gender dissent out of the record. Russian patterns of 

sex and gender dissidence have been obscured behind a discursive 

Potemkin village populated by Iheterosexual', inormal', Inatural' 

peasants, workers, intellectuals, Bolshevik revolutionaries, and 

stalinist cadres. 

The relevance of sexual diversity to our accounts of early 

Soviet politics and administration is far from insignificant. It 

is not only a question of adding the lost possibility of 

homosexual emancipation to the great store of disappointments 

accumulated by the Soviet experiment. The fact of the loss of 

this liberatory potential should direct us to consider the wider 

question of diversity and hou it was managed, degraded and 

suppressed by the Soviet system as it evolved. A productive 

framework for thinking about social diversity under Soviet rule 

is through the constructions placed on $y-, the conditions of 



everyday life. In this account of the history of 8homosexuality1, 

b w  appears repeatedly as a negative factor: if @homosexualityl 

was present, it was as something faulty in the structure of daily 

life. Healthy $wt would eventually cause homosexu&lity to wither 

away, an outcome regarded by many, probably most, ,Bolsheviks and 

medical experts as self-evidently desireable. This construction 

of homosexuality, as a defect susceptible to correction through 

social engineering, mirrored constructions of so many other 

sources of troublesome diversity in the Soviet unione8 Physical 

exercise, a single bed for every inmate or comrade, and sexual 

surveillance and enlightenment for the next generation would 

solve the problem of same-sex desire. 

Consideration of the Russian and Soviet case should also 

give historians of m e o r  ooxualities new lines of enquiry to 

explore. Tie social history of male same-sex eros and of the male 

homosexual subculture in this region, in combination with the 

knowledge that medical stigmatization of the "pederaçtU was 

comparatively modest in Russia, contribute a new challenge to the 

Foucaultian assertion that psychiatry created 88homosexuality8@, 

and the ~homosexual~@ as an identity. In Russia, as in America, 

psychiatrists encountered a pre-existing male homosexual 

subculture which they described in their case histories; indeed, 

8 An exemplary account of the Soviet encounter . with 
diversity and its consequences is described in Y u r i  
Slezkine, Wctic Mirrors: Russia and the Small Peo~les of 
the North. (Ithaca & London: Corne11 University Press, 
1994); see especially Part III ItConquerors of 
Backwardnes~~~. 
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the subculture emerged and developed in spite  of the far lower 

level of labelling practised by medicine in Russia. Scientific 

attention paid to same-sex eros in Western cultures was, of 

course, significant for the powerful understandings it claimed 

and the prospects of management and perhaps therapy it held out. 

Yet it was never so ambitious in Imperia1 Russia, and only 

momentarily so in the early Soviet republic. The influence of 

ecanomic and social factors in constructing homosexuals~ 

subcultures deserves deeper comparative examination, especially 

drawing from cultures beyond the Anglo-American orbit which has 

dominated queer historiography. 

Historians also need to delve more deeply into the 

relationship between homosexual emancipationism and political 

movements of the left. Here there are clear implications in 

early-twentieth century socialist and communist attitudes toward 

diversity which require further exploration, and which would 

offer queer historians lines of enquiry linking their work with 

that of other marginalized groups. Moreover, there are 

implications about the dangers of social constructionist 

understandings of homosexuality, evident in the nurturist views 

of Soviet fotensic psychiatrists, which contemporary queer 

theorists need to take into account. The adoption by Hirschfeld 

and hie followers of an essentialist strategy from the late 1890s 

until the 1930s, so resonant in Evgeniia Fedorovna M.'s Wistory 

of my illnesstt, and Harry White's letter to Stalin, was clearly a 

convincing conception of the self used by some individuals with 
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the courage to speak about themselves to power. Historians need 

to look more carefully at how ideas of essential or socially 

constmcted homosexuality were incorporated by Incri-homosexuall 

socialists into their politics: how were emancipationistst 

arguments received and understood? Also of significance to queet 

historiography is the assertion that male homosexual subcultures, 

and perhaps female homosexual networks, appear to have withstood 

stalinist terror. The concealed pasts of homosexual mutual 

support and resistance, especially during the turbulent 1930s to 

1950s, still need to be reconstructed. 

For the emerging lesbian and gay communities of post- 

communist Russia, these stories of everyday survival and mutual 

support are a necessary addition to existing antihomophobic 

accounts of cultural heroes such as Sophia Parnok, Mikhail 

Kuzmin, and Sergei Eisenstein. Iconic figures are important for 

Russia's queer communities (especially in a culture which has 

always prized and privileged exceptional talent), yet of 

themselves they are not sufficient for the development of a 

sustaining historiographical narrative. The knowledge that one is 

part of a sexual and social tradition with long exparience of the 

rigours of daily existence can be a source of strength in a 

culture which until recently has denied and devalued same-sex 

love. This awareness can be the starting point for a radical 

critique of traditional Russian gender and sex roles, and a 

pathway to the undoubtedly painful process of establishing a more 

open relationship between sexual and gender dissidence, and the 



$0-called 'natural9 culture of the Russian mainstream. 



chival Sources 

1. Court Cases 1935-194k 

To preserve the anonymity of individuale tried from 1935 to 1941 
for aodomy and other sex crimes in Moscow city court (p-u 
m k o i  su) criminal cases vhich have been used in this study, 1 
assigned pseudonyms to named defendants. In the tact 1 have used a 
short title for each case for ease of reference and to identify the 
type of document in question ( e t  either a sentencing document, 
identified as a priaovor, or an entire case file, identified as a 
trial). All documents are held in T s ~ .  Full references for each 
short title are as follows, in chronological order: 

Prigovor Bezborodova i 11 dr. (1935): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2 ,  d. 11, 
11. 238-245. 

Prigovor Krasina i Popova (1935): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2, d. 10, 11. 
283-285. 

Prigovor Anisimova i Brodskogo (1935): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2, d. 10, 
11. 297-299. 

Prigovor Siniakova (1937): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2, d. 25, 11. 128-131. 
Prigovor Belova i 6 dr. (1937): TsMAM f .  819, op. 2, d m  24, 11. 

169-172. 
Prigovor Tereshkova i 9 dr. (1938): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2, d. 30, 11. 

41-47, 
Prigovor Leontteva i Baikina (1939): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2, d. 33, 

11. 187-188, 
Prigovor Stepanovy (1940): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2, d. 38, 11. 17-18. 
Trial of Andreevskii and 2 others (1941): TsMAM f. 819, op. 2, d. 

51. 

2. Other Court Cases 

Other sodomy and relevant sex crime cases were located in the 
following archival holdings: 

TsGIAgM f. 203 (Noskovskaia dukhovnaia konsistor 
TsGIAgM f. 142 (jâoskovskii okruzhnvi sud) 

iia 
TsMAM f. 901 (Moskovskii narodnvi sud. Leninuradskii raion. 1942- 

1960 aa.) 
TsMAM f .  1921 (1 

3946 1960 aa* C 1 
TsMAM f, 1919 (poskovskil n . . arodnvi sud, Zheleznodorozhnvi raion, 

3945-1957 aa.) 
GARF f. 564, op. 1 ( p p  

Plia svoikh rabot) 



3 . Other Archives 

GARF f. RI17 (Jtusskli  na&? . . qgRvi soiuz -ni mkhaila Arkhana . . e w  
GARF f. A353 ( W o W v i  komisariat iustitsii RSFSR) 
GARF f. A482 ( p a r o d n n n i i a  RSFS - 8 ignsk 

R) 
GARF f. A 4 0 6  ( N N i a t  rQPoche krest oi in 

. . s~ektsi & 
Rsasa) 

GARF f. R8131 (prokwatura SSSR 1924  O 1949 au, 
G A ,  f . R9492 (yekhovnvi sud SSSR. w t e r ~ t v o  M t  

1 
itsii SSSR 1 

8lnoe statist RGAE f .  1562 (Tsentra . Otdea 
BD 8 noi 

RTsKhIDNI f. 17 (Tsentral 
3 
'nvi komitet KPSS) 

RTsKhIDNI f. 134 (Éollontai. A. M.) 
RTsKhIDNI f. 159 (Chicherin, G. V.) 
RGALI f. 232 (Kuzmin. M. A.) 
RGALI f. 612 (Gosudarstvennvi literaturnvi muzei) 
Harvard University Project on the Soviet Social Systern - Schedule 

"Aw Interviews (1950-1953) 
GenderDok: Biblioteka lesbiianok i geev (Moscow) 
Canadian Lesbian & Gay Archives (Toronto) 
Archives of the Schwulesmuseum (Berlin) 
Magnus Hirschfeld Gesellschaft (Berlin) 

Other un~ublished sources tdissertations, reports. articles) 

Burds, Jeffrey, ed. Dne vnik moskovskouo kuptsa Pavla Vasilievicha 
Medvedeva. 1854-1864 aq. (forthcoming). 

Derevinskaia, Elizaveta M. "Materialy k klinike, patogenezu, 
terapii zhenskogo gomo~eksualizma.~~ Kandidatskaia 
dissertatsiia meditsinskikh nauk, Karagandinskii 
gosudarstvennyi meditsinskii institut, 1965. 

Dose, Ralf. "The World League for Sexual Reform: Some Possible 
Approaches." Unpublished article, 1998. 

Gulshinskii, Viktor. "Istochniki po russkoi gei-istorii: Opyt 
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